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Abstract

The main topics of study in this thesis are the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) biplots, with the primary focus falling on the
quality measures associated with these biplots. A detailed study of different routes
along which PCA and CVA can be derived precedes the study of the PCA biplot
and CVA biplot respectively. Different perspectives on PCA and CVA highlight
different aspects of the theory that underlie PCA and CVA biplots respectively and
so contribute to a more solid understanding of these biplots and their interpretation.
PCA is studied via the routes followed by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933).
CVA is studied from the perspectives of Linear Discriminant Analysis, Canonical
Correlation Analysis as well as a two-step approach introduced in Gower et al.
(2011). The close relationship between CVA and Multivariate Analysis of Variance
(MANOVA) also receives some attention.

An explanation of the construction of the PCA biplot is provided subsequent to
the study of PCA. Thereafter follows an in depth investigation of quality measures of
the PCA biplot as well as the relationships between these quality measures. Specific
attention is given to the effect of standardisation on the PCA biplot and its quality
measures.

Following the study of CVA is an explanation of the construction of the weighted
CVA biplot as well as two different unweighted CVA biplots based on the two-step
approach to CVA. Specific attention is given to the effect of accounting for group sizes
in the construction of the CVA biplot on the representation of the group structure
underlying a data set. It was found that larger groups tend to be better separated
from other groups in the weighted CVA biplot than in the corresponding unweighted
CVA biplots. Similarly it was found that smaller groups tend to be separated to
a greater extent from other groups in the unweighted CVA biplots than in the
corresponding weighted CVA biplot.

A detailed investigation of previously defined quality measures of the CVA biplot
follows the study of the CVA biplot. It was found that the accuracy with which the
group centroids of larger groups are approximated in the weighted CVA biplot is
usually higher than that in the corresponding unweighted CVA biplots. Three new
quality measures that assess that accuracy of the Pythagorean distances in the CVA
biplot are also defined. These quality measures assess the accuracy of the Pythago-
rean distances between the group centroids, the Pythagorean distances between the
individual samples and the Pythagorean distances between the individual samples
and group centroids in the CVA biplot respectively.
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Opsomming

Die hoofonderwerpe van studie in hierdie tesis is die Hoofkomponent Analise (HKA)
bistipping asook die Kanoniese Veranderlike Analise (KVA) bistipping met die pri-
mêre fokus op die kwaliteitsmaatstawwe wat daarmee geassosieer word. ’n Gede-
tailleerde studie van verskillende roetes waarlangs HKA en KVA afgelei kan word,
gaan die studie van die HKA en KVA bistippings respektiewelik vooraf. Verskil-
lende perspektiewe op HKA en KVA belig verskillende aspekte van die teorie wat
onderliggend is tot die HKA en KVA bistippings respektiewelik en dra sodoende by
tot ’n meer breedvoerige begrip van hierdie bistippings en hulle interpretasies. HKA
word bestudeer volgens die roetes wat gevolg is deur Pearson (1901) en Hotelling
(1933). KVA word bestudeer vanuit die perspektiewe van Linieêre Diskriminantana-
lise, Kanoniese Korrelasie-analise sowel as ’n twee-stap-benadering soos voorgestel in
Gower et al. (2011). Die noue verwantskap tussen KVA en Meerveranderlike Analise
van Variansie (MANOVA) kry ook aandag.

’n Verduideliking van die konstruksie van die HKA bistipping word voorsien na
afloop van die studie van HKA. Daarna volg ’n indiepte-ondersoek van die HKA
bistipping kwaliteitsmaatstawwe sowel as die onderlinge verhoudings tussen hierdie
kwaliteitsmaatstawe. Spesifieke aandag word gegee aan die effek van die standaar-
disasie op die HKA bistipping en sy kwaliteitsmaatstawe.

Opvolgend op die studie van KVA is ’n verduideliking van die konstruksie van
die geweegde KVA bistipping sowel as twee veskillende ongeweegde KVA bistippings
gebaseer op die twee-stap-benadering tot KVA. Spesifieke aandag word gegee aan
die effek wat die inagneming van die groepsgroottes in die konstruksie van die KVA
bistipping op die voorstelling van die groepstruktuur onderliggend aan ’n datastel
het. Daar is gevind dat groter groepe beter geskei is van ander groepe in die geweegde
KVA bistipping as in die oorstemmende ongeweegde KVA bistipping. Soortgelyk
daaraan is gevind dat kleiner groepe tot ’n groter mate geskei is van ander groepe in
die ongeweegde KVA bistipping as in die oorstemmende geweegde KVA bistipping.

’n Gedetailleerde ondersoek van voorheen gedefinieerde kwaliteitsmaatstawe van
die KVA bistipping volg op die studie van die KVA bistipping. Daar is gevind
dat die akkuraatheid waarmee die groepsgemiddeldes van groter groepe benader
word in die geweegde KVA bistipping, gewoonlik hoër is as in die ooreenstemmende
ongeweegde KVA bistippings. Drie nuwe kwaliteitsmaatstawe wat die akkuraatheid
van die Pythagoras-afstande in die KVA bistipping meet, word gedefinieer. Hierdie
kwaliteitsmaatstawe beskryf onderskeidelik die akkuraatheid van die voorstelling
van die Pythagoras-afstande tussen die groepsgemiddeldes, die Pythagoras-afstande
tussen die individuele observasies en die Pythagoras-afstande tussen die individuele
observasies en groepsgemiddeldes in die KVA bistipping.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Lehmann (1988) defines Statistics as “the enterprise dealing with the collection of
data sets, and extraction and presentation of the information they contain”. In the
light of this definition it is clear that graphical presentations of a data set form
an integral part of any statistical analysis - graphical displays not only present
the information contained in the data but can also be used to extract information
that is difficult or even impossible to extract by means of traditional parametric
multivariate analyses. In the words of Everitt (1994) “there are many patterns and
relationships that are easier to discern in graphical displays than by any other data
analysis method”. According to Chambers et al. (1983) “there is no single statistical
tool that is as powerful as a well-chosen graph”.

In most fields of application data is typically multivariate and hence the task of
investigating and analysing multivariate data is often faced in practice. The fact
that humans can only visualise objects which are at most three dimensional presents
the need to reduce the dimensionality of the observed data in some way whenever the
dimensionality of the data is greater than three. Unfortunately dimension reduction
is always accompanied by loss of information. That is, an observed data set can
only be approximated in a space that is of lower dimensionality than the data set.

In order to represent the observed data set as accurately as possible, the lower di-
mensional display space should be chosen such that the loss of information resulting
from the dimension reduction is as small as possible. If the dissimilarity between
two measurement vectors is measured by some distance metric, then in order to
minimise the loss of information, the lower dimensional display space should be cho-
sen such that it represents the set of distances between the measurement vectors as
accurately as possible according to some criterion. Metric multidimensional scaling
(MDS) methods are designed for this exact purpose - each metric MDS method is
designed to minimise some measure of discrepancy between a set of distances in
the full measurement space and the corresponding approximated distances in the
lower dimensional display space. The main difference between different metric MDS
techniques lie in the distance metric that is used. The distance metric that is used
depends on the type of data at hand as well as the specific aspect of the data set that
is to be represented as well as possible in the lower dimensional display space. Two
metric MDS techniques will be studied in this thesis, namely principal component
analysis (PCA) and canonical variate analysis (CVA). In PCA and CVA dissimi-
larities between measurement vectors are measured using the Pythagorean distance
metric and Mahalanobis distance metric respectively.

Even though MDS configurations are optimal in the sense that they represent
the set of distances of interest as well as possible according to some criterion, they

1
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

lack information regarding the original measured variables. This problem can be
addressed by applying biplot methodology to MDS configurations. Biplots were
introduced by Gabriel (1971), who also coined the name. A biplot is a joint map
of the samples and variables of a data set. Applying biplot methodology to any
MDS configuration therefore enhances the informativeness of the lower-dimensional
graphical display by adding information regarding the measured variables. The ‘bi’
in ‘biplot’ refers to the fact that two modes, namely samples and variables, are
represented simultaneously and not to the dimension of the display space. The
biplot proposed by Gabriel is known as the traditional (or classical) biplot. In the
traditional biplot each row (sample) and column (variable) of the data matrix under
consideration is represented by a vector emanating from the origin. These vectors are
such that the inner product of a vector representing a row and a vector representing
a column approximates the corresponding element of the data matrix. Gabriel
proposed that the rows of the data matrix be represented only by the endpoints of
the corresponding vectors so that samples and variables can be easily differentiated
in the biplot.

The main weakness of the traditional biplot is that inner products are difficult
to visualise. Gower and Hand (1996) addressed this problem by proposing that
the (continuous) variables be represented by axes, called biplot axes, which are
calibrated such that the approximations to the elements of the data matrix of interest
can be read off from the biplot axes by means of orthogonal projection onto the
calibrated axes, as is done in the case of ordinary scatter plots. Biplots constructed in
this manner can therefore be regarded as multivariate analogues of ordinary scatter
plots (Gower and Hand, 1996) and can thus easily be interpreted by both statisticians
and non-statisticians. This modern approach to biplots will be followed throughout
this thesis. The biplot proposed by Gower and Hand (1996) also allows for the
representation of categorical variables - these are represented by simplexes consisting
of points called category level points (CLP’s) (Gower and Hand, 1996). Only biplots
of data sets consisting of samples measured on continuous variables only will however
be discussed in this thesis.

Biplot methodology extends “the mere representation of data to an exploratory
analysis in itself by the application of several novel ideas” (Gardner and Le Roux,
2003). Examples of such novel ideas are the addition of alpha-bags (Gardner, 2001)
and classification regions to biplots aimed at the optimal discrimination of groups
and the classification of samples of unknown origin, like the CVA biplot.

After a data set has been graphically represented by means of a biplot, a natural
question to ask is, ‘how accurately does the biplot represent the original higher-
dimensional data set?’ as the answer to this question will determine to what extent
the relationships and predictions suggested by the biplot are representative of reality.
This presents the need for measures of the quality of the different aspects of a biplot.

The main topics that will be studied in this thesis are those of the PCA and
CVA biplots, with the primary focus falling on the quality measures of these biplots.
Over the last few years much work has been done on PCA and CVA biplots and even
more so on the quality measures associated with these biplots (Gardner-Lubbe et al.
(2008); Gower et al. (2011)). Most of the measures that will be discussed in this
thesis were proposed in Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008). These quality measures then
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received more attention and were extended in Gower et al. (2011). In this thesis
the existing PCA biplot and CVA biplot quality measures and the relationships
between them will be studied in more depth. New quality measures will also be
defined for some important aspects of the CVA biplot for which no quality measures
have been proposed to date. Furthermore, taking forth the work of Gower et al.
(2011) on weighted and unweighted CVA biplots, the effect of accounting for group
sizes in the construction of the CVA biplot on (1) the representation of the group
structure underlying a data set and (2) the quality measures of the CVA biplot, will
be investigated in more depth.

A limitation of the currently available literature on PCA and CVA biplots is the
little attention paid to the different perspectives from which PCA and CVA can be
viewed. Different perspectives on PCA and CVA highlight different aspects of the
analyses that underlie PCA and CVA biplots respectively and so contribute to a
more solid understanding of these biplots and their interpretation. For this reason
a detailed discussion of different routes along which PCA and CVA can be derived
will forego the study of the PCA biplot and CVA biplot respectively.

1.1 Objectives

The primary aims of this thesis are to:

1. Study different routes along which PCA can be derived;

2. Investigate the quality measures associated with PCA biplots as well as the
relationships between these quality measures;

3. Study different perspectives from which CVA can be viewed;

4. Study the previously defined quality measures associated with CVA biplots as
well as the relationships between these quality measures;

5. Investigate the effect of accounting for the (possibly) different group sizes in the
construction of the CVA biplot on (a) the representation of the group structure
underlying a data set and (b) the quality measures of the CVA biplot using
simulated data sets;

6. Define quality measures for aspects of the CVA biplot for which no quality
measures have been proposed to date.

The secondary objectives of this thesis are to:

1. Illustrate the differences and similarities between the traditional PCA biplot
proposed by Gabriel (1971) and the PCA biplot proposed by Gower and Hand
(1996);

2. Demonstrate the effect of standardisation on the PCA biplot and its quality
measures;
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

3. Illustrate the differences and similarities between ordinary MDS CVA displays
and the CVA biplot proposed by Gower and Hand (1996);

4. Illustrate the differences between PCA and CVA biplots using existing data
sets;

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to an outline of the scope of this thesis
which is provided in Section 1.2, a description of the adopted notation, terminology
and abbreviations in Sections 1.3 - 1.5 and the discussion of a number of results from
linear algebra that will be utilised throughout this study, provided in Section 1.6.

1.2 The scope of this thesis

Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to Principal Component Analysis (PCA), the PCA
biplot and the quality measures of the PCA biplot. The PCA biplot is, as its name
indicates, closely related to PCA itself. A solid understanding of PCA is therefore
required to understand the construction and interpretation of the PCA biplot. For
this reason Chapter 2 commences with a detailed discussion of two of the most well
known routes via which PCA can be derived, namely those followed by Pearson
(1901) and Hotelling (1933). Pearson focused on the approximation of the data
matrix of interest in a lower dimensional affine subspace of the measurement space.
More specifically, he searched for the straight line or hyperplane which is best fitting
to the higher-dimensional configuration of points with coordinate vectors given by
the row vectors of the data matrix in terms of least squares. Hotelling on the
other hand derived PCA by searching for uncorrelated linear combinations of the
measured variables that account for as much of the total variability associated with
the measured vector variable as possible. The remainder of Chapter 2 is devoted
to the PCA biplot. Since it is the quality of the PCA biplot as approximation of
the data matrix at hand which is of interest in this thesis, PCA will be viewed from
Pearson’s perspective when discussing the construction and interpretation of the
PCA biplot. The traditional PCA biplot proposed by Gabriel (1971) and the PCA
biplot proposed by Gower and Hand (1996) are discussed in detail. The study of
the PCA biplot is set forth in Chapter 3 which focuses on measures of the quality
of different aspects of the PCA biplot.

Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) and the
CVA biplot. As the name indicates, the CVA biplot is based on the statistical
analysis CVA, a dimension reduction technique that is used to analyse data sets
consisting of samples structured into a number of predefined distinct groups. CVA
aims to (1) optimally discriminate amongst groups and (2) classify objects of un-
known origin as accurately as possible. Chapter 4 commences with a detailed study
of three different ways in which CVA can be defined, namely as (1) the equivalent
to Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for the multi-group case (2) a special case
of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) and (3) a two-step approach consisting
of a transformation of the measurement vectors and a least squares approximation
in the transformed space. Depending on whether the sizes of the groups are taken
into account in the analysis or not, CVA is referred to as being weighted or un-
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weighted respectively. Accordingly the CVA biplot can also be either weighted or
unweighted. The construction of the weighted and two different types of unweighted
CVA biplots will be discussed in this chapter. Specific attention will be paid to the
effect of taking the group sizes into account in the construction of the CVA biplot on
the representation of the group structure in the biplot. The construction of the CVA
biplot will be explained from the perspective of the two-step approach to CVA since
this approach naturally allows for the construction to be performed very similarly
to that of the PCA biplot. Various quality measures associated with CVA biplots
are discussed in Chapter 5 - these include quality measures which were defined for
the PCA biplot, adjusted so as to make them appropriate for the CVA biplot, as
well as a number of ‘new’ quality measures.

Chapter 6 consists of an outline of what has been achieved in this study and
suggestions regarding possible future work.

The figures in this thesis have been constructed, and the reported quality mea-
sures calculated, using the programming language R (R Core Team, 2012). Existing
functions as well as newly developed functions were utilised. Most of the functions
can be found in the R package ‘UBbipl’, which can be downloaded from the website:
www.wiley.com/legacy/wileychi/gower/material. The functions in ‘UBbipl’ were ex-
tended for the calculation of the new CVA biplot quality measures that are defined
in Chapter 5.
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1.3 Notation

1.3.1 Scalars, vectors and matrices

n The total number of samples.

J The number of groups.

nj The number of samples in the jth group:
∑J

j=1 nj = n.

p The number of variables.

a (k × 1) A general column vector of length k with ith
element equal to ai.

a′ The transpose of a (k × 1). If the dimension
of the vector is omitted from the notation,
the dimension will be evident from the con-
text.

ek The column vector of which all elements are
zero except for the kth element which is equal
to one.

1 The column vector all elements of which are
equal to one.

cos (θa,b) The cosine of the angle between the vectors
a and b.

cos (θai,j
) The cosine of the angle between the vectors

ai and aj.

˜
x A stochastic variable

˜
x (p × 1) A stochastic p × 1 vector variable. If the di-

mension of the vector is omitted from the
notation, the dimension will be evident from
the context.

A (m × k) A general matrix withm rows and k columns.

[A]ik The ikth element of the matrix, A.

a′i The ith row vector of the matrix, A.

a(j) The jth column vector of the matrix, A.

a The mean vector of the matrix A (m × k) i.e.
a = 1

m
A1.

diag (A) The vector with ith element equal to [A]ii.
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∣A∣ The determinant of the square matrix, A.

adj (A) The adjoint of the matrix A i.e. adj (A) =
A−1 ∣A∣.

tr (A) The trace of the square matrix A.

∥A (m × k)∥2 The sum of the squared elements of the ma-
trix A (m × k) i.e. tr (AA′).

∥a (k × 1)∥2 The squared length of the vector a of length
k i.e. tr (aa′) = a′a.

Ar If A is a general m × n matrix, then Ar is
the submatrix of A consisting of the first r
columns of A. If A is a diagonal matrix or
a rectangular matrix with only non-zero el-
ements on its main diagonal, then Ar is the
r × r diagonal submatrix of A which consists
of the first r rows and columns of A.

Ip The p × p identity matrix.

A(r) If A is a general m × n matrix, then A(r) is
the submatrix of A consisting of the last r
columns of A.

Ar Assuming that A is an invertible matrix, Ar

is that submatrix of A−1 consisting of the
first r rows of A−1.

A(r) Assuming that A is an invertible matrix, Ar

is that submatrix of A(r) consisting of the
last r rows of A−1.

Âr A rank r approximation of A.

dij The Pythagorean distance between the ith
and jth sample in the full p-dimensional
measurement space.

δij The Pythagorean distance between the ith
and jth sample in the lower dimensional dis-
play space.

G (n × J) An indicator matrix indicating the group
membership of n samples, each belonging to
one of J groups. The element [G]ij equals
one if the ith sample belongs to the jth group
and zero otherwise, i ∈ [1 ∶ n], j ∈ [1 ∶ J].

N (J × J) The diagonal matrix with jth diagonal ele-
ment given by the size of the jth group, nj

i.e. N =G′G = diag {n1, n2, ..., nJ}.
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X Given an n× p matrix X with ith row vector
giving the centred measurements of the ith
sample on p measured variables, i ∈ [1 ∶ n],
that is X is centred such that 1′X = 0′, then
X is the matrix of group means correspond-
ing to X i.e. X =N−1G′X.

xj The jth group mean i.e. xj′ is the jth row
vector of X.

B The matrix of between-groups sums of
squares and cross products.

W The matrix of within-group sums of squares
and cross products.

Σ The population covariance matrix.

Σ̂ The estimated (or sample) covariance ma-
trix.

ΣB The population between-groups covariance
matrix.

Σ̂B The estimated (or sample) between-groups
covariance matrix.

ΣW The population within-group covariance ma-
trix.

Σ̂W The estimated (or sample) within-group co-
variance matrix.

Σ
j

W The population within-group covariance ma-
trix of the jth group.

Σ̂
j

W The estimated (or sample) within-group co-
variance matrix of the jth group.

argmaxa {f (a)} The argument (vector in this case) which
maximises {f (a)} over all possible choices
of a.

i ∈ [1 ∶ n] The scalar, i, can take on the value of any
integer between 1 and n, including the values
1 and n i.e. i ∈ [1 ∶ n] will be assumed to mean
i ∈ [1 ∶ n] , i ∈ Z.
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1.3.2 Vector spaces

V (.) The column space of the matrix argument
i.e. the vector space generated by the column
vectors of the matrix argument

V� (.) The orthogonal complement of the column
space of the matrix argument.

Rp The vector space containing all p-
dimensional real vectors.

L The lower dimensional display space.

L� The orthogonal complement of L.

1.4 Definitions and terminology

Euclidean distance Any of the Euclidean embeddable distances (see
Gower and Hand (1996) p. 246).

Pythagorean distance between
two points xi and xj

A special case of Euclidean embeddable dis-
tance, given by Pythagoras’ theorem, namely

{∑p

k=1 (xik − xjk)2} 1

2 = {(xi − xj)′ (xi − xj)} 1

2 .

Mahalanobis distance between
two points xi and xj

{(xi − xj)′Σ−1 (xi − xj)} 1

2 where Σ is the popula-
tion covariance matrix associated with the stochas-
tic vector variable

˜
x.

Sample Mahalanobis distance
between two points xi and xj

{(xi − xj)′S−1 (xi − xj)} 1

2 where S is the sample
covariance matrix associated with the stochastic
vector variable

˜
x corresponding to the set of sam-

ples that xi and xj form part of.

Vector hyperplane A vector hyperplane in a p-dimensional vector
space V is a (p − 1)-dimensional subspace of V .

Affine subspace Given a p-dimensional vector space V with v ∈ V ,
and a subspace S of V , the set {s + v ∶ s ∈ S} is
called an affine subspace of (or flat in) V . An affine
subspace of V does therefore not necessarily con-
tain the null vector.

Affine hyperplane An affine hyperplane in a p-dimensional vector
space V is a (p − 1)-dimensional affine subspace of
V . An affine subspace that does not pass through
the origin can be obtained by performing a trans-
lation transformation on a vector hyperplane. In
the remainder of this thesis, affine hyperplanes will
be referred to simply as hyperplanes.
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1.5 Abbreviations

Principal Component Analysis PCA

Principal Component PC

Canonical Variate Analysis CVA

Analysis Of Distance AOD

Canonical Correlation Analysis CCA

Correspondence Analysis CA

Singular Value Decomposition svd

positive semi-definite p.s.d.

positive definite p.d

Sum of Squared Residuals SSR

1.6 Some needed linear algebra results

A number of basic linear algebra results will be used in this thesis, some of which
are discussed below. Before discussing any of these results, consider two definitions
which will be encountered frequently in this thesis, namely that of an orthogonal
matrix and that of an orthonormal matrix.

A square matrix, U is an orthogonal matrix if and only if

U′U = I and UU′ = I

or equivalently, if and only if

U−1 =U′ .

It is clear that the set of row vectors and the set of column vectors of an orthog-
onal matrix are both orthonormal sets. This means that each row vector has unit
length and is orthogonal to each of the other row vectors. Similarly, each column
vector has unit length and is orthogonal to each of the other column vectors. A
rectangular matrix, B, is an orthonormal matrix if and only if B′B = I. When B

is orthonormal, BB′ is not equal to the identity matrix. The column vectors of an
orthonormal matrix therefore form an orthonormal set but the row vectors do not.
The row vectors are not orthogonal and each has length smaller or equal to one. An
orthonormal matrix is just a submatrix of an orthogonal matrix. Any n × p, where
p ≤ n, rectangular matrix the column vectors of which are p distinct column vectors
of an n × n orthogonal matrix is an orthonormal matrix. For example, if U is an
n×n orthogonal matrix and p < n, then Up is an orthonormal matrix. The fact that
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1.6. SOME NEEDED LINEAR ALGEBRA RESULTS 11

the length of each row vector of an orthonormal matrix is less than or equal to one,
is shown below:

UU′ = I

Ð→ u′iui =
n

∑
j=1
u2ij ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n]

= 1

Ð→

p

∑
j=1
u2ij = 1 −

n

∑
j=p+1

u2ij ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n]
n

∑
j=p+1

u2ij ≥ 0Ð→
p

∑
j=1
u2ij ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n]

It is evident from the above that each row vector of an orthonormal matrix has a
squared length of less than or equal to one and hence also a length of less than or
equal to one. Note that it is possible for some of the row vectors of an orthonormal
matrix to have lengths equal to one, but it is impossible for all of the row vectors
to have lengths equal to one. In order for all the rows to have lengths equal to one,
the last n−p columns of U can contain only zeros, in which case U′U ≠ I and hence
U is not an orthogonal matrix. It is also possible for some of the row vectors of
an orthonormal matrix to be orthogonal, but again this cannot be true for all row
vectors.

1.6.1 The spectral decomposition (eigen-decomposition) of
a symmetric matrix

The spectral decomposition of an n × n symmetric matrix A of rank q ≤ n is given
by

A =VDV′ =
n

∑
i=1
diviv

′
i

where V is an n×n orthogonal matrix, the column vectors of which are the normal-
ised orthogonal eigenvectors of A and D is a n × n diagonal matrix, the diagonal
elements of which are the eigenvalues of A:

A =VDV′ Ð→AV =VD .

The orthogonal matrix, V, is said to orthogonally diagonalise A since V′AV = D.
The ordering of the diagonal elements of D is arbitrary - for every possible ordering
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of the diagonal elements of D together with the corresponding ordering of the column
vectors of V, A = VDV′ is true. Also, the ith element of any diagonal matrix D

will from this point be denoted with a single subscript: [D]ii = di. It is assumed in
this thesis that the diagonal elements of D are ordered to be non-increasing i.e. that
d1 ≥ d2 ≥ ... ≥ dp and that the column vectors of V are ordered accordingly. Since
the rank of A is q ≤ n, only the first q diagonal elements of D are non-zero. When
A is positive definite, all n diagonal elements of D (i.e. all n eigenvalues of A) are
positive while when A is positive semi-definite, only the first q diagonal elements
of D are positive and the last n − q diagonal elements all equal 0. Similarly, when
A is negative definite, all n diagonal elements of D (i.e. all n eigenvalues of A) are
negative while when A is negative semi-definite, only the first q diagonal elements
of D are negative and the last n − q diagonal elements all equal 0.

1.6.2 The square root matrix of a positive definite (p.d)
matrix

The square root matrix of a positive definite symmetric matrix A, is given by the
n × n matrix B if and only if

BB′ =A .

The square root matrix of a positive definite symmetric matrix A is not unique. Two
types of square root matrices exist, namely the symmetric square root matrix and the
square root matrix obtained from the Cholesky decomposition (Harville, 1997) of the
positive definite symmetric matrix. For a given positive definite symmetric matrix,
each of these two types of square root matrices is unique. The square root matrix
produced by the Cholesky decomposition is an upper triangular matrix. In the
remainder of this thesis only the symmetric square root matrix will be considered.
The term ‘square root matrix’ will therefore be used exclusively to refer to the
symmetric square root matrix.

The symmetric square root matrix of a positive definite symmetric matrix A, is
given by the n × n matrix B if and only if

BB =A .

The symmetric square root matrix of the positive definite symmetric matrix, A, is
denoted by A1/2. If the spectral decomposition of A is given by

A =VD2V′

=
n

∑
i=1
d2iviv

′
i
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then the symmetric square root matrix of A, is given by

A1/2 =VDV′

=
n

∑
i=1
diviv

′
i .

The symmetric square root matrix of a positive definite symmetric matrix A, is also
positive definite:

d2i > 0Ð→
√
d2i = ∣di∣ > 0 i ∈ [1 ∶ n] .

1.6.3 Singular values and singular vectors

Let X be an n×p matrix and u ∈ Rn and v ∈ Rp. The pair of vectors (u ,v) is called
a singular vector pair of the matrix X associated with the singular value λ if the
following two conditions are satisfied:

Xv = λu (1.6.1)

X′u = λv . (1.6.2)

The vectors u and v are respectively called the left and right singular vectors of
X associated with the singular value λ. When n ≥ p, the matrix X has p pairs
of singular vectors and accordingly p singular values. Singular values are defined
to be non-negative. The reason for this is that, if λ were to be negative, then
multiplying λ as well as one of the singular vectors associated with λ by −1, results
in the conditions in (1.6.1) and (1.6.2) still being satisfied while the singular value
is redefined to be the non-negative value, −λ:

Xv = (−λ) (−u)Ð→Xv = λu
X′ (−u) = (−λ)v Ð→X′u = λv
X (−v) = (−λ)uÐ→Xv = λu
X′u = (−λ) (−v)Ð→X′u = λv .

The singular vectors and singular values of the rectangular matrix X and the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the symmetric matrices XX′ and X′X are closely
related. If u and v are respectively the left and right singular vector of X associated
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with the singular value λ, that is if

Xv = λu
and X′u = λv

then

Xv = λuÐ→X(1
λ
X′u) = λu

Ð→XX′u = λ2u

and X′u = λv Ð→X′ (1
λ
Xv) = λv

Ð→X′Xv = λ2v .

It is evident that the left singular vectors of the rectangular matrix X are eigen-
vectors of the symmetric matrix XX′ while the right singular vectors of X are
eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix X′X and the squared non-zero singular values
of X are the non-zero eigenvalues of both XX′ and X′X.

When the p singular values are distinct, the associated singular vectors are
uniquely defined up to multiplication by a scalar. If the singular vectors are normal-
ised to have unit lengths, as will be assumed from this point onwards, then p distinct
singular values implies that the associated singular vectors are uniquely defined up
to multiplication by −1. On the other hand, if two singular values, λ1 and λ2, are
equal, then the left and right singular vectors associated with λ1 and λ2 are not
uniquely defined. The two left singular vectors are defined to be any two orthogo-
nal vectors generating the two-dimensional eigenspace of XX′ associated with the
eigenvalue λ21 = λ22 while the two right singular vectors are defined to be any two or-
thogonal vectors generating the two-dimensional eigenspace of X′X associated with
the eigenvalue λ21 = λ22.

1.6.4 The singular value decomposition (svd) of a matrix

The singular value decomposition of a matrix factorises the matrix into three ma-
trices - one containing all the left singular vectors, one containing all the singular
values and one containing all the right singular vectors.

The singular value decomposition of an n× p matrix X of rank q where q ≤ p ≤ n
is given by

X =UDV′ (1.6.3)
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where U is an n × n orthogonal matrix, V is a p × p orthogonal matrix and D is
an n × p matrix with q non-zero elements on its main diagonal and zero elements
everywhere else. Note that in much of the available literature, equation (1.6.3) is
referred to as the complete (or full) svd of the matrix X. Equation (1.6.3) will
however be referred to as the svd of X in the remainder of this thesis.

It is important to note that the elements on the main diagonal of the matrix
D can be arranged to appear in any order, as long as the column vectors of the
matrices, U and V, are ordered accordingly. Let

[D]ii = di ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ p] .
In the remainder of this thesis it will be assumed that the elements on the main
diagonal of D are arranged in descending order, that is,

d1 ≥ d2 ≥ ... ≥ dp

and that the column vectors of U and V are ordered accordingly.
Since the rank of X is equal to q, X has only q non-zero singular values. It

follows that the first q values on the main diagonal of D are non-zero while the last
p − q values on the main diagonal are all equal to zero, that is:

d1 ≥ d2 ≥ ... ≥ dq > dq+1 = ... = dp = 0 .

This implies that the matrix, D, has the following structure:

D = [Dq 0

0 0
]

where Dq is the q × q diagonal matrix, the ith diagonal element of which is equal
to di, i ∈ [1 ∶ q]. The svd of X can therefore be expressed in the following reduced
form:

X =UqDqV
′
q (1.6.4)

where Uq is the n×q orthonormal matrix the ith column vector of which is given by
the ith column vector of U and Vq is the p × q orthonormal matrix the ith column
of vector of which is given by the ith column vector of V. It is important to note
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that in much of the available literature on the svd of a matrix, equation (1.6.4) is
referred to as the svd of the matrix, X In this thesis however, equation (1.6.4) will
be referred to as the reduced form of the svd of the matrix X.

It follows from X = UDV′ and the fact that U and V are orthogonal matrices
that

XV =UD

and X′U =VD .

and hence that

Xv(i) = diu(i)
and X′u(i) = div(i)

for i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that u(i) and v(i) are respectively the left and right singular
vectors of X associated with the singular value di. Since d1 ≥ d2 ≥ ... ≥ dp, di is
the ith largest singular value of X, hence the ith column vectors of U and V are
respectively the left and right singular vectors of X corresponding to the ith largest
singular value of X, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. For convenience the ith largest singular value of X
henceforth be referred to as the ith singular value and similarly, the left and right
singular vectors associated with the ith largest singular value will be referred to as
the ith left and right singular vector of X respectively.

Recall from Section 1.6.3 that the singular vectors and singular values of the
rectangular matrix, X, and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the symmetric ma-
trices XX′ and X′X are closely related. Similarly, the svd of an n × p rectangular
matrix, X, and the spectral decompositions of the square symmetric matrices, X′X
and XX′ are closely related. If the svd of an n × p rectangular matrix X of rank q
is given by X =UDV, then the spectral decompositions of XX′ and X′X are given
by UqD

2
qU
′
q and VqD

2
qV
′
q respectively:

XX′ = {UDV′}{UDV′}′
=UDV′VD′U′

=UDD′U′ since V′V = I
Ð→XX′ =UqD

2
qU
′
q since di = 0 ∀i ∈ [q + 1 ∶ p]

X′X = {UDV′}′ {UDV′}
=VD′U′UDV′

=VD′DV′ since U′U = I
Ð→X′X =VqD

2
qV
′
q since di = 0 ∀i ∈ [q + 1 ∶ p] .
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It is evident that the q squared non-zero singular values of X are identical to the q
non-zero eigenvalues of both the square matrices, XX′ and X′X. It is also evident
that the left singular vector of X associated with the ith largest singular value of
X, that is di, is equal to the eigenvector of XX′ which is associated with the ith
largest eigenvalue of XX′, that is d2i , i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Similarly, the right singular vector
of X associated with the ith largest singular value of X, that is di, is equal to the
eigenvector of X′X which is associated with the ith largest eigenvalue, of X′X, that
is d2i , i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It is important to note that the last n − p column vectors of the
matrix U are not left singular vectors of the n × p matrix X - there exist only p

singular values and p singular vector pairs for the matrix X since n ≥ p. The last
n − p column vectors of U are elements of the column space of X or equivalently,
elements of the orthogonal complement of the null space of X′. Note that the svd
of a symmetric matrix corresponds exactly with the spectral decomposition of the
matrix.

1.6.5 Expressing a matrix of a given rank as the inner
product of two matrices of the same rank

Any matrix of rank q can be expressed as the inner product of two rank q matrices
(Rao, 1965). Consider an n × p, where p ≤ n, rank q matrix X with svd given by
X = UDV′. Using the reduced form of the svd of X, namely X = UqDqV

′
q and

partitioning the matrix Dq into Dα
q and D1−α

q , where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, the matrix X can
be expressed as the inner product of two rank q matrices:

X =UDV′

=UqDqV
′
q

=UqD
α
qD

1−α
q V′q

Ð→X = EF where E =UqD
α
q and F =D1−α

q V′q .

Since the column vectors of the matrix E = UqD
α
q are just scalar multiples of the

column vectors of Uq, which are known to be orthogonal, the rank of E = UqD
α
q

follows as q. Similarly, since the row vectors of F =D1−α
q V′q are just scalar multiples

of the row vectors of V′q, which are known to be orthogonal, the rank of F =D1−α
q V′q

follows as q. This shows that any matrix of rank q can be written as the inner product
of two rank q matrices. Geometrically, this means that any n × p matrix of rank q
can be perfectly represented by n + p vectors in q-dimensional space, meaning that
the exact elements of the original matrix can be retrieved from the q-dimensional
configuration of n + p vectors.

It is clear from the above that the factorization of X into two rank q matrices,
E and F, is not unique - every possible value of the scaling parameter, α, where

0 ≤ α ≤ 1
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results in the inner-product matrix, EF, being equal to X. Varying the value of
α from 0 to 1 shifts the emphasis from the representation of the objects to the
representation of the variables. Not only can the scaling parameter, α be changed
without changing the inner product EF, the configuration depicted by the rows
vectors of E and the column vectors of F can be rotated or reflected about any of
the q Cartesian axes without changing the inner product, EF. This is shown below:

X =UqD
α
qD

1−α
q V′q

=UqD
α
qQ

′QD1−α
q V′r given that Q is an orthogonal matrix

= (UqD
α
qQ

′) (QD1−α
q V′q)

= EF where E =UqD
α
qQ

′ and F =QD1−α
q V′q .

Since Q is an orthogonal matrix, multiplication by Q performs a reflection and/or
a rotation. If ∣Q∣ = 1, multiplication by Q performs a rotation while if ∣Q∣ = −1,
multiplication by Q performs either a reflection only or a reflection and a rotation.
It follows from the above that if the row vectors of UqD

α
q and the column vectors of

D1−α
q V′q are reflected and/or rotated in exactly the same way (i.e. their coordinates

are multiplied by the same orthogonal matrix), then the inner product EF is left
unchanged.

1.6.6 Generalised inverses

The generalised inverse of an n×p matrix, A, is any n×p matrix, A−, which satisfies
the equation,

AA−A =A . (1.6.5)

The generalised inverse of a singular matrix is not unique, while a non-singular
matrix only has one generalised inverse, namely its inverse. If in addition to equa-
tion (1.6.5), the matrix A− also satisfies equations 1.6.6, 1.6.7 and 1.6.8, then A−

is the unique Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (or Moore-Penrose inverse for short)
(Harville, 1997) of the matrix, A:

A−AA− =A− (1.6.6)

(AA−)′ =AA− (1.6.7)

(A−A)′ =A−A . (1.6.8)

It is important to note that in some literature, the term, ‘generalised inverse’, is
used as a synonym for the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. In this thesis however,
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‘the generalised inverse of the matrix’ A will always refer to any matrix A− which
satisfies equation (1.6.5).

1.6.7 Projection

All projections are defined in terms of inner products. Therefore, before discussing
projections, the definition and characteristics of an inner product must be consid-
ered. All inner products can be expressed as a bilinear form. A bilinear form on the
other hand only qualifies as an inner product if the matrix of the bilinear form is
symmetric and positive definite. Consider two vectors, a and b, in Rp. The function
a′Mb is called a bilinear form in a and b and the matrix M is called the matrix of
the bilinear form. Only when the matrix M is symmetric and positive definite does
the bilinear form a′Mb qualify as an inner product for Rp, because only then are
the following four conditions satisfied:

a′Mb = b′Ma

a′Ma > 0 for a ≠ 0
(ka)′Mb = k (a′Mb)

and (a + g)′Mb = a′Mb + g′Mb .

Note that in this thesis all positive definite matrices are considered to be symmetric.
Hence, the requirement for a bilinear form to qualify as an inner product for Rp, is
that the matrix of the bilinear form must be positive definite. The inner product
a′Mb, is said to be with respect to M or in the metric M. Let the inner product
in the metric M be denoted by ⟨a ,b⟩M, that is

⟨a ,b⟩M = a′Mb .

The Euclidean inner product, often referred to as the usual inner product, is the
inner product given by the bilinear form where the matrix of the bilinear form is
the identity matrix, I. That is, the Euclidean inner product between two vectors, a
and b, is given by

⟨a ,b⟩I = a′b .
It will be assumed that when the subscript is omitted from the inner product no-
tation, the inner product being referred to is the inner product in the metric I, i.e.
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the usual (Euclidean) inner product, that is

⟨a ,b⟩ = ⟨a ,b⟩I = a′b .
A vector space in which the inner product is defined by the Euclidean inner product,
is called a Euclidean inner product vector space.

When M is positive definite and the inner product in the metric M is chosen to
be the inner product for Rp, then two vectors, a and b, are orthogonal if and only
if a′Mb = 0. When a′Mb = 0, a and b are said to be orthogonal with respect to M

or orthogonal in the metric M. Let the orthogonality of a and b in the metric M

be denoted by a�Mb, that is

a�Mb ≡ a′Mb = 0 .

Consider a p × q matrix, L, which is such that M = LL′. It is shown below that
two vectors a and b in Rp are orthogonal in the metric M if and only if the vectors
L′a and L′b are orthogonal in the metric I i.e. orthogonal with respect to the usual
inner product (Harville, 1997):

a�Mb ≡ a′Mb = 0
Ð→ a′LL′b = 0

Ð→ (L′a)′ (L′b) = 0
Ð→ (L′a)�I (L′b) .

When the inner product on Rp is defined to be the inner product in the metric
M, the projection of a vector a in Rp onto another vector, b, in Rp is given by

⟨a ,b⟩M⟨b ,b⟩Mb =
a′Mb

b′Mb
b . (1.6.9)

When a and b are two vectors in a p-dimensional Euclidean inner product vector
space, then the projection of a onto b is given by

⟨a ,b⟩I⟨b ,b⟩Ib =
a′b
b′b

b . (1.6.10)
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Let a and b be elements of an p-dimensional inner product vector space W , in
which the inner product between a and b is defined in the metric M and V (B) be a
subspace of W . The projection of a onto V (B) in the metric M is given by z = By

where y is any solution of the linear system

B′MBy = B′Ma . (1.6.11)

The linear system in equation (1.6.11) is always consistent (Harville, 1997). Every
solution of the linear system in (1.6.11) is of the form,

y = (B′MB)−B′M′a

where (B′MB)− is a generalised inverse of B′MB. When B is non-singular, the
matrix B′MB is also non-singular and hence the linear system in (1.6.11) has a
unique solution,

y = (B′MB)−1B′M′a .

When B is singular, the projection of a onto the V (B) in the metric M is therefore
given by

B (B′MB)−B′M′a .

The matrix B (B′MB)−1B′M′ is called the projection matrix for projection onto
the column space of B in the metric M. The projection matrix, B (B′MB)−B′M′,
is invariant to the specific generalised inverse of the matrix (B′MB) that is used
(Harville, 1997). When B is non-singular, the projection of a onto V (B) in the
metric M is given by

B (B′MB)−1B′M′a . (1.6.12)

Note that if the matrix B is reduced to consist of one column vector only, then
equation (1.6.12) simplifies to equation (1.6.9).
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It can be shown that the weighted sums of squares,

(a −By)′M (a −By)
is minimised when y is a solution of the linear system of equations in (1.6.11) and
hence when By is the projection of a onto the column space of B in the metric M

(Jolliffe, 2002).
Consider again the p × q matrix L which is such that

LL′ =M .

If z is the projection of a onto the column space of B in the metric M, then L′z is
the projection of L′a onto the column space of L′B in the metric I. This is evident
upon substituting LL′ for M in the linear system of equations in (1.6.11):

B′MBy = B′Ma

Ð→B′LL′By = B′LL′a
Ð→ (L′B)′ (L′B)y = (L′B)′ (L′a) . (1.6.13)

It is evident that if y is a solution of the linear system in (1.6.13), then L′By will
equal the projection of L′a onto the column space of L′B in the metric I.

If a and b are elements of a p-dimensional Euclidean inner product vector space,
W , and V (B) is a subspace of W , then the projection of a onto V (B) is given by
z = By where y is any solution of the linear system

B′By = B′a . (1.6.14)

Every solution, y, of the linear system in equation (1.6.14) has the form

y = (B′B)−B′a
where (B′B)− is a generalised inverse of B′B. When B is non-singular, the matrix,
B′B, is also non-singular and hence the linear system in equation (1.6.14) has a
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unique solution given by

y = (B′B)−1B′a .
When B is singular, the projection of a onto the subspace V (B), is therefore given
by

B (B′B)−B′a .
The projection matrix, B (B′B)−B′, is invariant to the choice of generalised inverse,(B′B)−, of (B′B) (Harville, 1997). When B is non-singular, the projection of a onto
the subspace, V (B), is given by

B (B′B)−1B′a . (1.6.15)

The matrix B (B′B)−1B′ is called the projection matrix for projection onto the
column space of B in the metric I, or simply the projection matrix for projection
onto the column space of B. Note that, if the matrix, B, is reduced to consist of
one column vector only, then equation (1.6.15) simplifies to equation (1.6.10).

It can be shown that the sums of squares

(a −By)′ (a −By) (1.6.16)

is minimised when y is a solution of the linear system in 1.6.14 and hence when By

is the projection of a onto the column space of B in the metric I.

1.6.7.1 Projection onto an affine subspace

Let x be some vector in Rp and let W denote a linear subspace of Rp spanned by
the column vectors of the matrix V. Each point in W can therefore be expressed in
the form, α′V′, where α ∈ R. Let L denote the linear affine subspace obtained by
offsetting W by a point p. Each point y that lies in L can therefore be expressed in
the form,

y = p +α′V′ .
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The point, y ∈ L which is closest to x in terms of Pythagorean distance is the
orthogonal projection of x onto L. Let x̂ denote the orthogonal projection of x onto
L. That is,

x̂ = argmin
y∈L

{∥x − y∥2} .

Since x̂ lies in L, x̂ can be expressed in the form,

x̂ = p + α̂′V′ .

It follows that x̂ = p + α̂′V′, where

α̂ = argmin
α

{∥x − (p +α′V′)∥2}
Ð→ α̂ = argmin

α

{∥(x − p) −α′V′∥2} .

The pointα′V′ inW which is closest to the point, x−p in Rp in terms of Pythagorean
distance, that is the point which minimises ∥(x − p) −α′V′∥2 over all α, is given by
the orthogonal projection of x − p onto W , that is

α′V′ = (x − p)′VV′ .

It follows that the point in L which minimises ∥x − y∥2 over all y ∈ L, that is the
orthogonal projection of x onto L is given by

x̂ = p + (x − p)′VV′ .

1.6.8 The principal axis theorem

Let Q ∶ Rp
→ R be a quadratic form given by Q = x′Ax, where A is some p × p

symmetric matrix. According to the principal axis theorem there exist an orthogonal
basis for Rp which is such that

Q = y′Dy
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where D is a p× p diagonal matrix and y gives the coordinates of x with respect to
those orthogonal basis vectors.

Given that A is symmetric, it is orthogonally diagonalisable by the matrix the
column vectors of which are the orthogonal eigenvectors of A. That is, if V denotes
the p × p matrix the column vectors of which are the orthogonal eigenvectors of A,
then

VAV′ =D

where D is the p×p diagonal matrix with diagonal elements given by the eigenvalues
of A. Since the coordinates of x ∈ Rp with respect to the orthogonal basis of Rp

given by the column vectors of V, are given by the elements of y = V′x, it follows
that

Q = y′Dy =
p

∑
i=1
diy

2
i .

The column vectors of the transformation matrix V are called the principal axes of
the conic, x′Ax = c, where c is an arbitrary non-negative constant. Note that the
half-lengths of the principal axes of

x′Ax = c

are given by { c√
di
}.

1.6.9 Huygens’ principle

According to Huygens’ principle, the best fitting r-dimensional affine subspace to a
configuration of points in p-dimensional (where p ≥ r) space, passes through the cen-
troid of those points. A derivation of Huygens’ principle is given below (Greenacre,
1984).

Consider a configuration of n points in p-dimensional space. Let the coordinates
of the ith point be denoted by xi and X be the n × p matrix the ith row vector of
which is equal to xi. Let the coordinates of the centroid of the n points be denoted
by x, that is:

x =
1

n

n

∑
i=1

xi .
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Consider an arbitrary r-dimensional affine subspace of the p-dimensional measure-
ment space and let this affine subspace be denoted by S∗. Let x∗i denote the point
in S∗ which is closest to xi in terms of Pythagorean distance. Let x∗ denote the
centroid of the n points, {x∗i }, that is

x∗ =
1

n

n

∑
i=1

x∗i .

It follows that x∗ is the point in S∗ which is closest to x in terms of Pythagorean
distance. Let

t = x − x∗ .

Let the r-dimensional affine subspace which contains the n points, {x∗i + t}, be
denoted by S. Let the point in S which is closest to xi in terms of Pythagorean
distance be denoted by x̂i, that is:

x̂i = x∗i + t .

It will now be shown that if the closeness of an affine subspace to a configuration of
points is measured by the sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the
points and their representations in the affine subspace (i.e. the sum of the squared
residuals), then the affine subspace which is closest to the configuration of points
necessarily contains the centroid of those points. The sum of squared Pythagorean
distances between the n points, {xi}, and the corresponding points in S∗, that is{x∗i }, is given by:

n

∑
i=1
(xi − x∗i )′ (xi − x∗i ) = n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i + x̂i − x∗i )′ (xi − x̂i + x̂i − x∗i )

=
n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (xi − x̂i) + n

∑
i=1
(x̂i − x∗i )′ (x̂i − x∗i )

+ 2
n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (x̂i − x∗i )

=
n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (xi − x̂i) + n

∑
i=1
(x̂i − x∗i )′ (x̂i − x∗i )

Ð→

n

∑
i=1
(xi − x∗i )′ (xi − x∗i ) = n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (xi − x̂i) + nt′t
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since

n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (x̂i − x∗i ) = n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ t

= (nx − n

∑
i=1

x̂i)′ t
= (nx − n

∑
i=1
(x∗i + t))′ t

= (nx − (nx∗ + nt))′ t
= (nt − nt)′ t

Ð→

n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (x̂i − x∗i ) = 0 .

It is evident that the sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the n

points, {xi}, and the corresponding points in S∗, that is {x∗i }, is greater than the
sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the n points, {xi}, and the
corresponding points in S, that is {x̂i}, by nt′t. This implies that the r-dimensional
affine subspace which is closest to the p-dimensional configuration of n points, {xi},
in terms of the least squares criterion, necessarily contains the centroid of the n
points, that is x = 1

n ∑
n
i=1 xi, 1 ≤ r ≤ p.

1.6.10 The Eckart-Young theorem

Consider an n × p matrix X of rank q, where q ≤ p ≤ n, with svd given by

X =UDV′ =
q

∑
i=1
diuiv

′
i .

The Eckart-Young theorem (Eckart and Young, 1936) states that for any r, where
0 ≤ r ≤ q,

min
B∶rank(B)≤r

{tr{(X −B) (X −B)′}} = tr{(X − X̂) (X − X̂)′} (1.6.17)

where

X̂ =UrDrV
′
r =

r

∑
i=1
diuiv

′
i .
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That is, the best rank r approximation of X (in terms of least squares) is given by

X̂r =UrDrV
′
r =

r

∑
i=1
diuiv

′
i .

If r < k ≤ q, then the best rank k approximation of X is given by

X̂k =UkDkV
′
k =

k

∑
i=1
diuiv

′
i

Ð→ X̂k =
r

∑
i=1
diuiv

′
i +

k

∑
i=r+1

diuiv
′
i .

It is evident that if k > r, the best rank r approximation of X is contained within the
best rank k approximation of X, that is, the solution provided by the Eckart-Young
theorem is a nested solution.

The best rank r approximation of X can be expressed as an orthogonal projec-
tion:

X̂r =UrDrV
′
r =XVrV

′
r .

The geometric interpretation of the Eckart-Young theorem can therefore be stated
as: the most accurate representation of a q-dimensional (q ≥ r) configuration of
points, with coordinate vectors given by the rows of X, in a linear subspace of
the measurement space that is of dimension r or less, is given by the orthogonal
projection of these points onto the r-dimensional subspace that is spanned by the
first r right singular vectors of X, V (Vr). For convenience, the orthogonal projection
of the configuration of points with coordinate vectors given by the row vectors of X,
onto a subspace, say W , will henceforth be referred to as the orthogonal projection
of X onto W .

Consider the trace in (1.6.17) again. Since any n × p matrix of rank q can be
expressed as YQrQ

′
r where Y is an n × p matrix and Qr is a p × r orthonormal

matrix, the trace in (1.6.17) can be expressed as:

tr{(X −B) (X −B)′} = tr{(X −YQrQ
′
r) (X −YQrQ

′
r)′} (1.6.18)

= tr{(X −XQrQ
′
r +XQrQ

′
r −YQrQ

′
r) (X

−XQrQ
′
r +XQrQ

′
r −YQrQ

′
r)′}

= tr{(X −XQrQ
′
r) (X −XQrQ

′
r)′}

+ tr{(XQrQ
′
r −YQrQ

′
r) (XQrQ

′
r −YQrQ

′
r)′} . (1.6.19)
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Equation (1.6.19) follows from equation (1.6.18) since

tr{(X −XQrQ
′
r) (XQrQ

′
r −YQrQ

′
r)′} = 0 .

According to the Eckart-Young theorem the trace in (1.6.18) will be minimised across
all n × p matrices of rank r, YQrQ

′
r, if Y = X and Qr = Vr. It is evident that the

matrix Vr minimises the trace tr{(X −XQrQ
′
r) (X −XQrQ

′
r)′}, that is the column

space V (Vr) is the r-dimensional subspace which yields the smallest possible value
of the sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the points {xi} and their
orthogonal projections onto an r-dimensional subspace, that is, V (Vr) is the closest
subspace to the set of points {xi} in terms of least squares.

1.6.11 The best fitting r-dimensional affine subspace to a
configuration of points in higher dimensional space

Consider a configuration of n points in p-dimensional space. Let the p-component
coordinate vector of the ith point be denoted by xi and let X denote the n×p matrix
with ith row vector equal to x′i. Furthermore, let the centroid of the n points be
denoted by x, that is

x =
1

n

n

∑
i=1

xi .

The r-dimensional affine subspace that yields the smallest sum of squared Pythag-
orean distances between the n points in the p-dimensional measurement space and
their orthogonal projections onto the affine subspace is referred to as the best fitting
r-dimensional affine subspace in terms of least squares. In this thesis, the phrase
‘best fitting’ will only be used to refer to best fitting in terms of the least squares
criterion, unless stated otherwise.

Consider the r-dimensional affine subspace that is spanned by the r p-component
vectors, a1, ...,ar and passes through the point c. The orthogonal projection of an
arbitrary point x in the p-dimensional measurement space onto this hyperplane can
be expressed in the following form:

Ab + c

where A is the p × r matrix with jth column vector aj, j ∈ [1 ∶ r]. In order to find
the best fitting r-dimensional affine subspace to the configuration of n points in
the p-dimensional measurement space, the vectors, a1, ...,ar, and the point c which
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minimises the summation

n

∑
i=1
{xi − (Abi + c)}′ {xi − (Abi + c)} (1.6.20)

has to be found. According to Huygens’s principal (Greenacre, 1984), the best
fitting r-dimensional affine subspace to a configuration of points in p-dimensional
space always contains the centroid of the data points, r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. This means that
in order for the summation in (1.6.20) to be a minimum, c must equal the sample
mean vector, x = 1

n
X′1.

Let B be the n× r matrix with ith row vector given by b′i, i ∈ [1 ∶ n]. According
to the Eckart-Young theorem, the summation

n

∑
i=1
{xi − x −Abi}′ {xi − x −Abi} = tr{((I − 1

n
11′)X −D)((I − 1

n
11′)X −D)′}

where D = BA′, will be minimised over all n × p matrices of rank r, D, if

D = (I − 1

n
11′)XVrV

′
r

that is if

A =Vr and bi =V′r (xi − x)
where Vr is the matrix, the columns of which are the right singular vectors of the
centred data matrix, (I − 1

n
11′)X, corresponding to the r largest singular values

of (I − 1
n
11′)X. It follows that the best fitting r-dimensional affine subspace to a

configuration of points with coordinate vectors given by the row vectors of X, passes
through the centroid of the points, x, and is spanned by the first r right singular
vectors of (I − 1

n
11′)X, or equivalently the first r eigenvectors of X′ (I − 1

n
11′)X.

The point which represents the point xi in the best fitting r-dimensional affine
subspace is given by the orthogonal projection of xi onto this hyperplane, that is

x′ + e′i (I − 1

n
11′)XVrV

′
r .

Note that it will be assumed throughout this thesis that, unless stated otherwise,
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the eigenvalues of X′ (I − 1
n
11′)X are distinct and non-zero. The implications of

some of the eigenvalues being equal or some being zero will be discussed briefly
in Chapter 2. Note that the lower dimensional space in which the data is to be
represented will be referred to as the display space and denoted by L in the remainder
of this thesis.

It can be shown that when X is centred such that 1′X = 0′, the following result
holds (Gower and Hand, 1996):

n
n

∑
i=1
r2i = ∑

i<j
(d2ij − δ2ij) . (1.6.21)

In equation (1.6.21) dij is the Pythagorean distance between the two points repre-
senting the ith and jth samples in the full p-dimensional measurement space, Rp,
δij is the Pythagorean distance between the two points representing the ith and jth
samples in the lower dimensional display space, L, where the two points in L are
found by orthogonally projecting the points representing the ith and jth samples
in Rp onto L and r2i is the squared Pythagorean distance between the point repre-
senting the ith sample in Rp and the point representing the ith sample in L. This
means that when a p-dimensional configuration of points, {xi}, is centred around
the origin (in that ∑i xi = 0), the best fitting r-dimensional subspace to the con-
figuration, L, not only represents the points in the p-dimensional configuration as
well as possible in that it yields the smallest possible sum of squared residuals be-
tween those points and the corresponding points in an r-dimensional subspace to
the p-dimensional measurement space, it also represents the Pythagorean distances
between the points in the p-dimensional configuration as well as possible in that it
yields the smallest possible value of ∑i<j (d2ij − δ2ij).

It will henceforth be assumed that, unless stated otherwise, if it is stated that
a set of Pythagorean distances in a higher dimensional space is optimally approx-
imated (or represented) by a set of Pythagorean distances in a lower dimensional
space, it means that the sum of the differences between the squared Pythagorean dis-
tances in the higher dimensional space and the corresponding squared Pythagorean
distances in the lower dimensional space, is minimised.

1.6.12 The Two-Sided Eigenvalue Problem

The two-sided eigenvalue problem is the problem of finding non-trivial solutions to
the system of equations

Aw = λBw (1.6.22)

(the trivial solution being w = 0) where A is an n × n symmetric matrix and B

an n × n positive definite symmetric matrix. A non-zero vector, w, satisfying equa-
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tion (1.6.22) for a given constant, λ, is called an eigenvector of the two-sided eigen-
value problem associated with the eigenvalue, λ, of the two-sided eigenvalue problem.
It is clear that when B = I, the two-sided eigenvalue problem reduces to the usual
known (one-sided) eigenvalue problem, that is the problem of finding non-trivial
solutions to the system of equations in (1.6.22).

In order for a solution w of equation (1.6.22) to be a non-zero vector, λ must be
a root of the characteristic equation

∣A − λB∣ = 0 .
This characteristic equation is a polynomial of degree n and therefore has n roots
(not necessarily all distinct), each of which is associated with a non-trivial solution
of equation (1.6.22). Note that, similar to the one-sided eigenvalue problem, the
eigenvectors of the two-sided eigenvalue problem are only uniquely defined up to a
scalar multiple, that is, if w is an eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem
associated with the eigenvalue, λ, then any scalar multiple of w is also an eigenvector
of the two-sided eigenvalue problem associated with the eigenvalue, λ. This is shown
below:

Aw = λBw

Ð→A (cw) = λB (cw) .
In the remainder of this thesis, it will be assumed that every eigenvector, w, of the
two-sided eigenvalue problem is normalised such that

w′Bw = 1 .

The eigenvectors of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.22) that satisfy this
constraint are uniquely defined up to multiplication by minus one.

It will now be shown that when λi ≠ λj, the solutions w(i) and w(j) of Aw = λiBw

and Aw = λjBw respectively are orthogonal in the metric, B, that is w′(j)Bw(i) = 0.
Let w(i) and w(j) be solutions of Aw = λiBw and Aw = λjBw respectively with
λi ≠ λj. This implies that the following two equations hold:

w′(i)Aw(j) = λjw′(i)Bw(j)

w′(j)Aw(i) = λiw′(j)Bw(i)
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Since w′(i)Aw(j) =w′(j)Aw(i), it follows that

λjw
′
(i)Bw(j) = λiw′(j)Bw(i)

and since λi ≠ λj, it follows that

w′(i)Bw(j) =w′(j)Bw(i) = 0 .

The set of n solutions of the system of equations in (1.6.22) can be simultaneously
represented by

AW = BWΛ (1.6.23)

where Λ is an n×n diagonal matrix, the diagonal elements of which are the eigenval-
ues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem and W is an n×n matrix with jth column
vector, w(j), equal to the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem which is
associated with the eigenvalue given by the jth diagonal element of Λ. Note that
the diagonal elements of Λ can be ordered in any way, as long as the column vectors
of W are ordered accordingly. In the remainder of this thesis it will be assumed
that the eigenvalues of a two-sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.22) are ordered in
descending order as the diagonal elements of Λ. For convenience the jth column
vector of W, that is the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem associated
with the jth largest eigenvalue, λj, will be referred to as the jth eigenvector of the
two-sided eigenvalue problem. Note that since

w′(i)Bw(j) = { 1 if i = j
0 otherwise

it follows that

W′BW = I .

Note that if equation (1.6.23) is pre-multiplied by W, then the following expression
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is obtained:

W′AW = Λ

is obtained. It is evident that given any symmetric matrix A and positive definite
matrix B, there exists a non-singular transformation matrix, W, which is such that
W′BW = I and W′AW = Λ where Λ is a diagonal matrix with its diagonal elements
written in non-increasing order. The matrix W is formed from the solutions to the
two-sided eigenvalue problem - the jth column vector of W, w(j), is the solution of

Aw = λjBw

where λj is the jth largest eigenvalue of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.22).
The vector w(j) is called the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in
(1.6.22) corresponding to the jth largest eigenvalue of that two-sided eigenvalue
problem.

The only task left is to find the solutions of the two-sided eigenvalue problem.
Note that since B is positive definite, it has an unique square root matrix. Let the
svd of B be given by

B =VΛV′ .

It follows that the square root matrix of B is given by

B1/2 =VΛ1/2V

where

[Λ1/2]
ij
= { [Λ]1/2ii if i = j

0 otherwise

(see Section 1.6.2). By manipulating the expression AW = BWΛ algebraically
using B = B1/2B1/2 and B1/2B−1/2 = I, it can be shown that the ith column vector
of B−1/2U, where U is the matrix the ith column vector of which is the eigenvector
of B−1/2AB−1/2 corresponding to its ith largest eigenvalue, is the ith eigenvector of
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the two-sided eigenvalue problem:

AW = BWΛ (1.6.24)

Ð→AW = B1/2B1/2WΛ

Ð→B−1/2AW = B1/2WΛ

Ð→B−1/2AB−1/2B1/2W = B1/2WΛ

Ð→ (B−1/2AB−1/2) (B1/2W) = (B1/2W)Λ . (1.6.25)

It it evident that the column vectors of B1/2W are the eigenvectors of B−1/2AB−1/2

with the corresponding eigenvalues given by the diagonal elements of Λ. Let U =
B1/2W so that:

W = B−1/2U .

This shows that n solutions of Aw = λBw can be found by firstly finding n ei-
genvectors of B−1/2AB−1/2 and then pre-multiplying the matrix with jth column
vector given by the eigenvector of B−1/2AB−1/2 that corresponds to the jth largest
eigenvalue of B−1/2AB−1/2, by B−1/2. It is evident from equation (1.6.25) that the
eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.22) are identical to the ei-
genvalues of the matrix B−1/2AB−1/2. This means that the number of non-zero
eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in equation (1.6.24) is equal to the
rank of the matrix B−1/2AB−1/2, which is equal to the rank of the matrix A since
B−1/2 is a non-singular matrix. It is shown below that the eigenvectors of the two-
sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.22) will only be orthogonal in the metric B and

adhere to the constraints, {w′(i)Bw(i) = 1}, if they are calculated from the set of

orthonormal eigenvectors of the matrix B−1/2AB−1/2, that is if the column vectors
of U = B1/2W are orthonormal:

W′BW = I
←→U′B−1/2BB−1/2U = I

←→U′U = I .
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1.6.13 The generalised svd (The svd in a metric
other than I)

Consider the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.24) where W′BW = Ip and

A = E′E

that is the matrix A is at least positive semi-definite. Let the number of non-zero
eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (1.6.24) be denoted by q, where
q ≤ p. Hence, the matrix Λ has the following structure:

Λ = [Λq 0

0 0
] .

It will be shown below that the matrix Uq = EMqΛ
−1/2
q is an orthonormal matrix:

AWq = BWqΛq

Ð→ E′EWq = BWqΛq

W′
qE
′EWq = Λq

Λ
−1/2
q W′

qE
′EWqΛ

−1/2
q = Iq

Ð→U′qUq = Iq

where Uq = EWqΛ
−1/2
q .

Let U be an orthogonal matrix the first q column vectors of which are identical
to the column vectors of Uq. Due to the structure of the matrix Λ, the matrix
UΛ1/2W−1 can also be expressed in the following way:

UΛ1/2W−1 =UqΛ
1/2
q Wq .

Since WqWq = Iq, it follows that

Uq = (UΛ1/2W−1)WqΛ
−1/2
q .
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Due to the fact that Uq = EWqΛ
−1/2
q , it follows that

EWqΛ
−1/2
q = (UΛ1/2W−1)WqΛ

−1/2
q . (1.6.26)

It is evident that

E =UΛ1/2W−1 (1.6.27)

is a solution of equation (1.6.26). Since W′BW = I, the matrix E can also be
expressed as:

E =UΛ1/2W′B . (1.6.28)

Both equation (1.6.27) and equation (1.6.28) are referred to as the generalised svd
of the matrix E in the metric B.

In order to obtain the generalised svd of the matrix of group means, X, in
the metric W, the within-group matrix of sums of squares and cross products, the
starting point is the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
XM =WMΛ

where M′WM = Ip. Following the argument above, it is evident that the generalised
svd of the matrix X in the metric W is given by

X =UΛ1/2M−1 =UΛ1/2M′W . (1.6.29)

1.6.14 The generalised Eckart-Young theorem
(The Eckart-Young theorem in a metric other than I)

The generalised Eckart-Young theorem follows as a direct consequence of the Eckart-
Young theorem and the generalised svd. Given a J × p matrix E of rank q, where
q ≤ p ≤ J , with generalised svd in the metric B,

E =UΛ1/2W−1
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where W is such that WW′ = B−1, the generalised Eckart-Young theorem in the
metric B states that for any r, where 0 ≤ r ≤ q,

min
F∶rank(F )≤r

{tr{(E −F)B (E −F)′}} = tr{(E − Êr)B (E − Êr)′}

where

Êr =UrΛ
1/2
r Wr .

This is shown below:

tr{(E −F)B−1 (E −F)′} = tr{(E −F)WW′ (E −F)′}
= tr{(EW −FW) (EW −FW)′}
= tr{(UΛ1/2 −FW) (UΛ1/2 −FW)′} .

According to the Eckart-Young theorem, the trace,

tr{(UΛ1/2 −FW) (UΛ1/2 −FW)′}
will be minimised across all J × p matrices of rank less than or equal to r, FW, if

FW =UrΛ
1/2
r [Ir 0]

Ð→ FW = [UrΛ
1/2
r 0]

Ð→ F = [UrΛ
1/2
r 0]W−1

Ð→ F =UrΛ
1/2
r Wr

Ð→ F = EWrW
r .

It follows that the trace, tr{(E −F)B−1 (E −F)′}, will be minimised across all ma-
trices of rank less than or equal to r, F, if

F =UrΛ
1/2
r Wr = EWrW

r = Êr .
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Given the generalised svd of the matrix of group means, X, in the metric W =(MM′)−1 provided in (1.6.29), the generalised Eckart-Young theorem in the metric
W states that the trace

tr{(X −F)W−1 (X −F)′}
will be minimised across all matrices of rank less than or equal to r, F, if

F =UrΛ
1/2
r Mr =XMr (M−1)′ = X̂ .
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Chapter 2 - PCA and the PCA biplot

2.1 Introduction

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a multivariate linear dimension reduction
technique and probably the most popular of the techniques that fall into that cat-
egory. PCA dates back to publications by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933),
who independently of each other arrived at PCA following two very different routes.
While Pearson searched to find the straight line or hyperplane which is best fitting
to a higher dimensional configuration of points, Hotelling aimed to summarise the
total sample variance associated with the set of measured variables by means of a
few uncorrelated linear combinations of the measured variables.

Three reasons why PCA is such a popular dimension reduction technique are that
(1) PCA provides a nested solution i.e. if k > r, then the r-dimensional PCA solution
is contained within the k-dimensional PCA solution, (2) it is easy to understand and
(3) much research has been done on the topic.

In order to fully understand the construction of the PCA biplot as well as the
interpretation thereof, a sound understanding of PCA is required. All three of the
above mentioned approaches to PCA will therefore be discussed in this chapter.
However, since the aim of this thesis is to investigate the quality of the PCA biplot
in terms of its ability to reproduce the values in the data matrix at hand, PCA
will be viewed from Pearson’s perspective when discussing the construction and
interpretation of the PCA biplot.

2.2 Deriving PCA

The approaches to PCA discussed in the next three sections will be discussed in view
of a data set comprising n individuals or objects, which will henceforth be referred
to as samples, each of which is measured on the same p variables, where p ≤ n. It is
evident that the measurement vector associated with a sample is contained in the
p-dimensional space Rp, which is defined by p orthogonal Cartesian axes lying in
the directions of the p-dimensional unit vectors {ei}. This p-dimensional space will
henceforth be referred to as the measurement space. Each of the p Cartesian axes in
the measurement space represents one of the p measured variables. The Cartesian
axis representing the kth measured variable will henceforth be referred to as the kth
Cartesian axis.

The two above mentioned approaches to PCA will now be discussed in the order
in which they originated, namely that of Pearson (1901) first and then that of

40
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Hotelling (1933).

2.2.1 Pearson’s approach to PCA

Pearson (1901) searched to find the best fitting (affine) hyperplane, that is the
best fitting (p − 1)-dimensional affine subspace, to a configuration of points in a p-
dimensional vector space. Given a particular hyperplane, it seems natural that, in
order to best represent the configuration of points in that hyperplane, each point
should be represented by the point in the hyperplane it is nearest to. Pearson
used the Pythagorean distance metric to measure distance. Note that in much of
the available literature, Pythagorean distance is referred to as Euclidean distance.
However, since the latter term can be used to refer to any Euclidean embeddable dis-
tance metric (Gower and Hand, 1996), the term Pythagorean distance will be used
in this thesis to avoid ambiguity. Given that distance is measured by the Pythago-
rean distance metric, it follows that given an arbitrary hyperplane, the point on that
hyperplane that is nearest to a particular point in the p-dimensional configuration,
is the orthogonal projection of that point onto the hyperplane. Hence, Pearson de-
fined the best fitting hyperplane to a p-dimensional configuration of points to be that
hyperplane which corresponds to the smallest possible sum of squared Pythagorean
distances between the points in the p-dimensional configuration and their orthogo-
nal projections onto the hyperplane, that is the hyperplane that corresponds to the
smallest possible sum of squared residuals. The configuration of points in the best
fitting hyperplane which is obtained by orthogonally projecting the configuration of
points in the measurement space onto the hyperplane, is the best (p − 1)-dimensional
representation of the configuration in the measurement space in terms of the least
squares criterion. In his article written in 1901, Pearson derived expressions for the
best fitting straight line as well as the best fitting hyperplane to a configuration of
points in a higher, say p-dimensional, space.

Consider a configuration of n points in p-dimensional space. Let the coordinates
of the ith point be denoted by xi and X be the n × p matrix (where p ≤ n) the ith
row vector of which is given by x′i. Let the coordinates of the centroid of the n
points be denoted by x, that is:

x =
1

n

n

∑
i=1

xi .

Consider an arbitrary hyperplane in the p-dimensional measurement space which
lies at a perpendicular distance f from the origin. Every point, x which lies on this
hyperplane satisfies the equation

β′x = f .

The vector, β is called the normal vector of the hyperplane - it is the vector which
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lies orthogonal to the hyperplane. Let β be normalised such that β′β = 1. Note that
since β′β = 1, the elements of β are equal to the direction cosines of the hyperplane,
β′x = f (Stewart, 2003).

The perpendicular Pythagorean distance between a point, x0, and the hyper-
plane, β′x = f is given by

∣β′x0 − f ∣∥β∥ = ∣β′x0 − f ∣ .

The sum of the squared perpendicular Pythagorean distances between the n points
in the measurement space and the hyperplane, β′x = f , follows as

U =
n

∑
i=1
(β′xi − f)2

= (Xβ − 1f)′ (Xβ − 1f)
= β′X′Xβ −β′X′1f − f1′Xβ + f 21′1
= β′X′Xβ − nfβ′x − nfx′β + nf 2

Ð→ U = β′X′Xβ − 2nfβ′x + nf 2 .

The first thing that Pearson (1901) illustrated in his article is that the best fitting
hyperplane to a configuration of points in a vector space passes through the centroid
of the configuration (that is Huygens’ principle (Greenacre, 1984)). He did so by dif-
ferentiating the sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the points in the
measurement space and their orthogonal projections onto an arbitrary hyperplane
with respect to the distance of that hyperplane from the origin:

dU

df
= −2nβ′x + 2nf

dU

df
= 0Ð→ −2nβ′x + 2nf = 0

Ð→ f = β′x .

It is evident from the derivation above that the best fitting hyperplane passes
through the centroid of the data points and is therefore of the following form:

β′x = β′x .

Next Pearson showed that if β′x = f is the best fitting hyperplane to the configura-
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tion of points in the measurement space, then

U = nβ′Σ̂β

and β is a solution of the system of equations,

(Σ̂ − λI)β = 0 (2.2.1)

where λ denotes the mean square residual, that is

λ =
U

n

and Σ̂ denotes the sample covariance matrix associated with the stochastic vector
variable,

˜
x, based on the n data points, {xi}, that is

Σ̂ =
1

n
X′ (I − 1

n
11′)X .

Since ∥β∥ = 1, the elements of β cannot all be zero and hence the determinant,∣Σ − λI∣, must equal zero. Since the solutions to the system of equations in equa-
tion (2.2.1) are to be non-trivial, the mean square residual, λ, is an eigenvalue of
the sample covariance matrix, Σ̂. Let λi denote the ith largest eigenvalue of Σ̂,
i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Since U will be a minimum if and only if λ is a minimum, it follows
that the mean square residual of the best fitting hyperplane to the configuration of
points in the p-dimensional measurement space is equal to the smallest eigenvalue,
λp, of the sample covariance matrix, Σ̂. It follows that in order for the hyperplane,
β′x = f , to be the best fitting hyperplane to the configuration of points in the
measurement space, β must be a solution of the system of equations,

(Σ̂ − λpI)β = 0
that is, β must be the eigenvector of Σ̂ which corresponds to the eigenvalue λp.
It follows that the best fitting hyperplane to the configuration of points in the
measurement space passes through the centroid of the points, x, and is orthogonal
to the eigenvector of Σ̂ which corresponds to the smallest eigenvalue, λp, of Σ̂, or
equivalently, orthogonal to the eigenvector of Σ̂−1 which corresponds to the largest
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eigenvalue, 1
λp

, of Σ̂−1. It follows that if x = 0, then the best fitting hyperplane is

spanned by the p − 1 orthonormal eigenvectors of Σ̂ which corresponds to the p − 1
largest eigenvalues of Σ̂. It is known from the principal axis theorem (Anton and
Rorres, 2000) that the greatest axis of the ellipsoid,

x′Σ̂x = c2 (2.2.2)

lies in the direction of the eigenvector of Σ̂ which corresponds to the smallest eigen-
value, λp, of Σ̂ (see Section 1.6.8) or equivalently, in the direction of the eigenvector
of Σ̂−1 which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue, 1

λp
, of Σ̂−1. This means that

the best fitting hyperplane to the configuration of points in the measurement space
passes through the centroid of the points, x, and lies orthogonal to the greatest axis
of the ellipsoid in 2.2.2. Pearson also derived that the best fitting straight line to
the p-dimensional configuration of points, {xi}, passes through the centroid of those
points, x, and lies in the direction of the eigenvector of Σ̂ corresponding to the
largest eigenvalue, λ1, of Σ̂, that is in the direction of the minor axis of the ellipse
in equation (2.2.2). Let the spectral decomposition of Σ̂ be given by

Σ̂ =VΛV′

where the diagonal elements of Λ are arranged in descending order. The approxi-
mations of X in the best fitting hyperplane and best fitting straight line are given
by

(I − 1

n
11′)XVp−1V′p−1 + 1x

′ and (I − 1

n
11′)XV1V

′
1 + 1x

′

respectively. Pearson furthermore showed that the best fitting hyperplane to a p-
dimensional configuration of points passes through the best fitting straight line to
that configuration of points.

Note that when the matrix X is centred such that 1′X = 0′, the Pythagorean
intersample distances in the best fitting straight line and hyperplane defined by
Pearson will yield the optimal representation of the true Pythagorean intersample
distances in one and (p − 1)-dimensional space respectively (Section 1.6.11).

Consider the University data set provided in Table 12.9 of Johnson and Wichern
(2002). This data set contains information on 25 universities in the United States.
For each university, the data set provides the average SAT score of the entering fresh-
men (SAT ), the percentage of the entering freshmen who were in the top 10 percent
of their high school class (Top10 ), the percentage of applicants which were accepted
to attend the particular university (Accept), the student-faculty ratio (SFRatio), the
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estimated annual expense of attending the particular university (Expense) and the
graduation rate in percentage form (Grad). The University data set will be used
to illustrate different aspects of PCA and the PCA biplot throughout this chapter
as well as Chapter 3. In order to illustrate the concept of the best fitting straight
line, consider the measurements of the variables Top10 and Grad of the University
data set. The best fitting straight line to the two-dimensional configuration of data
points described by these two variables is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It is evident that
there is a strong positive correlation between the variables Top10 and Grad.
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Figure 2.1: The top ten percentages (Top10) and graduation rates (Grad) (empty
circles) of the 25 universities of the University data set along with the best fitting
straight line (solid line) and the approximated data points (solid circles)). The two
dashed lines illustrates the orthogonal projection of the data points corresponding to
the 17th and 25th universities of the University data set onto the best fitting straight
line to the two-dimensional configuration of points.

Consider the squared Pythagorean distance between the ith and mth row vectors
of X:

∥xi − xm∥2 = p

∑
j=1
(xij − xmj)2 .
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It is evident that for each of the p variables, an absolute deviation of one makes a
contribution of one to the squared intersample Pythagorean distance. This means
that the Pythagorean distance metric implicitly assumes that an absolute deviation
of one is equally significant for all the measured variables, irrespective of the mag-
nitudes of their standard deviations. If however the measured variables do not have
identical standard deviations, this is not true and when the measured variables have
widely differing standard deviations, the ‘significance’ of an absolute deviation of one
differs greatly amongst the variables. Consequently, when the measured variables
have greatly differing standard deviations, the Pythagorean intersample distances
will not provide trustworthy information regarding the true intersample relation-
ships. It follows that the Pythagorean intersample distances in the best fitting
straight line and hyperplane to the p-dimensional configuration of points associated
with the unstandardised measurement vectors do not provide the most accurate rep-
resentation of the true intersample relationships in one and (p − 1)-dimensional space
respectively. Hence, when the measured variables have widely differing standard de-
viations and a lower dimensional representation of the data in which the intersample
relationships are represented as accurately as possible, is desired, the variables must
first be standardised to have identical standard deviations - standardising to unit
standard deviation is often convenient. The configuration of points obtained by or-
thogonally projecting the p-dimensional configuration of points associated with the
standardised measurement vectors onto the best fitting hyperplane (or straight line)
to that configuration of points will yield the most accurate representation of the
true intersample relationships in a (p − 1)-dimensional (or one-dimensional) affine
subspace of the measurements space.

This is also evident upon consideration of the minimisation criteria which defines
the best fitting straight line (or hyperplane). Consider the following expression of the
sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the points in the measurement
space associated with the set of unstandardised measurement vectors, {xi}, and their
orthogonal projections onto a straight line (or hyperplane) in the measurement space
(that is the sum of squared residuals or SSR):

n

∑
i=1

p

∑
j=1
(xij − x̂ij)2 = n

∑
i=1

p

∑
j=1
σ̂2
j (xijσ̂j −

x̂ij

σ̂j
)2

where x̂i denotes the orthogonal projection of xi onto the straight line and σ̂j denotes
the sample standard deviation of the jth measured variable. Since the deviations
corresponding to variables with greater standard deviations carry greater weight in
the minimisation criteria, the approximated measurements of variables with larger
standard deviations will typically be more accurate than those of variables with
smaller standard deviations. When a small number of variables amongst the p

measured variables have standard deviations which are of much greater magnitude
than those of the other variables, the approximation process will be ‘dominated’ by
those highly variable variables. Consequently, the measurements of the few variables
with large standard deviations will be approximated much more accurately than the
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measurements of the rest of the variables. When however the minimization crite-
ria is taken to be the SSR corresponding to the standardised (and centred) data
matrix, the approximation process is not dominated by certain variables merely
as a result of their standard deviations being of greater magnitude than those of
the other variables and hence the resulting lower dimensional representation of the
data will typically be a more accurate representation of the truth than the lower
dimensional representation resulting from the minimisation of the SSR associated
with the unstandardised measurements. It follows that when the measured vari-
ables have widely differing standard deviations, the straight line (or hyperplane) in
which the data is to be represented should be the best fitting straight line (or hyper-
plane) to the p-dimensional configuration of points associated with the standardised
measurements.

By the same argument as followed before, the best fitting hyperplane to the
p-dimensional configuration of standardised measurements lies orthogonal to that
eigenvector of the sample correlation matrix, P, which corresponds to the smallest
eigenvalue of P, or equivalently, orthogonal to the greatest axis of the ellipsoid,

z′Pz = c2 (2.2.3)

where c is an arbitrary non-zero constant. Similarly, the best fitting straight line to
the p-dimensional configuration of standardised measurements lies in the direction of
the eigenvector of P which corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of P, or equivalently,
in the direction of the minor axis of the ellipsoid in (2.2.3). The approximation to
the original data matrix can be obtained by multiplying the ijth element of the
approximation to the standardised data matrix with the standard deviation of the
jth variable and then adding the sample mean of the jth variable, i ∈ [1 ∶ n] , j ∈[1 ∶ p].
2.2.2 Hotelling’s approach to PCA

Hotelling arrived at PCA as a result of investigating whether there exists a more
fundamental set of independent variables, perhaps less in number than the origi-
nal measured variables, that would determine the observed values of the measured
variables. The motivation behind this investigation was that such a smaller set of
variables would reduce the dimensionality of the data, which might ease interpreta-
tion and possibly allow graphical representation of the data.

Hotelling referred to the smaller, more fundamental set of independent variables
as “components of the complex depicted by the” measured variables (Hotelling,
1933). He started out by considering only normally distributed components hav-
ing zero means, unit variances and zero correlations. Instead of working with the
original measured variables, Hotelling worked with standardised variables which he
obtained by subtracting from each variable its mean and then dividing the difference
by the variable’s standard deviation, since working with these standardised variables
produces simpler formulas. Denoting the ith measured variable by

˜
x∗i and its mean
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and variance by µ∗i and σ∗ii respectively, the ith standardised measured variable is
given by

˜
zi = ˜

x∗i − µ∗i√
σ∗ii
∀i ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

Hotelling further confined his search by limiting the standardised variables to be
linear combinations of the components. Denoting the ith component by

˜
yi, the

relationship between the components and the standardised variables follows as

˜
zi =

p

∑
j=1
aij

˜
yj ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ p] (2.2.4)

where aij is a constant, i, j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Note that there is no constant term in the
summation in equation (2.2.4) since the expected values of

˜
zi and

˜
yj are both zero,

i, j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Let ai denote the vector, the jth element of which is equal to aij. The
expression for

˜
zi given in equation (2.2.4) can now be rewritten as follows:

˜
zi = a′i

˜
y .

Let A denote the matrix the ith row vector of which is a′i. The expressions of the p
standardised measured variables can now be represented simultaneously as

˜
z =A

˜
y . (2.2.5)

Since it is desirable to express the standardised variables in terms of the smallest
number of components as possible, a procedure is required to select the components
in order of decreasing importance and reject those components which are of little
importance. Hotelling drew an analogy between the process of selecting components
with the process of fitting empirical curves as well as the process of selecting vari-
ables to predict a response via a regression equation. When for example fitting a
series of the form y = a+ bx+ cx2 + ... , the number of terms fitted are limited by the
decreasing contributions of the higher order terms to the variance of the response.
Similarly, when selecting variables to predict a response via a regression equation,
the number of variables included in the regression equation is limited by the di-
minishing contributions of the predictor variables to the residual variance of the
response. These analogies suggest that the first component should be that variable
whose contribution to the total variance of the p standardised measured variables
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is as great as possible while the second component should be that variable whose
contribution to the total residual variance of the standardised measured variables
is as great as possible given that it is independent of the first component. The ith
component should therefore be the variable whose contribution to the total variance
of the standardised measured variables which is unaccounted for by the first i − 1
components, is as great as possible given that it is independent of the first i − 1
components, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Hotelling called the independent components defined by this
procedure, the principal components and the procedure used to obtain the principal
components he called the “method of principal components” (Hotelling, 1933). The
reason why Hotelling constrained the components to be independent of each other is
to prevent two or more components from containing the same, or some of the same,
information - this is a necessary constraint to ensure that the data is explained as
well as possible by as few components as possible. It is important to note that the
principal components derived here are population principal components since they
are derived from population quantities, while the principal components that were
derived by Pearson are sample principal components since they are derived from
sample quantities.

Before defining the contribution of a component to the total variance,∑p
i=1 var (̃zi),

associated with the stochastic vector variable,
˜
z, consider the following expression of

the variance of
˜
zi resulting from the relationship between the standardised variables

and the principal components:

var (̃zi) = var (a′i
˜
y)

= a′icov (
˜
y ,

˜
y′)ai

= a′iIai

=
p

∑
j=1
a2ij .

It is evident that the contribution of the jth component,
˜
yj, to the variance of

˜
zi is

given by a2ij, i, j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that the contribution of
˜
yj to the total variance,

∑p
i=1 var (̃zi), is given by

p

∑
i=1
a2ij .

Denote the vector, the ith element of which is aij, by a(j). The contribution of
˜
yj

to ∑p
i=1 var (̃zi) can then be rewritten in the following way:

p

∑
i=1
a2ij = a′(j)a(j) = ∥a(j)∥2 .
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Denote the contribution of the first principal component,
˜
y1, to ∑p

i=1 var (̃zi), by S,
that is:

S = a′(1)a(1) = ∥a(1)∥2 .
Note that due to the relationships between the principal components and the stand-
ardised variables, the elements of a(1) are bound to satisfy certain constraints which
has to be taken into account when maximising S. These constraints are evident
from the following expression of the covariance (correlation) between

˜
zi and

˜
zk, ρik,

i, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]:
ρik = cov (̃zi ,

˜
zk)

= a′icov (
˜
y ,

˜
y)ak

= a′iIak

= a′iak .

Remember that since var (̃zi) = 1, it follows that

a′iai = ρii = 1 .

Hotelling maximised S using differentiation techniques together with Lagrangian
multipliers to take the constraints on the values of aij into account, i, j ∈ [1 ∶ p].
Hotelling’s derivation illustrated that in order for S to be maximised under the
constraints, a′iak = ρik, for i, k ∈ [1 ∶ p], the elements of a(1) must satisfy

a′(1)a(j) = δ1jλ where δ1j = { 1 if j = 1
0 if j ≠ 1

where λ is some constant, j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Note that

S = a′(1)a(1) = λ .

Hotelling furthermore derived that λ is a root of the characteristic equation,

∣P − λI∣ = 0
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and that a(1) is the solution of the system,

(P − λI)a(1) = 0 (2.2.6)

where P denotes the population covariance (correlation) matrix associated with the
vector variable,

˜
z, that is

[P]ij = ρij .
It follows that S is an eigenvalue of the population correlation matrix, P. Let λi
denote the ith largest eigenvalue of P, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that the maximum value
of S is equal to λ1, the largest eigenvalue of the matrix, P, and that a(1) is the
eigenvector of P that corresponds to λ1 which is normalised such that a′(1)a(1) = λ1.
The vector, a(1), can therefore be found by taking any solution of equation (2.2.6),
dividing each element by the square root of the sum of the squared elements of the
solution and then multiplying each resulting element by

√
λ1. For example, if b is an

eigenvector of P corresponding to the eigenvalue, λ1, normalised such that b′b = 1.
The vector a(1) can then be obtained as follows:

a(1) =
λ
1/2
1√
∑p

j=1 b
2
j

b .

After the first principal component is found, the component which makes the largest
contribution to the residual variance, ∑p

i=2 var (̃zi), must be found. Following the
same argument as before, Hotelling deduced that the contribution of the jth prin-
cipal component to the total variance, i.e. a′(j)a(j), is equal to the jth largest eigen-
value, λj, of P and that a(j) is the eigenvector of P corresponding to λj, which is
normalised such that a′(j)a(j) = λj and that a′(j)a(i) = 0 ∀i ≠ j , i, j ∈ [2 ∶ p]. Next,
Hotelling derived the expression of the ith principal component in terms of the
standardised variables:

˜
yi =

1

λi
a′(i)˜

z (2.2.7)

where i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The value of the ith principal component for a given sample is
referred to as the ith principal component score of that sample, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. When

˜
yi is

defined as in equation (2.2.7), the variance of
˜
yi is equal to one and the ith principal

component is uncorrelated with (or equivalently, since the principal components
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are normally distributed, independent from) the other p − 1 principal components,
i ∈ [1 ∶ p]:

var (
˜
yi) = 1

λi
a′(i)Pa(i)

1

λi

=
1

λi
a′(i)

1

λi
a(i)

1

λi

=
1

λi
a′(i)a(i)

=
1

λi
λi

Ð→ var (
˜
yi) = 1

cov (
˜
yi,

˜
yj) = 1

λi
a′(i)Pa(j)

1

λj

=
1

λi
a′(i)λja(j)

1

λj

=
1

λi
a′(i)a(j)

Ð→ cov (
˜
yi,

˜
yj) = 0 if j ≠ i .

Since the standardised variables, {zi}, are defined as linear combinations of nor-
mally distributed components, the standardised variables are normally distributed
and

˜
z is multivariate normally distributed. Specifically,

˜
z is normally distributed

with mean vector, 0 and covariance matrix, P:

˜
z ∼ normal (0 ,P) .

It is known that the density of
˜
z is constant on the ellipsoids,

z′P−1z = c2 ,

where c is an arbitrary constant. Different values of c produce concentric ellipsoids
with identical centroids and principal axes lying in the directions of the eigenvectors
of P (or P−1). Hotelling showed that the method of principal components, as he
defined it, is equivalent to choosing a set of coordinate axes coinciding with the
principal axes of the ellipsoids of constant density - the coefficient vectors of the
principal components are in the same directions as the principal axes of the ellip-
soids of constant density. The fact that the method of principal components, as
he defined it, is equivalent to choosing a set of coordinate axes coinciding with the
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principal axes of the ellipsoids of constant density also provides an explanation of
why it is better to work with the standardised variables than the original measured
variables when the measured variables have greatly differing standard deviations.
The ellipsoids of constant density can be stretched and squeezed in any way by
performing specific linear transformations on x∗. It follows that the principal com-
ponents change as a result of performing a linear transformation on

˜
x∗ i.e. principal

components are scale dependent. Therefore, in order for the principal components
to have significant meaning, there needs to be a measurement unit of unique impor-
tance and the method of principal components needs to be applied to the variables
which are measured in this unit of unique importance. According to Hotelling’s
definition of the method of principal components, it is the unweighted sum of the
variances of the standardised measured variables, ∑p

i=1 var (̃zi), which is the quantity
to be analyzed. When the method of principal components is applied to the original
variables, {

˜
x∗i }, the quantity to be analyzed is ∑p

i=1 var (
˜
x∗i ) = ∑p

i=1 σii, which can
be viewed as a weighted sum in which variables with greater variance are given a
greater weight. Since the variables with greater variance have greater weight in the
quantity to be analyzed, the variables with greater variance have greater impor-
tance in the analysis. Since the measured variables that have larger variances are
given more weight in the quantity to be analyzed, the first few principal components
produced will tend to explain the variation in the measured variables with larger
variances better than that in the variables with smaller variances i.e. the first few
principal components will tend to produce better approximations of the observed
measurements of the measured variables with larger variances than for the meas-
ured variables with smaller variances. Later in this thesis, it will become clear that
this is equivalent to saying that the predictivities of the biplot axes representing
measured variables with larger variances will tend to be greater than that of biplot
axes representing measured variables with smaller variances. When working with
the standardised variables, the variables receive equal weight in the quantity to be
analyzed and hence the first few principal components will not be “biased” towards
certain variables - they will not produce more accurate approximations for certain
variables than for others just because of the relatively large magnitudes of those
variables’ standard deviations.

The definition of the principal components which has been considered up to now,
is not exactly the same as the definition found in most of the available literature.
According to most of the literature, Hotelling defined the principal components to be
scaled slightly differently. Consider again the relationship between the standardised
variables and the components given in equation (2.2.5):

˜
z =A

˜
y .

By using the fact that Λ−1/2Λ1/2 = I, the components of
˜
z can be expressed as linear
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combinations of the p variables contained as elements of the vector,
˜
y∗ = Λ1/2

˜
y:

˜
z =A

˜
y

Ð→

˜
z =AΛ−1/2Λ1/2

˜
y

Ð→

˜
z =A∗

˜
y∗ where A∗ =AΛ−1/2 and

˜
y∗ = Λ1/2

˜
y .

If the same argument that was followed in order to derive the expression for
˜
yi given

in equation (2.2.7), is followed in order to derive the expression for
˜
y∗i , then the

following expression for
˜
y∗i is obtained:

˜
y∗i = a∗(i)˜

z i ∈ [1 ∶ p] .
Notice that the ith column vector of A∗, a∗(i), is a scalar multiple of the ith column
vector of A, a(i):

a∗(i) =
1√
λi
a(i) .

Since a(i) is the eigenvector of P corresponding to the eigenvalue, λi, which is nor-
malised such that

a′(i)a(i) = λi ,

it follows that a∗(i) is an eigenvector of P corresponding to the eigenvalue, λi, nor-
malised such that

a∗′(i)a
∗
(i) = 1 .

The next derivation shows that
˜
y∗i and

˜
y∗j are uncorrelated given that j ≠ i and that

the variance of
˜
y∗i is equal to λi:

cov (
˜
y∗i ,

˜
y∗j ) = a∗′(i)Pa∗(j)
=

1√
λi
a′(i)Pa(j)

1√
λj
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=
1√
λi
a′(i)λja(j)

1√
λj

Ð→ cov (
˜
y∗i ,

˜
y∗j ) = { λi if i = j

0 otherwise
.

It follows that the first principal component can also be defined as the linear com-
bination of the original variables which has the greatest variance and that the ith
principal component can be defined as the linear combination of the original vari-
ables which has the greatest variance subject on being uncorrelated with the previous
i− 1 principal components, i ∈ [2 ∶ p]. This is the definition of principal components
which is ascribed to Hotelling in most of the available literature and is also the
definition which will be used in the remainder of this thesis.

Let Λp denote the diagonal matrix, the ith diagonal element of which is equal to
the ith largest eigenvalue of P, namely, λi, and Φ the matrix the ith column vector
of which is the eigenvector of P corresponding to λi which is normalised such that
it has a squared norm of one. The spectral decomposition (1.6.1) of P follows as

P =ΦΛpΦ
′ .

The derivation below shows that the total population variance associated with the
vector of standardised measured variables,

˜
z, that is , ∑p

i=1 var (̃zi), is equal to the
total population variance associated with the vector of principal components,

˜
y =

Φ′
˜
x, that is ∑p

i=1 var (̃zi):
p

∑
i=1

var (̃zi) = tr (P)
= tr (ΦΛpΦ′)
= tr (ΛpΦ′Φ)
= tr (Λp)
=

p

∑
i=1

var (
˜
yi)

Ð→

p

∑
i=1

var (̃zi) = p

∑
i=1

var (
˜
yi) .

It is evident that the proportion of the total population variance associated with
the vector of standardised measured variables, accounted for by the ith principal
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component is given by

var (
˜
yi)

∑p
i=1 var (̃zi) =

λi

∑p
i=1 λi

for i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that the first r principal components are the r orthonormal
linear combinations that account for the greatest proportion of the total variance
associated with

˜
z, namely ∑r

i=1 λi

∑p
i=1 λi

.

Note that since P is a positive definite matrix, its eigenvalues are positive and
can therefore be expressed as the squares of appropriate constants. Since P is a p×p
symmetric matrix, it has p orthonormal (and therefore linear independent) eigen-
vectors (Anton and Rorres, 2000), hence there are p possible principal components.
Since the multiplication of a vector by −1 does not change its length, the orthonor-
mal eigenvectors of a matrix are uniquely defined up to multiplication by −1. This
is the reason why, when it comes to the interpretation of the principal components,
it is not the individual signs of the coefficients, but the pattern of the signs which is
important. Since the set of p coefficient vectors defining the p principal components
is orthonormal, the p principal components define a new coordinate system which is
obtained by rotating the old coordinate system, the rotation being performed by the
matrix with column vectors given by the eigenvectors of P. The axes defining the
new coordinate system therefore represents the directions of maximum variability.
Note that since the coefficient vectors of the principal components are orthonormal,
the coordinates of the standardised (and centred) measurements, {zi}, with respect
to the new coordinates axes given by the coefficient vectors of the p principal compo-
nents are given by the principal component scores associated with the standardised
measurements:

(ZΦrΦ
′
r)Φr = ZΦr .

In particular, the coordinate of the ith standardised measurement vector, zi, with
respect to the coordinate axis which lies in the direction of the coefficient vector of
the jth principal component is given by the jth principal component score associated
with the ith standardised measurement vector, i, j ∈ [1 ∶ p].

Remember that when the p eigenvalues of P are distinct, the p orthonormal
eigenvectors and therefore the p principal components are uniquely defined up to
multiplication by −1, while if two or more eigenvalues are the same, then the principal
component with population variance equal to the value of the common eigenvalue,
is not uniquely defined since there is more than one eigenvector (coefficient vector)
corresponding to that eigenvalue. For convenience, but without loss of generality,
it will henceforth be assumed that all non-zero eigenvalues of P are unique. See
section 2.3 for a brief discussion about principal components with identical and/or
or zero variances.
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Usually, the information which is available is only for a number of observations
from the population of interest. When this is the case, PCA is used to summarise the
variation in the sample. Hotelling’s aim, in the case where only data from a sample
is analysed, is to summarise the sample variance by means of as few uncorrelated
linear combinations of the measured variables as possible. The principal components
derived from a sample are referred to as sample principal components and indicate
the directions of maximum sample variability.

Let Σ̂ and P̂ respectively denote the sample covariance matrix and sample corre-
lation matrix associated with a set of independent drawings from some p-dimensional
population. When PCA is performed on the standardised measurements, the ith
sample principal component is defined to be the linear combination of the standard-
ised variables, a′(i)˜

z where

a(i) = argmax
a
{v̂ar (a′

˜
z)}

while also satisfying

a′(i)a(i) = 1

and

ˆcov (a′(k)˜z, (a′(i)˜z)
′) = 0 k < i , i, k ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

Following the same arguments as for the (population) principal components, it can
be shown that the coefficient vector of the ith sample principal component is given
by the unit length eigenvector of the sample correlation matrix, P̂, that corresponds
to the ith largest eigenvalue of P̂, that is λ̂i, and that the sample variance of this
principal component is given by λ̂i, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Using the spectral decomposition of
P̂ it can be shown that the total sample variance associated with the standardised
measured variables is equal to the total sample variance associated with the p sam-
ple principal components. The proportion of the total sample variance associated
with the standardised measured variables accounted for by the ith sample principal
component is therefore given by

λ̂i

∑p
i=1 λ̂i

.
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It follows that the first r sample principal components corresponding to the stand-
ardised measurements explain the maximum proportion of the total sample variance
associated with the p standardised variables that can be explained by r uncorrelated
linear combinations of the standardised variables. Hence, the r-dimensional configu-
ration which contains the largest possible proportion of the variance associated with
the (standardised) data set is therefore the configuration in which each sample is
represented by the point with coordinates given by the first r principal component
scores corresponding to the standardised sample.

The ith principal component associated with the unstandardised measurements
is defined to be the linear combination of the measured variables with coefficient
vector a(i), where

a(i) = argmax
a
{var (a′

˜
x)}

while also satisfying

a′(i)a(i) = 1

and

cov (a′(k)˜x, (a′(i)˜x)
′) = 0 k < i , i, k ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

It can be shown that the coefficient vector of the ith principal component will
then be given by the eigenvector of the covariance matrix, Σ, associated with the
vector of measured variables, which corresponds to the ith largest eigenvalue of Σ.
Subsequently, the variance of the ith principal component is given by the ith largest
eigenvalue of Σ and the proportion of the total variance associated with the vector
of measured variables which is accounted for by the ith principal component is given
by the ratio of the ith largest eigenvalue of Σ to the summation of all p eigenvalues of
Σ. Substituting the sample covariance matrix for the population covariance matrix
in the above yields the definition and properties of the sample principal components
derived from the unstandardised measurements.

Note that since the first principal component is that linear combination of the
measured variables which explains the greatest possible proportion of the total vari-
ability associated with the set of measured variables, the first principal component
associated with the unstandardised measurements will tend to be dominated by the
variables with the greatest standard deviations. The proportion of the total variance
explained by the first principal component associated with the unstandardised mea-
surements will make it appear to be a better one-dimensional ‘summary measure’
of the observed data than it truly is. The first principal component associated with
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the standardised measurements will not be dominated by certain variables simply
as a result of their relatively large standard deviations and will therefore be a better
one-dimensional ‘summary’ measure of the observed data than the first principal
component associated with the unstandardised. The proportion of the total vari-
ance explained by the first principal component associated with the standardised
measurements, that is 1

p
, will usually be smaller than the proportion of the total

variance explained by the first principal component associated with the unstandard-
ised measurements, thus making the former principal component seem to be a poorer
summary measure of the observed data than the latter principal component. The
same argument holds for the first few principal components. It follows that when the
measured variables have widely differing standard deviations, the variables should
be standardised such that they have equal sized variances prior to performing PCA.
Standardising to unit variance is usually a convenient option. In the rest of this
thesis it will be assumed that ‘standardising the variables’ means standardising the
variables to unit variance, unless stated otherwise.

Returning attention to the principal components derived from the standardised
measurements, note that the first sample principal component lies in the same direc-
tion as the best fitting straight line to the configuration of standardised and centred
measurements, {zi}, defined by Pearson (1901). Also, the pth sample principal com-
ponent lies orthogonal to the best fitting hyperplane defined by Pearson (1901). This
implies that the best fitting hyperplane to a p-dimensional configuration of points
(as defined by Pearson (1901)) is spanned by the coefficient vectors of the first p− 1
sample principal components (derived by Hotelling (1933). It is known from the
Eckart-Young theorem that the r eigenvectors of P̂ that correspond to the r largest
eigenvalues of P̂, span the best fitting r-dimensional subspace to the p-dimensional
configuration of standardised and centred measurements, {zi} (see Section 1.6.11).
It follows that the coefficient vectors of the first r sample principal components
derived from the standardised measurements, span the best fitting r-dimensional
subspace to the p-dimensional configuration of standardised and centred measure-
ments, r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Hence, saying that PCA chooses as r-dimensional display space
that r-dimensional subspace which accounts for the greatest proportion of the total
sample variance associated with the vector of standardised variables is equivalent
to saying that PCA chooses as r-dimensional display space that r-dimensional sub-
space of the p-dimensional measurement space which yields the smallest possible
sum of squared residuals between the points in the measurement space and their
orthogonal projections onto the subspace. The r-dimensional representation of Z
associated with (sample) PCA, that is the representation of Z in the r-dimensional
PCA display space, is given by

Ẑ = ZVrV
′
r

where Vr is the matrix the jth column vector of which equal to the eigenvector of
P̂ which corresponds to the jth largest eigenvalue of P̂, j ∈ [1 ∶ r]. It is evident that
the r-dimensional approximation to the standardised measurement vector variable,
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˜
z, associated with (sample) PCA is given by

̂̃z′ =
˜
z′VrV

′
r .

The fact that the coefficient vectors of the sample principal components (that is,
the column vectors of Vr) are orthonormal implies that the coordinates of the point
that represents zi prime in the r-dimensional PCA display space with respect to the
column vectors of Vr, are given by the first r sample principal component scores of zi,
that is z′iVrV

′
r. The fact that the coefficient vectors of the first r sample principal

components derived from the standardised measurements span the best fitting r-
dimensional subspace for all r ∈ [1 ∶ p] also implies that the best fitting r-dimensional
subspace is contained within the best fitting (r + 1)-dimensional subspace - that is,
the PCA solution is a nested solution. Since Z is centred such that 1′Z = 0′,
the Pythagorean distances between the p-dimensional configuration of points, {zi},
are optimally approximated by the corresponding Pythagorean distances in the r-
dimensional PCA display space. Similarly, the r-dimensional PCA display based on
the unstandardised measurement vectors, {xi}, is that r-dimensional subspace of
the measurement space which yields the smallest possible sum of squared residuals
between the points {xi} and their orthogonal projections onto the subspace, or
equivalently, that r-dimensional subspace in which the true Pythagorean distances
between the points, {xi}, are optimally approximated. This definition highlights the
fact that PCA is an MDS technique and that the distance metric associated with
PCA is the Pythagorean distance metric.

In the rest of this chapter as well as in Chapter 3, PCA will be discussed as
it relates to the PCA biplot constructed from a number of samples drawn from a
population. It is therefore the sample principal components which will be investi-
gated from this point onwards. For convenience the sample principal components
will henceforth be referred to simply as the principal components. Also, since it
is the quality of the PCA biplot as approximation to the data set at hand which
is of interest in this thesis, PCA will henceforth be viewed from the perspective of
Pearson (1901).

2.3 Principal components with zero and/or equal

variances

Two complications which may arise when performing PCA are principal components
with zero variances and principal components with identical variances. Both of these
situations occur very rarely in practice.

Since the variance of the kth principal component is equal to the kth eigenvalue
of X′X (or equivalently, the squared kth singular value of X) the variances of q
principal components will be identical if and only if the corresponding q eigenvalues
of X′X are identical. When q eigenvalues are equal, the corresponding q eigenvectors
span a unique q-dimensional eigenspace. In this eigenspace, the q eigenvectors are,
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apart from being orthogonal to each other, arbitrary which means that the principal
components associated with the q identical eigenvalues are not uniquely defined.
However, due to sample variability, the occurrence of principal components with
identical sample variances is very rare in practice.

The variance of a principal component will be zero if and only if the corresponding
singular value of X is zero. A principal component with zero variance therefore
indicates an exact linear relationship between the measured variables so that the
values of one of the variables in the relationship can be determined exactly from the
values of the other variables in the relationship. In order to see this, let u and v be
the left and right singular vector of X corresponding to the singular value, d, that
is

Xv = du .

When d = 0, the following is true:

Xv = 0

Ð→

p

∑
j=1
vjxij = 0 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n] .

A variable which can be determined exactly from other measured variables is redun-
dant and can be removed from the data set without any loss of information regarding
the intersample relationships. When q principal components have zero variance, q
singular values of X are zero (that is, the rank of X is equal to p − q) and hence q
exact linear relationships between the measured variables exist. This means that q
variables, one from each exact linear relationship, are redundant and can be removed
from the data set without any loss of information. Ideally, exact linear relationships
between the measured variables should be identified and the redundant variables
removed prior to performing PCA. In the remainder of this chapter and the next,
the general case where the matrix X is of rank q, where q ≤ q ≤ p, will be considered.
However, only the case where the q non-zero singular values of X are distinct will
be studied.

2.4 Interpretation of the coefficients of the

principal components

The magnitude of a variable’s coefficient in a particular principal component mea-
sures the contribution of the variable to that principal component in the presence
of the other measured variables, that is, it measures the variable’s multivariate con-
tribution to the principal component. Let X denote the centred data matrix with
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svd given by

X =UDV′ .

Since the jth principal component is given by
˜
yj =

˜
x′v(j), this means that the mag-

nitude of vkj measures the contribution of the kth measured variable,
˜
xk, to the

jth principal component, k ∈ [1 ∶ p], j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The correlation between a measured
variable and a principal component on the other hand measures the measured vari-
able’s univariate contribution to that principal component. Consider the expression
of the estimated correlation between the kth measured variable and the jth principal
component:

ˆcorr (
˜
xk ,

˜
yj) = ˆcov (e′k˜x ,v′(j)˜x)√

v̂ar (e′k˜x)
√

v̂ar (v′(j)˜x)
=

e′k ˆcov (
˜
x ,

˜
x′)v(j)√

e′k ˆcov (
˜
x ,

˜
x′)ek√v′(j) ˆcov (

˜
x ,

˜
x′)v(j)

=
e′kΣ̂v(j)√

e′kΣ̂ek

√
v′(j)Σ̂v(j)

=
e′kX

′Xv(j)√
e′kX

′Xek
√
v′(j)X

′Xv(j)

=
e′k (d2jv(j))√

x′(k)x(k)
√
v′(j) (d2jv(j))

=
d2jvkj√

x′(k)x(k)
√
d2j

Ð→ ˆcorr (
˜
xk ,

˜
yj) =

√
d2jvkj√

x′(k)x(k)
.

If the matrix, X upon which PCA is performed is standardised, then the expres-
sion of the correlation between the kth measured variable and the jth principal
component becomes

ˆcorr (
˜
xk ,

˜
yj) =√d2jvkj .
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It is evident that when PCA is performed on the standardised measurements, the
variable with the greatest absolute coefficient for a particular principal component,
is also the variable most strongly correlated with that principal component.

2.5 The number of principal components to retain

When it is desired to graphically represent a (centred) data matrix X in a PCA
display, the first step is deciding on the number of principal components that will
be used in the approximation of X. If a target is specified for the proportion of
the total sample variance associated with the vector variable

˜
x as measured by the

one-dimensional measure, ∑p
i=1 v̂ar (

˜
xi), then any number of principal components

that account for a proportion of the total variance equal to or greater than the target
proportion can be used to approximate X.

The required number of principal components can be determined by considering
for every r ∈ [1 ∶ p] the proportion of the variance accounted for by the first r
principal components. Since the total sample variance associated with the vector
variable

˜
x is equal to the total sample variance associated with the vector of principal

components, the proportion of the total sample variance associated with
˜
x that is

accounted for by the first r principal components is equal to

∑r
i=1 d2i
∑p

i=1 d
2
i

. (2.5.1)

The plot of the ratio in (2.5.1) against r, with r increasing from left to right on
the x-axis, is a cumulative version of the scree plot associated with X, which is the
plot of d2i against i for i ∈ [1 ∶ p] (Cattell, 1966). Since only one, two and three-
dimensional displays can be visualised, a three-dimensional PCA display should be
used to represent X in the event that the target proportion of the total variance
to be accounted for is greater than the proportion accounted for by the first three
principal components.

If a target proportion is not specified then it must be determined how many prin-
cipal components are required to approximate X sufficiently accurate. Usually the
first few principal components account for most of the total variance associated with

˜
x while the rest of the principal components account for a negligibly small proportion
of the variance. Principal components that account for a negligible proportion of the
total variance associated with

˜
x can be discarded in the approximation of X without

much, if any loss of information. It must therefore be determined which principal
components account for a substantial proportion of the variance associated with x,
that is which principal components contribute substantially to the approximation
to X, and which account for negligibly small proportions of the total variance. This
information is provided by the relative sizes of the sample variances of the principal
components, or equivalently the relative sizes of the eigenvalues of the matrix X′X,
and hence can be obtained from the scree plot associated with X. At the point to
the left of which the gradients of the straight lines connecting the points in the scree
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plot are high and to the right of which the gradients are low, the scree plot reflects an
elbow-shaped form. The number of principal components before the ‘elbow’ usually
summarise the total sample variance associated with

˜
x to a sufficient extent (given

that X′X does not have a very large number of small eigenvalues) and is therefore
usually a sufficient number of principal components to use in the approximation of
X. Choosing to approximate X using three or fewer principal components has the
advantage that it allows visualisation of the approximation of X.

2.6 The traditional (classical) biplot

Since “there are many patterns and relationships that are easier to discern in graph-
ical displays than by any other data analysis method” (Everitt, 1994), it is always
desirable to graphically represent a data set to be investigated and to do so as accu-
rately as possible. Given that humans can only visualise objects which are at most
three-dimensional, it is the graphical representation of a data matrix in one, two or
three-dimensional space which is usually of interest.

The lower dimensional space in which the data matrix is graphically represented
is referred to as the display space. For generality, let r denote the dimension of the
display space, 1 ≤ r ≤ p. The ordinary r-dimensional MDS configuration associated
with a PCA of a data set is the r-dimensional configuration obtained by orthogonally
projecting the configuration of points representing the samples comprising a data
set in the measurement space onto the best fitting r-dimensional subspace to that
configuration. Although this r-dimensional configuration is optimal in its represen-
tation of the samples of the data set, it is lacking in that it does not provide any
information on the measured variables of the data set. Gabriel (1971) proposed that
a joint representation of the samples and variables of a data set, which he called a
biplot, be used to represent the data set. In a biplot each row (i.e. sample) and each
column (i.e. variable) of the data matrix is represented by a vector emanating from
the origin. These vectors are such that the inner product of a vector representing
a row of the data matrix and a vector representing a column of the data matrix is
equal to an approximation of the corresponding element of the data matrix. The
‘bi’ in biplot refers to the fact that the biplot is a joint map of two modes, namely
observations and variables and does not refer to the dimension of the display. The
space in which a biplot is constructed is referred to as the biplot space and will
henceforth be denoted by L.

Consider an n × p data matrix X which is centred such that each column has a
zero mean, that is such that 1′X = 0. Let the rank of X be denoted by q, q ≤ p ≤ n.
The construction of the biplot is based on the fact that any n × p matrix of rank q
can be expressed as the inner product of an n×q matrix of rank q and a q×p matrix
of rank q (Section 1.6.5 ). It follows that X can be expressed as

X =AB′

where A is an n × q matrix of rank q and B is a p × q matrix of rank q. It follows
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from the expression, X =AB′, that every element of X can be expressed in the form
of the inner product between a row vector of A and a column vector of B′:

xij = a′ibj ∀ (i, j) , i ∈ [1 ∶ n] and j ∈ [1 ∶ p] .
Since the row vectors of A and the column vectors of B′ are q-dimensional, it follows
that X can be perfectly represented by n+ p vectors in q-dimensional space. Seeing
as

xij = a′ibj

ai = cam Ð→ xi = cxm

and bj = dbk Ð→ x(j) = dx(k)

where c and d are arbitrary constants, the row vectors of A and B can be viewed
as representing the rows (samples) and columns (variables) of the matrix X respec-
tively. The ith row of X and the jth column of X can therefore be represented
by the ith row vector of A emanating from the origin and the jth row vector of
B emanating from the origin, respectively, i ∈ [1 ∶ n], j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Henceforth the
vectors stretching from the origin to the points with coordinate vectors given by the
ith row vector of A and the jth row vector of B will be referred to as the ith row
marker and jth column marker respectively, i ∈ [1 ∶ n], j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Gabriel suggested
that the rows of X be represented by the endpoints of the row markers only so that
the representations of the rows and columns of X can be easily differentiated in
the biplot. The biplot proposed by Gabriel is known as the traditional or classical
biplot.

When q = r, X can be expressed as the inner product of an n×r matrix of rank r
and an r×p matrix of rank r, hence X can be perfectly represented by n+p vectors
in r-dimensional space. When q > r, it is however not possible to perfectly represent
X in r-dimensional space. What can be done in such a situation is to perfectly
represent a rank r approximation, X̂, of X in the r-dimensional biplot space. Since
the rank of X̂ is equal to r, X̂ can be expressed as

X̂ =AB′

where A is an n × r matrix of rank r and B′ is a r × p matrix of rank r i.e. X̂ can
be perfectly represented by n + p vectors in r-dimensional space. Representing the
data by means of a traditional biplot therefore in effect models the data as the sum
of an inner-product, a′b, which is ‘explained’ by the biplot (i.e. that is contained
in the biplot space, L) and a residual ‘error’ term, ǫ, which is not explained by the
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biplot (i.e. that is not contained in the biplot space):

xij = a′ibj + ǫ
Ð→ xij = x̂ij + ǫ (2.6.1)

Consider the following expression of the inner product between two vectors, a and
b:

a′b = ∥a∥ ∥b∥ cos (θa,b) (2.6.2)

Since an inner product is defined in terms of norms and angles, it is important
that the aspect ratio of the biplot plotting region be equal to one. If the aspect
ratio of the plotting region is not equal to one, the inner products between the row
and column markers will still give the correct approximations of the elements of
X but the lengths of the row and column markers and the angles between them
will appear different to their true values. For this reason, conclusions drawn from
the visual inspection of a biplot with an aspect ratio other than one, are likely to
be incorrect. The expression of the inner product between two vectors in (2.6.2)
highlights the main weakness of the traditional biplot, namely that inner products,
through which the traditional biplot approximates the elements of X, are difficult to
visualise. However, there is information about the approximations that can easily
be discerned from the mere inspection of the traditional biplot:

1. If two row markers lie in the same direction, i.e. ai = cam, it implies that the
corresponding two row vectors of X̂ are proportional, i.e. x̂i = cx̂m.

2. If two column markers lie in the same direction, i.e. bj = dbk, it implies that
the corresponding two column vectors of X̂ are proportional, i.e. x̂j = dx̂k.

3. If a row marker and a column marker are orthogonal to each other, i.e a′ibj = 0,
the corresponding element of X̂, x̂ij , is equal to zero.

Note that the factorization of X̂ into two matrices of rank r is not unique - this
is evident from the following expression:

X̂ =AT′ (T−1)′B′

where T′ is a q × q non-singular matrix. Since T is a non-singular matrix, the rank
of AT′ is the same as the rank of A and also the rank of (T−1)′B′ is the same as the
rank of B′. It follows that X̂ can be perfectly represented in r-dimensional space by
n row markers given by the n row vectors of AT′ and p column markers given by the
row vectors of BT−1. In order to see the effect of the non-singular transformations
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performed on A and B on the produced biplot, consider the svd’s of the matrices
T′ and T−1:

T′ =GΘH′

T−1 =GΘ−1H′ .

Substituting the svd of T′ for T′ and the svd of T−1 for T−1 in the expression of X̂
gives

X̂ =AGΘH′HΘ−1G′B′ .

Since AT′ = AGΘH′, the transformation from the row markers given by the n

row vectors of A to the row markers given by the n row vectors of AT′ consist
of a rotation and/or reflection due to G, a dilation (or contraction) and possible
reflection due to Θ and another rotation and/or reflection of due to H′. Similarly,
the transformation of the column markers given by the p row vectors of B to the
column markers given by the p row vectors of BT−1 consist of a rotation and/or
reflection due to G, a dilation (or contraction) and possible reflection due to Θ−1

and another rotation and/or reflection due to H′. The only difference between the
transformation, A Ð→ AT′, and the transformation, B Ð→ BT−1, is the dilation
or contraction part of the transformation. In the transformation, A Ð→ AT′, the
dilation or contraction (as well as possible reflection) is performed by the diagonal
elements of Θ while the diagonal elements of Θ−1, which are the reciprocals of the
diagonal elements of Θ, performs the dilation or contraction (as well as possible
reflection) in the transformation, BÐ→BT−1. Due to the fact that the elements of
a row vector of A are dilated (or contracted) by different values - the jth element
of a row vector being dilated (or contracted) by the jth diagonal element of Θ -
the angles between the row vectors of AT′ as well as the distances between the
points with coordinate vectors given by the row vectors of AT′ will differ from
the angles and distances corresponding to the row vectors of A. Collinear row
vectors of A will be transformed to collinear row vectors of AT′ - only the distances
between the points with coordinate vectors given by the row vectors of AT′ will
differ from the corresponding distances between the points with coordinate vectors
given by the row vectors of A. The same can be said about the row vectors of
BT−1 and the row vectors of B. It follows that the relationships between the row
markers as well as the relationships between the column markers depend entirely
on the chosen non-singular transformation. Since the lengths of the row markers,
the angles between the row markers and the distances between the endpoints of the
row markers are all functions of the inner products between the row markers, the
mentioned lengths, angles and distances will be unaffected by a transformation that
does not affect the inner products between the row markers. The inner products
between the row vectors of A are unaffected by the linear transformation brought
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about by multiplication by the matrix T′ (called the transformation matrix) when

AT′TA′ =AA′ .

It is evident that T′ will satisfy the above equation when T′T = I i.e. when the matrix
T′, is an orthogonal matrix. When the non-singular matrix, T, is an orthogonal
matrix, T′T = I and TT′ = I and hence

AT′TA′ =AIA′

Ð→AT′TA′ =AA′ .

Similarly, in order for the lengths of the column markers given by the row vectors of
B to be unaffected by the transformation, B Ð→ BT−1, the matrix T must satisfy
BT−1T−1′B′ = BB′. It is evident that the matrix T will satisfy the above equation
if and only if (T′T)−1 = I i.e. if and only if T′T = I i.e. if and only if T and hence
also T′ is an orthogonal matrix. It follows that if the matrix of transformation T′

is an orthogonal matrix, then the inner products between the row vectors of A as
well as the inner products between the row vectors of B, will be unaffected by the
transformations, AÐ→AT′ and BÐ→BT−1 respectively, and hence the properties
of the row and column markers (namely the lengths of the markers, the angles
between the markers and the distances between the endpoints of the markers) will
be unaffected by the transformations. Note that when T is an orthogonal matrix,
T−1 = T′ so that the transformation performed on the column markers is given by
B Ð→ BT′. Hence, when T is an orthogonal matrix, the row markers and column
markers are transformed in exactly the same way. A transformation which does
not affect the properties of the row and column markers is desired when the row
and column markers are such that certain aspects of interest are approximated in
the produced biplot. If the row and column markers given by the row vectors of
A and B respectively produce a biplot with desirable properties in that certain
characteristics of interest are approximated in the biplot, then only transformations
for which the relationships between the row markers and the relationships between
the column markers are unaffected, should be performed, that is only orthogonal
transformations should be performed. It is known that an orthogonal transformation
(i.e. multiplication by an orthogonal matrix) results in a rotation and/or a reflection
being performed. It follows that performing the same rotation or reflection on the
row and column markers of an existing PCA biplot will not change the approximation
of the data matrix produced by the biplot or the properties of the row and column
markers. In order to see this, let Q denote an orthogonal matrix and A∗ =AQ′ and
B∗ = BQ′, then:

X̂ =AB′
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Ð→ X̂ =AQ′QB′

Ð→ X̂ =A∗B∗′

A∗A∗′ =AQ′QA′

=AA′

B∗B∗′ = BQ′QB′

= BB′ .

Since Q is an orthogonal matrix, multiplication by Q performs a reflection and/or
a rotation. If ∣Q∣ = 1, multiplication by Q performs a rotation while if ∣Q∣ = −1,
multiplication by Q performs either a reflection only or a reflection and a rotation.
Note that since Q is a non-singular matrix, the rank of A∗ = AQ′ is the same as
that of A and the rank of B∗′ =QB′ is the same as that of B.

In order for the biplot to be used to represent the true relationships between the
samples in the measurement space or the true relationships between the variables
in the measurement space, specific constraints need to be imposed on the row and
column markers. If for example the relationships between the samples in the full
measurement space are to be represented by the same relationships between the
corresponding row markers in the biplot, it must be true that

X̂X̂′ =AA′ . (2.6.3)

Generally however, X̂X̂′ =AB′BA′. In order for equation (2.6.3) to hold, the matrix
of column markers, B, must therefore satisfy

B′B = I

that is, B must be an orthogonal matrix. Similarly, when the relationships between
the variables in the measurement space are to be represented by the same relation-
ships between the corresponding columns markers, the following must be true:

X̂′X̂ = BB′ . (2.6.4)

Given that generally, X̂′X̂ = BA′AB′, it is evident that the appropriate constraint
to be imposed in order for equation (2.6.4) to hold, is given by

A′A = I
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which implies that A must be an orthonormal matrix. Note that when B′B = I,
the inner products between the column vectors of X are represented by the inner
products between the column markers in the metric, A′A:

X̂′X̂ = BA′AB′ .

Similarly, when A′A = I, the inner products between the row vectors of X are
represented by the inner products between the row markers in the metric, B′B:

X̂X̂′ =AB′BA′ .

Since the aim is to represent X as well as possible in the r-dimensional display
space, the rank r approximation, X̂, to X chosen to represent X in the r-dimensional
display space must be such that some function of the deviations between the elements
of X and the elements of X̂ are minimised. An example of such a function, which
is not only mathematically tractable but also a logical choice, is the function used
by Gabriel (1971) in the construction of the traditional biplot, namely the sum of
squared residuals,

n

∑
i=1

p

∑
j=1
(xij − x̂ij) = tr{(X − X̂) (X − X̂)′}

= ∥X − X̂∥2 .
If the sum of the squared residuals is taken as the measure of lack of fit, then the
matrix which will most accurately represent X in r-dimensional space is the best
least squares rank r approximation of X. It follows that the r-dimensional traditional
biplot of a centred data matrix X, is an r-dimensional joint representation of the
rows (samples) and columns (variables) of X which perfectly reproduces the best
least squares rank r approximation, X̂ = AB′, of X via inner-products between
the row and column markers given by the row vectors of the matrices A and B

respectively. Consider the svd of X:

X =UDV′ .

According to the Eckart-Young theorem, the best least squares rank r approximation
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of X is given by

X̂ =UrDrV
′
r .

Recall from Chapter 1 that the best rank r approximation to X can be expressed
as the orthogonal projection of X onto V (Vr):

X̂ =UrDrV
′
r =XVrV

′
r .

Since the row vectors of X̂ are the orthogonal projections of the corresponding
row vectors of X onto the column space of Vr, the row vectors of the matrix of
residuals, X − X̂, are contained in the orthogonal complement of the column space
of Vr. This means that the r-dimensional traditional biplot space is identical to the
column space of the matrix Vr and the ǫ-term in equation (2.6.1) is contained in
the orthogonal complement of the biplot space.

The matrix X̂, which is of rank r, can be expressed as the inner product of two
rank r matrices, A and B′, in the following way:

X̂ =UrDrV
′
r

Ð→ X̂ = (UrD
α
r ) (D1−α

r V′r)
Ð→ X̂ =AB′

where A = UrD
α
r , B′ = D1−α

r V′r and alpha is a scale parameter, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 (see
Section 1.6.5). It will be explained that as the value of α moves from zero to one,
the focus in the biplot is shifted from the representation of the columns of X to the
rows of X. It is evident that the approximation to X that is produced by the biplot
with row markers given by the row vectors of A and column markers given by the
row vectors of B, is exactly the same for every possible value of α, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The
following approximations can be obtained from the r-dimensional traditional biplot
given any value of α:

1. the individual elements of X: xij ∼ aibj;

2. the difference in a specific sample’s measurements on two different variables:
xij − xik ∼ a′i (bjbk);

3. the difference between two different samples’ measurements on the same vari-
able: xij − xmj ∼ (ai − am)′bj, and

4. the interaction of two samples with two variables: xij − xmj − xik + xmk ∼(ai − am)′ (bj − bk).
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The biplots corresponding to α = 0 or α = 1 are very useful when it comes to
interpretation since in each of these biplots certain aspects of X are approximated
as well as possible. When α = 1, the row markers are given by the row vectors of
A = UrDr and the column markers are given by the column vectors of B′ = V′r.
Hence, A and B satisfies the following equations:

AA′ =UrD
2
rU
′
r

and B′B =V′rVr = Ir .

It is evident that α = 1 ensures that the relationships between the samples in the
full measurement space are represented by the same relationships between the cor-
responding row markers. This implies that the Pythagorean distances between the
endpoints of the row markers of the r-dimensional biplot will represent the corre-
sponding Pythagorean distances between the points with coordinate vectors given
by the row vectors of X.

Note that the elements of the ith row of UrDr are equal to the first r principal
component scores of the ith row vector of X and that the elements of the jth column
of V′r are equal to the jth coefficients of the first r principal components:

XVr =UDVVr =UrDr .

Note that the ith row of XVr = UrDr gives the coordinates of the point x′iVrVr,
that is the orthogonal projection of x′ onto V (Vr), with respect to the column
vectors of Vr. It follows that the r-dimensional PCA biplot space is spanned by the
coefficient vectors of the first r principal components. For the reasons mentioned
above, the biplot produced by α = 1 is called the Principal Component Analysis
biplot, or PCA biplot for short. Note that the plot containing only the row markers
is the r-dimensional MDS configuration corresponding to a PCA performed on X.

Recall that the column space of Vr is the best fitting r-dimensional subspace
to the configuration of points, {xi}. It follows that the PCA biplot represents
the samples as accurately as possible, in that it yields the smallest possible sum
of squared residuals between the samples in the measurement space, Rp, and the
points representing the samples in the biplot space, L = V (Vr), and represents the
relationships between the samples as accurately as possible in that it minimises the
sum of the differences between the squared Pythagorean intersample distances in the
measurement space and the corresponding squared fitted Pythagorean intersample
distances in the biplot space. It follows that in addition to the four aspects of the
data set which are approximated in any traditional biplot, the traditional PCA biplot
can also be used to approximate the Pythagorean distances between the samples in
the measurement space.

Since the points representing the samples in the traditional biplot have coordi-
nates given by the principal component scores of these samples and the traditional
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biplot space is spanned by the coefficient vectors of the principal components, it is
clear that the traditional biplot with α = 1 is scale dependent. Recall that PCA
should be performed on the standardised measurements of a data set when the
measured variables have widely differing standard deviations. By the same argu-
ment, the traditional PCA biplot should be constructed from the standardised data
matrix when the standard deviations of the measured variables differ substantially.

The traditional PCA biplot will now be illustrated at the hand of the University
data set. Consider the standard deviations of the University data set provided in
Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: The standard deviations of the measured variables of the University data
set.

SAT Top10 Accept SFRatio Expenses Grad

1.084 19.434 19.727 4.067 14.425 9.058

HarvardPrinceton
Yale

Stanford

MIT

Duke

CalTech
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UChicago

UPenn
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NorthwesternColumbia

NotreDameUVir
Georgetown

CarnegieMellon

UMichigan

UCBerkeley

UWisconsin

PennState

Purdue

TexasA&M
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SFRatio
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Figure 2.2: The two-dimensional traditional PCA biplot (i.e. α = 1) constructed from
the standardised measurements of the University data set.

Due to the fact that the standard deviations of the measured variables of the
University data set differ substantially, the two-dimensional traditional PCA biplot
of the University data set, which is provided in Figure 2.2, was constructed from
the standardised measurements of the data set. Note that in Figure 2.2 the vectors
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representing the measured variables have been extended to be more clearly visible.
When α = 0, the row markers of the traditional biplot are given by the row vectors

of the matrix A = Ur and the column markers are given by the column vectors of
the matrix B′ =DrV

′
r. The matrices A and B therefore satisfy the equations,

A′A =U′rUr = Ir
and BB′ =VrD

2
rV
′
r .

Since α = 0 corresponds to the constraint A′A = I, α = 0 ensures that the relation-
ships between the variables in the full measurement space are represented by the
same relationships between the corresponding column markers in the biplot space,
L. This implies that the Pythagorean distances between the endpoints of the column
markers in the biplot represent the corresponding Pythagorean distances between
the points with coordinate vectors given by the column vectors of X. Note that the
jth column marker (i.e. the jth row of VrDr) gives the coordinates of the orthogo-
nal projection of the jth column of X, x(j), onto the column space of Ur, in terms
of the column vectors of Ur. Note that the column space of Ur is the best fitting
r-dimensional linear subspace to the centred matrix, X′. This implies that the Py-
thagorean distances between the points with coordinate vectors given by the column
vectors of X are optimally approximated by the Pythagorean distances between the
endpoints of the column markers (see Section 1.6.11). Since the column vectors of
Ur are the first r right singular vectors of X′, they give the directions of the first
r principal axes of the configuration of points with coordinate vectors given by the
row vectors of X′ and hence define the first r principal components corresponding
to a PCA performed on the matrix, X′. The elements of the jth column marker are
therefore given by the first r principal component scores corresponding to the jth
row of X′, or equivalently the jth column of X.

It can be shown that the Pythagorean distance between the ith and jth row
markers in the p-dimensional traditional biplot with α = 0 is proportional to the
(sample) Mahalanobis distance between the points, xi and xj, the constant of pro-
portionality equaling

√
n. Consider the squared Mahalanobis distance between xi

and xj:

(xi − xj)′ Σ̂−1 (xi − xj) = (xi − xj)′ (1
n
X′X)−1 (xi − xj)

= n (xi − xj)′VD−2V′ (xi − xj)
= n (x′iVD−1 − x′jVD−1) (x′iVD−1 − x′jVD−1)′
= n (u′iDV′VD−1 − u′jDV′VD−1) (
u′iDV′VD−1 − u′jDV′VD−1)′
= n (ui − uj)′ (ui − uj)
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= n
n

∑
k=1
(uik − ujk)2 .

Since the squared Pythagorean distance between the ith and jth row markers of the
r-dimensional biplot with α = 0 is given by

r

∑
k=1
(uik − ujk)2 ,

it is proportional to an approximation of the squared Mahalanobis distance be-
tween xi and xj. The relative magnitudes of the intersample Pythagorean distances
between the row markers of the r-dimensional biplot therefore approximates the
relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the samples in the meas-
urement space.

When the biplot is constructed from the matrix of unstandardised (and centred)
measurements, X =UDV′, the inner product matrix, X′X =VD2V′, is proportional
to the sample covariance matrix corresponding to the vector of measured variables,
Σ̂. Hence the inner product between the ith and jth column marker of the p-
dimensional biplot corresponding to α = 0 is proportional to the sample covariance
between the ith and jth measured variables and the squared length of the ith column
marker is proportional to the sample variance of the ith measured variable:

BB′ =VD2V

Ð→BB′ = cΣ̂

Ð→ b′ibj = { cσ̂ij if i ≠ j
cσ̂ii if i = j .

It follows that the relative magnitudes of the lengths of the column markers equal
the relative magnitudes of the standard deviations of the measured variables. The
p-dimensional biplot corresponding to α = 0 also perfectly represents the sample
correlations between the measured variables - the cosine of the angle between two
column markers equals the sample correlation between the corresponding two meas-
ured variables:

cos (θbi,j
) = b′ibj√

b′ibi

√
b′jbj

=
[cΣ̂]

ij√[cΣ̂]
ii

√[cΣ̂]
jj
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=
[Σ̂]

ij√[Σ̂]
ii

√[Σ̂]
jj

Ð→ cos (θbi,j
) = rij .

The size of the angle between two column markers is therefore a decreasing function
of the sample correlation coefficient between the corresponding two measured vari-
ables. In the r-dimensional biplot corresponding to α = 0, the ith column marker
is given by the ith row of VrD

2
r and hence the inner product between the ith and

jth column markers is given by the (ij)th element of the matrix X̂′X̂ = VrD
2
rV
′
r,

which is the best rank r approximation of VD2
pV
′ = cΣ̂. It follows that the inner

product between the ith and jth column markers of the r-dimensional biplot cor-
responding to α = 0 is proportional to an approximation of the sample covariance
between the ith and jth measured variables. Similarly, the squared length of the
ith column marker is proportional to an approximation of the sample variance of
the ith measured variable. The relative magnitudes of the lengths of the column
markers therefore represent the relative magnitudes of the approximations to the
sample standard deviations of the measured variables produced by the biplot. Since
this biplot approximates the elements of Σ̂ = cS as well as possible in terms of least
squares, approximations to the elements of the sample correlation matrix, R, can
be obtained from this biplot in the following way:

r̂ij =
b′ibj√

b′ibi

√
b′jbj

Ð→ r̂ij = cos (θbi,j
) .

It is evident that the cosine of the angle between the ith and jth column markers
approximates the correlation coefficient between the ith and jth measured variable.
Note however that the approximations to the elements of R which are obtained in
this way are not equal to the elements of the best rank-r approximation to R in
terms of least squares.

When the biplot is constructed from the matrix of standardised measurements,
X =UDV′, the inner product matrix, X′X =VD2

pV
′, is proportional to the sample

correlation matrix, R, associated with the vector of measured variables:

R = cX′X
= cVD2

pV
′ .

It follows that the inner product between the ith and jth column markers of the
p-dimensional biplot corresponding to α = 0 is proportional to the sample correlation
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between the ith and jth measured variables:

BB′ =VD2V

Ð→BB′ = cR

Ð→ b′ibj = { crij if i ≠ j
c if i = j .

The cosine of the angle between the ith and jth column markers of the p-dimensional
biplot corresponding to α = 0 and constructed from the standardised measurements
is equal to the sample correlation between the ith and jth measured variables:

cos (θbi,j
) = b′ibj√

b′ibi

√
b′jbj

=
[cR]ij√[cR]ii√[cR]jj

Ð→ cos (θbi,j
) = rij .

The inner product between the ith and jth column markers in the r-dimensional
biplot corresponding to α = 0 is equal to the (ij)th element of the matrix, X̂′X̂ =
VrD

2
rV
′
r, which is the best rank r approximation of the matrix X′X =VD2

pV
′ = cR.

It follows that the inner product between the ith and jth column markers in the
r-dimensional biplot is proportional to an approximation of the sample correlation
between the ith and jth measured variables while the cosine of the angle between
the two column markers approximates the sample correlation.

Note that when α = 1 and the biplot is constructed from the unstandardised (or
standardised) measurements, the inner product of the ith and jth column markers of
the p-dimensional biplot is not proportional to the sample covariance (or correlation)
between the ith and jth measured variables and hence the cosine of the angle between
the two column markers will not equal the sample correlation between the ith and
jth measured variables. Consequently, the cosine of the angle between two column
markers of the r-dimensional biplot will not approximate the sample correlation
coefficient between the corresponding two measured variables.

The two-dimensional traditional biplot constructed from standardised measure-
ments of the University data set and with α = 0, is provided in Figure 2.3. Visual
inspection of the biplot in Figure 2.3 suggests a weak positive linear relationship
between the variables Expenses and Grad as well as a very weak negative linear
relationship between the variables Grad and SFRatio. The sample correlation ma-
trix of the University data set provided in Table 2.2 confirms the weak positive
linear relationship between the variables Expenses and Grad (correlation of 0.394)
but indicates a relatively strong negative linear relationship between the variables
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Grad and SFRatio (correlation of −0.561). The reason for the poor representation
of the linear relationship between the variables Grad and SFRatio is the loss of in-
formation due to the reduction in the dimensionality of the data from six (the true
dimensionality of the data) to two (the dimensionality of the biplot space). The
traditional biplot also suggests very strong positive linear relationship between the
variable Top10 and each of the variables SAT and Grad and a very strong negative
linear relationship between the variable Accept and each the variables Top10 and
Grad as well as a strong negative linear relationship between the variables Expenses
and SFRatio. The sample correlation matrix in Table 2.2 confirms the signs and
strengths of these linear relationships.
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Figure 2.3: The two-dimensional traditional biplot constructed from the standardised
measurements of the University data set with α = 0.

Table 2.2: The sample correlation matrix associated with the University data set.

SAT Top10 Accept SFRatio Expenses Grad

SAT 1.0000 0.923 −0.886 −0.813 0.779 0.748

Top10 0.923 1.000 −0.859 −0.643 0.611 0.746

Accept −0.886 −0.859 1.000 0.632 −0.558 −0.820
SFRatio −0.813 −0.643 0.632 1.000 −0.782 −0.561
Expenses 0.779 0.611 −0.558 −0.782 1.000 0.394

Grad 0.748 0.746 −0.820 −0.561 0.394 1.000
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Upon inspection of the traditional PCA biplot in Figure 2.2, it is evident that the
angles between the column markers convey very misleading information regarding
the correlations between at least some of the variables if the angles are interpreted
as being indicative of the strengths and signs of the linear relationships between
the corresponding variables. For example, the angle between the column markers
representing the variables Accept and Expenses seems to indicate a weak positive
linear relationship between the two variables, whereas in truth the linear relationship
is a relatively strong negative one. Also, the angle between the column markers
corresponding to Expenses and Grad seem to indicate a relatively weak negative
linear relationship between the two variables whereas in truth the linear relationship
between the variables is a relatively weak positive one. The angle between the
column markers corresponding to Grad and SFRatio seem to indicate a relatively
weak positive linear relationship between the two variables whereas in reality it is a
relatively strong negative linear relationship. The angle between the column markers
representing the variables Accept and SFRatio seems to indicate that these variables
are almost uncorrelated while in reality the two variables have a relatively strong
positive linear relationship. This is evidence of the fact that the cosines of the angles
between the column markers of the traditional PCA biplot (i.e. alpha = 1) do not
approximate the correlation coefficients between the corresponding variables.

In conclusion, when α = 1, the rows (samples) of X and the relationships between
the rows of X are represented as well as possible while when α = 0, the columns
(variables) of X and the relationships between the columns of X are represented as
well as possible. Naturally, when α > 0.5, the rows of X will be better represented in
the biplot than the columns of X while α < 0.5 will result in the columns of X being
better represented in the biplot than the rows of X. It is evident that as the value
of α moves from zero to one, the focus is shifted from the accurate representation
of the columns of X to the accurate representation of the rows of X. The value
of α therefore determines the properties of the PCA biplot with respect to which
aspect of the data set are most accurately represented in the biplot. Given the
value of α, the biplot is however still not unique - performing the same orthogonal
transformation on the matrix of row markers and the matrix of column markers,
produces a biplot with exactly the same properties as the original.

2.7 The biplot proposed by Gower and Hand

(1996)

The main weakness of the traditional biplot is the difficulty of visualising inner
products and hence the difficulty of visualising the approximations to the elements
of the data matrix represented in the biplot. To address this difficulty Gower and
Hand (1996) proposed that in the biplot the variables be represented by calibrated
axes that are such that the approximated measurements of a sample can be read off
from the axes as in an ordinary scatter plot. These axes are formed by extending
the vectors representing the variables in the traditional biplot in both directions to
the edges of the biplot. Biplots constructed in this way can therefore be viewed as
multivariate analogues of ordinary scatter plots (Gower and Hand, 1996). The cali-
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brated axes just described are referred to as predictive biplot axes and accordingly
the PCA biplot in which the variables are represented by the predictive biplot axes
is called a predictive PCA biplot. Another set of axes, referred to as the interpola-
tive biplot axes, is used to position the points representing the samples in the biplot
space. The PCA biplot in which the variables are represented by the interpolative
biplot axes is called the interpolative PCA biplot. The interpolation and prediction
processes as well as the construction of the interpolative and predictive PCA biplot
axes will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.7.1.
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Figure 2.4: The two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot constructed from the stand-
ardised measurements of the University data set.

The biplots that are obtained by making the adjustments proposed by Gower
and Hand (1996) to the traditional biplots constructed with α = 1 and α = 0 are
respectively called the PCA biplot and the correlation biplot. Since the first r right
singular vectors of X form an orthogonal basis for the r-dimensional PCA biplot
space, they define a set of orthogonal coordinate axes that can be used as scaffolding
for the construction of the PCA biplot. Similarly the first r left singular vectors of X
form an orthogonal basis for the r-dimensional correlation biplot and hence can be
used as scaffolding for the construction of the correlation biplot. However, since it
is the approximation of the elements of X which is of interest, the scaffolding is not
displayed in either of the biplots. The differences between the traditional PCA biplot
proposed by Gabriel (1971) and the PCA biplot proposed by Gower and Hand (1996)
are evident upon comparison of Figure 2.4 in which the two-dimensional predictive
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PCA biplot of the University data set is illustrated and Figure 2.2.
The predictive correlation biplot of the University data set is provided in Fig-

ure 2.5. Since the biplot axes of the correlation biplot and the column markers in
the corresponding traditional biplot constructed with α = 0 are collinear, the inter-
pretation of the angles between the biplot axes in the correlation biplot is identical
to the interpretation of the angles between the vectors representing the measured
variables in the traditional biplot.
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Figure 2.5: The two-dimensional predictive correlation biplot constructed from the
standardised measurements of the University data set.

In the rest of this thesis biplots will be constructed as proposed by Gower and
Hand (1996).

2.7.1 The construction of the PCA biplot

In the next two sections it will be explained how to position the observed samples in
the PCA biplot space using a set of linear axes called the interpolatve biplot axes,
how to obtain the predicted measurements of the samples using a set of linear axes
called the predictive biplot axes as well as how to construct these two sets of biplot
axes.

2.7.1.1 Interpolation and the interpolative biplot

Interpolation is the process of finding the position of a sample in the biplot space,
L, given the sample’s measurements on the original variables. Interpolation is per-
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formed by relating the given values to a set of biplot axes referred to as interpolative
biplot axes. Accordingly the joint plot in which the measured variables are repre-
sented by the interpolative biplot axes and the samples are represented by the points
the positions of which are found using the interpolative biplot axes, is called the in-
terpolative PCA biplot.

For convenience the interpolative biplot axis corresponding to the kth measured
variable will be referred to as the kth interpolative biplot axis. Let X∗ denote the
original observed data matrix and X denote the matrix upon which the construction
of the PCA biplot is based. Let x∗j and σ̂∗jj respectively denote the sample mean
and sample variance of the jth measured variable calculated from the matrix X∗,
j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Recall that when the measured variables have widely differing standard
deviations, the PCA biplot should be based on the centred and standardised data
matrix, i.e. X = (I − 1

n
11′)X∗A−1, where A denotes the p × p diagonal matrix with

jth diagonal element equal to
√
σ̂∗jj, j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. On the other hand, when the meas-

ured variables have very similar standard deviations, the PCA biplot can be con-
structed from the centred but unstandardised measurements i.e. X = (I − 1

n
11′)X∗.

Consider the svd of X:

X =UDV′ .

Recall that the point that represents the ith sample in the r-dimensional PCA biplot
space, L = V (Vr), is the orthogonal projection of xi onto the biplot space. This
point in L is referred to as the interpolant of xi. The coordinate vector of the
interpolant of xi in terms of the basis of the p-dimensional measurement space given
by the p p-dimensional unit vectors {ek}pk=1, is given by

x′iVrV
′
r .

The coordinate vector of this point in terms of the basis of L given by the column
vectors of Vr is given by

x′iVr .

A method called the ‘vector sum method’ can be used to find the position of the
interpolant of a sample x in the biplot space, L = V (Vr). This method relies on the
following expression of the interpolant x′Vr:

x′Vr = p
1

p

p

∑
k=1

xk (e′kVr) .
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The ‘vector sum method’ entails locating the centroid of the p points x1e
′
1Vr,

x2e
′
2Vr, ... and xpe′pVr, and then extending the vector stretching from the ori-

gin to this centroid p times - the endpoint of this extended vector gives the position
of the interpolant x′Vr.

Note that e′kVr is the interpolant of the unit point ek on the kth Cartesian
axis. The interpolant e′kVr therefore represents one unit of the kth variable,

˜
xk.

Remember that this one unit is in terms of the scale of the elements of the kth
column of the matrix X. Similarly, the interpolant µe′kVr, where µ is an arbitrary
constant, represents µ units of the kth variable,

˜
xk. The kth interpolative axis is

defined by points of the form µe′kVr. This means that the kth interpolative axis
is linear and lies collinear to the kth row vector of Vr which stretches from the
origin. It follows that if ek ∈ V (Vr), the kth interpolative biplot axis of the r-
dimensional PCA biplot and the Cartesian axis that represents the kth variable in
the p-dimensional measurement space, will be collinear. If the interpolative biplot
axes are calibrated in the same scales as the elements of X then point µe′kVr is
calibrated with the value µ such that the position of the interpolant of x can be
found by locating the point on the ith interpolative biplot axis that is calibrated
with the value xi for all i ∈ [1 ∶ p], finding the centroid of these p points and then
extending the vector emanating from the origin to this centroid p times - the endpoint
of this extended vector gives the position of the point representing x in the PCA
biplot. It is evident that the calibrations on the kth interpolative biplot axis of
the r-dimensional PCA biplot increases in the direction of the kth row vector of
Vr and decreases in the opposite direction. If on the other hand the interpolative
biplot axes are calibrated in the same scales as the elements of X∗, the point µe′iVr

will be calibrated with the value µ∗, where µ∗i = µ + x∗i if the PCA biplot was
constructed from the unstandardised measurements and µ∗i = µ

√
σ̂ii +x∗i if the PCA

biplot was constructed from the standardised measurements. It follows that if the
interpolative biplot axes are calibrated in terms of the scales of the elements of X∗,
then the position of x can be found by locating the point on the ith biplot axis
that is calibrated with the value x∗i for all i ∈ [1 ∶ p] and then extending the vector
emanating from the origin to the centroid of these p points p times - the endpoint
of this extended vector gives the position of the interpolant of x.

The two-dimensional interpolative PCA biplot constructed from the standardised
measurements of the University data set is provided in Figure 2.6. In this biplot it is
illustrated how the position of the point representing Purdue University (Purdue) in
the biplot is found using the vector sum approach. The points on the six biplot axes
that are calibrated with the appropriate x∗i values are indicated with solid triangles
while the centroid of these six points is indicated with a solid square.

Samples other than those upon which the construction of the PCA biplot was
based can be interpolated onto the existing PCA biplot in order to visualise their
positions relative to the other samples. In order to interpolate the new sample x∗

onto the PCA biplot constructed form the matrix X, each element of x∗ first needs
to be transformed such that it is measured in the same scale as the elements of the
corresponding column of the matrix X. If the existing PCA biplot was constructed
from the unstandardised measurements i.e. X = (I − 1

n
11′)X∗, the new sample x∗

must be transformed to x = x∗ − x∗, where x∗ = 1
n
1′X. If the existing PCA biplot
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was constructed from the standardised measurements i.e. X = (I − 1
n
11′)XA−1, x∗

must be transformed to x = A−1 (x∗ − x∗). The point representing the new sample
in the r-dimensional PCA biplot space, L = V (Vr), is the orthogonal projection of
x onto L. The position of this point can be obtained using the interpolative biplot
axes in exactly the same way as explained above.
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Figure 2.6: The two-dimensional interpolative biplot constructed from the standard-
ised measurements of the University data set, illustrating the vector-sum approach
for Purdue University.

2.7.1.2 Prediction and the predictive PCA biplot

Prediction is the process of inferring a sample’s measurements on the measured
variables, given the sample’s position in the biplot space, L. Hence, prediction is
a process inversely related to interpolation. Prediction, like interpolation, is per-
formed by relating the set of given values to a set of biplot axes. The biplot axes
used for prediction purposes are called predictive biplot axes. For convenience the
predictive biplot axis representing the kth measured variable will be referred to as
the kth predictive biplot axis. The kth predictive biplot axis is calibrated such that
the approximated measurement of a given sample on the kth measured variable can
be read off from the kth biplot axis at the orthogonal projection of the point rep-
resenting that sample in L onto the kth predictive biplot axis, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows
that prediction is performed on a given sample by orthogonally projecting the point
representing that sample in L onto each of the p predictive biplot axes. The PCA
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biplot in which the measured variables are represented by predictive biplot axes is
called a predictive PCA biplot.

Firstly it is important to note that since the biplot space, L, is contained in the
measurement space, Rp, every point in the biplot space is also contained in Rp and
hence can be expressed both in terms of the basis of Rp and in terms of the basis
of L. Given a point z in the r-dimensional PCA biplot space, L = V (Vr), where
the coordinates of z are with respect to the column vectors of Vr, the process of
prediction consists of finding the coordinates of z with respect to the basis vectors
of the p-dimensional measurement space, Rp. Let the coordinate vector of z with
respect to the basis of Rp be denoted by x. Since x lies in the biplot space, x is
projected onto itself when it is orthogonally projected onto the biplot space, that is

x′VrV
′
r = x′ .

Since the coordinate vector of x′ with respect to the basis of L given by the column
vectors of Vr are given by z′ = x′Vr, it follows that

x′ = z′V′r .

Note that the elements of the point z′V′r are in terms of the same scales as the
elements of X. If the prediction is to be given in terms of the scales of the elements
of the original observed data matrix, X∗, then z′V′r needs to be transformed. If
the PCA biplot was constructed from the unstandardised measurements i.e. X =(I − 1

n
11′)X∗, then the prediction of z in terms of the scales corresponding to the

elements of X∗, is given by z′V′r + x
∗′. If however the PCA biplot was constructed

from the standardised measurements i.e. X = (I − 1
n
11′)X∗A−1, then the prediction

of z in terms of the scales corresponding to the elements of X∗ is given by z′V′rA+x
∗′.

Consider again the coordinate vector of the point z ∈ L with respect to the basis
of Rp, that is

x′ = z′V′r .

A point which predicts the value µ for the kth variable,
˜
xk, therefore satisfies

µ = z′V′rek . (2.7.1)

Hence, all the points in L that predict the value µ for
˜
xk lie on the (r − 1)-dimensional

hyperplane in L that lies orthogonal to the vector V′rek. The hyperplanes corre-
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sponding to different values of µ lie parallel to each other and are all orthogonal to
the vector V′rek. The value of

˜
xk predicted by a point z in L is therefore the value

of µ which is such that z lies on the hyperplane i.e.

µ = z′V′rek .

If a line passing through the origin and orthogonal to these hyperplanes is con-
structed and calibrated with the value µ at the point where it intersects with the
hyperplane µ = z′V′rek, then the predicted value for

˜
xk corresponding to a point

z∗ in L, can be obtained by projecting the point z∗ orthogonally onto the line and
reading off the calibration at the point onto which z∗ projected. Every point z on
the line passing through the origin and orthogonal to the hyperplanes of the form,
µ = z′V′rek, can be expressed in the following way:

z′ = σe′kVr

where σ is a constant. If σe′kVr is substituted for z′ in equation (2.7.1), then the
following expression for the predicted value, µ, for

˜
xk is obtained:

µ = σe′kVrV
′
rek .

The value of σ corresponding to the value of µ is therefore given by

σ =
µ

e′kVrV′rek

and hence

z′ =
µ

e′kVrV′rek
e′kVr . (2.7.2)

The line on which every point is of the form in (2.7.2) and which is calibrated
as explained above is called the kth predictive biplot axis of the PCA biplot. If
the biplot axes are to be calibrated in terms of the scales corresponding to the
elements of X∗, then the point in (2.7.2) should be calibrated with the value µ + x∗k
if X = (I − 1

n
11′)X∗ and the value µ

√
σ̂∗kk + x

∗
k if X = (I − 1

n
11′)X∗A−1. It is

evident that like the kth interpolative biplot axis, the kth predictive biplot axis is
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linear and lies collinear to the kth row vector of the matrix Vr emanating from
the origin, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that if ek ∈ V (Vr), the kth predictive biplot axis
and the Cartesian axis that represents the variable

˜
xk in the measurement space,

are collinear. It is evident that the kth interpolative and kth predictive biplot axes
of the r-dimensional PCA biplot are collinear for all r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Note however that
these two axes are only differently calibrated for r < p - the kth interpolative and kth
predictive biplot axes of the p-dimensional PCA biplot are identically calibrated:

µ

e′kVV′ek
e′kV = µe′kV .

As mentioned before, prediction is inversely related to interpolation. Prediction is
actually equivalent to a process called back-projection (Gower and Hand, 1996). The
point on the kth interpolative biplot axis that is calibrated with the value µ is given
by the orthogonal projection of µek onto L while the point on the kth predictive
biplot axis that is calibrated with the value µ is given by the back-projection of µek
onto L (Gower and Hand, 1996).

It is evident that if xi ∈ L = V (Vr), then the prediction of xi read off from the p
predictive biplot axes is

x̂i = z′iV′r = x′iVrV
′
r = x′i

where z′i = x′iVr. That is, if xi lies in the biplot space, then it will be perfectly
predicted by the predictive biplot axes. Hence, if the dimension of the biplot space,
r, is equal to the rank of X, q, then each of the n samples, {xi}, will be perfectly
predicted by the predictive biplot axes. It is however not necessarily the case that
a new sample that has been interpolated onto the biplot, will be perfectly predicted
when r = q. Note however than when r = p, every sample, old and new, will be
perfectly predicted by the predictive biplot axes since V is an orthogonal matrix:

x̂ = z′iV′ = x′iVV′ = x

As an example of a predictive PCA biplot, the two-dimensional predictive PCA
biplot constructed from the standardised measurements of the University data set
is provided in Figure 2.7. The fact that the predictive and interpolative biplot axes
corresponding to a particular variable only differ with respect to their calibration, is
evident upon comparison of Figure 2.7 and the two-dimensional interpolative biplot
in Figure 2.6. In Figure 2.7 the prediction process is illustrated for the University
of California, Berkeley (UCBerkeley), as well as Purdue University (Purdue). The
predicted measurements produced by the two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot for
the University of California, Berkeley, and Purdue University are compared to the
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true measurements of the two universities in Table 2.3.
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Figure 2.7: The two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot constructed from the stand-
ardised measurements of the University data set.

Table 2.3: The predictions of the measurements of the University of California,
Berkeley (UCBerkeley), and Purdue University (Purdue) produced by the two-
dimensional predictive PCA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements
of the University data set.

SAT Top10 Accept SFRatio Expenses Grad

UCBerkley predictions 12.235 72.450 41.611 15.205 16.906 87.148

UCBerkley true 12.400 95 40 17 15.140 78

Purdue predictions 10.183 31.437 86.463 19.429 7.877 65.733

Purdue true 10.050 28 90 19 9.066 69

Keeping the standard deviations of the measured variables (provided in Ta-
ble 2.1) in mind, it is evident that all the measurements of Purdue University are
accurately predicted by the two-dimensional PCA biplot - Purdue University is
therefore accurately represented in the two-dimensional PCA biplot. The measure-
ments of the University of California, Berkeley, with respect to the variables SAT,
Accept, SFRatio and Expenses, are accurately predicted by the biplot while its mea-
surements with respect to the variables Top10 and Grad, are very poorly predicted
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by the biplot - University of California, Berkeley, is therefore poorly represented
in the two-dimensional PCA biplot. This illustrates that the same predictive PCA
biplot can represent some samples accurately while representing others poorly. It is
important to note that when a sample is poorly represented in a biplot, conclusions
about the sample and its relationships to other samples should not be drawn based
on its position in the biplot. The quality of the representation of individual samples
in the predictive PCA biplot will be discussed in Section 3.4.2.

2.7.1.3 The relationship between prediction and multivariate

regression analysis

The process of prediction can also be viewed from a multivariate regression analysis
point of view. The definition of prediction can be formulated as predicting X from
Z = XVr. Predicting one vector variable from another is the exact task performed
by multivariate regression analysis. The only difference between multivariate regres-
sion and PCA is that in multivariate regression analysis some variables are defined
as predictor variables and some are defined as response variables whereas in PCA
the variables do not have different roles. When the prediction process is performed
via multivariate regression, the

˜
x-variables take on the role of the response (depen-

dent) variables while the principal components take on the role of the predictor
(independent) variables. The multivariate regression model in matrix notation is
given by

X = ZB +E (2.7.3)

where B is the matrix of parameters and E is the matrix of random errors. This
linear model approximates the matrix X by

X̂ = ZB̂

where B̂ is the least squares estimator of B, namely

B̂ = (Z′Z)C Z′X .

In the immediately preceding expression, (Z′Z)C is an arbitrary conditional inverse
of Z′Z. Since XVr =UrDr, it follows that

rank (XVr) = rank (UrDr) = r
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and hence the matrix Z =XVr is of full column rank, thereby satisfying an important
assumption of regression analysis. This implies that the matrix Z′Z is a non-singular
matrix. Hence, the estimate of the parameter matrix, B, is given by

B̂ = (Z′Z)−1Z′X
= (V′rX′XVr)−1V′rX′X
= (V′rV2

pD
2V′pVr)−1V′rV2

pD
2V′p

= (D2
r)−1D2

rV
′
r

Ð→ B̂ =V′r

so that

X̂ =XVrV
′
r .

Notice that the approximation to X that is produced by the multivariate regression
of X on Z is identical to the approximation of X that is produced by the predic-
tive PCA biplot. The predictive PCA biplot thus represents an approximation to
the systematic part of the multivariate regression model in (2.7.3). The columns
of the estimated parameter matrix, B̂, yield the coordinates of the unit points on
the corresponding interpolative PCA biplot axes. Since the point on the kth pre-
dictive biplot axis that is calibrated with a value, say µ, can be obtained from the
point on the kth interpolative biplot axis that is calibrated with the value µ (via
the process of back-projection), the multivariate regression analysis method can be
used to construct the interpolative and predictive biplot axes also yields the same
approximation to X as does the predictive PCA biplot.

This regression approach can also be used to construct a biplot axis for a new
variable (Gower et al., 2011). This does however not form part of the scope of this
thesis.

2.8 Data structured into groups

The information that a PCA biplot of a data set consisting of samples structured
into a number of predefined groups can provide regarding the group structure un-
derlying that data set is unfortunately quite limited. The reason for this being that
(1) the group membership of the samples plays no role in the construction of the
PCA biplot and (2) Pythagorean distances does not take the correlations between
the measured variables into account. However, different plotting characters and/or
different colours can be used to represent samples belonging to different groups to
highlight potential differences between the groups. For visualisation of the central
locality of the different groups, the group means can be interpolated onto the PCA
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biplot (see Section 2.7.1.1). Imposing an α-bag for each group may also add some
information about the group structure underlying the data set as it allows for visual
appraisal of the amount of overlap and/or separation amongst the groups. When
the number of samples in a particular group is too small for the construction of an
α-bag, a convex hull can be constructed for that group.

Table 2.4: The standard deviations of the measured variables of the Ocotea data set.

VesD VesL FibL RayH RayW NumVes

24.53 89.48 214.05 68.39 7.13 5.23
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Figure 2.8: (a) The two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot of the Ocotea data set
with 95% bags constructed for O. bullata and O. porosa and a convex hull constructed
for O. kenyensis; (b) The two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot of the Ocotea data
set with 50% bags constructed for O. bullata and O. porosa and a convex hull con-
structed for O. kenyensis.

The foregoing concepts will now be illustrated at the hand of the Ocotea data set
which is available in the R-package ‘UBbipl ’. The Ocotea data set contains informa-
tion on samples from three species of the Lauraceae family, namely Ocotea bullata
(O. bullata), Ocotea kenyensis (O. kenyensis) and Ocotea porosa (O. porosa). The
species O. bullata and O. kenyensis are indigenous to South Africa. The specie O.
porosa on the other hand is an imported wood used as a substitute for O. bullata in
the manufacturing of high quality furniture. The Ocotea data set contains informa-
tion on 20 samples belonging to O. bullata, seven samples belonging to O. kenyensis
and ten samples belonging to O. porosa. The data set provides measurements of
the samples on six variables, namely tangential vessel diameter in ìm (VesD), vessel
element length in ìm (VesL), fibre length in ìm (Fibl), ray height in ìm (RayH ), Ray
width in ìm (RayW ) and number of vessels per square mm (NumVes). The stan-
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dard deviations of the six measured variables are provided in Table 2.4. Since the
measured variables have greatly differing standard deviations, the two-dimensional
predictive PCA biplots of the Ocotea data set provided in Figure 2.8(a) and Fig-
ure 2.8(b), were constructed from the standardised measurements of the Ocotea data
set.

To allow for visual appraisal of the extent to which the three groups overlap,
95% bags were superimposed onto the biplot in Figure 2.8(a) for the O. bullata and
O. porosa species while a convex hull was superimposed for the O. kenyensis specie
(due to the small number of samples belonging to this specie). Figure 2.8(b) contains
the same PCA biplot as Figure 2.8(a) with the exception that 50% bags instead of
95% bags are superimposed for the O. bullata and O. porosa species. Different
plotting characters as well as different colours were used to represent the samples
(and centroids) of the three different species to ease visualisation of the differences
between these species - solid black squares were used for the samples belonging to O.
bullata, solid red triangles for those belonging to O. kenyensis and solid green circles
for those belonging to O. porosa. For visualisation of the central locations of the
three species, the centroid of the samples corresponding to each of the three species
was interpolated onto the PCA biplot. The centroid of the samples belonging to O.
bullata is indicated with a black square (not solid), that of O. kenyensis is indicated
with a red triangle (not solid) and that of O. porosa is indicated with a green circle
(not solid).

The 95% bags of O. bullata and O. porosa overlap substantially, indicating that
these two species are likely to be very similar with respect to at least some of
the measured variables. The fact that even the 50% bags of these two species
overlap provides further evidence of their similarity. In order to know with respect
to which variables these two species are similar and with respect to which they differ,
their overlap with respect to the individual biplot axes needs to be investigated. It
is very important to note that the mere overlap of two groups with respect to a
biplot axis alone is not sufficient evidence to conclude that the two groups are
similar with respect to the corresponding variable. The overlap of two groups only
suggests a possible similarity between the two groups. In addition to the extent of
overlap between the groups with respect to the biplot axis, the biplot axis’ ability
to reproduce the true measurements of the samples on that variable needs to be
considered. A measure of the predictive ability of PCA biplot axes will be studied
in Section 3.4.1.

Both the 95% bags and the 50% bags of O. bullata and O. porosa overlap on
each of the individual biplot axis. This indicates that the O. bullata and O. porosa
species are probably quite similar with respect to each of the six measured variables.
In addition to the overlap between groups with respect to the the individual biplot
axes, the overlap between groups with respect to pairs (or sets) of biplot axes should
be considered. One possible difference between the O. bullata and O. porosa species
that is suggested by the 50% bags in Figure 2.8(b) is that samples belonging to O.
porosa that have measurements on NumVes and Fibl similar to those of samples
belonging to O. bullata, tend to have greater measurements on RayW, VesL, VesD
and RayH than the samples belonging to O. bullata.

There is no overlap between either of the O. bullata and O. porosa species’
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95% bags and the convex hull of the O. kenyensis specie. This indicates that the
O. kenyensis specie is probably very different from the O. bullata and O. porosa
species with respect to at least some of the measured variables. This does however
not imply that the O. kenyensis specie differs from the O. bullata and O. porosa
species with respect to all six the measured variables. Projection of the two 95%

bags and the convex hull onto the biplot axis representing the variable RayW shows
a great extent of overlap of the three species with respect to this variable. This is
also true for the 50% bags of the O. bullata and O. porosa species and the convex
hull of the O. kenyensis specie in Figure 2.8(b). This indicates that the three
species are likely to be very similar with respect to the variable RayW. On the
other hand, not even the 95% bags of O. bullata and O. porosa overlap with the
convex hull of O. kenyensis with respect to the biplot axes representing the variables
FibL and NumVes, suggesting that the O. bullata and O. porosa species probably
differ from the O. kenyensis specie to a great extent with respect to these two
variables. The biplot also seems to suggest that samples belonging to O. kenyensis
that have measurements on RayW, VesL, VesD and RayH similar to those of samples
belonging to O. bullata and O. porosa, tend to have greater measurements on Fibl
and smaller measurements on NumVes than the samples belonging to O. bullata and
O. porosa. However, as explained before, no conclusions can be made with certainty
prior to considering the predictive abilities of the two biplot axes.

It should once again be emphasised that the PCA biplot is not designed to
represent the underlying group structure of a data set. If visualisation of the group
structure of a data set is the main interest of the investigator, then the data set
should rather be represented by means of a CVA biplot which is designed specifically
for this purpose.

2.9 Summary

PCA is a metric MDS technique that uses the Pythagorean distance metric to quan-
tify distances. Two of the most well known routes along which PCA can be derived
are those followed by Pearson (1901) and Hotelling (1933). While Pearson searched
to find the straight line or hyperplane that fits the observed configuration of points
as well as possible in terms of least squares, Hotelling searched for uncorrelated
linear combinations of the measured variables that account for as much of the to-
tal variability associated with the measured vector variable as possible. A major
weakness of PCA is the fact that it is scale dependent. When the standard de-
viations of the measured variables differ substantially, PCA should be performed
on the standardised measurements. If on the other hand the standard deviations
of the measured variables are very similar, PCA can be perfomed on either the
standardised measurements or the unstandardised measurements.

The weakness of the ordinary lower-dimensional MDS configuration associated
with a PCA performed on a data matrix is the lack of information about the meas-
ured variables. In the traditional biplot proposed by Gabriel (1971) each row and
column of the data matrix at hand is represented by a vector emanating from the
origin. These vectors are such that the inner product between a vector representing a
row and a vector representing a column equals an approximation to the correspond-
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ing element of the data matrix. Gabriel suggested that the samples be representing
by the endpoints of the corresponding vectors alone so that samples and variables
are easily differentiated in the biplot. The traditional PCA biplot is a special case of
the traditional biplot proposed by Gabriel (1971). In the r-dimensional traditional
PCA biplot a sample is represented by a point with coordinate vector given by the
first r principal component scores associated with that sample while a variable is
represented by a vector stretching from the origin up to the point with coordinate
vector given by the coefficients of this variable in the first r principal components.

Given that inner products are difficult to visualise, Gower and Hand (1996)
proposed that the measured variables be represented by calibrated axes that are
calibrated such that the approximation to a sample’s measurement on a variable
can be read off from the axis representing that variable in the same way as in the
case of an ordinary scatterplot. The axes that are calibrated in this way are called
predictive biplot axes. Another set of axes which are used to position the samples of
the data set in the biplot space is called the interpolative biplot axes. The predictive
and interpolative biplot axes of the PCA biplot are linear and only differ with respect
to their calibration.

The PCA biplot is not designed to represent the group structure underlying
a data set consisting of samples that are structured into a number of predefined
groups. By using different plotting characters and/or colours to represent samples
belonging to different groups as well as imposing an α-bag (or convex hull) for each
of the groups, certain differences between the groups may be suggested by the PCA
biplot. If it is the accurate representation of the group structure underlying such a
data set that is the main interest of the investigator, then the data set should rather
be represented via a canonical variate analysis (CVA) biplot (on the condition that
the data set satisfies the assumptions associated with CVA). This type of biplot is
studied in detail in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3 - PCA biplot quality measures

In the previous chapter the construction and interpretation of the PCA biplot was
discussed in detail. The conclusions drawn from a PCA biplot are however mean-
ingless if the biplot poorly represents the observed data set. Measures of the quality
of the various individual aspects of the PCA biplot are required in order to evalu-
ate to what extent the relationships and predictions suggested by a PCA biplot are
representative of reality.

The biplot quality measures discussed in this chapter are all defined as ratios
of sums of squared values. In order for these quality measures to be meaningful,
certain orthogonality properties must be satisfied. This chapter commences with a
discussion of two types of orthogonality properties that underlie the validity of all
the quality measures that will be studied in this chapter as well as in Chapter 5.

3.1 Orthogonality properties underlying a PCA

biplot

Let X∗ denote the original observed data matrix and X the transformed data matrix
upon which the construction of the PCA biplot is based. Since the construction of
the PCA biplot is based on the matrix X, all the quality measures of the PCA
biplot are defined in terms of X, irrespective of the scales in which the biplot axes
are calibrated.

When investigating the quality of the PCA biplot with respect to its ability to
reproduce the matrix X, an appropriate starting point is the identity

X = X̂ + (X − X̂) (3.1.1)

which shows the decomposition of the matrix X into the approximation to X pro-
duced by the (predictive) PCA biplot, X̂, and the corresponding residual matrix,
X − X̂. Note that the vectors stretching from the origin to the points with coor-
dinates xi, x̂i and xi − x̂i, lie in the p-dimensional measurement space, the biplot
space, L, and the orthogonal complement of the biplot space respectively, i ∈ [1 ∶ n].

Before investigating the matrix identity in (3.1.1), consider the corresponding

95
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identity for a single vector x:

x = x̂ + (x − x̂) . (3.1.2)

The identity in (3.1.2) shows how the vector x is decomposed into a fitted part, x̂,
and a residual part, x−x̂. The quality of the approximation x̂ to x may be measured
by the ratio of the fitted to the total sum of squares,

x̂′x̂
x′x

, (3.1.3)

given that a certain orthogonality property is satisfied. In order for the ratio in
(3.1.3) to be meaningful as a measure of the quality of the approximation, x̂, to
x, the fitted sum of squares, x̂′x̂, and the residual sum of squares, (x − x̂)′ (x − x̂),
must add up to the total sum of squares, x′x, that is

x′x = x̂′x̂ + (x − x̂)′ (x − x̂) . (3.1.4)

When x̂ satisfies equation (3.1.4), the decomposition of x in (3.1.2) is said to be
orthogonal.

x

x̂

x − x̂ x

x̂

x − x̂

Figure 3.1: Left: An orthogonal decomposition of a vector; Right: A non-orthogonal
decomposition of a vector.

If the decomposition in (3.1.2) is not orthogonal, the ratio of the fitted to the
total sums of squares is not meaningful as a quality measure. This is evident when
the elements of x are measurements on the same variable. In that case, the ratio in
(3.1.3) can be interpreted as the proportion of the sample variance of the variable
that is accounted for by the approximation since the sample variance of a variable
is proportional to its total sum of squares. When the decomposition in (3.1.2) is not
orthogonal, it is possible for the fitted sum of squares to be greater than the total
sum of squares and hence for the ratio in (3.1.3) to be greater than one. This is
illustrated in Figure 3.1 which shows the decomposition of a vector x into a fitted
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part, x̂, and a residual part, x−x̂. It does however not make sense for the proportion
of variance accounted for to be greater than one. An orthogonal decomposition also
ensures that the residual sum of squares is minimised and consequently that the
ratio of the fitted to total sum of squares is maximised.

Now, consider the decomposition of the matrix X in (3.1.1). This decomposition
can exhibit two types of orthogonality properties - these will be referred to as Type
A and Type B orthogonality in correspondence with Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008).
Type A orthogonality relates to the rows of X (i.e. the samples) and is said to be
exhibited by the decomposition of X in (3.1.1) when

XX′ = X̂X̂′ + (X − X̂) (X − X̂)′ . (3.1.5)

Type B orthogonality on the other hand relates to the columns of X (i.e. the vari-
ables) and is said to be exhibited by the decomposition of X in 3.1.1 when

X′X = X̂′X̂ + (X − X̂)′ (X − X̂) . (3.1.6)

Consider the following expressions of XX′ and X′X:

XX′ = (X̂ +X − X̂) (X̂ +X − X̂)′
= X̂X̂′ + (X − X̂) (X − X̂)′ + X̂ (X − X̂)′ + (X − X̂) X̂′

X′X = (X̂ +X − X̂)′ (X̂ +X − X̂)
= X̂′X̂ + (X − X̂)′ (X − X̂) + X̂′ (X − X̂) + (X − X̂)′ X̂ .

It is evident that if X̂ is such that

X̂ (X − X̂)′ = 0
then the decomposition of X into X̂ and X−X̂ exhibits Type A orthogonality while
if X̂ satisfies

X̂′ (X − X̂) = 0
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then the decomposition exhibits Type B orthogonality. It can be shown that if

X̂ =XQrQ
′
r

where Q is an p × p orthogonal matrix and 1 ≤ r ≤ p, then the decomposition of X
into X̂ and X − X̂ exhibits type A orthogonality (Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008). A
derivation of this result similar to that provided in Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008), is
provided below:

X̂ =XQrQ
′
r

Ð→ X̂ (X − X̂)′ = X̂X′ − X̂X̂′

=XQrQ
′
rX
′ −XQrQ

′
rQrQ

′
rX

=XQrQ
′
rX
′ −XQrQ

′
rX

Ð→ X̂ (X − X̂)′ = 0
Ð→XX′ = X̂X̂′ + (X − X̂) (X − X̂)′ .

When X̂ =XQrQ
′
r and Q is the orthogonal matrix with column vectors equal to the

right singular vectors of X, the decomposition of X into X̂ and (X − X̂) exhibits
both Type A and Type B orthogonality (Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008). In order to
show this, let the svd of X be given by

X =UDV .

Since the matrix of right singular vectors, V, is an orthogonal matrix, the decom-
position of X into

X̂ =UrDrVr =XVrV
′
r

and X − X̂ exhibits Type A orthogonality. This decomposition also exhibits Type
B orthogonality since the matrix X̂′ (X − X̂) is equal to the null matrix:

X̂′ (X − X̂) = X̂′X − X̂′X̂
=VrDrU

′
rUDV′ −VrDrU

′
rUrDrV

′
r

=VrDr [I 0]DV′ −VrDrU
′
rUrDrV

′
r
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=VrD
2
rV
′
r −VrD

2
rV
′
r

Ð→ X̂′ (X − X̂) = 0 .
Recall that the approximation to X produced by the r-dimensional (predictive) PCA
biplot is given by

X̂ =XVrV
′
r

where V is the matrix with ith column vector equal to the ith right singular vector
of X, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Hence, the decomposition of the matrix X into the approximation
produced by the (predictive) PCA biplot, X̂, and the matrix of residuals, X − X̂,
exhibits both Type A and Type B orthogonality.

In this chapter, as in Chapter 2, the general case where the n × p matrix X is
of rank q, where 1 ≤ q ≤ p, will be studied while it will be assumed that all q the
non-zero singular values of X are distinct.

3.2 The overall quality of the PCA biplot

It has become standard practice to use the ratio of the fitted sum of squares to the
total sum of squares,

tr{X̂X̂′}
tr{XX′} = tr{X̂′X̂}

tr{X′X} (3.2.1)

to measure the overall quality of the PCA biplot (see for example Gabriel (1971),
Cox and Cox (2001), Gower and Hand (1996), Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008) and
Gower et al. (2011)). Both Type A and Type B orthogonality underlie the validity
of the ratio in equation (3.2.1) as a quality measure:

Type A ∶ XX′ = X̂X̂′ + (X − X̂) (X − X̂)′
Ð→ tr{XX′} = tr{X̂X̂′} + tr{(X − X̂) (X − X̂)′}

and Type B ∶ X′X = X̂′X̂ + (X − X̂)′ (X − X̂)
Ð→ tr{X′X} = tr{X̂′X̂} + tr{(X − X̂)′ (X − X̂)} .
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Note that since the decomposition of X into X̂ and X− X̂ exhibits Type A orthog-
onality,

tr{X̂X̂′}
tr{XX′} = 1 −

tr{(X − X̂) (X − X̂)′}
tr{XX′} . (3.2.2)

Hence, using the ratio in (3.2.1) as a measure of the overall quality of the PCA
biplot is equivalent to using the ratio

tr{(X − X̂) (X − X̂)′}
tr{XX′} = 1 −

tr{X̂X̂′}
tr{XX′}

as a measure of the overall loss of information resulting from the dimension reduc-
tion.

Let the overall quality of the PCA biplot be denoted by Ω. Letting the svd of
X be given by

X =UDV′ =UqDqV
′
q

the overall quality of the r-dimensional PCA biplot can be expressed as:

Ω =
tr (X̂′X̂)
tr (X′X) (3.2.3)

=
tr{VrD

2
rV
′
r}

tr{VqD2
qV
′
q} (3.2.4)

=
tr{D2

rV
′
rVr}

tr{D2
qV
′
qVq}

=
tr{D2

r}
tr{D2

q}
Ð→ Ω = ∑

r
k=1 d2k
∑q

k=1 d
2
k

(3.2.5)

where dk = [D]kk is the kth largest non-zero singular value of X or equivalently, the
square root of the kth largest non-zero eigenvalues of X′X and XX′. Since d2k > 0
for k ∈ [1 ∶ q], the overall quality of the PCA biplot can only take on positive values.
Since the numerator of Ω is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the PCA
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biplot, r, while the denominator is fixed, Ω is a non-decreasing function of r. The
overall quality of the PCA biplot will therefore necessarily equal its maximum value
when r = p. It is evident from equation (3.2.5) that the maximum value that Ω can
attain is one. The condition r = p is sufficient for Ω to attain its maximum value
irrespective of the rank of X but only necessary when X is of full column rank. It
is evident from equation (3.2.5) that the condition which is necessary and sufficient
for Ω to equal one is r = q. This is also evident from the expression of the overall
quality in equation (3.2.2). Since Ω is a decreasing function of the sum of squared
residuals,

tr{(X − X̂) (X − X̂)′} = n

∑
i=1
(xi − x̂i)′ (xi − x̂i)

=
n

∑
i=1

p

∑
j=1
([X]2ij − [X̂]2ij)2

it will attain its maximum value of one if and only if the sum of squared residuals
attains its minimum value. It is evident that the sum of squared residuals has a
minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if

[X]ij = [X̂]ij ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n] , j ∈ [1 ∶ p]
←→ X̂ =X
←→ xi ∈ L ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n]
←→ r = q .

It follows that Ω will attain its maximum value of one if and only if the dimension
of the PCA biplot, r, is equal to the rank of X, q.

Being a function of the squared singular values of X, which are scale dependent
quantities, the overall quality of the PCA biplot is itself a scale dependent quantity.
When the measured variables have widely differing standard deviations, the overall
quality of the PCA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements will
usually be overly optimistic - this will be explained in Section 3.4.1.3. An example
illustrating the scale dependence of the overall quality measure of the PCA biplot
will be provided in Section 3.4.1.6.

As a result of the fact that the sample variance associated with
˜
xj is proportional

to x′(j)x(j), the total sample variance associated with
˜
x as measured by the one-

dimensional measure ∑p
i=1 v̂ar (

˜
xi), is proportional to tr (X′X). Hence, the overall

quality of the PCA biplot,

Ω =
tr{X̂′X̂}
tr{X′X} =

∑p
j=1 x̂

′
(j)x̂(j)

∑p
j=1 x

′
(j)x(j)
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can be interpreted as the proportion of the total sample variance associated with
˜
x

which is accounted for in the PCA biplot.
If a desired proportion of the total sample variance associated with

˜
x to be

accounted for in the PCA biplot has been specified prior to the investigation of
the data, any PCA biplot corresponding to an overall quality that is equal to or
greater than the desired proportion can be used to investigate the data. Since only
one, two and three-dimensional PCA biplots can be visualised, a three-dimensional
PCA biplot should be used to investigate the data in the event that the desired
proportion of variance to be accounted for in the biplot is greater than the overall
quality associated with the three-dimensional PCA biplot. If however the three-
dimensional PCA biplot has a very poor overall quality, the investigator should be
very careful about drawing conclusions based on the visual inspection of the biplot
alone. Later on in this chapter, it will be explained that it is possible for certain
individual samples or variables to be accurately represented in a PCA biplot with
poor overall quality. In the event that the PCA biplot upon which the investigation
of the data set is to be based has poor overall quality, the investigator should only
draw conclusions based on those samples or variables that are accurately represented.

Table 3.1: The overall quality of the PCA biplot constructed from the standardised
measurements of the University data set corresponding to each possible dimension-
ality of the PCA biplot.

Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 3 Dim 4 Dim 5 Dim 6

0.769 0.900 0.948 0.975 0.996 1.000

As an example, consider the overall quality of the r-dimensional PCA biplot
constructed from the standardised measurements of the University data set for every
r ∈ [1 ∶ 6] as provided in Table 3.1. It is evident from Table 3.1 that if the desired
proportion of the total sample variance associated with

˜
x (where

˜
x is the vector

of standardised measured variables) to be accounted for in the PCA biplot is 0.9,
the data should be represented in a two or three-dimensional PCA biplot. If on
the other hand the desired proportion of total sample variance to be accounted for
in the PCA biplot is only 0.75, a one-dimensional PCA biplot will suffice. If the
desired proportion of variance to be accounted for in the PCA biplot is greater than
0.948, the data should be represented in a three dimensional PCA biplot, though
the desired proportion will not be obtained.

The scree plot associated with X (Cattell, 1966) can also be used to determine
an appropriate dimension for the PCA biplot. The scree plot corresponding to the
University data set is given in Figure 3.2. It seems as if the tip of the ‘elbow’ in the
scree plot is at the point corresponding to the third eigenvalue which means that
the first two principal components accounts for a sufficiently large proportion of the
sample variance associated with

˜
x and hence that the two-dimensional PCA biplot

will represent the University data set sufficiently accurate.
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Figure 3.2: The scree plot corresponding to the (standardised) University data set.

Note that since the eigenvalues of X′X are proportional to the eigenvalues of Σ̂
the shape of the scatter plot of

d2k

∑q
i=1 d

2
i

(3.2.6)

against {k}pk=1 in which the consecutive points are connected by straight lines will
look exactly like the shape of the scree plot associated with X. Note that the ratio
in (3.2.6) is equal to the relative contribution of the kth dimension of the PCA
biplot to the overall quality of the r-dimensional PCA biplot of X, or equivalently
the relative contribution of the kth principal component to the overall quality, for

k ≤ r and zero for k > r. The scatter plot of { d2
k

∑q
i=1 d

2

i

}p
k=1

against {k}pk=1 can therefore

be used to determine what the dimension of the PCA biplot should be such that the
biplot represents the observed data set sufficiently accurate in the same way that
the scree plot is traditionally used to determine the number of principal components
to use in an approximation of X. Remember however that the PCA biplot can be

at most three-dimensional. Hence, if the ‘tip of the elbow’ in the plot of { d2
k

∑q
i=1 d

2

i

}p
k=1

against {k}pk=1 indicates that more than three principal components should be used
to produce a sufficiently accurate approximation of X, then a three-dimensional
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PCA biplot should be used to graphically represent the data set. As mentioned
before - if the three-dimensional PCA biplot has a very poor overall quality, the
investigator should be very careful when drawing conclusions based on the visual
inspection of the biplot alone.

The plot of the overall quality of the PCA biplot against the dimensionality of
the biplot space can also be used to determine an appropriate dimension for the
PCA biplot to be constructed. Such a scatter plot can be viewed as a cumulative
version of the scree plot. The dimension of the PCA biplot which would represent
the data sufficiently accurate can therefore be found by identifying the ‘elbow’ that
points upwards (instead of the ‘elbow’ that points downwards as in the case of the
scree plot). The dimension of the PCA biplot which would represent the data set
sufficiently accurate is the dimension corresponding to the point at which the slope
of the lines connecting the points in the plot change from steep to not steep. Again, if
this dimension is greater than three, a three-dimensional PCA biplot should be used.
Since it is a plot of cumulative sums, the ‘elbow’ will usually not be as sharp as in
the case of the scree plot and therefore may be better described simply as a decrease
in the slope. It is therefore usually easier to determine the appropriate dimension
of the PCA biplot from the scree plot or the plot of the relative contributions of the
principal components to the overall quality as described earlier.
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Figure 3.3: The overall quality of the PCA biplot of the University data set, con-
structed from the standardised data, corresponding to each possible dimensionality
of the PCA biplot.
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Figure 3.3 provides the plot of the overall qualities of the PCA biplots con-
structed from the standardised measurements of the University data set against the
corresponding dimensionalities of the biplots. In Figure 3.3 the gradients of the lines
connecting the dots only really flattens after the point corresponding to the three-
dimensional PCA biplot - the slope of the line joining the points corresponding to
the overall qualities of the two-and three-dimensional PCA biplots is still relatively
steep. This plot therefore indicates that the three-dimensional PCA biplot should
be used to represent the University data set.

The problem with the overall quality measure is that it only considers the biplot
as a whole and therefore does not necessarily provide accurate information about
the quality about the various individual aspects of the biplot. To see this, consider
the expression of the overall loss in quality associated with the PCA biplot of a
matrix X:

tr{(X − X̂)′ (X − X̂)}
tr{X′X} =

∑n
i=1∑

p
j=1 (xij − x̂ij)2

∑n
i=1∑

p
j=1 x

2
ij

. (3.2.7)

Note that it is not necessary for each of the terms of the summation in the numerator
of equation (3.2.7) to be very small in order for the overall loss in quality to be very
small, or equivalently, in order for the overall quality to be very high. Therefore, a
very high overall quality does not necessarily imply that every element of the matrix
X is accurately approximated in the biplot. Similarly, when the overall quality of
the PCA biplot is very low, it does not imply that all elements of the matrix X are
poorly approximated in the biplot. It follows that the overall quality of a PCA biplot
does not provide information on the quality of the representation of every individual
sample or variable. When a particular sample or variable is poorly represented in
the PCA biplot, conclusions drawn about that sample or variable based on the visual
inspection of the PCA biplot alone, are likely to be erroneous. This emphasises the
need for measures of the quality of the representation of the individual samples and
variables in the PCA biplot.

Two types of quality measures that focus on individual aspects of the biplot,
namely adequacies and predictivities, will be studied in the remainder of this chap-
ter. The term ‘adequacy’ was coined by Gardner (2001) although the measure was
suggested earlier by Gower and Hand (1996) as a measure of the quality of the
representation of the individual measured variables. Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008)
proposed two new quality measures, namely axis predictivities and sample predic-
tivities to measure the quality of the representation of the individual variables and
samples respectively. It will be explained in Section 3.3 that the adequacy of the rep-
resentation of a variable as defined by Gardner (2001) is not a trustworthy measure
of the predictive ability of that biplot axis - the axis predictivity of the biplot axis on
the other hand, is. It can however be shown that the adequacy of the representation
of a variable is a lower bound for the axis predictivity of the corresponding biplot
axis. Hence, the adequacy of the representation of a variable can in some circum-
stances provide useful information about the predictive ability of the corresponding
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biplot axis. For this reason as well as to improve the reader’s understanding of
what exactly is measured by the adequacy measure, adequacies will be studied in
section 3.3.

3.3 Adequacies

3.3.1 Definition and properties

The adequacy of the representation of a variable in a PCA biplot, as defined by Gard-
ner (2001), measures how adequately the corresponding biplot axis represents the
Cartesian axis representing that variable in the p-dimensional measurement space.
The more a biplot axis departs from the corresponding Cartesian axis in the meas-
urement space, the less adequately the Cartesian axis is represented in the PCA
biplot space. For example, if the Cartesian axis representing a variable in the meas-
urement space lies in the biplot space, it is represented as adequately as possible
in the biplot space since it lies collinear with the corresponding biplot axis. On
the other hand, if the Cartesian axis representing a variable in the measurement
space lies orthogonal to the PCA biplot space, then that Cartesian axis will be rep-
resented by the null vector in the PCA biplot - this is the least adequate possible
representation of a Cartesian axis in the biplot space.

Let γk denote the adequacy of the representation of the kth variable,
˜
xk, in the

biplot space and ek denote the p-dimensional unit vector with kth element equal
to one and all other elements equal to zero, that is the unit vector along the kth
Cartesian axis in the p-dimensional measurement space, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The adequacy
of the representation of the kth measured variable in the r-dimensional PCA biplot
is defined as the ratio of the square of the length representing one unit of the kth
measured variable in the r-dimensional PCA biplot space to the square of the length
representing one unit of the kth measured variable in the p-dimensional measurement
space (Gardner (2001), Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008)), that is:

γk =
∥e′kVrV

′
r∥2∥e′k∥2 (3.3.1)

= ∥e′kVr∥2
= [VrV

′
r]kk

γk =
r

∑
j=1
v2kj .

Note that the decomposition of the identity matrix, Ip, into IpVrV
′
r and Ip−IpVrV

′
r

exhibits Type A orthogonality since the Vr is an orthonormal matrix. This orthog-
onality property underlies the validity of the adequacy of the representation of the
kth variable as defined in equation (3.3.1) as a quality measure. In the remainder of
this chapter, the adequacy of the representation of the kth measured variable will
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also be referred to as the adequacy of the representation of the kth Cartesian axis,
the adequacy of the kth biplot axis or simply the kth adequacy.

Being defined as the summation of r squared values, the adequacy of a biplot
axis can only take on non-negative values and is a non-decreasing function of the
dimension of the PCA biplot space, r. The adequacy of the kth biplot axis, γk, will
therefore necessarily attain its maximum value when r = p. Since V is an orthogonal
matrix, this implies that the maximum value of γk is one. This is also evident from
the Pythagoras’ theorem, according to which the length of the vector e′kVrV

′
r, that

is the length of the orthogonal projection of the vector ek onto the r-dimensional
PCA biplot space, will always be smaller than or equal to the length of the vector
ek. That is, one unit of the kth variable,

˜
xk, will always be represented by a length

smaller than or equal to one in the r-dimensional PCA biplot space, r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The
greater the size of the angle between the vectors e′k and e′kVrV

′
r, the angle being

measured in the two-dimensional subspace spanned by these two vectors, the smaller
the length of the orthogonal projection of ek onto V (Vr) will be. That is, the more
the kth biplot axis of the r-dimensional PCA biplot departs from the Cartesian
axis representing

˜
xk in the p-dimensional measurement space, the smaller the length

representing one unit of
˜
xk in the r-dimensional PCA biplot will be. This is shown

below:

γk =
∥e′kVr∥2
∥e′k∥2

=
e′kVrV

′
rek∥e′k∥2

=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(e′kVrV

′
rek)1/2∥e′k∥

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
2

=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

e′kVrV
′
rek∥e′kVrV′r∥ ∥e′k∥

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
2

Ð→ γk = cos2 (θk) (3.3.2)

where θk denotes the angle between the vectors e′k and e′kVrV
′
r, as measured in

the two-dimensional subspace spanned by these two vectors. For convenience the
angle θk will henceforth simply be referred to as the angle between the vectors e′k and
e′kVrV

′
r or equivalently, the angle between the kth biplot axis and the kth Cartesian

axis in the measurement space. It is evident that γk decreases monotonically from
one to zero as θk increases from 0○ to 90○. This implies that the length representing
one unit of

˜
xk in the r-dimensional PCA biplot decreases monotonically from one to

zero as the angle between the kth biplot axis of the r-dimensional PCA biplot and
the kth Cartesian axis in the measurement space increases from 0○ to 90○.

From the expression of γk in (3.3.2) it is evident that γk has a maximum value
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of one which it will attain if and only if θk = 0○ i.e.

γk = 1←→ e′kVrV
′
r = e′k

∴ γk = 1←→ ek ∈ L

and a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if θk = 90○ i.e.

γk = 0←→ e′kVrV
′
r = 0′

∴ γk = 0←→ ek ∈ L� .

That is, the kth adequacy will attain its maximum value of one if and only if the
kth Cartesian axis lies in the PCA biplot space while it will attain its minimum
value of zero if and only if the kth Cartesian axis lies orthogonal to the PCA biplot
space. The fact that γk = 1 if and only if the kth Cartesian axis lies in the PCA
biplot space can also be shown as follows:

γk =
∑r

j=1 v2kj
∑p

j=1 v
2
kj

∴ γk = 1←→
p

∑
j=r+1

v2kj = 0

∴ γk = 1←→ vkj = 0 ∀j ∈ [r + 1 ∶ p]
∴ γk = 1←→ e′k [v(r+1) . . . v(p)] = 0′
∴ γk = 1←→ ek�V� (Vr)
∴ γk = 1←→ ek ∈ V (Vr) .

Similarly, the fact that γk = 0 if and only if the kth Cartesian axis lies orthogonal
to the PCA biplot space, can be shown as follows:

γk =
∑r

j=1 v2kj
∑p

j=1 v
2
kj

∴ γk = 0←→
r

∑
j=1
v2kj = 0

∴ γk = 0←→ e′kVr = 0
∴ γk = 0←→ ek ∈ L� .
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Given that γk will equal one if and only if the vector ek lies in L and since all p
the unit vectors, {ek}, can only lie in L if r = p, it follows that r = p is a necessary
and sufficient condition for all p the biplot axes to have unit adequacies. This fact
is also evident from the properties of the matrix, V. Since the V is an orthogonal
matrix, all p its row vectors have unit lengths and hence if r = p, all p biplot axes
will have unit adequacies. When r < p, Vr is an orthonormal matrix which means
that all p its row vectors cannot have unit lengths and hence all p the biplot axes
cannot have unit adequacies. It is important to note that this holds irrespective
of the rank of X. When X is of rank q with q < p, then the p biplot axes of the
q-dimensional PCA biplot will not all have unit adequacies even though the matrix
X is perfectly represented in the q-dimensional PCA biplot. This implies that the
adequacy of a biplot axis is not an appropriate measure to quantify the quality of
the biplot axis with respect to its ability to reproduce the true measurements on
the corresponding variable. A measure of the predictive ability of a PCA biplot axis
called axis predictivity, which was proposed by Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008), will be
discussed in Section 3.4.1. It will be shown in Section 3.4.1 that the adequacy of a
biplot axis is a lower bound for the axis predictivity of that biplot axis. Consequently,
the adequacy of a biplot axis can provide useful information regarding the predictive
ability of the biplot axis in some circumstances.

Note that since the adequacy of the PCA biplot axis is a function of the co-
efficients of the right singular vectors of the matrix X, which are scale dependent
quantities, the adequacy measure is itself scale dependent. If

˜
xk has unit sample

variance, the adequacy of the kth biplot axis of the r-dimensional PCA biplot is
equal to the ratio of the square of the length representing one standard deviation of

˜
xk in the r-dimensional PCA biplot space to the square of the length representing
one standard deviation of

˜
xk in the p-dimensional PCA biplot space. An example

illustrating the scale dependence of the adequacy measure (together with the scale
dependence of the overall quality measure) will be given in Section 3.4.1.6.

As an example, consider the adequacies of the biplot axes of the two-dimensional
PCA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements of the University data
set provided in Table 3.2. The fact that all six the biplot axes have fairly low to
very low adequacies implies that each of the six biplot axes departs substantially
from the corresponding Cartesian axis in the measurement space. It is evident that
of the six biplot axes, the biplot axis representing the variable SAT departs most
from the corresponding Cartesian axis in the measurement space while the biplot
axis representing the variable Expenses departs the least from the corresponding
Cartesian axis in the measurement space. It is also evident that the four biplot
axes representing the variables SAT, Top10, Accept and SFRatio lie at very similar
angles to the corresponding Cartesian axes in the measurement space.

Table 3.2: The adequacies of the biplot axes of the two-dimensional PCA biplot
constructed from the standardised measurements of the University data set.

SAT Top10 Accept SFRatio Expenses Grad

0.21 0.22 0.28 0.34 0.53 0.41
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3.3.2 Visual representation

Given that the kth adequacy, γk, is an increasing function of ∥e′kVrV
′
r∥ with a

minimum value of zero and a maximum value of one, γk is a decreasing function
of the Pythagorean distance between the endpoint of the vector e′kVrV

′
r emanating

from the origin and the circumference of an r-dimensional unit sphere centred at
the origin. It follows that the relative magnitudes of the distances between the
endpoints of the vectors {e′kVrV

′
r} and the circumference of the r-dimensional unit

sphere centred at the origin, are representative of the relative magnitudes of the p
adequacies of the r-dimensional PCA biplot. This is illustrated in Figure 3.4 at the
hand of the University data set.

0 SAT

Top10

Accept

SFRatio

Expenses

Grad

Figure 3.4: A unit circle in the two-dimensional PCA biplot space of the standardised
University data set that is centred at the origin together with the projections of the
six-dimensional unit vectors, {ek}, onto the biplot space.

Figure 3.4 shows a unit circle in the two-dimensional PCA biplot space of the
standardised University data set that is centred at the origin with a vector emanat-
ing from the origin for each of the (standardised) measured variables. The vector
representing the kth variable in Figure 3.4 is the projection of the six-dimensional
unit vector ek that emanates from the origin onto the two-dimensional PCA biplot
space, k ∈ [1 ∶ 6]. Upon comparison of the lengths of the vectors representing the
variables in Figure 3.4 to the adequacies in Table 3.2, it is evident that the rela-
tive magnitudes of the lengths of the vectors in Figure 3.4 represent the relative
magnitudes of the corresponding adequacies. For example, the vector reresenting
Expenses, which is represented by the biplot axis with the largest adequacy value,
has the greatest length of the six vectors in Figure 3.4 while the vectors represent-
ing SAT and Top10, which are represented by the two biplot axes with the two
smallest adequacy values, are the two vectors with the shortest lengths of the six
vectors. The fact that the difference in the lengths of the vectors representing SAT
and Top10 is almost impossible to see, agrees with the fact that the adequacies of
the two corresponding biplot axes are almost the same.
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This graphical representation of the adequacies in a unit circle reminds of the
correlation monoplot described in Gower et al. (2011). In the same way that the
axes of the correlation monoplot are calibrated relative to a length of unity to read
off the accuracy with which each of the variables approximates the unit correlation
of an exact representation, the vectors emanating from the origin in Figure 3.4 can
be extended and calibrated relative to a length of unity such that the adequacies
can be read off directly.

Instead of representing the relative magnitudes of the adequacies of the p biplot
axes of the r-dimensional PCA biplot using the unit circle (or sphere) approach as
explained above, the relative magnitudes of the adequacies can be represented in
the PCA biplot itself. This can be done, using either the interpolative or predictive
r-dimensional PCA biplots, by imposing a thick straight line onto the kth biplot
axis that stretches from the origin up to the point e′kVr for k ∈ [1 ∶ p] - the relative
magnitudes of the lengths of the thickened parts of the biplot axes represent the
relative magnitudes of the adequacies. This yields exactly the same visual repre-
sentation of the relative magnitudes of the adequacies as the unit circle (or sphere)
approach. Given the way in which the interpolative biplot axes are calibrated, this
is slightly easier to do using the interpolative PCA biplot. When the PCA biplot
is constructed from the (centred and) standardised measurements, then the point
e′kVr in the r-dimensional interpolative PCA biplot will be calibrated with the value
one if the biplot axes are calibrated in the same scales as elements of the matrix X

or with the value equal to the sum of the kth measured variable’s observed mean
and sample standard deviation if the biplot axes are calibrated in the scales of the
original observed measurements.
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Figure 3.5: (a) The two-dimensional interpolative PCA biplot of the University data
set with thick lines the relative lengths of which represents the relative magnitudes
of the adequacies of the measured variables; (b) A small section of the interpolative
PCA biplot in (a).
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Figure 3.5(a) contains the two-dimensional interpolative PCA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements of the University data set with the biplot axes
thickened in the way just explained. The biplot axes in Figure 3.5(a) are calibrated
in the scales of the original observed measurements and hence each of the biplot
axes were thickened from the origin up to the point calibrated with the value equal
to the sum of the corresponding variable’s sample mean and standard deviation. A
small section of the PCA biplot has been enlarged and reproduced in Figure 3.5(b)
to ease the comparison of the lengths of the thickened parts of the biplot axes. It
is evident that the relative magnitudes of the lengths of the thickened parts of the
biplot axes in Figures 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) exhibit the same pattern as the relative
magnitudes of the adequacies in Table 3.2.

In conclusion, the adequacy of a biplot axis is not an appropriate measure to use
to assess the predictive ability of the biplot axis. It will be explained in Section 3.4.1
that the adequacy of a biplot axis can however in some circumstances provide useful
information about the biplot axis’ ability to reproduce the true measurements of the
corresponding variable.

3.4 Predictivities

3.4.1 Axis predictivities

3.4.1.1 Definition and properties

To assess the predictive ability of the individual PCA biplot axes, Gardner-Lubbe
et al. (2008) proposed a quality measure which they called the axis predictivity
of a biplot axis. The axis predictivity of a predictive biplot axis is a measure of
the overall accuracy of the approximations which are read off from that particular
predictive biplot axis.

Since the interpolative PCA biplot axes are only used to find the positions of the
points representing the samples in the biplot space and not to read off approxima-
tions to the true values of the variables represented by the biplot axes, it is implied
that it is the kth predictive biplot axis which is being referred to when reporting
the axis predictivity of the kth biplot axis.

The axis predictivity of the kth biplot axis, or kth axis predictivity for short, is
defined as the ratio of the sum of the squared predicted measurements on the kth
variable to the sum of the squared true measurements (Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008).
Let the kth axis predictivity be denoted by πk, then

πk =
∑n

i=1 x̂2ik
∑n

i=1 x2ik

=
x̂′(k)x̂(k)
x′(k)x(k)

(3.4.1)

=
[X̂′X̂]

kk[X′X]kk
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=
[VrD

2
rV
′
r]kk[VqD2

qV
′
q]kk (3.4.2)

Ð→ πk =
∑r

j=1 d2jv
2
kj

∑q
j=1 d

2
jv

2
kj

(3.4.3)

where q denotes the rank of X and r denotes the dimension of the PCA biplot as
before. Since the decomposition of X into X̂ =XVrV

′
r and (X − X̂) exhibits Type

B orthogonality, that is

X′X = X̂′X̂ + (X − X̂)′ (X − X̂) (3.4.4)

πk is meaningful as a quality measure, r ∈ [1 ∶ p], k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Note that unlike the
adequacy of the kth biplot axis, the axis predictivity of the kth biplot axis depends
on the true dimensionality of the configuration of points, {xi}, that is the rank of
the matrix X, q, and not simply on the number of measured variables, p. An axis
predictivity can also be defined for a biplot axis representing a new variable that
has been interpolated onto the PCA biplot (Gower et al., 2011). This however does
not lie within the scope of this thesis.

Let the p-component vector of axis predictivities with kth diagonal element equal
to πk for k ∈ [1 ∶ p], be denoted by π, then

π =
diag (X̂′X̂)
diag (X′X) (3.4.5)

Ð→ π =
diag (VrD

2
rV
′
r)

diag (VqD2
qV
′
q) .

It is evident from equation (3.4.4) that the kth axis predictivity can also be
expressed as:

πk = 1 −
(x(k) − x̂(k))′ (x(k) − x̂(k))

x′(k)x(k)
.

Note that since
(x(k)−x̂(k))′(x(k)−x̂(k))

x′
(k)

x(k)
is a ratio of sums of squared values, it can only

take on non-negative values. It is evident that the smaller (x(k) − x̂(k))′ (x(k) − x̂(k))
is, that is the more accurately x̂(k) approximates x(k) (in terms of least squares), the
greater the kth axis predictivity will be. It is evident that the kth axis predictivity
measures the overall accuracy of the approximations produced by the kth predictive
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biplot axis.
Being defined as the ratio of sums of squared values, the axis predictivity measure

can only take on non-negative values. It is evident from equation (3.4.3) that πk
is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the PCA biplot space, r. The
kth axis predictivity, πk, will therefore necessarily equal its maximum value when
r = p. It is evident from equation (3.4.3) that the maximum value that πk can
attain is one. Since πk is a decreasing function of the sum of squared residuals,(x(k) − x̂(k))′ (x(k) − x̂(k)), it will attain its maximum value if and only if the sum
of squared residuals attains its minimum value. Since the sum of squared residuals,(x(k) − x̂(k))′ (x(k) − x̂(k)), will attain its minimum value of zero if and only if

x̂(k) = x(k)

πk will attain its maximum value of one if and only if x̂(k) = x(k). It follows that

all p biplot axes will have unit predictivity if and only if X̂ = X, or equivalently if
and only if r = q. Note that r = q is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for an
individual biplot axis to attain unit axis predictivity. At this point it is important to
note that the condition required for all p biplot axes to attain unit axis predictivities
differs from that required for all p biplot axes to attain unit adequacies. Recall from
Section 3.3 that the condition required for all p biplot axes to attain unit adequacies
is r = p, irrespective of the true dimensionality of the data. This is the reason why
the adequacy of a biplot axis is not a trustworthy measure of the biplot axis’ quality
with respect to its predictive ability. Note that πk = 1 ∀k ∈ [1 ∶ p] when r > q, but
since q is the true dimensionality of the data, it does not make sense to consider
r > q. For this reason, only the two situations, namely r < q and r = q will be
considered. It is evident from the expression of the kth axis predictivity given in
(3.4.1) that πk has a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if

x̂′(k)x̂(k) = 0

∴ πk = 0←→ x̂(k) = 0 .

Due to the fact that X is centred such that 1
n
1′X = 0′, the sum of squares

x′(k)x(k) is proportional to the sample variance of the variable
˜
xk. Consequently the

kth axis predictivity is equal to the proportion of the total sample variance of the
kth variable,

˜
xk, that is accounted for in the biplot.

Since a small axis predictivity means that overall, the measurements of the sam-
ples on that variable are poorly predicted by the biplot, no conclusions should be
drawn about a variable that is represented by a biplot axis with low axis predictiv-
ity, based on the mere visual inspection of the biplot. In particular, no conclusions
should be drawn regarding the relationships between samples with respect to that
variable. Also, given two variables, when one or both of these variables have a low
axis predictivity, then no conclusions should be drawn about the relationship be-
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tween these two variables based on the visual inspection of the biplot. Only when
the measurements of both variables are accurately predicted can it be trusted that
the relationship between the variables which is suggested by the PCA biplot, is an
accurate representation of reality.

3.4.1.2 The relationship between the axis predictivity and adequacy of

a biplot axis

When X is of full column rank and all p singular values of X are identical i.e. when

D = cI

where c is any positive constant, the axis predictivity and adequacy of a biplot axis
are identical:

D = cIÐ→ πk =
[cVrV

′
r]kk[cVV′]kk

=
[VrV

′
r]kk[VV′]kk

∴ D = cIÐ→ πk = γk .

This means that when D = cI, the kth adequacy (like the kth axis predictivity) is
equal to the proportion of the sample variance associated with the kth variable,

˜
xk,

that is accounted for in the PCA biplot. It is shown below that D = cI implies that
the p variables, {

˜
xk}, are uncorrelated and have identical sample variances, that is,

the configuration of points with coordinate vectors equal to the row vectors of X is
in the shape of a perfect spheroid:

D = I
Ð→X′X =VD2

pV
′

= c2VV′

= c2I .

The situation where some or all of the singular values of X are identical is however
not investigated any further in this thesis. More general relationships between the
axis predictivity measure and adequacy measure will be investigated in what follows.
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Consider the expression of the kth axis predictivity in (3.4.3). It is evident that

πk = 0←→
r

∑
j=1
d2jv

2
kj = 0 .

However, since

d2j > 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ q] ,
it follows that

r

∑
j=1
d2jv

2
kj = 0←→ e′kVr = 0′

and hence that

πk = 0←→ e′kVr = 0′ .

It follows that the predictivity of the kth biplot axis will equal zero if and only if
the Cartesian axis representing the kth variable,

˜
xk, in the measurement space, lies

orthogonal to the biplot space, L = V (Vr), that is

πk = 0←→ ek�L .

Recall that

γk = 0←→ ek�L .

This means that the axis predictivity of the kth biplot axis will be equal to zero if
and only if the adequacy of the kth biplot axis is equal to zero i.e.

πk = 0←→ γk = 0 .
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The next derivation shows that the kth biplot axis will necessarily have unit axis
predictivity if it has unit adequacy, irrespective of the rank of the matrix X:

γk = 1Ð→
p

∑
j=r+1

v2kj = 0

Ð→

q

∑
j=r+1

d2jv
2
kj = 0 for q ≤ p

Ð→

∑r
j=1 d2jv

2
kj

∑q
j=1 d

2
jv

2
kj

= 1

∴ γk = 1Ð→ πk = 1
∴ ek ∈ LÐ→ πk = 1 .

This is also evident upon consideration of the following expression of the prediction
of a row vector x′ of X, which is produced by the r-dimensional PCA biplot in the
case where ek ∈ V (Vr):

x̂′ = x′VrV
′
r

=
p

∑
j=1
xje

′
jVrV

′
r

= xke′kVrV
′
r +∑

j≠k
xje

′
jVrV

′
r

Ð→ x̂′ = xke′k +∑
j≠k
xje

′
jVrV

′
r .

Consequently, the prediction of the kth element of x, x̂k, can be expressed in the
following way:

x̂k = x̂′ek
= xke′kek +∑

j≠k
xje

′
jVrV

′
rek (3.4.6)

= xk +∑
j≠k
xje

′
jek

Ð→ x̂k = xk .

The second last step in the above derivation follows from the fact that e′kVrV
′
r = e′k

while the last step follows from the fact that e′jek = 0 for all j ∈ [1 ∶ p] , j ≠ k. Since
the above derivation is true for all the row vectors of the matrix X, it follows that
when ek ∈ L, all the elements of the kth column of X are perfectly predicted by the
r-dimensional PCA biplot and hence the axis predictivity of the kth biplot axis is
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equal to unity:

ek ∈ LÐ→ x̂ik = xik ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ n]
∴ ek ∈ LÐ→ πk = x′(k)x(k)x

′
(k)x(k)

∴ ek ∈ LÐ→ πk = 1 .

Unit axis predictivity however only implies unit adequacy when X is of full
column rank. It is shown below that when the rank of X, q, is less than p, unit axis
predictivity does not necessarily imply unit adequacy:

πk =
∑r

j=1 d2jv
2
kj

∑q
j=1 d

2
jv

2
kj

=
∑r

j=1 d2jv
2
kj

∑r
j=1 d2jv

2
kj +∑

q
j=r+1 d

2
jv

2
kj

πk = 1Ð→
q

∑
j=r+1

d2jv
2
kj = 0

Ð→ v2kj = 0 ∀j ∈ [r + 1 ∶ q] since d2j > 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ q]
Ð→ γk =

∑r
j=1 v2kj
∑p

j=1 v
2
kj

∴ γk =
∑r

j=1 v2kj
∑r

j=1 v2kj +∑
q
j=r+1 v

2
kj +∑

p
j=q+1 v

2
kj

∴ γk =
∑r

j=1 v2kj
∑r

j=1 v2kj +∑
p
j=q+1 v

2
kj

.

The fact that the kth axis predictivity is equal to one does not imply anything about
the values of the (q + 1)th to pth elements of the kth row vector of V which means
that∑p

j=q+1 v
2
kj ≥ 0 and hence that γk ≤ 1. This result is also evident from the fact that

all p biplot axes of the q-dimensional PCA biplot, will have unit axis predictivities
although not all p biplot axes will have unit adequacies when q < p. When however
X is of full column rank, unit axis predictivity does imply unit adequacy. It is shown
below that when X is of full column rank, the kth axis predictivity will be equal to
one if and only if the kth adequacy is equal to one:

πk =
∑r

j=1 d2jv
2
kj

∑p
j=1 d

2
jv

2
kj

=
∑r

j=1 d2jv
2
kj

∑r
j=1 d2jv

2
kj +∑

p
j=r+1 d

2
jv

2
kj
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∴ πk = 1←→
p

∑
j=r+1

d2jv
2
kj = 0

∴ πk = 1←→ v2kj = 0 ∀j ∈ [r + 1 ∶ p] since d2j > 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ p]
∴ πk = 1←→ ek�V� (Vr)
∴ πk = 1←→ ek ∈ V (Vr)
∴ πk = 1←→ ek ∈ L
∴ πk = 1←→ γk = 1 .

There exists a relationship between the adequacy and predictivity of a PCA
biplot axis which always holds, irrespective of the rank of X as well as whether the
singular values of X are all distinct or not, namely that in general, the adequacy of
a biplot axis is a lower bound for the axis predictivity of the biplot axis (Gardner-
Lubbe et al., 2008). The derivation of this result provided below is the same as that
given in Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008) together with some additional steps. Consider
the expressions of the kth adequacy, γk, and the kth axis predictivity, πk, provided
below:

γk =
r

∑
j=1
v2kj

=
∑r

j=1 v2kj
∑p

j=1 v
2
kj

πk =
∑r

j=1 d2jv
2
kj

∑p
j=1 d

2
jv

2
kj

.

In order to show that the kth axis predictivity is at least as great as the kth adequacy,
it therefore needs to be shown that

∑r
j=1 d2jv

2
kj

∑p
j=1 d

2
jv

2
kj

≥
∑r

j=1 v2kj
∑p

j=1 v
2
kj

Ð→

∑r
j=1 d2jv

2
kj

∑r
j=1 v2kj

≥
∑p

j=1 d
2
jv

2
kj

∑p
j=1 v

2
kj

.

Let Sr denote the summation,

Sr =
∑r

j=1 v2kjd
2
j

∑r
j=1 v2kj

, r ∈ [1 ∶ p] .
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It is evident that

πk ≥ γk ←→ Sr ≥ Sp .

It can be shown that Sr ≥ Sr+1 ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)], and hence that Sr ≥ Sp ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ p]
(Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008). The derivation of this result is given below:

Sr − Sr+1 =
∑r

j=1 v2kjd
2
j

∑r
j=1 v2kj

−
∑r+1

j=1 v2kjd
2
j

∑r+1
j=1 v2kj

=
(∑r+1

j=1 v2kj)∑r
j=1 v2kjd

2
j − (∑r

j=1 v2kj)∑r+1
j=1 v2kjd

2
j(∑r

j=1 v2kj) (∑r+1
j=1 v2kj)

=
(∑r

j=1 v2kj)∑r
j=1 v2kjd

2
j + v2k(r+1)∑

r
j=1 v2kjd

2
j(∑r

j=1 v2kj) (∑r+1
j=1 v2kj)

−
(∑r

j=1 v2kj)∑r
j=1 v2kjd

2
j + (∑r

j=1 v2kj) v2k(r+1)d2r+1(∑r
j=1 v2kj) (∑r+1

j=1 v2kj)
=
v2
k(r+1)∑

r
j=1 v2kjd

2
j − (∑r

j=1 v2kj) v2k(r+1)d2r+1(∑r
j=1 v2kj) (∑r+1

j=1 v2kj)
=
v2
k(r+1) (∑r

j=1 v2kjd
2
j −∑

r
j=1 v2kjd

2
r+1)(∑r

j=1 v2kj) (∑r+1
j=1 v2kj)

Ð→ Sr − Sr+1 =
v2
k(r+1) (∑r

j=1 (d2j − d2r+1) v2kj)(∑r
j=1 v2kj) (∑r+1

j=1 v2kj) .

Since the denominator in the last expression of Sr−Sr+1 is the product of two sums of
squares, it can only take on non-negative values. The sign of the numerator depends
only on the sign of d2j−d2r+1 for j ∈ [1 ∶ r] since v2

k(r+1) and v2kj are non-negative values,

j ∈ [1 ∶ r]. Since d2j ≥ dr+1 when j ∈ [1 ∶ r], it follows that d2j −d2r+1 ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ r] and
hence that

Sr − Sr+1 ≥ 0 ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)]
Ð→ Sr ≥ Sr+1 ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)] .

It follows that

S1 ≥ S2 ≥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ Sp
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and hence that

Sr ≥ Sp ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)] .

It is evident from the derivation above that the axis predictivity of the kth biplot
axis is always at least as large as the adequacy of the representation of the kth
variable, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that when the Cartesian axis representing a variable
in the measurement space lies at a small angle to the biplot space (and hence to the
corresponding biplot axis), that is when the adequacy of the representation of the
Cartesian axis is high, the corresponding biplot axis will necessarily have a high axis
predictivity. A high adequacy is therefore very informative of the axis predictivity
since the interval in which the predictivity is known to lie given the value of the
adequacy, is small. When on the other hand the angle between a Cartesian axis
representing a variable in the measurement space and the biplot space is large,
that is when the adequacy of the representation of the Cartesian axis is low, the
adequacy does not give that much information about the corresponding biplot axis’
predictivity since the interval in which the predictivity is known to lie is relatively
large.

Table 3.3 contains the adequacies and predictivities of the biplot axes of the PCA
biplot of the standardised University data set for each of the possible dimensionali-
ties of the biplot.

Table 3.3: The adequacies and predictivities of the biplot axes representing the six
measured variables of the University data set corresponding to all possible dimen-
sionalities of the PCA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements.

SAT Top10 Accept SFRatio Expenses Grad

Dim 1 Adequacy 0.210 0.182 0.180 0.153 0.131 0.144

Dim 1 Axis Predictivity 0.966 0.842 0.830 0.704 0.606 0.664

Dim 2 Adequacy 0.211 0.222 0.283 0.340 0.534 0.4010

Dim 2 Axis Predictivity 0.968 0.873 0.911 0.851 0.923 0.873

Dim 3 Adequacy 0.246 0.470 0.307 0.707 0.576 0.693

Dim 3 Axis Predictivity 0.978 0.944 0.918 0.956 0.935 0.954

Dim 4 Adequacy 0.263 0.611 0.311 0.964 0.965 0.886

Dim 4 Axis Predictivity 0.980 0.967 0.919 0.998 0.998 0.986

Dim 5 Adequacy 0.264 0.843 0.953 0.970 0.970 1.000

Dim 5 Axis Predictivity 0.980 0.996 0.999 0.999 0.999 1.000

Dim 6 Adequacy 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Dim 6 Axis Predictivity 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
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Since the University data set if of full column rank, r = 6 is a necessary and
sufficient condition for all six the biplot axes to have unit predictivities. This is
confirmed by the values in Table 3.3. The fact that the biplot axis representing
Grad in the five-dimensional PCA biplot has unit adequacy and unit axis predictivity
demonstrates the fact that r = p is not a necessary condition for an individual biplot
axis to attain unit adequacy and axis predictivity. The adequacies and corresponding
axis predictivities in Table 3.3 confirm that the adequacy of a biplot axis is a lower
bound for the predictivity of that biplot axis. Consequently, when the adequacy of
a biplot axis is very high, that necessarily implies that the axis predictivity of that
biplot axis is also very high - consider for example the adequacy and axis predictivity
of the biplot axis representing the variable Expenses in the four-dimensional PCA
biplot. It is also evident from the values in the table that a very low adequacy does
not provide much information on the corresponding axis predictivity. The biplot axis
representing the variable SAT in the one-dimensional PCA biplot for example has
a very low adequacy (0.210), but an extremely high predictivity (0.9664) whereas
the biplot axis representing the variable Expenses has a very low adequacy (0.131)
and only a moderately high axis predictivity (0.606). Table 3.3 also illustrates that
an axis predictivity of one implies an adequacy of one when the data matrix under
consideration is of full column rank.

It is evident from the adequacies of the biplot axes of the one-dimensional PCA
biplot that all six biplot axes of the one-dimensional PCA biplot depart substan-
tially from the corresponding Cartesian axes in the six-dimensional measurement
space. Of the biplot axes of the two-dimensional PCA biplot, the axis representing
the variable Expenses departs the least from the corresponding Cartesian axis in
the measurement space. In the three-dimensional PCA biplot on the other hand it
is the biplot axis representing the variable SFRatio that departs the least from the
corresponding Cartesian axis in the measurement space. The biplot axes that repre-
sent the variable SAT in the PCA biplots of dimension less than or equal to five all
depart substantially from the Cartesian axis that represents SAT in the measure-
ment space. The large increase in the adequacy of the biplot axis representing SAT
that results from increasing the dimension of the PCA biplot from five to six implies
that the Cartesian axis representing SAT in the measurement space lies at a small
angle to its projection onto the sixth dimension of the six-dimensional PCA biplot
space - that is the one-dimensional space spanned by the sixth right singular vector
of centred and standardised data matrix. On the other hand, the largest increase in
the adequacy of the biplot axis representing the variable Accept occurs as a result
of increasing the dimension of the PCA biplot from four to five, implying that the
Cartesian axis representing Accept lies at a relatively small angle to its projection
onto the fifth dimension of the PCA biplot space.

Upon consideration of the axis predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional
PCA biplot, it is clear that the biplot axis representing SAT produces the most
accurate predictions while the biplot axis representing Expenses produces the least
accurate predictions. The axis predictivities of the biplot axes representing SAT and
Expenses in the one-dimensional PCA biplot can be interpreted as follows: 96.64

percent of the total sample variance of SAT is accounted for in the one-dimensional
biplot while only 60.61 percent of the total sample variance of Expenses is accounted
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for in the one-dimensional PCA biplot. Note that the quality of the predictions pro-
duced by the predictive biplot axis representing Expenses is substantially higher
for the two-dimensional PCA biplot than for the one-dimensional PCA biplot while
the quality of the predictions produced by the biplot axis representing SAT is al-
most the same for the one and two-dimensional PCA biplots. The increase in the
quality of the predictions produced by the biplot axes resulting from increasing the
dimensional of the PCA biplot from one to two, is relatively small for Top10 but
very large for Accept, SFRatio and Grad. Four of the six biplot axes of the two-
dimensional PCA biplot therefore produce predictions of much higher accuracy than
the corresponding biplot axes of the one-dimensional PCA biplot. The fact that the
predictions produced by the two-dimensional PCA biplot are more accurate on aver-
age is also reflected in the fact the overall quality of the two-dimensional PCA biplot
is much greater than that of the one-dimensional PCA biplot (0.90 versus 0.769%,
see Table 3.1). Except for the increase in the quality of the predictions produced by
the biplot axis representing SFRatio, the increase in the quality of the predictions
produced by the biplot axes resulting from increasing the PCA biplot’s dimension
from two to three is quite small, especially when compared to the increase in quality
resulting from increasing the dimension from one to two. The small increase in the
quality of the predictions produced by the PCA biplot resulting from increasing its
dimension from two to three is also evident from the small resulting increase in the
overall quality of the PCA biplot - the overall quality increases from 0.9 to 0.94 as
the result of increasing the dimension of the biplot from two to three.

The increased accuracy of the predictions produced by the biplot axes resulting
from increasing the dimension of the PCA biplot beyond three, is very small. Fur-
thermore, it is not possible to visualise a biplot with dimension greater than three.
Whether the University data set should be represented by a two or three dimensional
PCA biplot depends on the investigator - both the two and three-dimensional PCA
biplots are of high overall quality and in both all six biplot axes produce accurate
predictions. The investigator should decide which is more important to him/her
- the ease of the interpretation of the two-dimensional PCA biplot or the slightly
higher overall quality of the three-dimensional PCA biplot.

Since the increase in the quality of the predictions produced by the biplot axes,
resulting from the addition of the forth dimension to the PCA biplot is very small and
since the three-dimensional PCA biplot can be visualised while the four-dimensional
biplot cannot be visualised, the biplot chosen to represent the University data set
is the three-dimensional PCA biplot. Recall that this is the same conclusion as was
drawn from the scree plot of the University data set (see Figure 3.2).

3.4.1.3 The relationship between the axis predictivities and the overall

quality

The similarity between the expression of the overall quality of the PCA biplot,

Ω =
tr (X̂′X̂)
tr (X′X)
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and the expression of the p-component vector of axis predictivities,

π =
diag (X̂′X̂)
diag (X′X)

indicates that there may be some connection between the p axis predictivities and
the overall quality of the PCA biplot. It can in fact be shown that the overall quality
of the PCA biplot equals the weighted average of the p axis predictivities, the weight
assigned to each axis predictivity being proportional to the corresponding variable’s
sum of squares (Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008). A proof similar to that provided in
the appendix of Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008), is given below:

πk =
[X̂′X̂]

kk[X′X]kk
Ð→ πk [X′X]kk = [X̂′X̂]kk

Ð→

p

∑
k=1

πk [X′X]kk = p

∑
k=1
[X̂′X̂]

kk

Ð→

p

∑
k=1

πk [X′X]kk = tr{X̂′X̂} .

Substituting ∑p

k=1 πk [X′X]kk for tr (X̂′X̂) in the formula for the overall quality
yields the following formula for the overall quality:

tr (X̂′X̂)
tr (X′X) =

p

∑
k=1

πk
[X′X]kk
tr (X′X) (3.4.7)

=
p

∑
k=1

πkwk

where

wk =
[X′X]kk
tr (X′X)
=
[VpD

2
pV
′
p]kk

tr{D2
p}

=
c [VpD

2
pV
′
p]kk

c tr{D2
p}
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and where c is any constant. It is evident from equation (3.4.7) that the overall
quality of the PCA biplot is equal to the weighted average of the p axis predictivities
where the weight assigned to a specific axis predictivity is given by the ratio of the
corresponding variable’s sum of squares to the total sum of squares associated with
the measured vector variable,

˜
x. Note that when c = 1

n
and c = 1

n−1 , wk equals the
plug-in estimate (that is, the biased maximum likelihood estimate) and the unbiased
estimate of the variance associated with

˜
xk, respectively. It follows that the weight

of πk in the overall quality of the r-dimensional PCA biplot is equal to the ratio of
the sample variance associated with the variable,

˜
xk, to the total sample variance

associated with the vector variable,
˜
x. It is evident that the contribution of the kth

biplot axis to the overall quality of the PCA biplot is equal to

πkwk .

The relative contribution of the kth biplot axis to the overall quality follows as

πkwk

∑p
j=1 πjwj

.

It follows that if a PCA biplot is constructed from the unstandardised measurements
of a data set and one of the variables has a much larger sample variance than the
other variables, then that variable’s relative contribution to the overall quality will
be large even if the corresponding biplot axis does not have a high axis predictivity.
When a variable with a sample variance which is relatively large is represented by
a biplot axis with high predictivity, then the variable’s relative contribution to the
overall quality of the PCA biplot will also be very large. If this variable’s large sample
variance is only due to the fact that the variable has a large measurement unit and
not due to the fact that the samples differ more with respect to this variable than
with respect to the other variables, then its large contribution to the overall quality
of the biplot will result in the value of the overall quality being overly optimistic.

Let αr denote the overall quality of the r-dimensional PCA biplot and α(r,r+1)
the increase in the overall quality of the PCA biplot resulting from increasing the
dimensionality of the PCA biplot from r to r + 1, that is,

α(r,r+1) = αr+1 − αr ,

where r ∈ [0 ∶ p − 1] and α0 = 0. Also, let πk,r denote the kth axis predictivity
corresponding to the r-dimensional PCA biplot and πk,(r,r+1) the increase in the kth
axis predictivity resulting from increasing the dimensionality of the PCA biplot from
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r to r + 1, that is

πk,(r,r+1) = πk,r+1 − πk,r

where r ∈ [0 ∶ p − 1] and πk,0 = 0. Note that when the second subscript in the
notation of the axis predictivity measure is omitted, as has been done up to now,
the dimension of the PCA biplot to which the axis predictivity corresponds will
be clear from the context. Similarly, if the subscript in the notation of the overall
quality is omitted, the corresponding dimension will be evident from the context.

Substituting ∑p

k=1 πk,r
[X′X]kk
tr(X′X) for αr in the expression of α(r,r+1) yields the following

expression for α(r,r+1):

α(r,r+1) =
p

∑
k=1

πk,r+1
[X′X]kk
tr (X′X) −

p

∑
k=1

πk,r
[X′X]kk
tr (X′X)

=
p

∑
k=1
(πk,r+1 − πk,r) [X′X]kk

tr (X′X)
Ð→ α(r,r+1) =

p

∑
k=1

πk,(r,r+1)
[X′X]kk
tr (X′X)

=
p

∑
k=1

πk,(r,r+1)wk where wk =
[X′X]kk
tr (X′X) .

It is evident that the increase in the overall quality resulting from increasing the
dimensionality of the PCA biplot from r to r + 1 can be expressed as the weighted
average of the increase in the p axis predictivities resulting from the increase in
dimensionality. The contribution of the kth variable α(r,r+1) is πk,(r,r+1)wk, while the
relative contribution of the kth variable is given by

πk,(r,r+1)wk

∑p

k=1 πk,(r,r+1)wk

.

3.4.1.4 The relationship of the axis predictivities with the overall

quality when the PCA biplot is constructed from the

standardised measurements

When the PCA biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements, the sam-
ple variance of the

˜
xk is equal to one for all k ∈ [1 ∶ p], and hence each of the p axis

predictivities will be assigned a weight equal to 1
p
. Consequently, when the PCA

biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements, the overall quality of the
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PCA biplot will be equal to the arithmetic average of the p axis predictivities,

tr (X̂′X̂)
tr (X′X) =

p

∑
k=1

1

p
πk

and the relative magnitude of a biplot axis’ contribution to the overall quality of the
biplot will be equal to the relative magnitude of that biplot axis’ predictivity,

1
p
πk

∑p
j=1

1
p
πj
=

πk

∑p
j=1 πj

.

The magnitude of a biplot axis’ predictivity indicates the quality of the axis’ con-
tribution to the overall quality of the biplot.

When the PCA biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements,

wk =
1

p

and hence the increase in the overall quality of the biplot resulting from an increase
in the dimension of the biplot is equal to the arithmetic average of the increases
in the p axis predictivities resulting from the increase in dimension. It follows that
when the PCA biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements, a plot
showing the overall quality of the biplot as well as each of the p axis predictivities
against the possible dimensionalities of the biplot is useful in that it allows for the
visual assessment of both the relative contributions of the biplot axes to the overall
quality as well as the qualities of those contributions. When the dimension of a
PCA biplot is increased from r to r + 1, the contribution of the kth variable to the
resulting increase in the overall quality is

1

p
πk,(r,r+1)

while its relative contribution is

πk,(r,r+1)
∑p

k=1 πk,(r,r+1)
.
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Hence, when the PCA biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements,
the relative magnitude of the kth variable’s contribution to α(r,r+1) is equal to the
relative magnitude of πk,(r,r+1). Notice that the gradient of the line connecting the
points corresponding to πk,r to πk,r+1 in the plot showing the overall quality and p

axis predictivities against the dimension of the PCA biplot is equal to πk,(r,r+1). The
plot of the overall quality and axis predictivities against the dimension of the biplot
therefore also allows for the visual assessment of the relative contributions of the
biplot axes to α(r,r+1) for r ∈ [1 ∶ p − 1] and the qualities of these contributions. A
plot such as the one just described is illustrated in Figure 3.6 for the University data
set. It is evident from Figure 3.6 that the variable whose relative contribution to the
overall quality of the one-dimensional PCA biplot of the University data set is the
greatest, is the variable, SAT, while the variable whose relative contribution to the
overall quality of the one-dimensional PCA biplot is the smallest, is the variable,
Expenses.
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Figure 3.6: The overall quality and axis predictivities of the PCA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements of the University data set.

When the construction of the PCA biplot is based on the unstandardised data
matrix, the interpreter of the biplot needs to take both the axis predictivity as well
as the weight assigned to that axis predictivity into account when assessing the
axis’ relative contribution to the overall quality of the biplot. A plot showing the
overall quality and each of the p axis predictivities against the possible dimensions
of the PCA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements of a data
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set therefore does not allow for the visualisation of the relative contributions of the
various biplot axes to the overall quality of the biplot or the relative contributions
of the biplot axes to α(r,r+1) - it only allows for the visualisation of the qualities of
these contributions. When the PCA biplot is constructed from the unstandardised
measurements, a plot of the overall quality together with the contributions of the p
biplot axes to the overall quality can be made, but this plot would be uninformative
as to what the qualities of the contributions are concerned.

Consider the slopes of the six straight lines in Figure 3.6 illustrating the increase
in the six axis predictivities resulting from increasing the dimension of the PCA
biplot from one to two. It is evident that the increase in the overall quality of the
PCA biplot resulting from the increased dimension is mainly due to the increased
accuracy with which the variables, Expenses, SFRatio and Grad are predicted, or
put differently, the addition of the second dimension to the PCA biplot contributed
mainly to the increased accuracy with which the variables, Expenses, SFRatio and
Grad are predicted. This means that the second principal component accounts for
a large proportion of the sample variances of these three variables. The relative
contribution of the variable, Expenses, to the increase in the overall quality is the
greatest of all the variables. When the dimension of the biplot is increased from two
to three, it is the variable SFRatio whose relative contribution to the increase in the
overall quality of the biplot which is the greatest.

3.4.1.5 Axis predictivities and the interpretation of the PCA biplot

The fact that the overall quality of the PCA biplot is equal to an average of the p axis
predictivities implies that a high overall quality does not necessarily suggest that
the measurements of all p the variables are accurately approximated in the biplot.
Similarly, a low overall quality does not necessarily suggest that the measurements
of all p the variables are poorly approximated in the biplot. The average (weighted
or arithmetic) of a number of very high axis predictivities together with a few low
axis predictivities, can still be very high and similarly, the average of a number of
very low axis predictivities together with a few high axis predictivities, can still
be very low. This is especially true when the PCA biplot is constructed from the
unstandardised measurements - one or two very high axis predictivities accompanied
by very large weights in the overall quality measure can cause the overall quality
of the PCA biplot to be very high even if all the other axis predictivities are very
low. Remembering that a low axis predictivity means that the measurements of the
corresponding variable are poorly approximated by the PCA biplot, it is clear that
no conclusions regarding a variable represented by a biplot axis with low predictivity
should be drawn from the visual inspection of the PCA biplot. The predictivities of
the individual biplot axes should therefore be considered before drawing conclusions
from the visual inspection of the PCA biplot, even when the overall quality of the
biplot is very high. Similarly the weighted or arithmetic average of a lot of very low
axis predictivities together with a few high axis predictivities can still be relatively
low. The axis predictivities of a PCA biplot with low overall quality should therefore
be considered before discarding the biplot - useful information can be gathered
regarding the variables whose measurements are accurately approximated in the
biplot.
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It is very important to consider the values of the axis predictivities prior to draw-
ing conclusions regarding the relationships between the measured variables based on
visual inspection of the biplot alone. Only when two biplot axes both have very high
axis predictivities can it safely be concluded that the relationship between the ap-
proximations of the measurements on the two variables which are read off from the
(predictive) biplot axes, accurately represents reality.

Recall that unlike the correlation biplot, the PCA biplot is not designed to
optimally represent the correlations between the measured variables via the angles
between the corresponding pairs of biplot axes. The angle between a pair of PCA
biplot axes may therefore in some circumstances seem to suggest information about
the correlation between the corresponding two variables that is misleading. When
however the jth and kth biplot axes have very high axis predictivities and the angle
between the increasing parts of the two axes is close to zero degrees or 180 degrees,
the increasing part of an axis being the part that stretches from the origin in the
direction in which the calibrations on the axis increase, then it is safe to conclude
that the jth and kth measured variables are strongly correlated. The reason for this
is that, when the angle between the increasing parts of the jth and kth biplot axes
is very small, then an increase in the approximation read off from the jth biplot axis
almost always implies an increase in the approximation read off from the kth biplot
axis. Similarly, when the angle between the increasing parts of the jth and kth biplot
axes is close to 180 degrees then an increase in the approximation read off from the
jth biplot axis almost always implies a decrease in the approximation read off from
the kth biplot axis. In these situations, if the axis predictivities of both the jth and
the kth biplot axes are very high, then it is safe to conclude that the relationship
between the approximated measurements is an accurate representation of reality. If
it is of interest to the investigator to visualise the correlations between the measured
variables, then he/she can construct a correlation biplot or a correlation monoplot
(Gower et al., 2011) which is designed specifically for that purpose.

As an example consider the two-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the
standardised measurements of the National Track data set provided in Figure 3.7.
Consider the angles between the various pairs of biplot axes together with the corre-
sponding correlation coefficients provided in Table 3.4 as well as the corresponding
axis predictivities provided in Table 3.5.

Consider the large angle between the biplot axes representing the variables
200m and 5000m as well as the large angle between the axes representing the vari-
ables200m and 10000m. Note that the three biplot axes representing 200m, 5000m
and 10000m have very high axis predictivities. If the angles between these pairs of
biplot axes were to be interpreted to be indicative of the strength of the correlation
between the corresponding variables, then it would have been concluded the vari-
ables 200m and 5000m as well as the pair of variables 200m and 10000m are almost
uncorrelated. It is however evident from the correlation coefficients in Table 3.4
that both these pairs of variables are quite strongly positively correlated. On the
other hand, consider the small angle between the two biplot axes representing the
variables 5000m and 10000 respectively. Since both these biplot axes have very high
axis predictivities, it can be expected that the two variables are strongly positively
correlated. This expectation is confirmed by the very high correlation coefficient be-
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tween these two variables (0.97). The same can be said about the pair of variables
100m and 200m.
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Figure 3.7: The two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot constructed from the stand-
ardised measurements of the National Track data set.

Table 3.4: The sample correlation matrix associated with the National Track data
set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

100m 1.00 0.92 0.84 0.76 0.70 0.62 0.63 0.52

200m 0.92 1.00 0.85 0.81 0.77 0.70 0.70 0.60

400m 0.84 0.85 1.00 0.87 0.84 0.78 0.79 0.70

800m 0.76 0.81 0.87 1.00 0.92 0.86 0.87 0.81

1500m 0.70 0.77 0.84 0.92 1.00 0.93 0.93 0.87

5000m 0.62 0.70 0.78 0.86 0.93 1.00 0.97 0.93

10000m 0.63 0.70 0.79 0.87 0.93 0.97 1.00 0.94

Marathon 0.52 0.60 0.70 0.81 0.87 0.93 0.94 1.00
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Table 3.5: The axis predictivities corresponding to the two-dimensional PCA biplot
constructed from the standardised measurements of the National Track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.950 0.939 0.892 0.900 0.938 0.965 0.974 0.943

3.4.1.6 The scale dependence of the PCA biplot, overall quality, axis

predictivities and adequacies: an illustrative example

Consider the National track data set provided in Table 8.6 in Johnson and Wichern
(2002). This data set provides information on the national track records of men
in 55 countries. For each country, measurements on eight variables namely 100m,
200m, 400m, 800m, 1500m, 5000m, 10000m and marathon, are reported. The first
three variables (100m, 200m and 400m) are measured in seconds while the other
five variables are measured in minutes.

Table 3.6 contains the standard deviations of the eight measured variables. Due
to the fact that the variables have widely differing standard deviations it is expected
that the PCA biplots constructed from the standardised and unstandardised mea-
surements of the data set will differ greatly. As these differences can be expected
to be more substantial for the lower dimensional biplots, the axis predictivities, ad-
equacies and overall qualities of the one-dimensional PCA biplots constructed from
the standardised and unstandardised measurements of the National Track data re-
spectively, will be compared to illustrate some of the concepts discussed thus far.

Table 3.6: The standard deviations of the eight measured variables of the National
Track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.3514 0.6446 1.4570 0.0637 0.1559 0.8012 1.8077 9.2270

Table 3.7: The axis predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional PCA biplot
constructed from the unstandardised measurements of the National Track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.2873 0.3736 0.5184 0.6676 0.7656 0.8811 0.9024 0.9994

Table 3.7 contains the axis predictivities of the biplot axes of the one-dimensional
PCA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements of the National
Track data set. The very high axis predictivity of the biplot axis representing the
variable Marathon is attributable to the very large relative magnitude of that vari-
able’s standard deviation. Due to the extremely large standard deviation of the
variable Marathon relative to those of the other variables, the Marathon dominates
the first principal component, that is the coefficient vector of the first principal
component lies very close to the Cartesian axis which represents Marathon in the
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eight-dimensional measurement space. This is evident from the very large relative
magnitude of the coefficient associated with Marathon in the first principal compo-
nent (Table 3.8) as well as from the very high adequacy of the biplot axis representing
Marathon relative to those of the other biplot axes (Table 3.9). Due to the fact that
the first principal component lies so close to the Cartesian axis which represents the
variable Marathon in the eight-dimensional measurement space, the representation
of the measurements on the variable Marathon in the one-dimensional PCA biplot
will be very similar to the exact one-dimensional representation of the measurements
on the variable Marathon.

Table 3.8: The coefficients of the first principal component of the unstandardised
national track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

−0.02 −0.042 −0.111 −0.006 −0.014 −0.079 −0.181 −0.973

Table 3.9: The adequacies of the eight biplot axes in the one-dimensional PCA biplot
constructed from the unstandardised measurements of the National track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.000 0.002 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.006 0.033 0.946

Note that the zero adequacies in Table 3.9 are not truly zero - they only appear
to be zero due to rounding. Recall that a truly zero adequacy implies a zero axis
predictivity (see Section 3.4.1). The fact that none of the axis predictivities in Ta-
ble 3.9 are equal to zero confirms that none of the adequacies are exactly zero. If the
first principal axis and the Cartesian axis representing the variable Marathon in the
eight-dimensional measurement space were collinear, then all seven the other Carte-
sian axes would have been orthogonal to the one-dimensional PCA biplot space,
and hence the adequacies of the corresponding seven biplot axes would have been
zero. Since the first principal axis does not lie exactly in the direction of the Carte-
sian axis representing the variable Marathon in the eight-dimensional measurement
space, the other seven Cartesian axes only lie at angles close to, but not exactly,
90○ to the one-dimensional biplot space and hence have adequacies close to, but not
exactly, zero.

Table 3.10: The weights of the axis predictivities in the expression of the overall
quality of the PCA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements of the
National Track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.0013 0.0045 0.0231 0.0000 0.0003 0.0070 0.0356 0.9281

Upon consideration of the weights of the axis predictivities in the calculation of
the overall quality of the PCA biplot provided in Table 3.10, it is evident that the
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variable Marathon has a very large weight compared to the other variables. This is
the result of the large relative magnitude of the standard deviation of the variable
Marathon. The very large relative magnitude of the weight of the axis predictivity
of the biplot axis representing the variable Marathon in the calculation of the overall
quality together with the fact that the axis predictivity of this biplot axis is much
higher than those of most of the other biplot axes, implies that the overall quality
in Table 3.11 is overly optimistic.

Table 3.11: The overall qualities corresponding to the one-dimensional PCA biplots
constructed from the unstandardised and standardised measurements of the National
Track data respectively.

Unstandardised Standardised

0.98 0.83

When the PCA biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements of
the National Track data set, the first principal component is not dominated by the
variable Marathon - in fact, the eight variables contribute almost equally to the
first principal component. This is evident from the coefficients of the first principal
component provided in Table 3.12 as well as from the adequacies of the eight biplot
axes provided in Table 3.13.

Table 3.12: The coefficients of the first principal component of the standardised
national track data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

−0.318 −0.337 −0.356 −0.369 −0.373 −0.364 −0.367 −0.342

Table 3.13: The adequacies of the eight biplot axes of the one-dimensional PCA
biplot constructed from the standardised measurements of the National Track data
set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.1008 0.1136 0.1265 0.1359 0.1390 0.1328 0.1345 0.1169

Table 3.14: The axis predictivities of the eight biplot axes of the one-dimensional
PCA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements of the National Track
data set.

100m 200m 400m 800m 1500m 5000m 10000m Marathon

0.6678 0.7520 0.8376 0.9001 0.9204 0.8792 0.8908 0.7742

Table 3.14 contains the axis predictivities of the eight biplot axes of the one-
dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements of the
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National Track data set. Since the eight standardised variables carry equal sized
weights in the calculation of the overall quality of the biplot and hence the overall
quality provided in Table 3.11 is equal to the arithmetic average of the eight axis
predictivities in Table 3.14.

3.4.1.7 Changing the PCA biplot scaffolding axes

Up to now the r-dimensional PCA biplot has been defined as the r-dimensional biplot
constructed from the first r principal components, r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Any r of the principal
components can however be used to construct an r-dimensional PCA biplot. In the
situation where there is a variable (or set of variables) that is of particular interest to
the investigator but is poorly predicted in the two (or three) dimensional PCA biplot
constructed from the first two (or three) principal components, the investigator can
in addition to the existing biplot, construct a two (or three) dimensional PCA biplot
from a different subset of two (or three) principal components in which the variable
(or set of variables) of interest is more accurately predicted. Consider the following
expression of the axis predictivity of the kth biplot axis of the r-dimensional PCA
biplot constructed from the first r principal components:

πk,r =
x′(k)VrV

′
rx(k)

x′(k)x(k)

Ð→ πk,r =
∑r

i=1 (x′(k)v(i))2
x′(k)x(k)

.

It is evident that the contribution of the rth principal component to πk,r is

(x′(k)v(r))2
x′(k)x(k)

= πk,r − πk,r−1 (3.4.8)

where πk,r denotes the kth axis predictivity of the r-dimensional PCA biplot con-
structed from the first r principal components as before. Note that the ratio in
(3.4.8) is equal to the proportion of the sample variance of

˜
xk that is accounted for

by the rth principal component. It follows that the two-dimensional PCA biplot
in which the measurements on the kth variable will be most accurately predicted
is the biplot constructed from the two principal components with ranks given by
the two values of r for which the difference πk,r − πk,r−1 is largest. If for example
the jth and kth variables are of particular interest to the investigator and he/she
wants to construct a two-dimensional PCA biplot in which these two variables are
more accurately predicted than in the biplot constructed from the first two principal
components, he/she can construct a PCA biplot from the two principal components
with ranks given by the two values of r for which the differences πj,r − πj,r−1 and
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πk,r−πk,r−1 are optimal. In the remainder of this chapter, whenever an r-dimensional
PCA biplot is constructed from a set of r principal components other than the set of
the first r principal components, the p × r orthonormal matrix with column vectors
equal to the r right singular vectors corresponding to the r principal components
that were used to construct the biplot, will be denoted by V

#
r .

The procedure used to construct an r-dimensional PCA biplot from a set of r
principal components other than the set of the first r principal components is exactly
the same as that stipulated in Chapter 2 with the p×r matrix V

#
r being substituted

for the matrix Vr. The matrix V
#
r is also substituted for Vr in the definition of the

axis predictivities corresponding to the resulting PCA biplot.
This concept will now be illustrated at the hand of a simulated data set consisting

of 1000 samples, each measured on one of five variables with correlation structure
provided in Table 3.15. Table 3.16 provides the contributions of each of the five
principal components to the sample variances of the standardised variables of the
simulated data set, that is, the (rk)th element of Table 3.16 is equal to πk,r −πk,r−1,
r, k ∈ [1 ∶ p].
Table 3.15: The sample correlation matrix corresponding to the simulated data set.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

X1 1.0000 0.8649 −0.0028 0.0492 0.0724

X2 0.8649 1.0000 0.0952 0.2889 0.1323

X3 −0.0028 0.0952 1.0000 0.7947 0.0905

X4 0.0492 0.2889 0.7947 1.0000 0.1160

X5 0.0724 0.1323 0.0905 0.1160 1.0000

Table 3.16: The contributions of the principal components (PCs) to the sample
variances of the standardised variables of the simulated data set.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

PC 1 0.4785 0.6683 0.3693 0.5098 0.0726

PC 2 0.4493 0.2721 0.5161 0.3886 0.0010

PC 3 0.0101 0.0050 0.0108 0.0092 0.9262

PC 4 0.0376 0.0241 0.0973 0.0792 0.0002

PC 5 0.0245 0.0305 0.0065 0.0132 0.0000

Upon inspection of the values in Table 3.16, it is evident that the first two prin-
cipal components are the two principal components that account for most of the
variation in the variables X1, X2, X3 and X4, while the first and third principal
components are the two principal components that account for most of the varia-
tion in the variable X5. It follows that the investigator can use the two-dimensional
PCA biplot constructed from the first and second principal components shown in
Figure 3.8(a) to visualise more accurate information on the variables X1, X2, X3 and
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X4 and the PCA biplot constructed from the first and third principal components
shown in Figure 3.8(b) to visualise more accurate information on the variable X5.
The axis predictivities corresponding to these two PCA biplots are provided in the
rows of Table 3.17 labeled a and b respectively. It is evident that while the mea-
surements on the variables X1, X2, X3 and X4 are very accurately predicted in the
PCA biplot constructed from the first two principal components, the measurements
on the variable X5 are very poorly predicted. On the other hand, in the PCA biplot
constructed from the first and third principal components, the measurements on
the variable X5 are very accurately predicted while those of X2 are predicted only
moderately accurately and those of X1, X3 and X4 are predicted poorly.
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Figure 3.8: (a) The two-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the first two prin-
cipal components of the standardised simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional
PCA biplot constructed from the first and third principal components of the stand-
ardised simulated data set.

Table 3.17: (a) The axis predictivities corresponding to the two-dimensional PCA
biplot constructed from the first two principal components of the standardised mea-
surements of the simulated data set; (b) The axis predictivities corresponding to the
two-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the first and third principal compo-
nents of the standardised measurements of the simulated data set.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5

a 0.9278 0.9404 0.8854 0.8984 0.0736

b 0.4886 0.6733 0.3801 0.5190 0.9988

In the remainder of this chapter it will be assumed that unless explicitly stated
otherwise, the r-dimensional PCA biplot is constructed from the first r principal
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components.

3.4.2 Sample predictivities

3.4.2.1 Definition and properties

The sample predictivity of the ith sample (or ith sample predictivity for short) mea-
sures the overall accuracy of the approximations of that sample’s p measurements
which are read off from the p predictive PCA biplot axes. It is defined as the ratio
of the sum of the squared predicted measurements to the sum of the squared true
measurements. Denoting the ith sample predictivity by ψi, then the ith sample
predictivity corresponding to the r-dimensional PCA biplot can be expressed as:

ψi =
x̂′ix̂i

x′x
(3.4.9)

=
[X̂X̂′]

ii[XX′]ii
=
[UrD

2
rU
′
r]ii[UqD2

qU
′
q]ii

Ð→ ψi =
∑r

j=1 d2ju
2
ij

∑q
j=1 d

2
ju

2
ij

. (3.4.10)

Given that the decomposition of X into X̂ and (X − X̂) exhibits Type A orthogo-
nality, the ith sample predictivity as defined in equation (3.4.9) is meaningful as a
quality measure. The n-component vector of sample predictivities with ith element
equal to ψi, can be expressed as:

ψ = diag (X̂X̂′) [diag (XX′)]−1
Ð→ ψ = diag (UrD

2
rU
′
r) [diag (UqD

2
qU
′
q)]−1 .

Given that the sample predictivity measure is defined as a ratio of sums of
squares, it can only take on non-negative values. From the expression of ψi in
(3.4.10) it is evident that ψi is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the
biplot space, r with a maximum value which is necessarily obtained when r = q and
a minimum value of zero which is obtained if and only if x̂i = 0 i.e. if and only if
xi ∈ L�. It is shown below that the ith sample predictivity is a decreasing function
of the size of the angle between the vector xi emanating from the origin and the
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projection of this vector onto the biplot space:

ψi =
x̂′ix̂i

x′ixi

=
xiVrV

′
rVrV

′
rxi∥xi∥2

=
xiVrV

′
rxi∥xi∥2

=
⎛⎝(xiVrV

′
rxi)1/2∥xi∥

⎞⎠
2

= ( (xiVrV
′
rxi)(xiVrV′rxi)1/2 ∥xi∥)

2

= ( (xiVrV
′
rxi)∥xiVrV′r∥ ∥xi∥)

2

Ð→ ψi = cos2 (θxi,x̂i
) (3.4.11)

where cos2 (θxi,x̂i
) is the angle between the vectors xi and x̂i both emanating from

the origin. The expression of ψi in (3.4.11) shows that

ψi = 1←→ xi ∈ L

and confirms that

ψi = 0←→ xi ∈ L� .

It is shown below that when r = q, the biplot space is identical to the row space
of X, V (X′):

V (X′) = V (X′X)
= V (VqD

2
qV
′
q)

= V (VqDqDqV
′
q)

= V (VqDq)
Ð→ V (X′) = V (Vq) .

It follows that when r = q each of the n row vectors of X is contained in the biplot
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space and hence each of the n sample predictivities will equal unity.
Due to the fact that the decomposition of X into X̂ and X− X̂ exhibits Type A

orthogonality, the ith sample predictivity can be expressed as a decreasing function
of the Pythagorean distance between the points representing the ith sample in the
measurement space and the biplot space respectively:

ψi = 1 −
(xi − x̂i)′ (xi − x̂i)

x′ixi

. (3.4.12)

Since γi is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the biplot space, it follows
that the Pythagorean distance between the points representing the ith sample in the
measurement space and the biplot space respectively, as well as the angle between
those two points, are non-increasing functions of the dimension of the biplot space.

It is evident from equation (3.4.11) that when ψi > ψj, the angle between the
points representing the ith sample in the measurement space and the biplot space
respectively, is necessarily smaller than the angle between the corresponding two
points associated with the jth sample. Equation (3.4.12) shows that it is only when
lengths of the vectors xi and xj are identical that ψi > ψj necessarily implies that
the Pythagorean distance between the two points representing the ith sample in the
measurement space and the biplot space respectively is smaller than the Pythagorean
distance between the corresponding two points associated with the jth sample.

The position of a sample with a low sample predictivity in the biplot is meaning-
less and therefore no conclusions about it or its relationships to the other samples
should be drawn based on its position in the biplot. When for example a sample
with low predictivity seems to be an outlier based on its position in the biplot, it
cannot be concluded that the sample is in fact an outlier. A possible method to
detect outliers using sample predictivities is discussed in Section 3.4.2.2. The sample
predictivities of the individual samples should therefore always be considered prior
to drawing conclusions about the samples and the relationships between the samples
based on visual inspection of the biplot alone.

In Section 2.7.1.1 it was explained how to interpolate a new sample onto the PCA
biplot. The predictivity of the new interpolated sample can be calculated in exactly
the same way as the predictivities of the ‘old’ samples (that is the samples upon
which the construction of the PCA biplot was based). Recall that, before a new
observed sample, x∗, can be interpolated onto an existing biplot, the measurements
of that sample need to be transformed to the same scales as those of the elements
in the centred matrix, X upon which the construction of the biplot is based. This
is achieved by subtracting from each element of the new sample, the mean of the
observed measurements of the samples used in the construction of the biplot on the
corresponding variable. The transformed sample is then projected orthogonally onto
the biplot space based on the samples contained in X, that is V (Vr). It follows
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that the sample predictivity of the new observed sample, x∗ is given by

(x∗′VrV
′
r − x

′VrV
′
r) (x∗′VrV

′
r − x

′VrV
′
r)′(x∗ − x)′ (x∗ − x) .

3.4.2.2 Using sample predictivities to detect outliers

Numerous methods have been proposed to detect outliers in data sets. One of these
is to use plots of the first few principal components that account for most of the
variability in the data set (i.e. the major principal components) as well as plots of
the last few principal components that account for a negligible proportion of the
variability in the data set (i.e. the minor principal components) to detect outliers.
Samples which are outliers on the first few principal components are typically outliers
with respect to one or more of the individual measured variables (Gnanadesikan and
Kettering (1972), Jolliffe (2002)). Such outliers can also be detected from plots of
the measured variables - individually or in pairs. Samples that are outliers on the
last few principal components are usually samples which deviate substantially from
the correlation structure of the bulk of the data (Jolliffe (2002)). The remainder
of this section will focus on the detection of samples that do not conform with
the correlation structure of the bulk of the data set. Since the coordinates of the
points that represent the samples in a PCA biplot constructed from the ith and jth
principal components are given by the ith and jth principal component scores of
those samples, PCA biplots constructed from the last few principal components can
be used to detect samples that deviate substantially from the correlation structure
of the bulk of the data set.

If a sample has a very low sample predictivity corresponding to the PCA biplot
constructed from the major principal components but a moderately high or very
high sample predictivity corresponding to the PCA biplot constructed from the
minor principal components, then that sample most likely deviates substantially
from the correlation structure of the bulk of the data set.

The ith sample predictivity corresponding to the r-dimensional PCA biplot con-
structed from the first r principal components, ψi,r, can be partitioned into the
individual contributions of the first r principal components:

ψi,r =
x′iVrV

′
rxi

x′ixi

Ð→ ψi,r =
r

∑
j=1

(x′iv(j))2
x′ixi

.
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It is evident that the ratio

(x′iv(r))2
x′ixi

=
r

∑
j=1

(x′iv(j))2
x′ixi

−

r−1
∑
j=1

(x′iv(j))2
x′ixi

(3.4.13)

= ψi,r − ψi,r−1

is the contribution of the rth principal component to the ith sample predictivity
corresponding to the r-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the first r princi-
pal components. The ratio in (3.4.13) is also equal to the ith sample predictivity
corresponding to the one-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the rth principal
component. Similarly,

(x′iv(p))2
x′ixi

+
(x′iv(p−1))2

x′ixi

= ψi,p −ψi,p−2

is equal to the ith sample predictivity corresponding to the two-dimensional PCA
biplot constructed from the last two principal components. In general, the ith sample
predictivity corresponding to an r-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from a set
of r principal components other than the set of the first r principal components, is

defined as in (3.4.9) but with x̂i = x′iV
#
r (V#

r )′.
As an example, consider the individual contributions of the eight principal com-

ponents to the sample predictivity associated with Greece provided in Table 3.18.
The sample predictivity associated with Greece corresponding to the PCA biplot
constructed from the first two principal components, which account for approxi-
mately 94% of the variation in the data set, is very low while the sample predictivity
associated with Greece corresponing to the PCA biplot constructed from the last
two principal components, which account for approximately 0.9% of the variation
in the data set, is moderately high. This suggests that the measurement vector
associated with Greece deviates substantially from the correlation structure of the
rest of the data set. Upon consideration of the PCA biplot constructed from the
last two principal components of the standardised National Track data set in Fig-
ure 3.9, it is evident that Greece is an outlier on the last two principal components,
confirming that the measurement vector associated with Greece does not conform
with the correlation structure of the rest of the data set.

Table 3.18: The individual contributions of the eight principal components to the
sample predictivity associated with Greece corresponding to the PCA biplot con-
structed from the standardised measurements of the National Track data set.

Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 3 Dim 4 Dim 5 Dim 6 Dim 7 Dim 8

0.0788 0.1982 0.0178 0.0327 0.0818 0.0092 0.3674 0.2141
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Figure 3.9: The two-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the last two principal
components of the standardised National Track data set.

3.4.2.3 The relationship between sample predictivities and the overall

quality

Recall that the overall quality of the PCA biplot can be expressed as a weighted
average of the p axis predictivities. It is shown below that the overall quality can
also be expressed as the weighted average of the n sample predictivities, the weights
being proportional to the respective samples’ total sum of squares:

ψi =
[X̂X̂′]

ii[XX′]ii
Ð→ ψi [XX′]ii = [X̂X̂′]

ii

Ð→

n

∑
i=1
ψi [XX′]ii = n

∑
i=1
[X̂X̂′]

ii

Ð→

n

∑
i=1
ψi [XX′]ii = tr{X̂X̂′} .
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The overall quality measure can now be expressed as:

tr (X̂′X̂)
tr (X′X) =

n

∑
i=1
ψi

[XX′]ii
tr (X′X) . (3.4.14)

Unlike the expression of the overall quality in terms of the axis predictivities, the
expression of the overall quality in terms of the sample predictivities will not simplify
to that of an arithmetic average of the individual predictivities when the PCA biplot
is constructed from the standardised measurements.

The fact that the overall quality of the PCA biplot is equal to a weighted average
of the n sample predictivities implies that a high overall quality does not necessarily
suggest that the measurements of all n the samples are accurately approximated
in the biplot. Similarly, a low overall quality does not necessarily suggest that the
measurements of all n the samples are poorly approximated in the biplot. The aver-
age (weighted or arithmetic) of a number of very high sample predictivities together
with a few low sample predictivities, can still be very high and similarly, the aver-
age of a number of very low sample predictivities together with a few high sample
predictivities, can still be very low. The sample predictivities (as well as the axis
predictivities) of a PCA biplot with low overall quality should therefore be consid-
ered before discarding the biplot - useful information can be gathered regarding the
samples (and variables) whose measurements are accurately approximated in the
biplot.

Using equation (3.4.14), it can be shown that the increase in the overall quality of
the PCA biplot resulting from an increase in its dimensionality can be expressed as
the weighted average of the increase in the n sample predictivities resulting from the
increase in dimensionality, the weights being proportional to the respective samples’
total sum of squares. Consider for instance the increase in the overall quality of the
PCA biplot resulting from increasing the dimension of the biplot from r to r + 1:

α(r,r+1) = αr+1 − αr

=
n

∑
i=1
ψi,r+1

[XX′]ii
tr (X′X) −

n

∑
i=1
ψi,r

[XX′]ii
tr (X′X)

=
n

∑
i=1
(ψi,r+1 − ψi,r) [XX′]ii

tr (X′X) .

Some of the above mentioned concepts regarding sample predictivities will now
be illustrated using the University data set. The sample predictivities of three
universities, namely the University of Chicago (UChicago), University of California,
Berkeley (UCBerkeley) and Purdue University (Purdue) corresponding to each of
the possible dimensionalities of the PCA biplot constructed from the standardised
measurements of the University data set, are provided in Table 3.19. Table 3.20
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contains the overall quality of the r-dimensional PCA biplot for each r ∈ [1 ∶ 6].
Table 3.19: The sample predictivities of Yale University (Yale) University of Chicago
(UChicago), University of California, Berkeley (UCBerkeley) and Purdue University
(Purdue) corresponding to the PCA biplot of the University data set constructed from
the standardised measurements.

Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 3 Dim 4 Dim 5 Dim 6

Yale 0.9386 0.9410 0.9524 0.9994 1.0000 1.0000

UChicago 0.0098 0.4422 0.4526 0.7082 0.9509 1

UCBerkeley 0.1744 0.3003 0.8258 0.9750 0.9837 1

Purdue 0.9694 0.9915 0.9968 0.9988 1 1

Table 3.20: The overall qualities of the PCA biplot of the University data set con-
structed from the standardised measurements.

Dim 1 Dim 2 Dim 3 Dim 4 Dim 5 Dim 6

76.87 89.98 94.76 97.49 99.56 100.00

The very small sample predictivity of the University of California, Berkeley, cor-
responding to the one-dimensional PCA biplot implies that the vector emanating
from the origin to the point representing this university in the measurement space
lies at a very large angle to its projection onto the one-dimensional PCA biplot
space. The almost zero sample predictivity of the University of Chicago correspond-
ing to the one-dimensional PCA biplot implies that the vector emanating from the
origin to the point representing this university in the six-dimensional measurement
space lies almost orthogonal to the one-dimensional PCA biplot space. The very
high sample predictivities of Yale University associated with the one-dimensional
PCA biplot implies that the angle between the vector stretching from the origin to
the point representing the university in the measurement space and the projection of
this vector onto the biplot space is very small, suggesting that the point represent-
ing Yale University in the measurement space lies very close to the one-dimensional
PCA biplot space. The same can be said about the point representing Purdue Uni-
versity. The overall quality of the one-dimensional PCA biplot is moderately high,
accounting for 76.87% of the total sample variance associated with the vector of
measured variables. The very low sample predictivities associated with the Univer-
sity of Chicago and the University of California, Berkeley and the very high sample
predictivity associated with the Purdue University shows that it is possible that
samples in a PCA biplot with moderately high overall quality are very poorly or
very accurately approximated. The very small sample predictivity of the University
of Chicago corresponding to the three-dimensional PCA biplot, which has an overall
quality of 94.76%, confirms that it is possible that a sample in a PCA biplot with
very high overall quality is very poorly represented.

Consider the two-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the standardised
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measurements of the University data set provided in Figure 3.10. The sample
predictivities associated with the University of California, Berkeley and the Uni-
versity of Chicago corresponding to this PCA biplot are low while the sample pre-
dictivity associated with Yale University is very high. That is, the University of
California, Berkeley and the University of Chicago are poorly represented in the
two-dimensional PCA biplot in Figure 3.10 while Yale University is very accurately
represented. Upon visual inspection of the biplot the University of California, Berke-
ley seems to differ substantially from Yale University with respect to the variable
Top10. In reality however, these two universities have identical measurements on
this variable.From the biplot it also seems as if the University of California, Berkeley
and the University of Chicago are very similar with respect to the variable Top10
whereas in reality these two universities differ substantially with respect to this vari-
able. These examples confirm that the position of a sample relative to another in a
PCA biplot is meaningless if one or both of these samples are associated with low
sample predictivities.
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Figure 3.10: The two-dimensional PCA biplot constructed from the standardised
measurements of the University data set.
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3.5 Summary

The conclusions drawn from the PCA biplot are meaningless if the PCA biplot
does not accurately represent reality. Measures of the quality of the different as-
pects of the PCA biplot are therefore required in order to evaluate to what extent
the relationships and predictions suggested by a PCA biplot can be trusted to be
representative of reality.

The overall quality of the PCA biplot measures the overall accuracy of the ap-
proximations of the elements of the matrix X that are read off the predictive biplot
axes. The overall quality is therefore a very crude quality measure which does not
provide sufficient information regarding the quality of the representation of the indi-
vidual samples and variables in the PCA biplot. It is for example possible that some
samples (and/or variables) in a PCA biplot with low overall quality, are accurately
predicted by the PCA biplot and similarly that some samples (and/or variables) in
a PCA biplot with high overall quality, are poorly predicted by the PCA biplot.
Since conclusions drawn about samples and variables that are poorly represented in
the PCA biplot are likely to be erroneous, measures of the quality of the individ-
ual samples and variables are required so that those samples and variables that are
poorly represented can be identified.

The sample predictivity of a sample is a measure that quantifies the overall ac-
curacy of the approximations of that sample’s measurements that are read off from
the predictive biplot axes. The overall quality of the PCA biplot can be expressed
as a weighted average of the sample predictivities. The sample predictivities cor-
responding to the PCA biplot constructed from the last few principal components,
which account for a negligible proportion of the variability in the data set, can be
used to identify samples that are likely to deviate substantially from the correlation
structure of the bulk of the data set. The axis predictivity of a biplot axis quantifies
the predictive ability of that individual biplot axis. The overall quality can also be
expressed as a weighted average of the axis predictivities. The adequacy of a biplot
axis on the other hand measures how much the biplot axis departs from the corre-
sponding Cartesian axis in the measurement space - the less the biplot axis departs
from the corresponding Cartesian axis, the higher the adequacy of that biplot axis.
The adequacy of a biplot axis is not a trustworthy measure of the predictive ability of
that biplot axis but it can in some circumstances provide useful information thereof
due to the fact that it is a lower bound for the corresponding axis predictivity.

All four of the quality measures discussed in this chapter are scale dependent.
When the measured variables have widely differing standard deviations and the PCA
biplot is constructed from the unstandardised measurements, the first few principal
components are usually dominated by the variables with standard deviations that
are very large compared to those of the other variables. As a result, the biplot axes
representing those variables typically have large adequacies and axis predictivities
compared to the other biplot axes and the overall quality as a result tends to be
overly optimistic.

Each of the quality measures associated with the PCA biplot is defined as a ratio
of sums of squared values. The fact that the approximation to X which is produced
by the PCA biplot, X̂, is the orthogonal projection of X onto the subspace spanned
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by the first r right singular vectors of X, ensures that the decomposition of X into X̂

and X−X̂ exhibits both Type A and Type B orthogonality. These two orthogonality
properties validates all four the quality measures that were discussed in this chapter
as quality measures.
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Chapter 4 - CVA and the CVA biplot

4.1 Introduction

In Chapters 2 and 3 data sets were graphically represented by means of PCA biplots.
The PCA biplot is however not designed to represent the group structure underlying
data sets comprising samples partitioned into a number of predefined groups - in
fact, the group membership of the individual samples does not play any role in
the construction of the PCA biplot. At most the PCA biplot can suggest possible
differences between the groups by using different plotting characters and/or colours
to represent samples belonging to different groups and imposing an α-bag or convex
hull for each of the groups as in the example provided at the end of Chapter 2. When
a graphical representation of the group structure underlying a data set is desired, it
would be more appropriate to represent the data set by means of a Canonical Variate
Analysis (CVA) biplot (Gower and Hand (1996), Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008) and
Gower et al. (2011)) which is designed specifically for this purpose.

As its name indicates, the CVA biplot is based on the statistical analysis, CVA.
CVA is a linear dimension reduction technique which is used to investigate the
dissimilarities (and similarities) amongst groups as measured by the Mahalanobis
distance metric and is concerned with both discrimination between the groups as
well as classification of new observations of unknown origin. CVA, like PCA, is an
MDS technique, but differs from PCA in that the distance metric which stands at
the centre of the technique is not the Pythagorean distance metric, but rather the
Mahalanobis distance metric.

In this chapter, CVA will be discussed from the viewpoint of three different
perspectives, namely (1) as equivalent to Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for
the multigroup case; (2) as a special case of Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)
and (3) as a two-stage procedure where the first stage consist of the transformation
of the measurement vectors to a space in which the group centroids are optimally
separated and the second stage consist of a least squares approximation in that
space. Each of these three methods of defining CVA will be discussed in detail in
this chapter. The construction of the CVA biplot is however easiest to understand
from the point of view of the two-step approach to CVA.

CVA can be either weighted or unweighted depending on whether the different
sizes of the groups are taken into account in the analysis or not. Accordingly the
CVA biplot can also be either weighted or unweighted. The construction of the
weighted and two different types of unweighted CVA biplots will be discussed in
this chapter.

An important assumption of CVA is that the within-group covariance matrices of
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all the groups are identical. It is very important to check whether this assumption is
appropriate for the data to be investigated prior to performing CVA or constructing
a CVA biplot. If tests suggest that the assumption of equal covariance matrices is
not appropriate for the data at hand, the data should not be analysed by means of
CVA. A more appropriate analysis for such data is Analysis of Distance (AOD). The
group structure of the data can then be graphically represented by means of an AOD
biplot (Gardner et al., 2005). If the assumption of identical within-group covariance
matrices is appropriate for the data set at hand, it is important to test whether all
the prespecified groups are in fact different prior to performing CVA or constructing
a CVA biplot. The appropriate hypotheses to be tested prior to performing CVA or
constructing a CVA biplot will be discussed in Section 4.2.5. The close relationship
between CVA and Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) is also highlighted
in this section.

4.2 CVA is equivalent to LDA for the multi-group

case

CVA is equivalent to the generalisation of LDA for the two-group case, as proposed
by Fisher (1936), to the multi-group case. Fisher (1936) arrived at LDA by searching
for the linear combination of the p measured variables that maximally separates two
groups. Rao (1948, 1952) generalised Fisher’s result so as to make it applicable for
the discrimination of several groups, by searching for a set of uncorrelated linear
combinations that maximally separates the groups. Note that the more separated
groups are, the easier it is to correctly classify an observation of unknown origin.
Hence, maximal separation of the groups not only leads to optimal discrimination
between the groups but also to optimal classification performance.

The ratio of a linear combination’s total unconditional variance to its within-
group variance is a measure of the separation of the groups obtained when each
observation is represented by the value of the linear combination for that observation
- the larger the value of the ratio, the more separated the groups are.

4.2.1 Weighted CVA

4.2.1.1 Discrimination using weighted CVA

Consider a population of observations, each measured on the same p variables and
structured into J groups. Let Σ denote the population unconditional (on the groups)
covariance matrix associated with the vector variable

˜
x and Σi

W denote the popu-
lation within-group covariance matrix of the ith group, i ∈ [1 ∶ J]. An important
assumption which is made when performing CVA is that the J groups have identical
population within-group covariance matrices, that is

Σ1
W =Σ2

W = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ =ΣJ
W .
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Hence, it must be true that each group’s within-group covariance matrix equals the
weighted average of the J within-group covariance matrices, that is

ΣW =
J

∑
i=1
piΣ

i
W

where pi denotes the prior probability of the ith group. Since all the possible ob-
servations of

˜
x are structured into J mutually exclusive groups, each of which is

described by a distribution with a different mean but with the same covariance
matrix, the distribution of

˜
x is a mixture distribution. Letting fi denote the proba-

bility density function of the ith group, the unconditional (on the group) probability
density function associated with

˜
x is given by

f =
J

∑
i=1
pifi .

The expressions for the unconditional population mean of
˜
x and the unconditional

covariance matrix associated with
˜
x are given by

µ =
J

∑
i=1
piµi

and Σ =
J

∑
i=1
pi (µi −µ) (µi −µ)′ + J

∑
i=1
piΣ

i
W (4.2.1)

respectively (Flury, 1997). It is evident from equation (4.2.1) that the unconditional
covariance matrix, Σ, can be partitioned into a between-groups covariance matrix,
ΣB, and a within-group covariance matrix, ΣW, in the following way:

Σ =ΣB +ΣW

where ΣB =
J

∑
i=1
pi (µi −µ) (µi −µ)′

and ΣW =
J

∑
i=1
piΣ

i
W .

It follows that the total (unconditional) variance association with a linear combina-
tion m′

˜
x, that is m′Σm, can be partitioned into a between-groups variance part,
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m′ΣBm, and a within-group variance part, m′ΣWm:

m′Σm =m′ΣBm +m
′ΣWm .

The ratio of the total variance to the within-group variance associated with the
linear combination m′

˜
x can therefore be expressed as:

m′Σm

m′ΣWm
=
m′ΣBm +m

′ΣWm

m′ΣWm

Ð→

m′Σm

m′ΣWm
=
m′ΣBm

m′ΣWm
+ 1 .

It is evident that a vector m that maximises the ratio of total to within-group
variance, m′Σm

m′ΣWm
, also maximises the between-to-within-groups variance ratio,

m′ΣBm

m′ΣWm
. (4.2.2)

Using the between-to-within-groups variance ratio as the measure of the separation
between the groups is therefore equivalent to using the ratio of the total variance to
the within-group variance as the measure of the separation. The linear combination
x′m which maximises equation (4.2.2) is called the first linear discriminant function
or first canonical variable and is the complete LDA solution for the two-group case.

When dealing with samples, the true population parameters are unknown and
need to be estimated from the available samples. A popular choice is to estimate
each population parameter of interest by its plug-in estimate (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993). Let ni denote the number of samples belonging to the ith group, n denote
the total number of samples, that is

n =
J

∑
i=1
ni

and let xi
j denote the measurement vector of the jth sample belonging to the ith

group, j ∈ [1 ∶ ni], i ∈ [1 ∶ J]. The plug-in estimate of the population mean of the ith
group, µi, is given by

xi =
1

ni

ni

∑
j=1

xi
j (4.2.3)
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for i ∈ [1 ∶ J], while that of the unconditional population mean, µ, is given by

x =
J

∑
i=1

ni

n
xi

Ð→ x =
J

∑
i=1

ni

n

1

ni

ni

∑
j=1

xi
j

Ð→ x =
1

n

J

∑
i=1

ni

∑
j=1

xi
j .

The plug-in estimate in (4.2.3) will henceforth be referred to as the centroid of the
ith group, or ith group centroid for short. The plug-in estimate of the common
within-group covariance matrix is given by:

Σ̂W =
J

∑
i=1

ni

n
Σ̂i

W

Ð→ Σ̂W =
J

∑
i=1

ni

n

1

ni

ni

∑
j=1
(xi

j − x
i) (xi

j − x
i)′

Ð→ Σ̂W =
1

n

J

∑
i=1

ni

∑
j=1
(xi

j − x
i) (xi

j − x
i)′ .

It is important to test whether the within-group (population) covariance matrices
of the J groups are identical prior to performing CVA. When each of the groups
has a multivariate normal distribution, equality of the J covariance matrices can be
tested using Box’s M test (Box, 1949). If the distribution of the data deviates from
normality then the test proposed by Tiku and Balakrishnan (1985) can be used.

The total sums of squares and cross-products matrix associated with the meas-
ured vector variable, that is

T = (X − 1

n
1′X)(X − 1

n
1′X)′

can be partitioned into a between-groups sums of squares and cross-products matrix,
B, and a within-group sums of squares and cross-products matrix, W:

T =
J

∑
j=1

ni

∑
i=1
(xj

i − x) (xj
i − x)′ = J

∑
j=1
nj (xj

− x) (xj
− x)′ + J

∑
j=1

ni

∑
i=1
(xj

i − x
j) (xj

i − x
j)′

(4.2.4)
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Ð→ T = B +W

where

B =
J

∑
i=1
ni (xi

− x) (xi
− xi)′ (4.2.5)

and W =
J

∑
i=1

ni

∑
j=1
(xi

j − x
i) (xi

j − x
i)′ . (4.2.6)

The plug-in estimate of the within-group covariance matrix can therefore be ex-
pressed as:

Σ̂W =
1

n
W .

The plug-in estimate of the between-groups covariance matrix, ΣB, is given by

Σ̂B =
J

∑
i=1

ni

n
(xi
− x) (xi

− x)′
Σ̂B =

1

n
B .

The plug-in estimate of the unconditional population covariance matrix, Σ, follows
as:

Σ̂ =
J

∑
i=1

ni

n
(xi
− x) (xi

− xi)′ + J

∑
i=1

ni

n
Σ̂i

W

Ð→ Σ̂ = Σ̂B + Σ̂W

Ð→ Σ̂ =
1

n
B +

1

n
W

Ð→ Σ̂ =
1

n
T .

Let X denote the n × p matrix of individual observations. It will be assumed
throughout the rest of this chapter, as well as Chapter 5, that the n × p matrix X

is centred such that 1′X = 0′, that p ≤ n − 1 and that X is of full column rank.
The plug-in estimate of the unconditional population mean, µ, is therefore equal
to 0 and hence the expressions for the between-groups sums of squares and cross
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products matrix and the plug-in estimates of the between-groups covariance matrix
and the unconditional covariance matrix, simplify to

B =
J

∑
i=1
nix

i (xi)′
Σ̂B =

J

∑
i=1

ni

n
xi (xi)′

and Σ̂ =
1

n

J

∑
i=1

ni

∑
j=1

xi
j (xi

j)′

respectively.
Let N denote the J × J diagonal matrix with ith diagonal element equal to the

size of the ith group, ni, i ∈ [1 ∶ J], so that

[N]ij = { ni if i = j
0 otherwise .

Let G denote the n × J matrix which indicates the group membership of the n

samples in the following way:

[G]ij = { 1 if xi belongs to the jth group
0 otherwise .

(4.2.7)

The matrix G will henceforth be referred to as the group indicator matrix. Given
the definition of G, the matrix N can be expressed as:

N =G′G .

In the remainder of this chapter, as well as throughout Chapter 5, it will be assumed
that the rows of X are ordered such that the rows corresponding to a particular group
are consecutive rows in X, with the rows corresponding to the first group appearing
first and then the rows belonging to the second group and then the rows belonging
to the third group etc. Hence, the first n1 rows of X will correspond to the first
group, while rows n1+1 to n1+n2 will correspond to the second group etc. Denoting
the ni × p submatrix of X consisting of rows that belong to the ith group by Xi, X
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can be expressed as follows:

X =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

X1

X2

⋮

XJ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.2.8)

Note that since the matrix G will account for any ordering of the rows of X, the
assumption of this particular ordering does not imply any loss of generality. The
assumption is made merely because it allows for the convenient representation of X
in (4.2.8). Letting X denote the matrix of (sample) group means, then

X =N−1G′X .

The between-groups sums of squares and cross-products matrix, B, and the within-
group sums of squares and cross-products matrix, W, can now be expressed as
follows:

B =X
′
NX

=X′GN−1NN−1G′X

Ð→B =XG (G′G)−1G′X
W =X′X −X

′
NX

Ð→W =X′ (I −G (G′G)−1G′)X .

Since X is centred such that the (unweighted) centroid of its row vectors is given
by the origin, the weighted centroid of the row vectors of X, the weights being equal
to the corresponding group sizes, is given by the origin:

1′X = 0′

Ð→

J

∑
i=1
ni (xi)′ = 0′

Ð→ 1′NX = 0′ .

This implies that in general, the rank of the matrix X is less than or equal to
min (J − 1, p). It will however be assumed in this chapter, as well as in Chapter 5,
that the rank of X is equal to min (J − 1, p).
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When dealing with samples, it is the ratio of the total to within-group sample
variance corresponding to a linear combination which measures the extent to which
the groups are separated if each observation is represented by the value of the linear
combination for that observation. The linear combination which optimally separates
the observations from the different groups with respect to the n samples at hand is
therefore defined by the coefficient vector m which maximises the sample variance
ratio,

m′Σ̂m

m′Σ̂Wm
. (4.2.9)

Since Σ̂ and Σ̂W are proportional to X′X and W respectively, any vector m that
maximises the ratio

m′X′Xm

m′Wm
(4.2.10)

also maximises the ratio in (4.2.9). Furthermore, given that

X′X = B +W

a vector that maximises the ratio

m′Bm

m′Wm
(4.2.11)

also maximises the ratio in (4.2.9):

m′Σ̂m

m′Σ̂Wm
=
m′X′Xm

m′Wm

m′X′Xm

m′Wm
=
m′Bm +m′Wm

m′Wm

Ð→

m′X′Xm

m′Wm
=

m′Bm

m′Wm
+ 1

Ð→ argmax
m

{ m′Σ̂m

m′Σ̂Wm
} = argmax

m
{m′X′Xm

m′Wm
}

Ð→ argmax
m

{ m′Σ̂m

m′Σ̂Wm
} = argmax

m
{m′Bm

m′Wm
} .
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It is evident that any one of the ratios in (4.2.9), (4.2.10) and (4.2.11) can be used
as a measure of the separation amongst the groups. In the remainder of this chapter
as well as in Chapter 5 the ratio in (4.2.11) will be used for this purpose.

It is important to note that the vector m that maximises the ratio in (4.2.11)
is only uniquely defined up to a scalar multiple. Imposing a constraint on m will
confine the search space. A popular choice is the constraint,

m′Wm = 1 . (4.2.12)

The vector that maximises the ratio in (4.2.11) and satisfies the constraint in (4.2.12)
is uniquely defined only up to multiplication by minus one. The vector m that
maximises the ratio in (4.2.11) while satisfying the constraint in (4.2.12), is a non-
zero solution of the following equation:

d

dm
{m′Bm − λ (m′Wm − 1)} = 0 (4.2.13)

Ð→ 2Bm − 2λWm = 0 (4.2.14)

Ð→Bm = λWm . (4.2.15)

Note that since B is a p × p symmetric matrix and W is a p × p positive definite
matrix, equation (4.2.15) is a two-sided eigenvalue problem (Section 1.6.12). Hence,
the vector m which maximises the between-to-within-groups sums of squares ratio
in (4.2.11) is an eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15). The
two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) has p eigenvectors and p eigenvalues. Only
the case where all the non-zero eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem
in (4.2.15) are distinct will be considered in this thesis. Let λi denote the ith
largest eigenvalue of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) and m(i) denote the
eigenvector of that two-sided eigenvalue problem that corresponds to the eigenvalue
λi. For convenience, λi will henceforth be referred to as the ith eigenvalue of the two-
sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) and m(i) as the ith eigenvector of the two-sided
eigenvalue problem, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The p eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the two-sided
eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) can be simultaneously represented by

BM =WMΛ

∴ X
′
NXM =WMΛ (4.2.16)

where Λ is a p × p diagonal matrix with ith diagonal element equal to λi and M is
the p × p matrix with ith column vector equal to m(i), i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The ith eigenvec-
tor of (4.2.15) maximises the ratio in (4.2.11) under the constraint in (4.2.12) and
conditional on being orthogonal to m(j) in the metric W, that is m′(i)Wm(j) = 0,
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for all j < i (Rao, 1952), i ∈ [2 ∶ p]. The fact that the p eigenvectors are orthogonal
in the metric W together with the set of constraints

m′(i)Wm(i) = 1 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ p] (4.2.17)

implies that

M′WM = I . (4.2.18)

Note that equation (4.2.18) implies that the p × p matrix M is of full column rank:

M′WM = I
Ð→ rank (M′WM) = rank (I)
Ð→ rank (M′WM) = p

Ð→ rank ((W1/2M)′W1/2M) = p
Ð→ rank (W1/2M) = p

Ð→ rank (M) = p .
The last step in the above derivation follows from the fact that the matrix W1/2 is
non-singular.

It is shown below that λi is equal to the value of the between-to-within-groups
sums of squares ratio corresponding to the linear combination with coefficient vector
m(i), i ∈ [1 ∶ p]:

BM =WMΛ

Ð→M′BM =M′WMΛ

Ð→

m′(i)Bm(i)

m′(i)Wm(i)
= λi ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

This means that λi quantifies the extent to which the linear combination m′(i)x
separates the groups as measured by the between-to-within-groups sums of squares
ratio in (4.2.11). It follows that the maximum value of the between-to-within-groups
sums of squares ratio in (4.2.11) is equal to the largest eigenvalue of the two-sided
eigenvalue problem in equation (4.2.15), that is λ1, identifying the linear combination
maximising the ratio as that linear combination with coefficient vector m(1). The
linear combination of the measured variables with coefficient vector m(1) is called
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the first sample linear discriminant function or the first sample canonical variable.
In general, the linear combination of the measured variables with coefficient vector
m(i) is called the ith sample canonical variable. It will however be explained shortly
that the last p −K sample canonical variables are not uniquely defined. Since only
sample canonical variables will be considered in the remainder of this chapter as well
as throughout Chapter 5, the sample canonical variables will henceforth be referred
to simply as canonical variables.

Using the results in Section 1.6.12 it is evident that the eigenvalues of the two-
sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) are identical to the eigenvalues of the matrix
W−1/2BW−1/2, where W−1/2 is the square root matrix of the positive definite matrix
W. Also, the eigenvectors of the two-sided eigenvalue problem that are orthonormal
in the metric W are given by the column vectors of the matrix

M =W−1/2F

where F is the matrix with jth column vector given by the eigenvector of W−1/2BW−1/2

that corresponds to the jth largest eigenvalue of W−1/2BW−1/2 and has unit length,
j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Since both W−1/2 and F are p × p matrices of rank p, the matrix M is
also a p× p matrix of rank p and hence is non-singular. Since the eigenvalues of the
two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) are identical to the eigenvalues of the ma-
trix W−1/2BW−1/2, the number of non-zero eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue
problem is equal to the rank of the matrix W−1/2BW−1/2. It is shown below that
the rank of W−1/2BW−1/2 is less than or equal to K, where

K =min (J − 1, p)
and hence that p − K of the eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in
(4.2.15) are equal to zero:

rank (W−1/2BW−1/2) = rank (B)
= rank (X′NX)
= rank (N1/2X)
= rank (X)

Ð→ rank (W−1/2BW−1/2) ≤K
where K = min (J − 1, p). It will be assumed throughout the rest of this chapter as
well as Chapter 5 that the rank of X is equal to K. It follows that only the first
K canonical variables contribute to the separation of the groups. It follows that
in the case where the samples of a data set are only partitioned into two groups,
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the first canonical variable is the only canonical variable that contributes to the
separation of the groups and hence forms the complete CVA (and LDA) solution for
the two-group scenario. When however the number of groups is more than two and
p > 1, more canonical variables contribute to the separation of the groups. When
j > i and i, j ∈ [1 ∶K], the jth canonical variable separates the groups to a lesser
extent than the ith canonical variable. However, since m(j) is orthogonal to m(i) in
terms of the metric W, the jth canonical variable separates the groups in a direction
different than that in which the ith canonical variable separates the groups. Note
that since each of the last p −K eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in
(4.2.15) is equal to zero, the last p−K canonical variables are not uniquely defined.
Note that in the case where p < J − 1, K = p and hence all p eigenvalues of the two-
sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) are non-zero which means that all p canonical
variables contribute to the separation of the groups.

When K > 1, increasing the dimension of the space in which the group structure
of the data set is graphically represented by using, in addition to m′(1)x, linear
combinations which separate the groups in directions different to that in which
m′(1)x separates the groups, will ensure greater separation of the groups and more
information regarding the nature of the group structure. The greater the extent to
which the groups are separated, the easier it is to discriminate amongst the groups.
Also, the more separated the groups are, the easier it is to correctly classify an
observation of unknown origin and hence the smaller the misclassification rate of
the classifier will be. CVA can provide a solution of any dimension less than or
equal to K = min (J − 1 , p). The r-dimensional CVA solution comprises the first
r canonical variables, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. Actually CVA can provide a solution of any
dimension less than or equal to p, however the (K + 1)th to pth dimensions of the
solution are not uniquely defined since the last p −K eigenvalues of the two-sided
eigenvalue problem in (4.2.15) are zero. Only CVA solutions of dimension less than
or equal to K will be studied in this thesis. Gardner et al. (2006) showed that the
trace,

tr{F′rBFr (F′rWFr)−1} (4.2.19)

which is the r-dimensional form of the between-to-within-groups sums of squares
ratio,

m′Bm

mWm

is maximised over all p × r matrices of full column rank, Fr, by Fr =Mr. That is,
the r linear combinations defined by the r eigenvectors of the two-sided eigenvalue
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problem

Bm = λWm

that correspond to the r largest eigenvalues, that is the first r canonical variables,
are the r linear combinations that maximally separate the groups in r-dimensional
space. That is, the groups are maximally separated in the r-dimensional space in
which the jth group mean is represented by the point (xj)′Mr and the ith sample

belonging to the jth group is represented by the point (xj
i)′Mr. The maximum

value of the trace in equation (4.2.19) is given by

tr{M′
rBMr (M′

rWMr)−1} = tr{M′
rBMr}

= tr{Λr}
=

r

∑
i=1
λi .

Hence, the sum of the r largest eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem is
a measure of the extent to which the groups are separated by the first r canonical
variables. The ratio ∑r

i=1 λi

∑K
i=1 λi

is indicative of how much the first r canonical variables

separate the groups compared to the first K canonical variables.
Let

˜
yi denote the ith canonical variable, that is,

˜
yi =

˜
x′m(i) , i ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

Note that technically,
˜
yi as defined above, is the ith sample canonical variable - the

ith population canonical variable is the linear combination with coefficient vector
which maximise the between-to-within-groups population variance ratio,

m′ΣBm

m′ΣWm
.

Since it is the sample canonical variables which will be investigated in the rest of
this chapter and the next, the sample canonical variables will for convenience simply
be referred to as the canonical variables. The observed values of the p canonical
variables for a sample with measurement vector x are given by the elements of the
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vector,

y′ = x′M .

It is evident that the canonical variables are obtained by applying a non-singular
linear transformation to the vector of measured variables,

˜
x. Consequently, the

original measured variables can be expressed as functions of the canonical variables:

˜
x′ =

˜
y′M−1 .

The space containing the p canonical variables is a p-dimensional space called
the canonical space. The canonical space will henceforth be denoted by Cp. The
group means, given by the rows of the J × p matrix X after transformation to the
canonical space, that is the row vectors of the matrix XM, are called the canonical
means. Since the transformation from the set of x-variables to the set of canonical
variables is a linear one, the canonical means can also be calculated as the group
means of the canonical variables and hence are measures of the central localities of
the J groups of canonical observations:

Y =XM

=N−1G′XM

Ð→Y =N−1G′Y where Y =XM .

Note that since each row vector of XM is a linear combination of row vectors of
XM, the row space of XM is a subspace of the row space of XM. That is, the J
canonical means are perfectly contained in a subspace of the p-dimensional canonical
space. It can be shown that the last p −K elements of the J canonical means are
identical, that is

(x1)′m(i) = (x2)′m(i)= . . . = (xJ)′m(i) ∀i ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] .
This means that the J canonical means are perfectly contained in a K-dimensional
subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space. This K-dimensional subspace of the
p-dimensional canonical space will henceforth be denoted by CK . A derivation of
this result, which is similar to that of the same result for the population canonical
means provided in Gardner (2001), is provided in the appendix at the end of this
chapter.

Due to the fact that the J groups have identical population covariance matri-
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ces, the population within-group covariance matrix associated with the vector of
canonical variables,

˜
y, is also identical for the J groups. This common population

within-group covariance matrix is given by

covW (
˜
y ,

˜
y′) =M′Σ̂WM .

The plug-in estimate of this covariance matrix is given by

ĉovW (
˜
y ,

˜
y′) =M′Σ̂WM

=
1

n
M′WM

Ð→ ĉovW (
˜
y ,

˜
y′) = 1

n
I .

It is evident that within each group, the p canonical variables are uncorrelated and
have identical sample variances. This means that the nj points representing the
individual canonical observations belonging to the jth group in the canonical space,
take on a spherical structure, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. It follows that the ith canonical variable
maximally separates the groups conditional on being uncorrelated with the previous
i−1 canonical variables. It is shown below that the unconditional sample covariance
matrix associated with the vector of canonical variables is also a diagonal matrix,
indicating that the canonical variables are also unconditionally uncorrelated:

ĉov (
˜
y ,

˜
y′) = ĉov (M′

˜
x , (M′

˜
x)′)

=M′Σ̂M

=M′Σ̂BM +M
′Σ̂WM

=
1

n
M′BM +

1

n
M′WM

Ð→ ĉov (
˜
y ,

˜
y′) = 1

n
Λ +

1

n
I .

Recall that the groups are maximally separated in the r-dimensional space in
which the jth group mean is represented by the point (xj)′Mr, that is the point
with ith coordinate equal to the value of the ith canonical variable for the jth group
mean, j ∈ [1 ∶ J], i ∈ [1 ∶ r]. The r-dimensional display that has r calibrated or-
thogonal axes representing the first r canonical variables and contains the J points

representing the group centroids, that is {(xj)′Mr}, will henceforth be referred to as

the r-dimensional CVA display, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. The (K + 1)th to (p − 1)th CVA displays
are not uniquely defined since the last p −K canonical variables are not uniquely
defined. The p-dimensional CVA display space is identical to the p-dimensional
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canonical space and contains the J points {(xj)′M}. The use of CVA displays

dates back to the work of Rao (1948). The r-dimensional CVA display of a data
set allows for visualisation of the group structure underlying the data set. Rep-
resentation of the group means alone however provides a very limited view of the
group structure underlying the data set. Interpolating the individual samples onto
the CVA display will allow for visualisation of the within-group dispersion and yield
a more informative representation of the group structure. The ith observation be-
longing to the jth group can be represented in the r-dimensional CVA display by
the point (xj

i)′Mr, i ∈ [1 ∶ nj], j ∈ [1 ∶ J].
The CVA display will be illustrated at the hand of a simulated data set compris-

ing 400 samples structured into four groups. Group 1 contains 40 samples while each
of Group 2, Group 3 and Group 4 contains 120 samples. The observations from the
four different groups were drawn (at random) from four multivariate normal distri-
butions with different centroids and identical covariance matrices. The population
means and the common within-group correlation matrix is provided in Tables 4.1
and 4.2 respectively.

Table 4.1: The (population) group means of the four groups of the simulated data
set.

Var1 Var2 Var3 Var4 Var5

Group 1 4 7 15 4 5

Group 2 7 8 17 6 7

Group 3 10 9 15 5 9

Group 4 9 9 15 9 11

Table 4.2: The (population) correlation matrix associated with each of the four five-
variate normal distributions from which the samples of the simulated data set were
drawn.

Var1 Var2 Var3 Var4 Var5

Var1 1.000 0.445 0.160 0.447 0.462

Var2 0.445 1.000 0.579 0.333 0.396

Var3 0.160 0.579 1.000 −0.029 −0.148

Var4 0.447 0.333 −0.029 1.000 0.672

Var5 0.462 0.396 −0.148 0.672 1.000

The two-dimensional CVA display of the simulated data set is provided in
Figure 4.1. To aid in the visualisation of the degree of overlap amongst the four
groups, a 50% bag has been superimposed onto the CVA display for each of the four
groups. The four groups are also represented by different colours - the observations
(solid circles) and group centroids (triangles) of Group 1 are black, those of Group
2 are red, those of Group 3 are green while those of Group 4 are blue. Groups 2, 3
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and 4 seem to be well separated in the two-dimensional CVA display whereas Group
1 overlaps substantially with Groups 2 and 3. Due to the lack of information on
the original measured variables in the CVA display, it cannot be inferred from the
CVA display with respect to which variables Groups 2, 3 and 4 differ substantially,
causing them to be well separated in the display or with respect to which variable(s)
Group 1 is similar to Group 2 and Group 3, causing Group 1 to substantially overlap
with these two groups.

−0.2 −0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

−
0.

2
−

0.
1

0.
0

0.
1

0.
2

0.
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Group 1 (40)
Group 2 (120)
Group 3 (120)
Group 4 (120)

Figure 4.1: The two-dimensional CVA display of the simulated data set.

4.2.1.2 Classification using weighted CVA

Up to now, the focus has mainly been on the separation of the groups. CVA is
however also designed to classify observations of unknown origin. When the group
membership of an observation is unknown, it is desirable to classify that observa-
tion to the group the samples of which it is most similar to, or equivalently, least
dissimilar to. Given that the centroid of a group is a measure of the group’s cen-
tral locality, it seems natural to use the dissimilarity between an observation and
a group’s centroid to quantify the dissimilarity between the observation and that
group. It therefore makes sense to classify an observation to the group, the centroid
of which it is least dissimilar to. Since within each group, the canonical variables
are uncorrelated and have identical standard deviations, the Pythagorean distance
metric is an appropriate distance metric to quantify the dissimilarity between two
canonical observations or between a canonical observation and a canonical mean.
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An observation of unknown origin should therefore be classified to the group, the
canonical mean of which lies nearest to the corresponding canonical observation in
terms of Pythagorean distance.

Consider the squared Pythagorean distance between a canonical observation in
the p-dimensional canonical space, x′M, and the jth canonical mean, (xj)′M:

∥x′M − (xi)′M∥2 = (x′M − (xi)′M)(x′M − (xi)′M)′
= (x − xi)′MM′ (x − xi)
= (x − xi)′W−1 (x − xi)
=
1

n
(x − xi)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xi)

Ð→ {(x′M − (xi)′M)(x′M − (xi)′M)′}1/2 = 1√
n
{(x − xi)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xi)}1/2 .

Note that

{(x − xi)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xi)}1/2

is the sample Mahalanobis distance between x and the ith group mean, xi. It is
evident that, as a result of the fact that M′WM = I, or equivalently that

MM′ =W−1 ,

the Pythagorean distance between a canonical observation and canonical mean in
the p-dimensional canonical space is proportional to the sample Mahalanobis dis-
tance between the corresponding observation and group mean in the p-dimensional
measurement space. This implies that if an observation of unknown origin, x, is such
that the corresponding canonical observation, M′x, is closer to the kth canonical
mean, yk =M′xk, than to any of the other canonical means in terms of Pythagorean
distance, then x is necessarily closer to the kth group mean, xk, than to any of the
other group means in terms of (sample) Mahalanobis distance, that is,

min
j
{{(x − xj)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xj)}1/2} = {(x − xk)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xk)}1/2

←→min
j
{{(M′x −M′xj)′ (M′x −M′xj)}1/2} = {(M′x −M′xk)′ (M′x −M′xk)}1/2 .
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An observation of unknown origin should therefore be classified to the group, the
centroid of which it is closest to in terms of (sample) Mahalanobis distance. Hence,
the fact that the dissimilarity between a canonical observation and a canonical mean
is measured by the Pythagorean distance metric implies that the dissimilarity be-
tween an observation and a group mean in the measurement space is measured by
the Mahalanobis distance metric. It is evident that in the context of CVA, the dis-
tance metric which is used to quantify the dissimilarity between two measurement
vectors is the Mahalanobis distance metric. This seems appropriate since the meas-
ured variables are usually correlated with different standard deviations and unlike
the Pythagorean distance metric, the Mahalanobis distance metric takes the corre-
lations between the measured variables as well as the different standard deviations
of the measured variables into account.

A more heuristic reasoning behind classifying an observation of unknown origin
to the group with the nearest mean in terms of Mahalanobis distance, is provided
in what follows for the case where the observations of the J groups are distributed
according to multivariate normal distributions. Consider J groups of individuals,
where the observations in the jth group is described by a multivariate normal dis-
tribution with covariance matrix ΣW , and mean µj, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. The likelihood that
an observation, x, is an observation belonging to the jth group is given by the value
of the density function of the multivariate normal distribution describing the jth
group, in the point, x, that is,

fj (x) = 1

(2π) p2 ∣ΣW∣1/2 exp(−
1

2
(x −µj)′Σ−1W (x −µj)) . (4.2.20)

An observation of unknown origin, x, should be classified to the group for which
the likelihood of the observation, x, is the greatest. Notice that the (population)
Mahalanobis distance between x and µj, that is,

(x −µj)′Σ−1W (x −µj) , (4.2.21)

is contained in the density function describing the jth group provided in equa-
tion (4.2.20). As a result of this form of the density function of the multivariate
normal distribution, the group for which the likelihood of the observation, x, is
greatest, is the group the centroid of which is closest to x in terms of Mahalanobis
distance. This is shown below assuming that the density function of the jth group
takes on the greatest value in the point, x:

fj (x) > fi (x)∀i ≠ j
←→ exp(−1

2
(x −µj)′Σ−1W (x −µj)) > exp(−1

2
(x −µi)′Σ−1W (x −µi))∀i ≠ j
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←→ (x −µj)′Σ−1W (x −µj) < (x −µi)′Σ−1W (x −µi) ∀i ≠ j
∴ fj (x) =max

i
{fi (x)} (4.2.22)

←→ (x −µj)′Σ−1W (x −µj) =min
i
{(x −µi)′Σ−1W (x −µi)} .

It is evident that the classifier that classifies the observation of unknown origin, x,
to the group described by the distribution with the highest density in the point, x,
(or equivalently the group with the highest likelihood in the point, x) is identical
to the classifier that classifies the observation of unknown origin to the group the
centroid of which it is nearest to in terms of Mahalanobis distance.

Replacing ΣW and µj by their respective plug-in estimates in equation (4.2.20)
and equation (4.2.21) yields the estimated probability density function of the distri-
bution describing group j in the point x,

f̂i (y) = 1

(2π) p2 ∣ΣW∣1/2 exp(−
1

2
(x − xi)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xi)) ,

and the sample Mahalanobis distance between the point x and the centroid of the
jth group,

(xi − xj)′ Σ̂−1W (xi − xj) .
By the same argument as before, it is evident that

f̂j (x) =max
i
{f̂i (x)}

←→ (x − xj)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xj) =min
i
{(x − xi)′ Σ̂−1W (x − xi)}

←→ (x − xj)′W−1 (x − xj) =min
i
{(x − xi)′W−1 (x − xi)}

←→ (M′x −M′xj)′ (M′x −M′xj) =min
i
{(M′x −M′xi)′ (M′x −M′xi)} .

It is evident that the classifier that classifies an observation of unknown origin x to
the group described by the distribution with the highest estimated density in the
point x is identical to (1) the classifier that classifies x to the group the centroid
of which it is nearest to in terms of sample Mahalanobis distance and (2) the clas-
sifier that classifies x to the group the canonical mean of which is nearest to the
corresponding canonical observation, M′x, in terms of Pythagorean distance.

It seems natural that classifying an observation to the group for which the likeli-
hood of observing that observation is greatest, should yield a small misclassification
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rate relative to other classification rules. It can in fact be shown that when the ob-
servations from two groups are distributed according to two multivariate normal dis-
tributions with identical covariance matrices and differing means, the Mahalanobis
distance between the two group means is an increasing function of the probability
of misclassification (Rao, 1952). Note that if two populations have identical prior
probabilities, then classifying an observation of unknown origin to the group for
which the likelihood of observing that observation is greatest, is equivalent to clas-
sifying the observation to the group with the greatest posterior probability for that
observation. Hence the CVA classifier is identical to the Bayesian classifier in the
case where the J groups have identical prior probabilities.

In the rest of this thesis, only analyses and biplots based on a finite number
of samples drawn from some population will be discussed and therefore, for con-
venience, sample Mahalanobis distances will simply be referred to as Mahalanobis
distances. The phrase ‘approximate Mahalanobis distance’ will be used to refer to
an approximation of the sample Mahalanobis distance in a lower dimensional space.
Similarly, sample group means will from this point onwards simply be referred to as
group means.

The canonical space can be partitioned into J convex regions (each of which is
associated with one of the J groups) separated by hyperplanes, which are such that
a canonical observation will lie in a particular region if and only if that canonical
observation is closer, in terms of Pythagorean distance, to the canonical mean of
the group associated with that region than to any of the other canonical means
(Gardner, 2001; Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008; Gower et al., 2011). The J regions
which are constructed in this way are called classification regions as they act as a
classification rule - an observation is classified as belonging to the jth group if and
only if that observation lies in the classification region associated with the jth group.
The classification region consisting of all the canonical observations which are closer,
in terms of Pythagorean distance, to the jth canonical mean than to any of the other
canonical means, will from now on be referred to as the jth classification region -
any observation which lies in this region will be classified as belonging to the jth
group. Superimposing the J classification regions onto the CVA display therefore
allows for the visualisation of the classification process. Let the jth classification
region in the p-dimensional canonical space be denoted by Cp

j . The definition of Cp
j

is given by:

Cp
j = {y ∈ Cp

∶ ∥y − yj∥ < ∥y − yh∥∀h ≠ j} j ∈ [1 ∶ J] . (4.2.24)

Given that the Pythagorean distance between two points in the canonical space
is proportional to the Mahalanobis distance between the corresponding two points
in the p-dimensional measurement space, an observation in Cp will be classified as
belonging to the jth group by the classification regions defined in equation (4.2.24) if
and only if the corresponding observation in the measurement space is closer to the
jth group mean in terms of Mahalanobis distance than to any of the other (J − 1)
group means. The classification regions as defined in equation (4.2.24) are therefore
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referred to as exact classification regions.
Consider the boundary between the jth and hth classification regions, that is

the set of canonical observations, y, which are such that

∥y − yj∥ = ∥y − yh∥ .
It is shown below that this boundary is in fact a hyperplane:

∥y − yj∥ = ∥y − yh∥
Ð→ (y − yj)′ (y − yj) − (y − yh)′ (y − yh) = 0

Ð→ y′y − 2y′yj
+ (yj)′ yj

− y′y + 2y′yh
− (yh)′ yh = 0

Ð→ y′ (2yh
− 2yj) = (yh)′ yh

− (yj)′ yj

Ð→ y′β = d

where β = 2yh
− 2yj and d = (yh)′ yh

− (yj)′ yj .

It follows that when the J groups are perfectly linearly separable in the canonical
space, the classification regions defined in equation (4.2.24) will perfectly classify
the n observations from which X was calculated.

Recall that the J canonical means are perfectly contained in a K-dimensional
subspace of the canonical space, CK , in which the jth canonical mean in CK is
represented by the point, (zj)′ = (xj)′MK . Just like the p-dimensional canonical
space, CK can be partitioned into J convex classification regions. Like the jth
classification region in Cp, the jth classification region in CK , which will be denoted
by CK

j , is defined as the region consisting of all the points which are such that they
are closer to the point representing the jth canonical mean than to any of the points
representing the other (J − 1) canonical means in terms of Pythagorean distance,
that is,

CK
j = {z ∈ CK

∶ ∥z − zj∥ < ∥z − zh∥ ∀h ≠ j} , j ∈ [1 ∶ J] .
Note that since the last p −K components of the J canonical means are identical,
it follows that when a canonical observation in the p-dimensional canonical space,
y =M′x, is closer to the jth canonical mean than to the hth canonical mean, then
the point which represents that canonical observation in CK , that is z =M′

Kx, will
necessarily be closer to the point representing the jth canonical mean in CK than to
the point representing the hth canonical mean in CK , j, h ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Hence the spread
of the points representing the canonical observations in CK around the canonical
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means is identical to that in Cp. This is shown below:

(x′M − (xj)′M)(x′M − (xj)′M)′ < (x′M − (xh)′M)′ (x′M − (xh)′M)′
Ð→

p

∑
m=1
(ym − yjm)2 < p

∑
m=1
(ym − yhm)2

Ð→

K

∑
m=1
(ym − yjm)2 + p

∑
m=K+1

(ym − yjm)2 < K

∑
m=1
(ym − yhm)2 + p

∑
m=K+1

(ym − yhm)2
Ð→

K

∑
m=1
(ym − yjm)2 < K

∑
m=1
(ym − yhm)2

Ð→ (x′MK − (xj)′MK)(x′MK − (xj)′MK)′ < (x′MK − (xh)′MK)′ (x′MK − (xh)′MK)′ .
This implies that

∥x′M − (xj)′M∥ =min
i
{∥x′M − (xi)′M∥} (4.2.25)

Ð→ ∥x′MK − (xj)′MK∥ =min
i
{∥x′MK − (xi)′MK∥} . (4.2.26)

That is, if the point representing an observation x in Cp lies in the jth classification
region, C

p
j , then the point representing x in CK will lie in the jth classification

region, CK
j . Hence, like the classification regions of Cp, the classification regions of

CK are exact classification regions. It also implies that if the J groups are perfectly
linearly separable in Cp, they will also be perfectly linearly separable in CK . It is
evident that the K-dimensional subspace of the canonical space, CK , contains all
the information contained in the data set which is useful for classification purposes.

The fact that the last p−K elements of the canonical means are identical implies
that the Pythagorean distance between two points representing two canonical means
in CK is equal to the Pythagorean distance between the two points representing the
two canonical means in Cp and hence proportional to the Mahalanobis distance be-
tween the corresponding two group means in the p-dimensional measurement space.
It follows that the separation between the J canonical means in CK is identical to
the separation between the J canonical means in Cp. This together with the fact
that the order of the magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances between a canonical
observation and the J canonical means in CK is identical to that in Cp, (see equa-
tion (4.2.25) and equation (4.2.26)) implies that the separation between the groups
in CK is identical to that in Cp and hence CK contains all of the information useful
for discrimination purposes. This fact is also evident from the result that only the
first K canonical variables yield non-zero between-to-within-groups sums of squares
ratios.

Note that since the last p−K elements of the individual canonical observations are
in general not identical, the Pythagorean distance between two points representing
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two individual observations in CK will in general not be equal to the Pythagorean
distance between corresponding two points in Cp. Since the matrix XM is centred
such that 1′XM = 0′ and the matrix

M′X′XM =
1

n
(Λ + I)

is a diagonal matrix, the coordinates given by the rows of XM are referred to the
principal axes of the set of points, {x′iM}. Since [Λ]ii = λi is the ith largest diagonal
element of Λ,

[1
n
(Λ + I)]

ii

=
1

n
(λi + 1)

is the ith largest eigenvalue of ĉov (
˜
y ,

˜
y′). This means that the ith coordinate

of (xj
i)′M is referred to the ith principal component axis of the set of np points

{(xj
i)′M}, i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It follows that the coordinates of the point representing

(xj
i)′M in CK are referred to the first K principal component axes of the set of

points {(xj
i)′M}. It follows that the Pythagorean distances between the points

representing the individual observations in CK optimally approximate the Pythag-
orean distances between the corresponding points in Cp.

Since only the first K canonical variables are important for discrimination and
classification purposes, transformation of the original measurement vectors and
group means to the canonical space results in a significant reduction in the di-
mensionality of the problem - it ‘transforms’ the p-dimensional discrimination and
classification problem into a K-dimensional problem, where K =min (J − 1 , p). An
advantage of this reduction in dimensionality is that if J − 1 is equal to or less than
three and p is greater than J , then the data can be graphically represented together
with the exact classification regions. Another advantage of the reduction in dimen-
sionality is the fact that the reduced space may be more stable than the full space,
resulting in better classification performance Hastie et al. (1994).

Discrimination and classification can be performed in any r-dimensional space,
where r < K, however, the J groups will be separated to a lesser extent than in
CK and the classification regions will not be exact. Hence, the misclassification
rate based on the observations from which the matrix X was calculated, will be
greater than that associated with the p and K-dimensional CVA display. Recall
that out of all possible linear combinations, the first r canonical variables are the
r linear combinations of the x-variables that separate the J groups to the greatest
extent in r-dimensional space. This implies that out of all possible sets of r linear
combinations, using the first r canonical variables to classify the observations from
which X was calculated, will ensure the smallest misclassification rate.

Like Cp and CK , Cr can be partitioned into J convex classification regions sep-
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arated by hyperplanes. The jth classification region in Cr is defined as

Cr
j = {z ∈ Cr

∶ ∥z − zj∥ < ∥z − zh∥∀h ≠ j} , j ∈ [1 ∶ J]
where zi =M′

rx
i is the point representing the ith canonical mean in Cr, i ∈ [1 ∶ J].

As mentioned before, the classification regions of Cr are not exact. This means that
for an observation, y =M′

rx, in Cr which is such that

∥M′
rx −M

′
rx

j∥ =min
i
{∥M′

rx −M
′
rx

i∥} , i ∈ [1 ∶ J]
it is not necessarily true that

∥M′
Kx −M

′
Kx

j∥ =min
i
{∥M′

Kx −M
′
Kx

i∥} , i ∈ [1 ∶ J] .

The reason for this is that in general the (r + 1)th to Kth elements of the J canonical
means are not identical. This implies that the spread of the individual canonical
observations around the canonical means in Cr is not the same as the spread of the
individual canonical observations around the canonical means in CK (and Cp). For
the same reason the Pythagorean distances between the pairs of points representing
pairs of canonical means in Cr are not equal to the Pythagorean distances between
the pairs of points representing the pairs of canonical means in CK and hence not
proportional to the Mahalanobis distances between the pairs of group means in the
p-dimensional measurement space. This implies that the separation between the
groups in Cr is not the same as the separation between the groups in CK or Cp.

Since the coordinates of (xj
i)′Mr are referred to the first r principal compo-

nent axes associated with the set of np points {(xj
i)′M}, the Pythagorean dis-

tances between the points representing the individual observations in Cr optimally
approximate the Pythagorean distances between the corresponding points in Cp.
Consequently, the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the
points representing the individual observations in the measurement space are opti-
mally approximated by the corresponding Pythagorean distances between the points
representing the individual observations in Cr.

Note that the matrix M′X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XM is not a diagonal matrix. Hence, the

coordinates of the points {(xj)′M} are not referred to the principal axes associated

with the set of J points {(xj)′M}. Hence, the Pythagorean distances between

the points representing the canonical means in Cr do not optimally approximate
the Pythagorean distances between the canonical means in Cp. Consequently, the
relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the points representing
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the group centroids in the measurement space are optimally approximated by the
corresponding Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
centroids in Cr.

Note that multiplying the matrix N by an arbitrary constant c has no effect on
the matrix M which determines the positions of the points representing the group
means and individual samples in the CVA display and hence also determines the
classification regions:

X
′ (cN)XM =WM (cΛ) .

The classification regions of the weighted CVA display are therefore determined by
the matrix of group means, X, and the relative group sizes corresponding to the set
of samples from which X is calculated. It follows that in order for the classification
regions of the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space to perform similarly as a
classification rule for a new set of samples that have been interpolated onto the CVA
biplot as it does for the set of samples from which X is calculated, the group means
as well as the relative group sizes associated with the new set of samples need to
be similar to those associated with the set of samples from which X is calculated,
r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The more the relative group sizes associated with the new set of samples
differ from those associated with the set of samples from which X is calculated, the
worse the classification regions of the weighted CVA display constructed from X are
likely to perform as a classifier for the new set of samples.

4.2.2 Unweighted CVA

4.2.2.1 Discrimination using unweighted CVA

Up to now, the (possibly) different sizes of the J groups have been accounted for
in the CVA and the construction of the corresponding CVA displays. If instead of
using the ratio

m′X
′
NXm

m′Wm

as maximisation criterion, the ratio

m′X
′
Xm

m′Wm
(4.2.27)

is used, the (possibly) different sizes of the J groups will not be taken into account

in the analysis and CVA displays. Note that since the matrices X
′
X and W do not
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add up to X′X, a vector m that maximises the ratio in (4.2.27) will not necessarily

maximise the ratio of total-to-within-groups sums of squares, m′Σ̂m

m′Σ̂Wm
. The ratio in

(4.2.27) is the maximisation criterion proposed by Rao (1952) in his generalisation
of LDA for the two-group case as proposed by Fisher (1936), to the multi-group
scenario. The CVA that corresponds with the maximisation criterion in (4.2.27) is
referred to as unweighted CVA.

Substituting the matrix X
′
X for the matrix B in equations (4.2.13)-(4.2.15)

shows that a vector m that maximises the ratio in (4.2.27) under the constraint
m′Wm = 1 satisfies the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
Xm = λWm . (4.2.28)

For convenience the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.28) will henceforth be
referred to as the unweighted two-sided eigenvalue problem, while

X
′
NXm = λWm

will be referred to as the weighted two-sided eigenvalue problem. Letting the ith
largest eigenvalue of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.2.28) be denoted by
λi and the eigenvector corresponding to λi be denoted by m(i), the p solutions of
(4.2.28) can be simultaneously represented by:

X
′
XM =WMΛ (4.2.29)

where Λ is the p×p diagonal matrix with ith diagonal element equal to λi and M is
the p×p matrix with ith column vector equal to m(i), i ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The eigenvalue, λi,
and the ith column vector of M will from now on be referred to as the ith eigenvalue
and ith eigenvector of the unweighted two-sided eigenvalue problem respectively.
By the same argument as before, it can be shown that m(1) maximises the ratio in
(4.2.27) subject to m′Wm = 1 and m(j) maximises the ratio in (4.2.27) subject to
m′Wm = 1 and conditional on being orthogonal to m(i) in the metric W for all i < j,
or equivalently, subject to the linear combination x′m(j) being uncorrelated with the
previous j − 1 linear combinations. It is shown below that the ith eigenvalue of the
unweighted two-sided eigenvalue problem, λi, is the value of the ratio in (4.2.28)
corresponding to the linear combination of the measured variables with coefficient
vector m(i):

X
′
XM =WMΛ
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Ð→M′X
′
XM =MWMΛ

Ð→

m′(j)X
′
Xm(j)

m′(j)Wm(j)
= λj ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

The linear combinations, {
˜
x′m(i)} are, as before, called the canonical variables,

with
˜
x′m(i) being referred to as the ith canonical variable and denoted by

˜
yi. Since

each of the canonical means is a linear combination of the canonical variables, the J
canonical means are contained in a subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space.
It is shown below that the rank of the matrix W−1/2X

′
XW−1/2 is equal to K =

min (J − 1, p) and hence that the unweighted two-sided eigenvalue problem has K
non-zero eigenvalues:

rank (W−1/2X
′
XW−1/2) = rank (X′X)

= rank (X)
Ð→ rank (W−1/2BW−1/2) =K

where K =min (J − 1 , p). The fact that the last p−K eigenvalues of the unweighted
two-sided eigenvalue problem are all equal to zero implies that the last p−K canonical
variables are uninformative for discrimination and classification purposes as in the
case of weighted CVA.

Upon substituting I for N in equation (4.10.1) and 1 for ni in equations (4.10.2)-
(4.10.5) and equation (4.10.6) in the appendix at the end of this chapter, it is evident
that as a consequence of the structure of Λ in the unweighted two-sided eigenvalue
problem, the last p −K elements of the J canonical means are identical, that is

(x1)′m(j) = (x2)′m(j) = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = (xJ)′m(j) , j ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] .
This indicates that the J canonical means are perfectly contained in aK-dimensional
subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space.

Due to the fact that X
′
X and W do not add up to X′X, the unconditional

sample covariance matrix associated with the vector of canonical variables,

ˆcov (
˜
y ,

˜
y′) = 1

n
M′X′XM

is not a diagonal matrix (as is the case when B = X
′
NX). This implies that the

coordinates given by the rows of XM are not referred to the principal component
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axes of the set of points {(xj
i)′M}. Hence, the Pythagorean distances between

the points representing the individual observations in the r-dimensional unweighted
CVA display do not optimally approximate the Pythagorean distances between the
corresponding points in the p-dimensional canonical space. Since the matrix X is not
centered and the matrix X

′ (I − 1
J
11′)X is not a diagonal matrix, the coordinates

given by the rows of XM are not referred to the principal component axes of the

set of points {(xj)′M} and hence the Pythagorean distances between the points

representing the group centroids in the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display do
not optimally approximate the Pythagorean distances between the corresponding
points in the p-dimensional canonical space.

The unweighted CVA display will now be illustrated at the hand of the simulated
data set introduced in Section 4.2.1.1. The two-dimensional unweighted CVA display
of the simulated data set is provided in Figure 4.2. In the display a 50% bag is
provided for each of the four groups to aid in the visualisation of the group structure.

−0.2 −0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

−
0.

2
−

0.
1

0.
0

0.
1

0.
2

Group 1 (40)
Group 2 (120)
Group 3 (120)
Group 4 (120)

Figure 4.2: The two-dimensional unweighted CVA display of the simulated data set.

Unlike in the weighted CVA display in Figure 4.1, Group 1 is well separated from
Groups 2 and 3 while groups 3 and 4 overlap substantially. Group 2 is well separated
from both Group 3 and Group 4 as in the weighted CVA display. As for the weighted
CVA display, it is not possible to infer with respect to which variables the groups are
similar or dissimilar due to the lack of information on the original measured variables
in the CVA display. The display can only suggest that it is likely that there is at
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least one variable with respect to which Group 1 differs substantially from Group
2 and Group 3. The substantial differences between the two-dimensional weighted
and unweighted CVA displays of the simulated data is attributable to the large
difference between the group size of Group 1 and the sizes of the other three groups.
These group sizes were taken into account in the construction of the weighted CVA
display in Figure 4.1 but ignored in the construction of the unweighted CVA display
in Figure 4.2. The effect of taking the (possibly) different sizes of the groups in a
data set into account in the construction of a CVA display is investigated further in
Section 4.8.

4.2.2.2 Classification using unweighted CVA

The classification regions of the unweighted CVA display is defined in exactly the
same way as those of the weighted CVA display. Denoting the jth classification
region of the r-dimensional CVA display as Cj

r , its definition is given by

Cr
j = {z ∈ Cr

∶ ∥z − zj∥ < ∥z − zh∥∀h ≠ j} , j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , r ∈ [1 ∶ p]
where z =M′

rx, with x ∈ Rp and zj =M′
rx

j, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Note that since MM′ =W−1,
for both M satisfying equation (4.2.29) as well as the matrix M that satisfies equa-
tion (4.2.16) the Pythagorean distances between any two points in the p-dimensional
weighted CVA display is identical to the Pythagorean distance between the corre-
sponding two points in the p-dimensional unweighted CVA display. When however
r < p, the inner product matrix MrM

′
r differs for M satisfying equation (4.2.16)

and equation (4.2.29). It follows that in general, the Pythagorean distance between
two points in the r-dimensional weighted CVA display will differ from the Pythago-
rean distance between the corresponding two points in the r-dimensional unweighted
CVA display. However since the elements of each of the last p −K columns of the
matrix XM in both equations (4.2.16) and (4.2.29) are identical, the Pythagorean
distance between two points representing two group centroids in the K-dimensional
weighted and unweighted CVA displays, are identical to the Pythagorean distance
between the corresponding two points in the p-dimensional weighted and unweighted
CVA displays respectively. This implies that the Pythagorean distance between two
points representing two group means in the K-dimensional weighted CVA display is
identical to the Pythagorean distance between the corresponding two points in the
K-dimensional unweighted CVA display. It also implies that a point representing a
sample in the K-dimensional weighted CVA display will lie closer to the point repre-
senting the jth group mean than to the point representing the hth group mean if and
only if the point representing that sample in the K-dimensional unweighted CVA
display lies closer to the point representing the jth group mean than to the point
representing the hth group mean. Hence, a point in the K-dimensional weighted
CVA display will lie in the jth classification region if and only if the corresponding
point in the K-dimensional unweighted CVA display lies in the jth classification
region. It follows that when the dimension of the CVA display is equal to K or
greater, the relative group sizes corresponding to the set of samples from which the
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CVA display was constructed has no effect on the classifications made based on the
classification regions.

4.2.3 The connection between weighted and unweighted
CVA

When the sizes of the J groups are identical, that is when

N =
n

J
I ,

the canonical variables derived from the maximisation of m′X
′
Xm

m′Wm
are identical to

the canonical variables derived from the maximisation of m′X
′
NXm

m′Wm
. The reason for

this is that when N = n
J
I, the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
NXm = λWm ,

that is associated with the ith largest eigenvalue of the two-sided eigenvalue problem
is identical to the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
Xm = λWm

that is associated with the ith largest eigenvalue of the latter two-sided eigenvalue
problem:

X
′ (n
J
I)XM =WMΛ

X
′
XM =WM(J

n
Λ) .

Hence, when the sizes of the J groups are identical, the r-dimensional weighted
CVA display and unweighted CVA display are identical, r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. When per-
forming unweighted CVA it is therefore in effect assumed that the sizes of the J
groups are identical. The more the group sizes differ, the more the matrix M satis-
fying X

′
NXM =WMΛ will differ from the matrix M satisfying X

′
XM =WMΛ

and hence the more the representation of the group structure in the r-dimensional
weighted CVA display will differ from that in the r-dimensional unweighted CVA
display. When it is known or believed that the relative sizes of the groups in the set
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of new samples differ substantially from those in the set of original samples, it will
likely be better to represent the new samples in the unweighted CVA display - their
relative positions in the display as well as their classifications based on the (approx-
imate) classification regions of the unweighted CVA display are likely to be more
representative of reality than if these samples were represented in the weighted CVA
display. Recall however that when r ≥ K, the classifications based on the weighted
and unweighted CVA displays are identical and hence the classification performance
of the classification regions of both the weighted and unweighted CVA displays are
independent of the difference between the relative group sizes corresponding to the
set of new samples and that corresponding to the set of original samples.

4.2.4 The scale invariance of CVA

Unlike PCA, CVA performed on the unstandardised measurements of a data set
is identical to CVA performed on the measurements standardised such that each
column of the standardised data matrix has a unit mean square. This is shown
below by highlighting the relationships between the matrices X, W, B, M and Λ

and the corresponding matrices associated with the standardised measurements.
Let X∗ denote the standardised data matrix, obtained by standardising each

column of X to unit mean square. Letting A denote the p× p diagonal matrix with
jth diagonal element equal to the sample standard deviation of the jth measured
variable, the standardised matrix, X∗, can be expressed as

X∗ =XA−1 .

Note that since X is centred such that 1′X = 0′, the standardised matrix, X∗, is
centred such that

1′X∗ = 1′XA−1 = 0′A−1 = 0′ .

Let the matrix of group means, the within-group sums of squares and cross products
matrix and the between-groups sums of squares and cross products matrix associated
with the standardised measurements, be denoted by X

∗
, W∗ and B∗ respectively.

The relationships between the matrices, X, W, X
∗

and W∗ are provided below:

X
∗
=N−1G′X∗

=N−1G′XA−1

Ð→X
∗
=XA−1

W∗ = (X∗)′X∗ − (X∗)′NX
∗

=A−1X′XA−1 −A−1X
′
NXA−1
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=A−1 (X′X −X′NX)A−1
Ð→W∗ =A−1WA−1 . (4.2.30)

If the matrix of between-groups sums of squares and cross products is defined in

its weighted form, B∗ = (X∗)′NX
∗
, while if the matrix of between-groups sums of

squares and cross products is defined in its unweighted form, B∗ = (X∗)′X∗. It

is shown below that B∗ = A−1BA−1, irrespective of whether B∗ is defined in its
weighted or unweighted form:

(X∗)′NX
∗
=A−1X

′
NXA−1

(X∗)′X∗ =A−1X′XA−1

Ð→B∗ =A−1BA−1 . (4.2.31)

Let M∗ denote the matrix with first column vector equal to the vector m∗ that
maximises the ratio,

(m∗)′B∗m∗(m∗)′W∗m∗
(4.2.32)

under the constraint (m∗)′W∗m∗ = 1 and jth column vector equal to the vector
m∗ that maximises the ratio in (4.2.32) under the constraint (m∗)′W∗m∗ = 1 and
conditional on it being orthogonal to m∗(i), the ith column vector of M∗, in the
metric W∗ for all i < j, that is

(m∗(j))′W∗m∗(i) = 0 ∀ i < j

for j ∈ [2 ∶ p]. This matrix M∗ satisfies the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

B∗M∗ =W∗M∗Λ∗ (4.2.33)

Ð→A−1BA−1M∗ =A−1WA−1M∗Λ∗ . (4.2.34)
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Now, since it is known that

BM =WMΛ (4.2.35)

and hence that

A−1BA−1AM =A−1WA−1AMΛ , (4.2.36)

it follows that

B∗M∗ =W∗M∗Λ∗ (4.2.37)

where B∗ and W∗ are defined in (4.2.31) and (4.2.30) respectively and

M∗ =AM

and Λ∗ = Λ .

Consequently the matrix of canonical means calculated from the standardised mea-
surements, Y

∗
, and the matrix of canonical observations calculated from the stand-

ardised measurements, Y∗, are identical to the corresponding matrices calculated
from the unstandardised measurements, X:

Y
∗
=X

∗
M∗

=XA−1AM

=XM

Ð→Y
∗
=Y

Y∗ =X∗M∗

=XA−1AM

=XM

Ð→Y∗ =Y .

The coordinate vector of the point representing the jth group mean calculated from
the standardised measurements, that is (xj)′A−1, in the r-dimensional CVA display
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is given by

(xj)′A−1M∗
r = (xj)′A−1AMr = (xj)′Mr .

Note that (xj)′Mr is the point representing the observed jth group mean, xj, in
the r-dimensional CVA display constructed from the unstandardised measurements.
Similarly, the coordinate vector of the point representing the ith standardised sam-
ple of the jth group, (xj

i)′A−1, in the r-dimensional CVA display constructed from

the standardised measurements, that is (xj
i)′A−1M∗

r , is identical to that represent-

ing (xj
i)′ in the r-dimensional CVA display constructed from the unstandardised

measurements:

(xj
i)′A−1M∗

r = (xj
i)′A−1AMr = (xj

i)′Mr .

CVA is not only invariant to transformations of X by diagonal transformation
matrices like A−1 but is invariant to all non-singular linear transformations of the
form

xÐ→ F′x (4.2.38)

where F is any p × p non-singular matrix. This is evident upon substituting an ar-
bitrary p×p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in all of the expressions above. It is also
evident from the fact that the distance metric associated with CVA, namely the Ma-
halanobis distance metric, is invariant to changes in the scales of the measurements
of the form given in equation (4.2.38). This is indicated below by showing that the
squared Mahalanobis distance between two points F′xh

i and F′xj

k is identical to the
squared Mahalanobis distance between the two points xh

i and x
j

k:

((xh
i )′F − (xj

k
)′F)(1

n
F′WF)−1 (F′xh

i −F
′xj

k
)

= n (xh
i − x

j

k
)′FF−1W−1 (F′)−1F′ (xh

i − x
j

k
)

= (xh
i − x

j

k
)′Σ−1W (xh

i − x
j

k
) .

4.2.5 Important hypotheses to test prior to performing CVA

Prior to performing CVA or constructing a CVA biplot, it is very important to test
whether the assumption of identical within-group covariance matrices is appropriate
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for the data set at hand. If the observations from the different groups are normally
distributed, the null hypothesis of equality of covariance matrices can be tested using
Box’s M-test (Box, 1949), which is the multivariate analogue of Bartlett’s univariate
test for the homogeneity of variance across groups (Bartlett, 1938). Unfortunately,
Box’s M-test is very sensitive to departures from normality (Box, 1953; Johnson and
Wichern, 2002). A method of testing the equality of covariance matrices which is
less sensitive to departure from normality was proposed by Tiku and Balakrishnan
(1985). If the hypothesis test suggest that the assumption of equal covariance matri-
ces is not appropriate, the data should not be analysed by means of CVA and hence
should not be graphically represented by means of a CVA biplot. In such a case it
may be more appropriate to analyse the data using Analysis of Distance (AOD) and
graphically representing the data set by means of an AOD biplot (Gardner et al.,
2005).

If the assumption of identical within-group covariance matrices is appropriate
for the data set at hand, it is important to check whether in fact the J groups are
truly different or whether two or more of the prespecified groups are not in fact part
of the same group. The first hypothesis that needs to be tested in an attempt to
determine this is the null hypothesis which states that all J the population group
means are identical against the alternative hypothesis which states that at least one
of the group means differs from the other group means. This hypothesis test can
be performed in exactly the same way in which it is performed in the context of a
one-way Multivariate Analysis of Variance (MANOVA). CVA and MANOVA have
many aspects in common. Both analyses are used to analyze data sets consisting
of individual observations (all of which are measured on the same variables) which
are structured into a number of prespecified groups, all of which have identical
within-group covariance matrices, and both focus on the magnitude of the between-
groups variability relative to the magnitude of the within-group variability. In the
context of a MANOVA, between-groups variability and within-group variability are
usually referred to as between-treatment variability and within-treatment variability
respectively. It is the aims of the two analyses which differ - while CVA is aimed at
discriminating amongst the groups and classifying observations of unknown origin,
MANOVA is aimed at performing hypothesis tests regarding the group means, in
particular the null hypothesis specifying that the J group means are identical against
the alternative hypothesis which states that at least one of the group means differs
from the other group means. One other regard in which MANOVA differs from CVA
is the assumptions required to perform the analysis. In order to perform inference
regarding the group means, the observations must be independently and normally
distributed - note that these are not requirements for the performance of CVA.

Consider the MANOVA model:

˜
x
j
i = µ +µ

j
+
˜
ǫ
j
i (4.2.39)

where
˜
x
j
i is the random variable representing the ith observation of the jth group,

µ denotes the overall population mean, µj denotes the population mean of the jth
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group and
˜
ǫ
j
i denotes the random error on the ith observation of the jth group, i ∈[1 ∶ nj], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. The MANOVA model assumes that each of the stochastic vector

variables,
˜
ǫ
j
i , follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and a common

covariance matrix, i ∈ [1 ∶ nj], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Let the common covariance matrix of the

˜
ǫ
j
i be denoted by ΣW. The observations of the stochastic variables, {

˜
x
j
i}, can be

partitioned in a way analogous to the partitioning of
˜
x
j
i in equation (4.2.39). This

partitioning of xj
i is shown below:

x
j
i = x + (xj

− x) + (xj
i − x

j) .
The null hypothesis of no difference between the J group means (or equivalently,
the null hypothesis of no treatment effect, as it is usually referred to in the context
of a MANOVA), that is

H0 ∶ µ
1 = µ2 = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = µJ , (4.2.40)

can be tested against the alternative hypothesis which states that at least one of the
J group means differs from the rest, by comparing the magnitude of the between
group variability to the magnitude of the within-group variability. The variability
within a particular group reflects the variability which can result from chance alone.
MANOVA investigates whether the variability of the group means is greater than
would be expected as the result of chance alone. If the magnitude of the between-
groups variability is very similar to the magnitude of the within-group variability,
then the group means are not significantly different and the null hypothesis in equa-
tion (4.2.40) will not be rejected. In order to conclude that the J group means
are in fact significantly different, that is in order to reject the null hypothesis in
equation (4.2.40), the magnitude of the between-groups variability relative to the
magnitude of the within-group variability must be large, or equivalently, the magni-
tude of the total variability relative to the magnitude of the within-group variability
must be large or when the magnitude of the within-group variability relative to the
total variability is small.

Recall from Section 4.2 that the matrix of sums of squares and cross products
corrected for the mean,

T =
J

∑
j=1

nj

∑
i=1
(xj

i − x) (xj
i − x)′ ,

can be partitioned into the matrix of between-groups sums of squares and cross
products, B = X

′
NX, and the matrix of within-group sums of squares and cross

products, W, with B and W as defined in equation (4.2.5) and equation (4.2.6)
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respectively (see equation (4.2.4)). There are four statistics which can be used
to test the null hypothesis in equation (4.2.40), namely Wilk’s lambda statistic,
the Lawley-Hotelling trace statistic, Pillai’s trace statistic and Roy’s largest root
statistic. All four of these statistics can be expressed as functions of the eigenvalues
of the matrix, W−1B. The four mentioned statistics are approximately equivalent if
the total sample size, n = ∑J

j=1 nj, is large (Johnson and Wichern, 2002). The statistic
which will be focused on here, is Wilk’s lambda. One of the reasons for focusing on
this particular statistic is that it is the multivariate analogue of the statistic used
to test the null hypothesis of no treatment effect in the univariate setting (that is,
in the setting of an ANOVA). Furthermore, Wilk’s lambda is proportional to the
likelihood ratio statistic associated with testing the null hypothesis of no differences
between the group means (Johnson and Wichern, 2002). In the case where there are
only two prespecified groups, Wilk’s lambda is also proportional to the inverse of
Hotelling’s T2-statistic, which can be used to test the null hypothesis of no treatment
effect in the case of only two groups. Wilk’s lambda is defined to be the following
ratio:

Λ =
∣W∣∣W +B∣ = ∣W∣∣T∣ .

Wilk’s lambda can also be expressed as the following function of the eigenvalues of
the matrix, W−1B:

K

∑
i=1

1

1 + τi

where K =min (J − 1 , p) is the rank of B. If the sample size, n, is large, then a con-
stant multiple of the natural log transform of Wilk’s lambda follows approximately
a Chi-squared distribution with p (J − 1) degrees of freedom:

−(n − 1 − p + J
2
) lnΛ ∼ χ2

p(J−1) .

The null hypothesis of no difference between the J group means will therefore be
rejected at a significance level of (α × 100)% when

−(n − 1 − p + J
2
) lnΛ > χ2

p(J−1) (α)
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where X2
p(J−1) (α) denotes the upper (α × 100)th percentile of the Chi-squared dis-

tribution with p (J − 1) degrees of freedom. Since the natural log is a monotonically
increasing function of its argument, it follows that, the smaller the value of Wilk’s
lambda, the greater the extent to which the J group means differ from each other
and the greater the likelihood that the null hypothesis of no difference between the
group means will be rejected. The magnitude of Wilk’s lambda for the observed
J group means can therefore be used, not only to determine whether the null hy-
pothesis of no difference in group means should be rejected or not at a particular
significance level, but also to provide a measure of the extent to which the J group
means differ. When the sample size, n, is not large, then, for certain combinations of
J and p, Wilk’s lambda follows an F-distribution (see Johnson and Wichern (2002),
p. 303).

If the null hypothesis of no differences between the group means is rejected, then
the difference between the means of each pair of groups can be investigated. This
can be done by, for each pair of groups, testing the null hypothesis of no difference
between the two group means against the alternative hypothesis of different group
means. Hotelling’s T2-statistic can be used to test hypotheses regarding differences
between two population means. Specifically, Hotelling’s T2-statistic can be used to
test the null hypothesis of no difference between two groups’ population means. In
the discussion which follows, it will be shown that Hotelling’s T2-statistic is propor-
tional to an approximation of the squared Mahalanobis distance between the two
group means under consideration and hence also proportional to the Pythagorean
distance between the corresponding two canonical means.

Consider two groups, one consisting of n1 observations from a p-variate popula-
tion with mean µ1 and covariance matrix Σ and the other consisting of n2 obser-
vations from a p-variate population with mean µ2 and covariance matrix Σ. Let n
denote the total number of observations, that is n = n1 +n2. Hotelling’s T2 statistic
used to test the null hypothesis,

H0 ∶ µ1 −µ2 = δ0

against the alternative hypothesis

Ha ∶ µ1 −µ2 ≠ δ0

is defined as

T2 = [x1
− x2
− δ0]′ [( 1

n1

+
1

n2

) Σ̂pooled]−1 [x1
− x2
− δ0] (4.2.41)
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where

Σ̂pooled =
1

n − 2

2

∑
j=1

nj

∑
i=1
(xj

i − x
j) (xj

i − x
j)′

Ð→ Σ̂pooled =
1

n − 2
W

where W denotes the matrix of within-group sums of squares and cross products as
before. Consider the situation where the null hypothesis

H0 ∶ µ1 −µ2 = 0 (4.2.42)

has to be tested against the alternative hypothesis

Ha ∶ µ1 −µ2 ≠ 0 .

Hotelling’s T2-statistic under the null hypothesis in equation (4.2.42) is obtained
by setting δ0 equal to 0 in equation (4.2.41). Let T2

0 denote Hotelling’s T2-statistic
under the null hypothesis given in (4.2.42):

T2
0 = [x1

− x2]′ [( 1
n1

+
1

n2

) Σ̂pooled]−1 [x1
− x2] . (4.2.43)

When the observations from the two groups are distributed according to a mul-
tivariate normal distribution, the distribution of Hotelling’s T2-statistic under the
null hypothesis given in equation (4.2.42) is proportional to an F-distribution with p
(numerator) and n−p−1 (denominator) degrees of freedom (Johnson and Wichern,
2002). Specifically, the distribution of T2

0 is given by

T2
0 ∼ p (n − 2)n − p − 1

F(p,n−p−1) .

The null hypothesis in equation (4.2.42) can be tested at an (α × 100)% significance
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level by comparing the observed value of T2
0 to

p (n − 2)
n − p − 1

F(p,n−p−1) (α)

where F(p,n−p−1) (α) denotes the upper (α × 100)th percentile of the F distribution
with p and n − p − 1 degrees of freedom. The greater the observed value of T2

0, the
stronger the evidence against the null hypothesis given in equation (4.2.42). If the

observed value of T2
0 is larger than p(n−2)

n−p−1 F(p,n−p−1) (α), then the null hypothesis in
equation (4.2.42) is rejected at an (α × 100)% significance level. It can then be con-
cluded that the means, µ1 and µ2, are different and hence that the two populations
are different. When the observed value of T2 is smaller than p(n−2)

n−p−1 F(p,n−p−1) (α),
there is not sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis in equation (4.2.42). It
is evident that T2

0 is a measure of the dissimilarity (or separation) between the two
populations.

When the two populations are not multivariate normal and n1 and n2 are large,
Hotelling’s T2-statistic given in equation (4.2.41), has a distribution which is ap-
proximately Chi-squared with p degrees of freedom. This follows from the Central
Limit Theorem, according to which the sample mean of a large number of obser-
vations is approximately normally distributed with mean equal to the population
mean and covariance matrix equal to the population covariance matrix. Specifically,
the approximate distributions of

˜
x1 and

˜
x2, as defined above, are given by

˜
x1∼̇N (µ1 ,Σ)

and
˜
x2∼̇N (µ2 ,Σ) .

Consequently, the approximate distribution of
˜
x1
−
˜
x2 when n1 and n2 are large, is

given by

˜
x1
−
˜
x2∼̇N (µ1 −µ2 ,( 1

n1

+
1

n2

)Σ) .

Under the null hypothesis given in equation (4.2.42), the large sample distribution
of

˜
x1
−
˜
x2 is given by

˜
x1
−
˜
x2∼̇N (0 ,( 1

n1

+
1

n2

)Σ) .
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It follows that the distribution of

(
˜
x1
−
˜
x2
− (µ1 −µ2))′Σ−1 (

˜
x1
−
˜
x2
− (µ1 −µ2))

under the null hypothesis,

H0 ∶ µ1 −µ2 = 0

tends to a Chi-squared distribution with p degrees of freedom as (n1 + n2) becomes
large. When n is large, the difference between Σ̂pooled and Σ̂ be very small with
high probability and consequently, the large sample distribution of Hotelling’s T2-
statistic is approximately equal to the Chi-squared distribution with p degrees of
freedom. It follows that if the observed value of Hotelling’s T2-statistic is greater
than X2

p (α), the upper (α × 100)th percentile of the Chi-squared distribution with p
degrees of freedom, then there is enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis given
in equation (4.2.42) and hence conclude that the two groups’ population means are
not equal. Note that when the sample sizes, n1 and n2 are small, the assumption
that the two populations are multivariate normal must be appropriate in order to
make inferences about µ1 −µ2.

It can be illustrated that the (sample) Mahalanobis distance between the two
group means, x1 and x2, can be used as a measure of the dissimilarity between the
two groups, just like T2

0, Hotelling’s T2-statistic under the null hypothesis,

H0 ∶ µ1 −µ2 = 0 .

In order to see why this is true, equation (4.2.43) needs to be rewritten in the
following way:

T2 = [x1
− x2]′ [( 1

n1

+
1

n2

) Σ̂pooled]−1 [x1
− x2]

Ð→ ( 1
n1

+
1

n2

)T2 = [x1
− x2]′ [ 1

n − 2
W]−1 [x1

− x2]
Ð→

n

n − 2
( 1
n1

+
1

n2

)T2 = [x1
− x2]′ [1

n
W]−1 [x1

− x2] .

It is evident that the squared Mahalanobis distance between x1 and x2 is propor-
tional to the observed value of T2

0 and that, given that n is greater than 2, the
Mahalanobis distance is a monotonically increasing function of T2

0. This means that
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the greater the Mahalanobis distance between the two population means, x1 and
x2, the stronger the evidence against the null hypothesis in equation (4.2.42). This
implies that the Mahalanobis distance between x1 and x2 can be used as a measure
of the dissimilarity between the two groups. Remembering that the Pythagorean
distance between the two canonical means, (x1)′M and (x2)′M, is proportional to

the Mahalanobis distance between the two group means, x1 and x2, the constant of
proportionality being a positive constant, it is evident that the greater the Pythag-
orean distance between the two canonical means, (x1)′M and (x2)′M, the stronger
the evidence against the null hypothesis, H0 ∶ µ1 − µ2 = 0. This means that the

Pythagorean distance between the two canonical means, (x1)′M and (x2)′M, can
be used as a measure of the dissimilarity between the two groups. Also, since the
Pythagorean distance between the two points, (x1)′Mr and (x2)′Mr, which rep-

resents the two canonical means, (x1)′M and (x2)′M, in the r-dimensional CVA

display approximates the Pythagorean distance between the two points, (x1)′M and(x2)′M, the Pythagorean distance between the two points, (x1)′Mr and (x2)′Mr,
can be used as a measure of the dissimilarity between the two groups:

n

n − 2
( 1
n1

+
1

n2

)T2 = [x1
− x2]′ [1

n
W]−1 [x1

− x2]
1

n − 2
( 1
n1

+
1

n2

)T2 = [x1
− x2]′ [W]−1 [x1

− x2]
= [x1

− x2]′MM′ [x1
− x2]

= [(x1)′M − (x2)′M] [(x1)′M − (x2)′M]′
≈ [(x1)′Mr − (x2)′Mr] [(x1)′Mr − (x2)′Mr]′ .

When the two populations are multivariate normal, it is evident that the null hy-
pothesis in equation (4.2.42) will be rejected when the squared Pythagorean distance

between (x1)′M and (x2)′M is larger than the critical value,

( 1
n1

+
1

n2

) p

n − p − 1
F(p,n−p−1) (α) .

When however the two populations are not multivariate normal and n1 and n2 are
large, the null hypothesis in equation (4.2.42) will be rejected when the squared

Pythagorean distance between (x1)′M and (x2)′M is larger than the critical value,
n

n−2 ( 1
n1
+

1
n2
)χ2

p. As mentioned earlier, when n1 and n2 are small, inferences about
µ1 −µ2 can be made using a permutation test.

Consider now the situation where the samples are structured into more than two
groups. Let, as before, the number of groups be denoted by J and the size of the ith
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group be ni with ∑J
i=1 ni = n. Hotelling’s T2-statistic used to test the null hypothesis

H0 ∶ µi −µj = δ0

against the alternative hypothesis

Ha ∶ µi −µj ≠ δ0

is given by

T2 = [xi
− xj
− δ0]′ [( 1

ni

+
1

nj

) Σ̂pooled]−1 [xi
− xj
− δ0]

where

Σ̂
ij

pooled
=

1

ni + nj − 2
( ni

∑
k=1
(xi

k − x
i) (xi

k − x
i)′ + nj

∑
k=1
(xj

k − x
j) (xj

k − x
j)′) .

Consider the situation where the null hypothesis

H0 ∶ µi −µj = 0 (4.2.44)

has to be tested against the alternative hypothesis

Ha ∶ µi −µj ≠ 0 .

Hotelling’s T2-statistic under the null hypothesis in equation (4.2.44) is given by:

T2
0 = [xi

− xj]′ [( 1
ni

+
1

nj

) Σ̂ij

pooled
]−1 [xi

− xj] .

In this case (where J > 2) there is not an exact relationship between the squared
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Pythagorean distance between the two canonical means, (xi)′M and (xj)′M, and

T2
0 since Σ̂pooled is not a constant multiple of the matrix of within-group sums of

squares and cross products, W, as in the case where the samples are structured
into only two groups. Since however it is assumed that the within-group covariance
matrices of the J populations are identical, the matrix,

1

ni + nj

( ni

∑
k=1
(xi

k − x
i) (xi

k − x
i)′ + nj

∑
k=1
(xj

k − x
j) (xj

k − x
j)′) ,

which is the weighted average of the within-group sample covariance matrices of
the ith and jth groups, should be a reasonably good approximation of the common
within-group covariance matrix,

1

n
W =

1

n

J

∑
j=1

nj

∑
i=1
(xj

i − x
j) (xj

i − x
j)′ .

Given this, it can be illustrated that the squared Mahalanobis distance between
the two group means, xi and xj, or equivalently the squared Pythagorean distance
between the ith and jth canonical means, (xi)′M and (xj)′M, can be used as a
measure of the dissimilarity between the ith and jth groups.

T2
0 = [xi

− xj]′ [( 1
ni

+
1

nj

) Σ̂ij

pooled
]−1 [xi

− xj]
Ð→ ( 1

ni

+
1

nj

)T2
0 = [xi

− xj]′ [ 1

ni + nj − 2
( ni

∑
k=1
(xi

k − x
i) (xi

k − x
i)′

+

nj

∑
k=1
(xj

k − x
j) (xj

k − x
j)′)]−1 [xi

− xj]
Ð→

ni + nj

ni + nj − 2
( 1
ni

+
1

nj

)T2
0 = [xi

− xj]′ [ 1

ni + nj

( ni

∑
k=1
(xi

k − x
i) (xi

k − x
i)′

+

nj

∑
k=1
(xj

k − x
j) (xj

k − x
j)′)]−1 [xi

− xj]
Ð→

ni + nj

ni + nj − 2
( 1
ni

+
1

nj

)T2
0 ≈ [xi

− xj]′ [1
n
W]−1 [xi

− xj] (4.2.45)

Ð→

1

n

ni + nj

ni + nj − 2
( 1
ni

+
1

nj

)T2
0 ≈ [xi

− xj]′W−1 [xi
− xj]

Ð→

1

n

ni + nj

ni + nj − 2
( 1
ni

+
1

nj

)T2
0 ≈ [(xi)′M − (xj)′M] [(xi)′M − (xj)′M]′ .

(4.2.46)
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It is evident from equation (4.2.45) that if 1
n
W is a good approximation of the pooled

covariance matrix, Σ̂ij

pooled
, then an increase in the Mahalanobis distance between the

ith and jth group means, xi and xj should imply an increase in the value of T2
0 i.e. an

increase in the strength of the evidence against the null hypothesis, H0 ∶ µi−µj = δ0.
Similarly, it is clear from equation (4.2.46) that if 1

n
W is a good approximation of

the pooled covariance matrix, Σ̂ij

pooled
, then an increase in the Pythagorean distance

between the ith and jth canonical means, (xi)′M and (xj)′M should imply an
increase in the value of T2

0. It follows that if 1
n
W is a good approximation of the

pooled covariance matrix, Σ̂ij

pooled
, then the Mahalanobis distance between the ith

and jth group means as well as the Pythagorean distance between the ith and jth
canonical means can be used as a measure of the dissimilarity between the groups.
Since the Pythagorean distance between the two points, (xi)′Mr and (xj)′Mr,
representing the ith and jth canonical means in the r-dimensional CVA display
approximates the Pythagorean distance between (xi)′M and (xj)′M (the ith and
jth canonical means in the p-dimensional CVA display), it follows that if 1

n
W is

a good approximation of the pooled covariance matrix, Σ̂
ij

pooled
, the Pythagorean

distance between the two points, (xi)′Mr and (xj)′Mr, representing the ith and
jth canonical means in the r-dimensional CVA display can be used as a measure of
the dissimilarity between the ith and jth groups.

After the groups have been redefined, if at all necessary, it is important to check
whether the within-group covariance matrices of all the groups are the same. Box’s
M-test (Box, 1949) can be used for this purpose. If all the within-group covariance
matrices are not equal, CVA is not an appropriate analysis to perform on the data
- an analysis of distance (AOD) would then be more appropriate.

4.3 Deriving CVA as a special case of Canonical

Correlation Analysis (CCA)

4.3.1 Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA)

Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) is an analysis that investigates the (linear)
relationships between two sets of variables of different but associated kinds (Git-
tins, 1985). The relationships between two sets of variables are of interest in many
fields of study. In ecology, for example, the relationships between animal and plant
constituents of a biotic community is a typical example of such relationships which
are of interest in practice. The relationships investigated by CCA are symmetric
in nature. This means that the variables of the two sets have the same roles and
therefore it doesn’t matter which set is the first set and which is the second. When
investigating symmetric relationships, it is the variance common to both sets of vari-
ables which is of interest. CCA has a strong connection with multivariate regression
which also investigates the linear relationships between two sets of variables of dif-
ferent types. The relationships investigated by multivariate regression however are
non-symmetric in nature, meaning that the variables from the different sets have
different roles. Specifically, the one set of variables is a set of predictor variables
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while the other is a set of response variables. When non-symmetric relationships are
investigated, it is the proportion of the total variance associated with the set of re-
sponse variables which can be explained by the set of predictor variables which is of
interest. When one of the two sets of variables consist of one variable only, multiple
correlation and multiple regression can be used to investigate symmetric and non-
symmetric relationships between the two sets of variables respectively. In practice,
multiple regression is often used inadvisably to investigate the relationships between
two multivariate sets of variables. This is done by dismembering one of the two sets
of variables and then regressing each of the individual variables onto the other set
of variables. This series of multiple regressions however ignores the relationships
between the set of variables which gets dismembered. When both sets of variables
are multivariate, CCA and multivariate regression are the appropriate analyses to
use for investigating symmetric and non-symmetric relationships between two sets
of variables respectively - CCA being a generalisation of multiple correlation and
multivariate regression being a generalisation of multiple regression. A strong con-
nection exists between CCA and multiple regression - this will be discussed shortly
to better the understanding of CCA and the interpretation of canonical coefficients
and canonical correlations.

Let p and q denote the number of variables of the first and second set of variables
respectively. Let

˜
x denote the stochastic vector variable of the first set of variables

and
˜
y the stochastic vector variable of the second set.

As mentioned earlier, CCA studies the linear relationships between the two sets
of variables of different kinds. All the information on the linear relationships within
and between the two sets of variables is contained in the joint covariance matrix (or
correlation matrix) of the two vector variables. Let Σ denote the joint covariance
matrix associated with the stochastic vector variables,

˜
x and

˜
y, Σ11 denote the

covariance matrix associated with
˜
x, Σ22 denote the covariance matrix associated

with
˜
y and Σ12 denote the matrix with ijth element equal to the covariance between

˜
xi and

˜
yj. The covariance matrix, Σ, is therefore given by

Σ = [Σ11 Σ12

Σ21 Σ22

] .

All the information on the linear associations between the two sets of variables is
summarised in the matrix Σ12 =Σ′21.

When dealing with samples, the joint covariance matrix associated with
˜
x and

˜
y is unknown and an estimate of the matrix needs to be used. All the information
on the linear relationships within and between the two sets of variables which is
contained in the n observed samples is summarised in the joint sample covariance
matrix (or correlation matrix or some comparable inner-products matrix) of the two
vector variables,

˜
x and

˜
y. Denote the joint sample covariance matrix of

˜
x and

˜
y by

Σ̂. The observations made in studies involving two sets of variables of different kinds
can be represented by partitioned vectors, each partitioned vector consisting of two
subvectors corresponding to the two sets of variables. Let n denote the number of
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samples that were observed on each of the p + q variables and let the jth observed
sample be denoted by [x′j ∣y′j]. Let X denote the n× p matrix, the jth row of which
is given by x′j and Y the matrix the jth row of which is given by y′j. The joint

sample covariance matrix, Σ̂, can then be expressed as:

Σ̂ = [Σ̂11 Σ̂12

Σ̂21 Σ̂22

]

where

Σ̂11 = cX′ (I − 1

n
11′)X

Σ̂22 = cY′ (I − 1

n
11′)Y

Σ̂12 = cX′ (I − 1

n
11′)Y

Σ̂21 = cY′ (I − 1

n
11′)X = Σ̂′12 .

The data can be regarded as generating two sample spaces - a p-dimensional sample
space corresponding to the set of x-variables and a q-dimensional sample space
corresponding to the set of y-variables. For convenience, the p-dimensional sample
space generated by the set of x-variables will from now on be referred to as the
x-space while the q-dimensional sample space generated by the set of y-variables
will be referred to as the y-space.

All the information on the linear associations between the two sets of variables
that is contained in the n observations is summarised in the matrix, Σ̂12. Unfor-
tunately the internal structure of Σ̂12 is rarely evident upon inspection, especially
when pq is large. Hotelling (1936) proposed that the maximum correlation between
a linear combination of the x-variables and a linear combination of the y-variables
can be used to measure the linear association between the two sets of variables.
This one correlation however contains only some of the information on the linear
association between the two sets of variables. In order to describe the complete lin-
ear association between the measurement domains, linear combinations other than
those that yield the maximum correlation must also be considered. Naturally, it is
desirable to summarise the association between the two sets of variables by means
of as few correlations as possible - the fewer correlations, the simpler the inter-
pretation of the results and the easier the visual representation of the correlation
structure of the data will be. For example, in the case where only one large correla-
tion between a linear combination of the x-variables and a linear combination of the
y-variables exists, the correlation structure of the data can be visually represented
in two dimensions defined by the pair of linear combinations which produced this
large correlation. The aim of CCA therefore is to summarise the linear associations
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between the two measurement domains by means of as few correlations as possi-
ble. For this reason successive pairs of linear combinations are required to maximise
the correlation between them conditional on being uncorrelated with all preceding
pairs. The successive pairs of linear combinations are required to be uncorrelated
with each other in order to significantly reduce the possibility of linear combinations
containing the same information.

Note that the correlation between a linear combination of the x-variables, a′
˜
x,

and a linear combination of the y-variables, b′
˜
y, is identical to the correlation be-

tween any scalar multiples of the two linear combinations. Letting d and e denote
two arbitrary scalar values, then

corr (da′
˜
x , eb′

˜
y) = cov (da′

˜
x , eb′

˜
y)√

var (da′
˜
x)√var (eb′

˜
y)

=
(de) cov (a′

˜
x ,b′

˜
y)

d
√
var (a′

˜
x)e√var (b′

˜
y)

=
cov (a′

˜
x ,b′

˜
y)√

var (a′
˜
x)√var (b′

˜
y)

= corr (a′
˜
x ,b′

˜
y) .

This implies that the linear combinations of the x and y-variables that maximise
the correlation between them subject to being uncorrelated with all preceding pairs
of linear combinations, are not unique. Constraints therefore need to be imposed
on the coefficient vectors defining the linear combinations in order to obtain unique
solutions. In CCA it is customary to require that the coefficient vector of a linear
combination be such that the variate defined by the linear combination has unit
sample variance. The variables defined by those linear combinations which satisfies
all the above mentioned requirements are called canonical variables. It is clear that
the canonical variables are structured in pairs - each pair consisting of a canonical
variate constructed from the x-variables and a canonical variate constructed from
the y-variables. When X and Y are of full column rank, as will be assumed here,
then at most

s =min (p, q)
canonical variate pairs exist. The correlation between the two canonical variables
constituting a canonical variate pair is called a canonical correlation. The pair of
linear combinations, a′1

˜
x and b′1

˜
y which yields the maximum obtainable correlation

between a linear combination of the x-variables and a linear combinations of the
y-variables is called the first canonical variate pair where a′1

˜
x is the first canoni-
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cal variate constructed from the x-variables and b′1
˜
y is the first canonical variate

constructed from the y-variables. In general, the ith canonical variate pair consists
of the linear combination of the x-variables, a′i

˜
x, and the linear combination of the

y-variables, b′i
˜
y, which yield the maximum correlation between a linear combination

of the x-variables and a linear combination of the y-variables under the constraint
that the canonical variate pair is uncorrelated with each of the previous i−1 canon-
ical variate pairs. Let

˜
u denote the vector of s canonical variables constructed from

the set of
˜
x-variables and

˜
v denote the vector of s canonical variables constructed

from the set of
˜
y-variables . The joint sample covariance of

˜
u and

˜
v is given by

cov{[˜u
˜
v
] [

˜
u′

˜
v′]} = [A′ 0′

0 B′
] [Σ̂11 Σ̂12

Σ̂21 Σ̂22

] [A 0

0′ B
] = [Ip Γ

Γ′ Iq
] .

The term, canonical, refers to the mathematical concept, canonical form, which
is defined to be a mathematical entity which allows properties of interest to be
perceived readily (Gittins, 1985). The covariance matrix between the two sets of
canonical variables therefore can be viewed as a canonical form of the covariance
matrix between the two sets of measured variables since it summarises the linear
relationships between the two measurement domains, which are the properties of
interest, in terms of only s non-zero quantities.

The s canonical variables constructed from the
˜
x-variables and those constructed

from the
˜
y-variables correspond to the axes of the x-space and y-space respectively

after the coordinate frames of the respective sample spaces have been rotated (si-
multaneously) to a new position in which the correlation structure of the data is
emphasised. This resembles PCA which involves the rotation of the coordinate frame
of the sample space to a new position in which the total variance associated with
the single set of variables of interest is summarised and represented. It is possible
for the canonical variables associated with a set of variables to coincide with the
principal components associated with that set of variables, in which case the canon-
ical variables will also optimally summarise the total variance associated with the
set of variables. Generally however, this will not be the case.

The classic solution to CCA, as given by Hotelling (1935), Hotelling (1936) and
Anderson (1958), makes use of Lagrange multipliers and eigen-analysis. CCA firstly
seeks the linear composites, u = a′x and v = b′y, of the original measurement vectors,
x and y, which maximises the correlation coefficient between u and v amongst all
such pairs of linear composites, that is, CCA seeks u1 = a′1x and v1 = b′1y where

(a1,b1) = argmax
(a,b)

{r (a,b)} = argmax
(a,b)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
ĉov (a′x,b′y)

(a′Σ̂11a)1/2 (b′Σ̂22b)1/2
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭ .

It is clear that r (a,b) is independent of the scales of the coefficient vectors, a and
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b. In order to obtain unique solutions to the coefficient vectors, constraints need to
be placed on these vectors. It is convenient and customary to use the constraints,
a′Σ̂11a = 1 and b′Σ̂22b = 1. Under these constraints the correlation coefficient,
r (a,b), between u = a′x and v = b′y is equal to a′Σ̂12b = λ:

r (a,b) = ĉov (a′
˜
x ,b′

˜
y)√

v̂ar (a′
˜
x)√v̂ar (b′

˜
y)

=
a′Σ̂12b√

a′Σ̂11a
√
b′Σ̂22b

Ð→ r (a,b) = a′Σ̂12b if a′Σ̂11a = 1 and b′Σ̂22b = 1 .

The coefficient vectors, a and b, that maximise the correlation coefficient under
the constraints, a′Σ̂11a = 1 and b′Σ̂22b = 1 can be found by equating the partial
derivatives of

ξ = a′Σ̂12b −
1

2
λ (a′Σ̂11a − 1) − 1

2
µ (b′Σ̂22b − 1)

with respect to a and b respectively to the null vector and then solving for a and b

respectively. The equations resulting from this procedure are provided below:

∂ξ

∂a
= 0

Ð→ Σ̂12b − λΣ̂11a = 0 (4.3.1)

∂ξ

∂b
= 0

Ð→ Σ̂21a − µΣ̂22b = 0 . (4.3.2)

The following two equations are obtained by premultiplying equation (4.3.1) and
equation (4.3.2) by a′ and b′ respectively:

a′Σ̂12b − λaΣ̂11a = 0 (4.3.3)

b′Σ̂21a − µbΣ̂22b = 0 . (4.3.4)
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Since a′Σ̂a = 1 and b′Σ̂b = 1, both equation (4.3.3) and equation (4.3.4) reduce to

a′Σ̂12b = λ = µ .

Hence, the quantity to be maximised, r (a,b), is λ. After some algebraic manipula-
tion the following equations are obtained (Gittins, 1985):

Σ̂21Σ̂
−1
11Σ̂12b = λ2Σ̂22b (4.3.5)

Σ̂12Σ̂
−1
22Σ̂21a = λ2Σ̂11a . (4.3.6)

Equation (4.3.5) and equation (4.3.6) are two-sided eigenvalue problems having q

and p solutions respectively. Let λ2i denote the ith largest eigenvalue of the two-
sided eigenvalue problem in equation (4.3.5), i ∈ [1 ∶ q]. Note that λ2j is the jth
largest eigenvalue of the two-sided eigenvalue problems in equation (4.3.5) and equa-
tion (4.3.6) for j ∈ [1 ∶ s], where

s =min (p , q)
and that λk = 0 for k > s. Let ai denote the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue
problem in equation (4.3.5) associated with the eigenvalue, λ2i for i ∈ [1 ∶ q] and let
bj denote the eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in equation (4.3.6)
associated with the eigenvalue, λ2j for j ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Since r (a,b) = λ, it follows that
the maximum correlation coefficient between a linear composite of the x-variables
and a linear composite of the y-variables is given by λ1, the square root of the
largest eigenvalue of both the two-sided eigenvalue-problem in equation (4.3.5) and
equation (4.3.6). The linear composites of the x and y-variables respectively which
produce this maximum correlation coefficient are a′1x and b′1y. The pair of variates,
a′1x and b′1y, are called the first canonical variate pair or the first pair of canonical
variables. Assuming that X and Y are of full column rank, there exist s such pairs of
canonical variates. The s pairs of canonical variates are defined by those eigenvectors
of the two-sided eigenvalue-problems that correspond to non-null eigenvalues. The
kth canonical variate pair is given by a′kx and b′ky and the correlation coefficient
between the pair of variates is given by the kth largest eigenvalue, λ2k, of the two-
sided eigenvalue-problems, equation (4.3.5) and equation (4.3.6).

As mentioned earlier, CCA has a strong connection with multiple regression. In
fact, CCA can be viewed as a generalisation of multiple regression from strictly one
response variable to two or more response variables. CCA’s connection to multiple
regression can be described as follows: if the kth canonical variate of the second
set of variables, b′ky, is regressed onto x then the vector of regression coefficients is
proportional to ak (the coefficient vector of the other member of the kth canonical
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variate pair), k = 1,2, ..., s. This means that a′kx is the best predictor of b′ky in the
least squares sense, that is

a′k = argmax
a
{ n

∑
i=1
(b′kyi − a

′xi)2} .

Similarly, if a′kx, is regressed onto y, the vector of regression coefficients is propor-
tional to bk. It follows that CCA contains within it s pairs of multiple regression
relationships. It is well known that multiple regression minimises the sum of the
squared residuals formed by the regression. Since the total sums of squares, which is
fixed, can be partitioned into the residual sums of squares and the regression sums
of squares, multiple regression maximises the regression sums of squares. Multiple
regression therefore also maximises the proportion of predictable variance r2 (the
squared multiple correlation coefficient), which is equal to the ratio of the regression
sums of squares to the total sums of squares. This means that the kth canonical
variate of the first set of variables, a′kx, is the best predictor of b′ky in the least
squares sense, and vice versa. Also, the multiple correlation between b′ky and x is
equal to the correlation between b′ky and a′kx, that is the kth canonical correlation.
Similarly, the multiple correlation between a′kx and y is equal to the correlation
between a′kx and b′ky. Since every canonical correlation is equal to some multiple
correlation, its square is interpretable as a proportion of explained variance. For
example, the squared kth canonical correlation is the proportion of the variance of
b′ky explained by x or the proportion of the variance of a′kx explained by y.

Canonical correlations and canonical variables are invariant to non-singular linear
transformations of the variables of either or both sets (Hotelling, 1936; Kshirsagar,
1972; Mardia et al., 1979). The coefficient vectors of the canonical variables on the
other hand are not invariant to non-singular linear transformations of the variables,
however, those associated with the transformed measurements are closely related
to those associated with the original measurements. When the variables are trans-
formed to have zero mean and unit variance, the covariance matrix associated with
the two transformed vector variables is equal to the correlation matrix associated
with the two original vector variables. Since the transformation via which variables
are transformed to have zero mean and unit variance is a non-singular linear trans-
formation, canonical variables and canonical correlations calculated from the joint
sample covariance matrix of

˜
x and

˜
y and those calculated from joint sample cor-

relation matrix of
˜
x and

˜
y, are identical. Therefore, if R11 denotes the correlation

matrix associated with
˜
x, R22 denotes the correlation matrix associated with

˜
y and

R12 denotes the correlation matrix between
˜
x and

˜
y, then substituting Rij for Σ̂ij

for i, j ∈ [1 ∶ 2] in the derivations above will yield the same canonical variables and
canonical correlations as obtained previously.
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4.3.2 CVA as a special case of CCA

When CCA investigates the relationships between two sets of variables, where the
one set is a set of 0/1 binary valued dummy variables indicating group membership,
the analysis is known as Canonical Variate Analysis (CVA) (Gittins, 1985). CVA
therefore investigates the affinities amongst the groups constituting the sample at
hand with respect to the set of measured (response) variables considered simultane-
ously. This type of study is called a structural study. When the samples constituting
the data set at hand are structured into J distinct groups, only (J − 1) binary val-
ued dummy variables are needed to perfectly describe the group membership of the
samples since samples not belonging to any of the preceding (J − 1) groups, obvi-
ously belong to the Jth group. Let y denote the (J − 1)-component vector of 0/1
binary dummy variables with kth element defined as:

yk = { 1 if the observation belongs to group k
0 otherwise .

(4.3.7)

Let Y denote the n×(J − 1) group indicator matrix which is defined in the following
way:

[Y]ik = { 1 if the ith observation belongs to group k
0 otherwise .

This definition of Y yields the following expressions for Y′Y, Y′1, Y′X and Y′X1:

Y′Y =NJ−1

where NJ−1 is a (J − 1) × (J − 1) diagonal matrix with kth diagonal element equal
to nk,

Y1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1n1

1n2

⋮

1nJ−1

0nJ

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Y′X =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

n1 (x1)′
n2 (x2)′
⋮

nJ−1 (xJ−1)′
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
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and Y′X1 =
J−1
∑
i=1
ni (xi)′

=
J

∑
i=1
ni (xi)′ − nJ (xJ)′

= 0′ − nJ (xJ)′
Ð→Y′X1 = −nJ (xJ)′ .

Since y has only one non-zero component, b′y can take on only one of the
following J values: 0 (when all the components of y are zero i.e. when the observation
belongs to group J), b1, b2, . . . , bJ−1. Each of the J groups are therefore associated
with a specific score - group 1 being associated with b1, group 2 with b2 etc. and
group J with 0. Since the group to which an object belongs to is in a way dependent
on the object’s observed measurements on the p x-variables, it makes sense to find
a scoring system for the groups such that the p x-variables can be used to optimally
predict the group-scores, that is to optimally predict the group to which an object
of unknown origin belongs to. It also seems natural that the more the groups are
separated, that is the more the group-scores differ, the easier it will be to correctly
predict the group to which an object belongs to.

Consider the matrix of predictions associated with the regression of x onto y:

X̂ = 1x′ + (Y − 1y′) Σ̂−122Σ̂21

where x = 1
n
1′X and y = 1

n
1′Y. It can be shown that if y is the (J − 1)-component

vector defined in (4.3.7), then the matrix of regression sums of squares and cross
products corresponding to the regression of x onto y,

X′ (I − 1

n
11′)Y (Y′ (I − 1

n
11′)Y)−1Y′ (I − 1

n
11′)X = 1

c
Σ̂12Σ̂

−1
22Σ̂21 ,

is equal to the corrected (for the mean) between-groups sums of squares and cross-
products matrix,

(X − 1x′)′N (X − 1x′)
(Kshirsagar, 1972). If X is calculated from a centred data matrix, then x = 0 and
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hence

1

c
Σ̂12Σ̂

−1
22Σ̂21 =X

′
NX .

Substituting X
′
NX for 1

c
Σ̂12Σ̂

−1
22Σ̂21 and X′X for 1

c
Σ̂11 in the equation,

(Σ̂12Σ̂
−1
22Σ̂21 − λ

2Σ̂11)a = 0
which was derived in Section 4.3 yields

(cX′NX − cλ2X′X)a = 0
∴ X

′
NXa = λ2X′Xa . (4.3.8)

By the same argument as in Section 4.2, the eigenvector of the two-sided ei-
genvalue problem in (4.3.8), that corresponds to the largest eigenvalue of (4.3.8),
maximises the sums of squares ratio,

a′X
′
NXa

a′X′Xa
. (4.3.9)

It follows that the vector a1 that defines the linear combination of the x-variables
which optimally predicts the group scores, b′y, also defines the linear combination
of the x-variables which maximally separates the J groups in that it maximises the
ratio in (4.3.9). The eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (4.3.8) that
corresponds to the ith largest eigenvalue of (4.3.8), ai, maximises the ratio in (4.3.9)
conditional on being orthogonal to aj in the metric Σ̂11 for all j < i, i ∈ [1 ∶ s] where
s =min (p, J − 1). Note however that since

X′X =X
′
NX +W

a vector a that maximises the ratio in (4.3.9) also maximises the ratio

a′X
′
NXa

a′Wa
. (4.3.10)
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It follows that the vector a1 that defines the linear combination of the x-variables
which optimally predicts the group scores, b′y, also defines the linear combination
of the x-variables which maximally separates the J groups in that it maximises the
ratio in (4.3.10). In general, the vector ai defines the linear combination of the x-
variables that optimally predicts the groups scores conditional on being orthogonal
to aj in the metric Σ̂11 for all j < i and maximises the ratio in (4.3.10) conditional
on it being orthogonal to aj in the metric Σ̂11 for all j < i. Recall that the r-
dimensional CVA display space described in Section 4.2 is defined by the set of

r linear combinations {m′(i)x}ri=1 where m(1) maxmises the ratio in (4.3.10) under

the constraint m′(1)Wm(1) = 1 while m(i) maximises the ratio in (4.3.10) under
the constraint m′(i)Wm(i) = 1 and conditional on being orthogonal to m(j) in the

metric W, j < i. It follows that the r-linear combinations {a′ix}ri=1, like the r linear

combinations {m′(i)x}ri=1, optimally separates the J groups in r-dimensional space

and only differ from the latter with respect to their scaling and the metric with
respect to which they are orthogonal to each other.

4.4 CVA as a two-step procedure

From Section 4.2 and Section 4.3 it may seem as if obtaining the r-dimensional CVA
solution is comprised of one step only, namely finding the first r eigenvectors of the
two-sided eigenvalue problem,

Bm = λWm

where B = X
′
NX yields the weighted CVA solution and B = X

′
X yields the un-

weighted CVA solution, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. Although this is true mathematically, the pro-
cess of obtaining the r-dimensional CVA solution can be best explained as consisting
of two steps, the first of which is a transformation from the p-dimensional measure-
ment space to a new p-dimensional space and the second of which is a least squares
approximation performed in the transformed space. This approach to CVA has not
received much attention in the past but is discussed in detail in Gower et al. (2011).
The rest of this section is devoted to this approach.

Recall from Section 4.2 that the r linear combinations that define the r-dimensional
weighted CVA solution, that is the r linear combinations, {x′f(i)}ri=1, which maxi-
mally separate the J groups in r-dimensional space in that they yield the largest
possible value of the trace,

tr{(F′rX′NXFr) (F′rWFr)−1} (4.4.1)

across all p× r matrices of full column rank, Fr, are given by {x′m(i)}ri=1, where the
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matrix M satisfies the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
NXM =WMΛ

r ∈ [1 ∶K]. That is, Fr =Mr yields the largest possible value of the trace in (4.4.1)
across all p×r matrices of full column rank. Recall that the Pythagorean distances in
the p-dimensional canonical space (that is the row space of XM) are proportional to
the corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the p-dimensional measurement space
(see Section 4.2).

It can be shown that given a p × p non-singular matrix L which is such that

LL′ =W−1

the matrix

M = LVN

where VN is the p × p orthogonal matrix with column vectors equal to the right
singular vectors of the matrix N1/2XL, satisfies the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
NXM =WMΛ .

Letting the svd of the matrix N1/2XL be given by

N1/2XL =UNDN (VN)′

this is shown below:

N1/2XL =UNDN (VN)′
Ð→ L′X

′
NXL =VN (DN

p )2 (VN)′
Ð→X

′
NXLV = (L−1)′VN (DN

p )2
Ð→X

′
NXLV = (L−1)′L−1LVN (DN

p )2
Ð→BM =WMΛ
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where B = X
′
NX, M = LVN and Λ = (DN

p )2. It follows that the coordinate
vectors of the points representing the ith sample and the jth group mean in the
p-dimensional canonical space are given by the ith row vector of

XM =XLVN

and the jth row vector of

XM =XLVN

respectively, i ∈ [1 ∶ n], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Note that x′iLVN and (xj)′LVN are the coordi-

nate vectors of the points x′iL and (xj)′L with respect to the column vectors of VN,
i ∈ [1 ∶ n], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. It follows that the p-dimensional canonical space, that is the
row space of XM, is identical to the row space of XL. Recall that the Pythagorean
distances in the p-dimensional canonical space are proportional to the corresponding
Mahalanobis distances in the p-dimensional measurement space (see Section 4.2).
Since each of the row vectors of XL is a linear combination of row vectors of XL

and XL is of rank K, the row space of XL is a K-dimensional subspace of the row
space of XL. Note that since the row space of N1/2XL is identical to the row space
of XL, the column vectors of VN

K form an orthogonal basis for the row space of XL,

that is V ((XL)′) = V (VN
K):

V ((XL)′) = V (L′X′)
= V (L′X′N1/2)
= V (L′X′N1/2N1/2XL)
= V (VNDN (UN)′UNDN (VN)′)
= V (VN

K (DN
K)2 (VN

K)′)
= V (VN

KD
N
K)

Ð→ V ((XL)′) = V (VN
K) .

Since the last p −K column vectors of the matrix VN lie orthogonal to V (VN
K), it

follows that they form an orthogonal basis for the (p −K)-dimensional orthogonal
complement of V (VN

K). This means that the p column vectors of VN form an
orthogonal basis for the row space of XL, that is the p column vectors of VN form
an orthogonal basis for the p-dimensional canonical space.

The coordinate vectors of the points representing the ith sample and the jth
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group mean in the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space are given by the ith
row vector of

XMr =XLVN
r

and the jth row vector of the

XMr =XLVN
r

respectively. Note that x′iLVN
r and (xj)′LVN

r are the coordinate vectors of the

points x′iLVN
r (VN

r )′ and (xj)′LVN
r (VN

r )′ with respect to the column vectors of
VN

r respectively, i ∈ [1 ∶ n], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. It is evident that the r-dimensional weighted
CVA display space is equal to the row space of XLVN

r (VN
r )′ or equivalently, the

column space of VN
r :

V ((XLVN
r (VN

r )′)′) = V (VN
r (VN

r )′L′X′)
= V (VN

r (VN
r )′L′X′N1/2)

= V (VN
r (VN

r )′L′X′N1/2N1/2XLVN
r (VN

r )′)
= V (VN

r (VN
r )′VN

K (DN
K)2 (VN

K)′VN
r (VN

r )′)
= V (VN

r D
N
r D

N
r (VN

r )′)
= V (VN

r D
N
r )

Ð→ V ((XLVN
r (VN

r )′)′) = V (VN
r ) .

Consider the trace,

tr{(N1/2XL −F) (N1/2XL −F)′} (4.4.2)

where F denotes an arbitrary J ×p matrix of rank r. According to the Eckart-Young
theorem the trace in (4.4.2) is minimised across all J ×p matrices of rank r, F, when

F =N1/2XLVN
r (VN

r )′ .
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Since any J × p matrix of rank r can be expressed as YQrQ
′
r where Y is a J × p

matrix and Qr is a p× r matrix with orthogonal column vectors, the trace in (4.4.2)
can be expressed as

tr{(N1/2XL −PQrQ
′
r) (N1/2XL −PQrQ

′
r)′} (4.4.3)

= tr{(N1/2XL −N1/2XLQrQ
′
r) (N1/2XL −N1/2XLQrQ

′
r)′}

+ tr{(N1/2XLQrQ
′
r −PQrQ

′
r) (N1/2XLQrQ

′
r −PQrQ

′
r)′} . (4.4.4)

Hence, according to the Eckart-Young theorem the trace in (4.4.3) is minimised
across all J × p matrices of rank r, PQrQ

′
r, when

P =N1/2XL and Qr =VN
r .

It is evident that V (VN
r ) is the r-dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canon-

ical space that is closest to the set of J points {n1/2
j (xj)′L} in that Qr =VN

r yields

the smallest possible value of the trace,

tr{(N1/2XL −N1/2XLQrQ
′
r) (N1/2XL −N1/2XLQrQ

′
r)′}

=
J

∑
j=1
(n1/2

j (xj)′L − n1/2
j (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)(n1/2

j (xj)′L − n1/2
j (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)′ . (4.4.5)

That is, the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space, V (VN
r ), is that r-dimensional

subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space that yields the smallest possible value

of the sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the points {n1/2
j (xj)′L}

and their orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional subspace. It follows that
the points representing the group means in the r-dimensional weighted CVA dis-
play, (xj)′LVN

r (VN
r )′, are obtained by firstly transforming the group means to the

p-dimensional canonical space, that is the p-dimensional space in which the Pythag-
orean distances are proportional to the corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the
p-dimensional measurement space, and then projecting the transformed group means

onto the r-dimensional subspace which is closest to the set of J points, {n1/2
j (xj)′L},

in terms of least squares. Note that the minimisation criteria in (4.4.5) can be ex-
pressed as the weighted sum of squared Pythagorean distances between the points{(xj)′L} and their orthogonal projections onto an r-dimensional subspace of the
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p-dimensional canonical space:

tr{(N1/2XL −N1/2XLQrQ
′
r) (N1/2XL −N1/2XLQrQ

′
r)′}

=
J

∑
j=1
nj ((xj)′L − (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)((xj)′L − (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)′ . (4.4.6)

This means that the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space, V (VN
r ), is that r-

dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space that yields the smallest
possible weighted sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the points that

represent the group means in the p-dimensional canonical space, {(xj)′L}, and their

orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional subspace, the weights being equal to
the corresponding group sizes. The fact that the larger groups receive greater weights
in the minimization criteria in (4.4.6), implies that the r-dimensional weighted CVA
display space will be drawn towards the points representing the group means of the
larger groups in the p-dimensional canonical space.

It is shown below that the right singular vectors of the matrix XL are identical
to the right singular vectors of the matrix N1/2XL:

L′X′XL = L′ (X′NX +W)L
= L′X

′
NXL +L′WL

=VNΛ (VN)′ + I
Ð→ L′X′XL =VN (Λ + I) (VN)′ .

It is evident that the p right singular vectors of N1/2XL form an orthogonal basis
for the row space of XL, that is an orthogonal basis for the p-dimensional canonical
space. Since the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space is spanned by the first r
right singular vectors of XL, the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space, V (VN

r ),
is the r-dimensional linear subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space that is
closest to the set of n points, {x′iL}, in that

tr{(XL −XLQrQ
′
r) (XL −XLQrQ

′
r)′}

is minimised over all p × r matrices of full column rank, Qr, when Qr = VN
r , r ∈[1 ∶K]. Since XL is centred such that

1′XL = 0′
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the Pythagorean distances between the points representing the n individual samples
in the p-dimensional canonical space are optimally approximated by the correspond-
ing Pythagorean distances in the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space (see Sec-
tion 1.6.11). Since the Pythagorean distances in the p-dimensional canonical space
are proportional to the corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the p-dimensional
measurement space, it follows that the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space
is the r-dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space which yields the
most accurate representation of the true intersample relationships, as measured by
the Mahalanobis distance metric.

The p × p non-singular transformation matrix L which is such that LL′ =W−1

can be obtained from the spectral decomposition of the matrix W or its inverse,
W−1 (Gower et al., 2011). Consider the spectral decomposition of W:

W = EΞE′

where E is a p × p orthogonal matrix and Ξ is a p × p diagonal matrix. Since W is
a positive definite matrix, all p its eigenvalues are positive values and hence each of
the diagonal matrices Ξ, Ξ−1, Ξ1/2 and Ξ−1/2 is a p × p non-singular matrix. The
spectral decomposition of W−1 follows as:

W−1 = EΞ−1E′ (4.4.7)

and hence the matrix W−1 can be expressed as

W−1 = (EΞ−1/2) (EΞ−1/2)′
Ð→W−1 = LL′ where L = EΞ−1/2 . (4.4.8)

Since both E and Ξ−1/2 are p × p non-singular matrices, the matrix L = EΞ−1/2 is a
p×p non-singular matrix. Since the column vectors of the matrix E are eigenvectors
of W as well as of W−1 and the column vectors of

EΞ−1/2

are scalar multiples of the column vectors of E, it follows that the column vectors
of L = EΞ−1/2 are eigenvectors of W as well as of W−1. The column vectors of the
p×p non-singular matrix, L which is such that LL′ =W−1 are therefore eigenvectors
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of the matrices W and W−1, normalised such that

L′WL = I .

In the context of this two-step approach to CVA and the CVA display, the ith
canonical variable is defined as being the linear combination,

˜
yi =

˜
x′ℓ(i) where ℓ(i)

denotes the ith column vector of the matrix L defined in (4.4.8) (Gower et al., 2011).
The p-dimensional canonical space, that is the row space of XL, contains all possible
observations of the vector of p canonical variables,

˜
y = L′

˜
x. Let Y denote the n × p

matrix with ith row vector equal to the ith canonical sample, y′i = x′iL, that is:

Y =XL .

The jth canonical mean is defined to be the transformed jth group mean, that is(yj)′ = (xj)′L. The J × p matrix with jth row vector equal to the jth canonical
mean is given by:

Y =XL

Ð→Y =N−1G′XL

Ð→Y =N−1G′Y .

Recall that the row space of XL is a K-dimensional subspace of the row space of
XL. This means that the J canonical means are contained in a K-dimensional
subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space. The common within-group sample
covariance matrix associated with the vector of canonical variables,

˜
y, is given by:

Σ̂˜
y

W = L
′Σ̂WL

Ð→ Σ̂˜
y

W =
1

n
L′WL

Ð→ Σ̂˜
y

W =
1

n
I .

It is evident that within each group, the p canonical variables are uncorrelated and
have identical sample variances.

Recall that the r linear combinations that define the r-dimensional unweighted
CVA solution, that is the r linear combinations, {x′f(i)}ri=1, which maximally sepa-
rate the J groups in r-dimensional space in that they yield the largest possible value
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of the trace,

tr{(F′rX′XFr) (F′rWFr)−1}

across all p× r matrices of full column rank, Fr, are given by {x′m(i)}ri=1, where the
matrix M satisfies

X
′
XM =WMΛ

r ∈ [1 ∶K]. It can be shown that the matrix

MI = LVI

where L is as defined in (4.4.8) and VI is the p × p orthogonal matrix with column
vectors equal to the right singular vectors of the matrix XL, satisfies the two-sided
eigenvalue problem,

X
′
XM =WMΛ . (4.4.9)

Letting the svd of the matrix XL be given by

XL =UIDI (VI)′

this is shown below:

Ð→ L′X
′
XL =VI (DI

p)2 (VI)′
Ð→X

′
XLV = (L−1)′VI (DI

p)2
Ð→X

′
XLV = (L−1)′L−1LVI (DI

p)2
Ð→X

′
XMI =WMIΛI

where MI = LVI and ΛI = (DI
p)2. Hence, the coordinate vectors of the points

representing the ith sample and jth group mean in the r-dimensional unweighted
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CVA display space are given by the ith row vector of

XMI
r =XLVI

r

and the jth row vector of

XMI
r =XLVI

r

respectively, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. Recall that the r-dimensional CVA display space where
r > K is not uniquely defined as each of the last p −K eigenvalues of the two-sided
eigenvalue problem in (4.4.9) is equal to zero.

Note that the column vectors of VI
K , like the column vectors of VN

K , form an
orthogonal basis for the row space of XL:

V ((XL)′) = V (L′X′)
= V (L′X′XL)
= V (VIDI (UI)′UIDI (VI)′)
= V (VI

K (DI
K)2 (VI

K)′)
= V (VI

KD
I
K)

Ð→ V ((XL)′) = V (VI
K) .

It follows that the K-dimensional unweighted and K-dimensional weighted CVA
display spaces are identical. Due to the fact that projection matrices are unique, it
follows that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ . (4.4.10)

Since (xj)′LVI
K and (xj)′LVN

K are the coordinate vectors of the points (xj)′LVI
K (VI

K)′
and (xj)′LVN

KV
N
K with respect to the column vectors of VI

K and VN
K respectively,

it follows that the points representing the group means in the K-dimensional un-
weighted and K-dimensional weighted CVA displays are identical. This implies
that the classification regions of the K-dimensional unweighted and K-dimensional
weighted CVA displays are identical. As a result of (4.4.10) the points representing
an arbitrary sample in the K-dimensional unweighted and K-dimensional weighted
CVA displays are also identical. This implies that all classifications made using the
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classification regions of the K-dimensional weighted and K-dimensional unweighted
CVA displays are identical. This is in agreement with Section 4.2.

Given that the K column vectors of VI
K form an orthogonal basis for a K-

dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space and the last p−K column
vectors of VI form an orthogonal basis for the orthogonal complement of V (VI

K),
the p column vectors of VI (like the p column vectors of VN) form an orthogonal
basis for the p-dimensional canonical space.

Consider the trace,

tr{(XL −F) (XL −F)′} (4.4.11)

where F denotes an arbitrary J ×p matrix of rank r. According to the Eckart-Young
theorem the trace in (4.4.2) is minimised across all J ×p matrices of rank r, F, when

F =XLVI
r (VI

r)′ .
Since any J × p matrix of rank r can be expressed as YQrQ

′
r where Y is a J × p

matrix and Qr is a p×r matrix with orthogonal column vectors, the trace in (4.4.11)
can be expressed as

tr{(XL −PQrQ
′
r) (XL −PQrQ

′
r)′} (4.4.12)

= tr{(XL −XLQrQ
′
r) (XL −XLQrQ

′
r)′}

+ tr{(XLQrQ
′
r −PQrQ

′
r) (XLQrQ

′
r −PQrQ

′
r)′} .

Hence, according to the Eckart-Young theorem the trace in (4.4.12) is minimised
across all J × p matrices of rank r, PQrQ

′
r, when

P =XL and Qr =VI
r .

It is evident that V (VI
r) is the r-dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canonical

space that is closest to the set of J points {(xj)′L} in that Qr = VI
r yields the

smallest possible value of the trace,

tr{(XL −XLQrQ
′
r) (XL −XLQrQ

′
r)′}
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=
J

∑
j=1
((xj)′L − (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)((xj)′L − (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)′ . (4.4.13)

That is, the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space, V (VI
r), is that r-dimensional

subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space that yields the smallest possible value
of the sum of the squared Pythagorean distances between the points representing

the group means in the p-dimensional canonical space, that is {(xj)′L}, and their

orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional subspace. It follows that the points
representing the group means in the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display, that

is {(xj)′LVI
r (VI

r)′}, are obtained by firstly transforming the group means to the

p-dimensional canonical space, that is the p-dimensional space in which the Pythag-
orean distances are proportional to the corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the
p-dimensional measurement space, and then projecting the transformed group means

onto the r-dimensional subspace which is closest to the set of J points, {(xj)′L},
in terms of least squares. Recall from Section 4.2 that the weighted CVA display
is identical to the unweighted CVA display when the J groups are of identical sizes
and that the more N differs from n

J
I, the more the CVA display corresponding to

C =N will differ from the CVA display corresponding to C = I.
Note that since the centroid of the set of points, {(xj)′L}, is not given by the

null vector, the Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
means in the p-dimensional canonical space are not optimally approximated by the
corresponding Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
means in the r-dimensional subspace, V (Vr), that is, the r-dimensional unweighted

CVA display space (Section 1.6.11). Note that since X
′
X and W do not add up

to X′X, the right singular vectors of XL and XL are not the same. Hence the
Pythagorean distance between the points in the p-dimensional canonical space are
not optimally approximated by the corresponding Pythagorean distances in the r-
dimensional unweighted CVA display space.

Note that the J groups carry identical weights in the minimisation criteria that
determines the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space, that is

J

∑
j=1
((xj)′L − (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)((xj)′L − (xj)′LQrQ

′
r)′ .

Recall that the larger groups carry greater weights than the smaller groups in
the minimisation criteria that determines the r-dimensional weighted CVA display
space, V (VN

r ). This implies that the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space
tends to be more drawn towards the points representing the group means of the
larger groups in the p-dimensional canonical space than the unweighted CVA dis-
play space. That is, the points representing the group means of larger groups in
the p-dimensional canonical space tend to lie closer to their orthogonal projections
onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space than to their orthogonal projec-
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tions onto the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. Similarly,
the points representing the group means of the smaller groups in the p-dimensional
canonical space will tend to lie further from their orthogonal projections onto the r-
dimensional weighted CVA display space than from their orthogonal projections onto
the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. This is however not
necessarily the case - if the point representing the group mean of a very small group
in the p-dimensional canonical space lies close to the point representing the group
mean of the largest group, then the point representing the group mean of the small
group will likely lie closer to its projection onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA
display space than to its projection onto the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display
space. Remember that the K-dimensional weighted and unweighted CVA display
spaces are identical. Hence, the Pythagorean distance between any point in the p-
dimensional canonical space and its orthogonal projection onto the K-dimensional
weighted CVA display space are identical to the Pythagorean distance between that
point and its orthogonal projection onto the K-dimensional unweighted CVA dis-
play space. Furthermore, since the canonical mean of a group is a measure of the
central locality of the canonical samples belonging to that group, it follows that
the points representing the individual samples belonging to the larger groups in
the p-dimensional canonical space, on average tend to lie closer to their orthogonal
projections onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA display than to their orthogo-
nal projections onto the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space, r ∈ [1 ∶K].
Similarly, the points representing the individual samples belonging to the smaller
groups in the p-dimensional canonical space, on average tend to lie further from
their orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA display than from
their orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space,
r ∈ [1 ∶K].

Note that the Pythagorean distances between the points {e′jXL} are not op-
timally approximated by the Pythagorean distances between the points represent-
ing the group means in either the r-dimensional weighted CVA display or the r-
dimensional unweighted CVA display. Note also that the Pythagorean distance
between the two points e′jXL and e′kXL is identical to the Pythagorean distance

between the two points e′j (I − 1
J
11′)XL and e′k (I − 1

J
11′)XL, for all j, k ∈ [1 ∶ J].

Since the matrix (I − 1
J
11′)XL is centred such that 1′ (I − 1

J
11′)XL = 0′, the Py-

thagorean distances between the points,

{e′j (I − 1

J
11′)XL}

are optimally approximated by the corresponding Pythagorean distances between
the orthogonal projections of these points onto the r-dimensional subspace of

V (((I − 1
J
11′)XL)′) that is spanned by the first r right singular vectors of

(I − 1
J
11′)XL (see Section 1.6.11). Letting the svd of the matrix (I − 1

J
11′)XL,
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where L is as defined in (4.4.8), be given by

(I − 1

J
11′)XL =UCentDCent (VCent)′

this means that the Pythagorean distances between the points{e′j (I − 1
J
11′)XLVCent (VCent)′} will optimally approximate the corresponding

Pythagorean distances between the points {e′j (I − 1
J
11′)XL}. Since the Pythago-

rean distance between the two points e′j (I − 1
J
11′)XLVrV

′
r and e′k (I − 1

J
11′)XVrV

′
r

is identical to the Pythagorean distance between the two points e′jXLVrV
′
r and

e′kXLVrV
′
r for all j, k ∈ [1 ∶ J], it follows that the Pythagorean distances between

the points {e′jXL} are optimally approximated by the corresponding Pythagorean

distances between the orthogonal projections of the points {e′jXL} onto the r-
dimensional subspace V (VCent

K ), r ∈ [1 ∶K]. That means that the relative mag-
nitudes of the Pythagorean distances between the points{e′j (I − 1

J
11′)XLVCent (VCent)′} will provide the optimal representation of the rel-

ative magnitudes of the corresponding Mahalanobis distances between the points{e′jX}.
Note that the r-dimensional subspace V (VCent

r ) is the r-dimensional subspace of
the row space of (I − 1

J
11′)XL that is closest to the set of points {e′j (I − 1

J
11′)XL}

in terms of least squares, that is the matrix VCent
r minimises the trace

tr{((I − 1

J
11′)XL − (I − 1

J
11′)XQrQ

′
r)((I − 1

J
11′)XL − (I − 1

J
11′)XLQrQ

′
r)′}

(4.4.14)

across all J × r orthonormal matrices, Qr. It follows that if the r-dimensional CVA
display space is taken to be the subspace V (VCent

r ) and consequently the jth group
mean and ith sample are represented by points with coordinate vectors given by the
jth row vector of

XMCent
r where MCent

r = LVCent
r

and the ith row vector of

XMCent
r =XLVCent

r

respectively, then the Pythagorean distances between the points representing the
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group means in the p-dimensional canonical space will be optimally approximated by
the corresponding Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
means in the r-dimensional CVA display space. Since the J groups receive identical
weights in the minimisation criteria in (4.4.14), the CVA display constructed from
the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL is referred to as an unweighted CVA display (like the CVA

display constructed from the svd of XL).
Recall that the larger groups carry greater weights than the smaller groups in

the minimisation criteria that determines the r-dimensional weighted CVA display
space, V (VN

r ). It follows that the points representing the group means of larger
groups in the p-dimensional canonical space tend to lie closer to their orthogonal
projections onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space, V (VN

r ), than to
their orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional unweighted CVA display space,
V (VCent

r ), r ∈ [1 ∶K]. Similarly, the points representing the group means of the
smaller groups in the p-dimensional canonical space will tend to lie further from
their orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA display space,
V (VN

r ), than from their orthogonal projections onto the r-dimensional unweighted
CVA display space, V (VCent

r ), r ∈ [1 ∶K].
The matrix

MCent = LVCent

satisfies the two-sided eigenvalue problem

X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XMCent =WMCentΛCent

r . (4.4.15)

This is shown below:

(I − 1

J
11′)XL =UCentDCent (VCent)′

Ð→ L′X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XL =VCent (DCent

p )2 (VCent)′
Ð→X

′ (I − 1

J
11′)XLV = (L−1)′VCent (DCent

p )2
Ð→X

′ (I − 1

J
11′)XLV = (L−1)′L−1LVCent (DCent

p )2
Ð→X

′ (I − 1

J
11′)XMCent =WMCentΛCent

where MCent = LVCent and Λ = (DCent
p )2. The two-sided eigenvalue problem in

(4.4.15) has p −K zero eigenvalues since the matrix W−1/2X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XW−1/2 is
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of rank K =min (J − 1, p):

rank(W−1/2X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XW−1/2) = rank(X′ (I − 1

J
11′)X)

= rank(X′ (I − 1

J
11′)(I − 1

J
11′)X)

= rank((I − 1

J
11′)X)

=min (J − 1, p) .
The last step follows since the matrix X is of rank K = min (J − 1, p) and because
pre-multiplication by (I − 1

J
11′) simply changes the one linear dependence between

the row vectors of X, that is

J

∑
j=1
nj (xj)′ = 0′

to the following linear dependence between the row vectors of (I − 1
J
11′)X:

J

∑
j=1

e′j (I − 1

J
11′)X = 0′ .

It can be shown that the last p − K coordinates of the J points {(xj)′M} are

identical. A derivation of this result is provided in the appendix at the end of this
chapter. Consequently the classifications based on the K-dimensional CVA display
constructed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL are identical to the classifications based

on the p-dimensional canonical space. This means that the classifications based on
the K-dimensional CVA displays constructed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL, XL

and N1/2XL, are identical.
It will now be shown that the K-dimensional CVA display space, V (VCent

K ) is
identical to the row space of XL, just like the K-dimensional CVA display space
V (VI

K) and the K-dimensional CVA display space V (VN
K). Consider the J × p

matrix (I − 1
J
11′)XL. When p < J − 1, this matrix is of rank p while when p > J − 1

the matrix is of rank J − 1. Let the svd’s of (I − 1
J
11′)XL, XL and N1/2XL be

given by:

(I − 1

J
11′)XL =UCentDCent (VCent)′
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XL =UIDI (VI)′
N1/2XL =UNDN (VN)′ .

When p < J − 1 and hence the rank of each of the matrices, XL, (I − 1
J
11′)XL and

N1/2XL is equal to K = p, it follows that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ = IK .

Since the three projection matrices above are identical, it follows that the column
space of VI, VCent and VN are identical. It is known that

V (VI) = V ((XL)′)
V (VCent) = V (((I − 1

J
11′)XL)′)

V (VN) = V ((N1/2XL)′) .

It follows that the row space of XL, (I − 1
J
11′)XL and N1/2XL are identical and

hence that the p column vectors of each of the matrices,VI, VCent and VN, form
an orthogonal basis for the row space of XL.

Consider now the case where p > J − 1 and hence where the rank of each of the
matrices, XL, (I − 1

J
11′)XL and N1/2XL is equal toK = J−1. Since elementary row

operations do not change the row space of a matrix, the row space of (I − 1
J
11′)XL

is identical to the row space of the matrix obtained by subtracting from each of the
first J − 1 rows of (I − 1

J
11′)XL the Jth row of (I − 1

J
11′)XL, that is the matrix

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(x1)′L − 1
J
1′XL − ((xJ)′L − 1

J
1′XL)

(x2)′L − 1
J
1′XL − ((xJ)′L − 1

J
1′XL)

⋮(xJ−1)′L − 1
J
1′XL − ((xJ)′L − 1

J
1′XL)

(xJ)′L − 1
J
1′XL

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

(x1)′L − (xJ) ′L(x2)′L − (xJ)′L
⋮(xJ−1)′L − (xJ)′L(xJ)′L − 1

J
1′XL

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (4.4.16)

Note that the Jth row vector of the above matrix can be expressed as a linear
combination of the other J − 1 row vectors

(xJ)′L − 1

J
1′XL = −

1

J
((x1)′L − (xJ)′L + (x2)′L − (xJ)′L + ... + (xJ−1)′L − (xJ)′L) .
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Since the matrix (I − 1
J
11′)XL is of rank J − 1, this implies that the first J − 1

row vectors of the matrix in (4.4.16), that is the contrasts {(xj)′L − (xj)′L}J−1
j=1

,

are linearly independent and hence form a basis for the row space of (I − 1
J
11′)XL.

Since (xj)′L lies in the row space of XL for all j ∈ [1 ∶ J], it follows that each of

the J −1 linear independent contrasts, {(xj)′L − (xJ)′L}J−1
j=1

, lie in the row space of

XL. Since XL is also of rank J − 1, the J − 1 contrasts {(xj)′L − (xJ)′L}J−1
j=1

also

form a basis for the row space of XL. Hence the row space of XL is identical to the
row space of (I − 1

J
11′)XL. Since the row space of N1/2XL is identical to the row

space of XL, it follows that the row spaces of (I − 1
J
11′)XL, XL and N1/2XL are

identical.
In conclusion the row spaces of (I − 1

J
11′)XL, XL and N1/2XL are identical

irrespective of whether p < J − 1 or p > J − 1, that is

V ((XL)′) = V (((I − 1

J
11′)XL)′) = V ((N1/2XL)′)

∴ V (VI
K) = V (VCent

K ) = V (VN
K)

where K = min (J − 1, p). Since a projection matrix onto a particular subspace is
unique, this implies that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ .
It follows that the points that represent the J group means and the n individual sam-
ples in the K-dimensional CVA displays constructed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL,

XL and N1/2XL are identical. Consequently, the classification regions of the three
K-dimensional CVA displays and all the classifications made based on those classi-
fication regions are identical.

Since the first K column vectors of VCent form an orthogonal basis for the row
space of XL and each of the last p −K column vectors of VCent lie orthogonal to
V (VCent

K ), it follows that
XLV(p−K) = 0

that is

(x1)′mCent
(K+1) = (x2)′mCent

(K+1)= . . . = (xJ)′mCent
(K+1)(x1)′mCent

(K+2) = (x2)′mCent
(K+2)= . . . = (xJ)′mCent

(K+2)
⋮ ⋮

(x1)′mCent
(p) = (x2)′mCent

(p) = . . . = (xJ)′mCent
(p) .
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Note that since the matrix MCent = LVCent satisfies the two-sided eigenvalue
problem in (4.4.15), the matrix MCent

r = LVCent
r maximises the trace

tr{(F′rX′ (I − 1

J
11′)XFr)(F′rWFr)−1} (4.4.17)

across all p × r matrices of full column rank, Fr, r ∈ [1 ∶K]. It is evident that the
points representing the group means in the r-dimensional space in which the groups
are optimally separated in that the trace in (4.4.17) is maximised across all p × r
matrices of full column rank, Fr, can be obtained by first transforming the group
means and individual observations to the p-dimensional canonical space and then
projecting the points orthogonally onto the best fitting r-dimensional subspace to
the set of points {e′j (I − 1

J
11′)XL} in terms of least squares. It follows that if the

r-dimensional CVA display space is taken to be the subspace V (VCent
r ) then the

groups will be maximally separated in that the trace in (4.4.17) is maximised and
the Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group means in the
p-dimensional canonical space will be optimally approximated by the corresponding
Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group means in the r-
dimensional CVA display space.

Let C denote a J × J matrix which is either positive definite and symmetric or
idempotent and let C1/2 denote the square root matrix of C if C is positive definite
and symmetric (see Chapter 1) and let C1/2 denote C when C is idempotent. It
is evident that the r-dimensional CVA display space is the r-dimensional column
space of the matrix that yields the smallest possible value of the trace,

tr{(C1/2XL −C1/2XLQrQ
′
r) (C1/2XL −C1/2XLQrQ

′
r)′}

where L is a p × p non-singular matrix which is such that LL′ = W−1, across all
p× r orthonormal matrices, Qr. It follows from the Eckart-Young theorem that the
r-dimensional CVA display space is the subspace V (Vr), where V is the matrix of
right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL. In the r-dimensional CVA display, the
jth group mean and ith individual sample are represented by the points,

(xj)′LVr = (xj)′Mr

and

x′iLVr = x′iMr .
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The matrix Mr = LVr satisfies

X
′
CXMr =WMrΛr .

and is the p × r matrix of full column rank that yields the largest possible value of
the ratio

tr{F′rX′CXFr (F′rWFr)−1} (4.4.18)

across all p × r matrices of full column rank, Fr. That is, the r-dimensional CVA
display space is that subspace in which the groups are maximally separated in that
it yields the maximum value of the trace in (4.4.18).

As an example of an unweighted CVA display constructed with C = (I − 1
J
11′),

consider the two-dimensional CVA display of the simulated data set introduced in
Section 4.2.1.1 provided in Figure 4.3. Note that this unweighted CVA display is al-
most indistinguishable from the unweighted CVA display of this data set constructed
with C = I in Figure 4.2.

−0.2 −0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2

−
0.

2
−

0.
1

0.
0

0.
1

0.
2

Group 1 (40)
Group 2 (120)
Group 3 (120)
Group 4 (120)

Figure 4.3: The two-dimensional unweighted CVA display of the simulated data set
constructed with C = (I − 1

J
11′).
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Which of C = N, C = I or C = (I − 1
J
11′) should be used in the construction

of the CVA display depends for what purpose the investigator of the CVA display
wants to use it. If the investigator merely wants to visualise the most accurate
representation of the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the
group centroids, then constructing the CVA display from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL

would be best. If however the investigator wants to visualise the most accurate
representation of the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the
individual samples, then the CVA display should be constructed from the svd of
N1/2XL. If the investigator wants to use the classification regions of the CVA
display to classify a set of new samples and he/she expects the relative group sizes
associated with the set of new samples to be very similar to those associated with
the set of samples from which X is calculated, that is the set of samples upon
which the construction of the classification regions were based, then constructing
the CVA display from the svd of N1/2XL would probably be best. If on the other
hand the investigator believes that the relative group sizes associated with the set of
new samples differ substantially from those associated with the set of samples from
which X is calculated, then constructing the CVA display from the svd of XL or(I − 1

J
11′)XL would probably be best.

4.5 The CVA biplot

The CVA displays that have been discussed up to now were ordinary MDS displays,
containing no information on the measured variables. The CVA biplot is obtained
by adding information on the measured variables to the CVA display in the form of
calibrated linear axes called biplot axes.

The construction of the CVA biplot is easiest to understand in the light of the
two-step approach discussed in Section 4.4. The CVA biplot can be constructed
from the svd of N1/2XL, XL or (I − 1

J
11′)XL, just as the CVA displays discussed

in the foregoing sections. The CVA biplot constructed from the svd of N1/2XL is
called the weighted CVA biplot, while both the CVA biplot constructed from the svd
of XL and the CVA biplot constructed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL, are referred

to as unweighted CVA biplots.
Gabriel (1972) introduced the (weighted) CVA biplot, which he referred to as the

MANOVA biplot, as the simultaneous graphical representation of the group means
and the original measured variables in a space in which the Pythagorean distances
between the pairs of transformed group means approximate a constant multiple of
the Mahalanobis distances between the corresponding pairs of group means. Gabriel
(1972) proposed that the group means and measured variables be represented by
sets of uncalibrated vectors emanating from the origin. He furthermore suggested
that these vectors be such that the inner product between the vector representing
the jth group mean and the vector representing the ith measured variable equals
the approximation of the ith element of the jth group mean, xji , the approximation
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being given by the ijth element of the matrix,

XMrM
r

where r denotes the dimension of the biplot and Mr satisfies

X
′
NXMr =WMrΛ

i, j ∈ [1 ∶ J], r ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Gower and Hand (1996) adjusted the CVA biplot proposed
by Gabriel in the same way in which they adjusted the traditional PCA biplot.
They proposed that the group means be represented by the endpoints of the vectors
representing them in the biplot proposed by Gabriel and that the measured variables
be represented by calibrated linear axes lying collinear with the vectors representing
the measured variables in the biplot proposed by Gabriel. Gower and Hand (1996)
proposed that these axes, referred to as biplot axes, be such that the approximation
to x

j
i , that is (xj)′MrM

rei, is read off from the biplot axis representing the ith
measured variable at the orthogonal projection of the point representing the jth
group mean onto the biplot axis representing the ith measured variable, i ∈ [1 ∶ p],
j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Note that this CVA biplot proposed by Gower and Hand (1996) is called
a predictive CVA biplot. Imposing such calibrated linear axes onto the unweighted
CVA displays discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.4 yields the corresponding unweighted
predictive CVA biplots. In general, the ith predictive biplot axis of the CVA biplot
constructed from the svd of C1/2XL is calibrated with the value (xj)′MrM

r, where
M satisfies

X
′
CXMr =WMrΛ

at the orthogonal projection of the point (xj)′M onto that biplot axis. Gower and
Hand (1996) also proposed another CVA biplot, called the interpolative CVA biplot
in which the measured variables are represented by calibrated linear axes which
are used to position the group means and individual samples in the CVA biplot
space. The CVA biplot space will henceforth be denoted by L. The interpolative
and predictive CVA biplots will be discussed in more detail in Sections 4.5.1 and
4.5.2.

Like the CVA displays discussed earlier, the main strength of the CVA biplot is
its ability to exhibit patterns in the data which might have been very difficult to
detect using traditional analytic methods. The CVA biplot allows visual appraisal
of the approximate nature and degree of overlap amongst the various groups. Just
like the K-dimensional CVA display, the K-dimensional CVA biplot contains all
the information useful for discrimination and classification purposes. Classification
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regions can be constructed on the CVA biplots proposed by both Gabriel (1971) and
Gower and Hand (1996) in exactly the same way as on the CVA displays discussed
in Sections 4.2 and 4.4. Imposing classification regions onto the CVA biplot allows
visualisation of the approximate CVA classification rules if the dimension of the
CVA biplot, r, is less than K and the exact CVA classification rules if r =K.

When it comes to the visualisation of the (approximate) CVA classification pro-
cess via the constructed classification regions, the biplot proposed by Gower and
Hand (1996) has the additional advantage that it provides information about the
contributions of the different measured variables to the classification of an observa-
tion of unknown origin via the linear biplot axes (specifically, the predictive biplot
axes discussed in Section 4.5.2). Conclusions about a measured variable can however
only be made from the visual inspection of the CVA biplot if the corresponding bi-
plot axis accurately predicts the measurements on that variable. For example, when
two observations of unknown origin are classified to two different groups, projection
of the two points onto each of the p biplot axes and comparing the values read off
from the biplot axes at the projections of the two points, will indicate with respect
to which measured variables the two observations differ more than others, given that
the biplot axes accurately predicts the measurements of the corresponding variables.
If the values read off from the biplot axes are very similar for two observations, ex-
cept for the values read off from the kth biplot axis and all the biplot axes accurately
predicts the measurements of the corresponding variables, then it can be concluded
that it is the two observations’ large difference with respect to the kth measured
variable that resulted in the them being classified to different groups. Projecting the
points representing the J groups centroids onto the p biplot axes will also indicate
with respect to which variables the groups differ substantially and with respect to
which they are quite similar, provided that the biplot axes accurately predicts the
corresponding measurements. The quality of the individual CVA biplot axes with
respect to their predictive abilities will be discussed in Sections 5.4 and 5.13.1.

If in addition to the group centroids, the individual samples are represented in the
CVA biplot, the biplot allows for a more detailed representation of the approximate
degree and nature of the overlap and/or separation amongst the groups as well
as visualisation of the within-group dispersion. Imposing α-bags onto the biplot
further facilitates the visualisation of the extent of the overlap between the groups.
The smallest value of α for which there is any overlap between the groups can be
used to quantify the amount of overlap. The smaller this α value, the greater the
extent of the overlap between the groups. Recall from Section 4.2.5 that the value
of Wilk’s lambda calculated under the null hypothesis of no difference between the
J group means can also be used as a measure of the amount of overlap amongst the
groups. The greater the magnitude of Wilk’s lambda under the null hypothesis of
no difference between the group means, the more evidence there is against the null
hypothesis of no difference, that is, the smaller the amount of overlap between the
groups.

Like the CVA display, the CVA biplot should only be used to represent the
group structure of a data set if the assumption of identical within-group covariance
matrices is appropriate for that data set. If this assumption is not appropriate, the
group structure underlying the data set can be represented in an AOD biplot.
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The definition of the terms interpolation and prediction are the same as for
the PCA biplot - interpolation is the process of finding the position of a sample
in the biplot space, L, given the sample’s measurements on the original measured
variables while prediction is the inverse process, that is, the process of inferring the
measurements of a sample on the original measured variables given the sample’s
position in the biplot space. As for the PCA biplot, each of these two processes are
performed by relating the given values to a set of biplot axes. The biplot axes used
for interpolation are called interpolative biplot axes and the CVA biplot containing
these axes is called the interpolative CVA biplot. On the other hand, the biplot axes
used to perform prediction are called predictive biplot axes and the CVA biplot
containing these axes is called the predictive CVA biplot. The interpolation and
prediction processes corresponding to the CVA biplot are discussed in Sections 4.5.1
and 4.5.2 respectively

4.5.1 Interpolation

The coordinate vector of the point that represents an observation x in the p-
dimensional canonical space is given by:

y′ = x′M

Ð→ y′ =
p

∑
k=1

xke
′
kM

Ð→ y′ = p(1
p

p

∑
k=1

xke
′
kM) . (4.5.1)

Note that e′kM is the interpolant of one unit of the kth variable,
˜
xk, in the p-

dimensional canonical space. Hence, in the p-dimensional interpolative CVA biplot,
the point e′kM will be calibrated with one unit of the kth variable. Similarly, the
point xke′kM will be calibrated xk units of

˜
xk. It is evident that the biplot axis

representing the
˜
xk in the p-dimensional interpolative CVA biplot is linear and lies

in the direction of the vector, e′kM, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. It is evident that the interpolant of
x in the full canonical space is the weighted vector-sum of the interpolants of the
unit points of the p

˜
x-variables where the weights are given by the corresponding

elements of x. The expression of the interpolant of x in (4.5.1) shows that if the
vector emanating from the origin to the centroid of the set of points, {xke′kM},
is extended p times, then the endpoint of that vector gives the position of the
interpolant of x.

The interpolant of x in the r-dimensional subspace of the canonical space defined
by the first r canonical variables is given by

z′ = x′Mr

=
p

∑
k=1

xke
′
kMr .
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By the same argument as before, the interpolative axis representing
˜
xk in the r-

dimensional interpolative CVA biplot is linear and lies in the direction of the vector
e′kMr with the point xke′kMr being calibrated with xk units of

˜
xk. It follows that the

interpolant of x in the r-dimensional CVA biplot space is positioned at the endpoint
of the vector obtained by extending the vector emanating from the origin to the
centroid of the set of points, {xke′kMr}, p times.

In order to obtain the position of a new sample (that is a sample that was not part
of the set of samples from which X was calculated) it first needs to be scaled such
that its measurements are in the same scales as those of the centred matrix X. That
is, the overall (unconditional) observed means of the measured variables must be
subtracted from the corresponding measurements of the new sample. After rescaling
the measurements of the new sample, the position of the sample in the existing biplot
can be obtained in exactly the same way as that of an original sample. That is, if
x∗ is the rescaled new sample, then its position in the existing biplot (constructed
from X) is given by (z∗)′ = (x∗)′Mr.

4.5.2 Prediction

Since prediction is the inverse process of interpolation, the predicted values corre-
sponding to a point y in the p-dimensional canonical space is given by

x̂′ = y′M−1 .

When the point, y which lies in the p-dimensional canonical space, also lies in the
r-dimensional biplot space, only its first r elements can be non-zero values. Hence
y can be expressed in the following form:

y′ = [z′ 0′]
where the ith element of z is identical to the ith element of y, i ∈ [1 ∶ r]. It follows
that the predicted values corresponding to a point z in L are given by:

x̂′ = y′M−1

= [z′ 0′]M−1

= z′Mr .

A point that predicts the value µ for the kth variable,
˜
xk, therefore satisfies

µ = x̂′ek
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Ð→ µ = z′Mrek . (4.5.2)

Hence, all the points in L that predict the value µ for
˜
xk lie on a (r − 1)-dimen-

sional hyperplane in L which lies orthogonal to the vector Mrek. The hyperplanes
corresponding to different values of µ lie parallel to each other and are all orthogonal
to the vector Mrek. The value of

˜
xk predicted by a point z in L, is therefore the

value of µ which is such that z lies on the hyperplane,

µ = z′Mrek .

If a line passing through the origin and orthogonal to these hyperplanes is con-
structed and calibrated with the value µ at the point where it intersects with the
hyperplane µ = z′Mrek, then the predicted value for

˜
xk corresponding to a point

z∗ in L, can be obtained by projecting the point z∗ orthogonally onto the line and
reading off the calibration at the point onto which z∗ projects. Every point z on
the line passing through the origin and orthogonal to the hyperplanes of the form,
µ = z′Mrek, can be expressed in the following way:

z′ = σe′k (Mr)′ .
If σe′k (Mr)′ is substituted for z′ in equation (4.5.2), then the following expression
for the predicted value µ for

˜
xk is obtained:

µ = σe′k (Mr)′Mrek .

The value of σ corresponding to the value of µ, is therefore given by

σ =
µ

e′k (Mr)′Mrek

and hence

z′ = σe′k (Mr)′
Ð→ z′ =

µ

e′k (Mr)′Mrek
e′k (Mr)′ . (4.5.3)
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The line defined by points satisfying equation (4.5.3) and which is calibrated as
explained above is called the kth predictive biplot axis of the CVA biplot. It is
evident from equation (4.5.3) that the predictive biplot axis representing the kth
measured variable (or the kth predictive biplot axis for short) lies in the direction of
the vector, e′k (Mr)′, k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. A CVA biplot with predictive biplot axes is called
a predictive CVA biplot. It is important to note that the kth predictive biplot axis
of the CVA biplot does not lie in the same direction as the kth interpolative biplot
axis of the CVA biplot - the CVA biplot differs from the PCA biplot in this respect.
In the rest of this thesis, it will be assumed that if the type of CVA biplot is not
specified, it is the predictive CVA biplot being referred to.

Note that since

(MM′)−1 =W
the cosine of the angle between the ith and jth predictive biplot axes of the p-
dimensional CVA biplot, θij , is equal to the correlation coefficient between the ith
and jth measured variables:

cos (θij) = e′i (M−1)′M−1ej√
e′i (M−1)′M−1ei

√
e′j (M−1)′M−1ej

=
[W]ij√[W]ii [W]jj

=
[Σ̂W]ij√[Σ̂W]ii [Σ̂W]jj

Ð→ cos (θij) = rij .
It follows that the correlation coefficient between two measured variables is a de-
creasing function of the size of the angle between the two predictive biplot axes
representing those two variables in the p-dimensional CVA biplot space. The cosine
of the angle between the ith and jth predictive biplot axes of the r-dimensional CVA
biplot,

e′i (Mr)′Mrej√
e′i (Mr)′Mrei

√
e′j (Mr)′Mrej

,

approximates the correlation coefficient since the elements of the matrix (Mr)′Mr

approximate the elements of the matrix W (although it is not clear what the mini-
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mization criteria is).
Consider again the expression of the predicted values corresponding to a point z

in L:

x̂′ = z′Mr .

From Section 4.5.1, it is known that

z′ = x′Mr .

The expression for x̂ can therefore be rewritten as

x̂′ = x′MrM
r .

The approximations to the matrix of group means, X, and the matrix of individual
observations, X, which are produced by the predictive CVA biplot are therefore
given by

X̂ =XMrM
r

and X̂ =XMrM
r

respectively. It is evident that each of the J group means as well as each of the
n individual samples will be perfectly predicted in the p-dimensional CVA biplot
irrespective of the C-matrix used in the construction of the biplot. Note that since
each of the last p−K singular values of C1/2XL is equal to zero, the vector defining
the ith dimension of the CVA biplot, where i > K, is not unique. The (K + j)th
dimension of the CVA biplot space can be defined by any one of the right singular
vectors of C1/2XL which lies orthogonal to the (K + j − 1)-dimensional CVA biplot
space, j ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]. An algorithm describing how the second dimension of a two-
dimensional CVA biplot of a data set consisting of two groups (i.e. K = 1) can
be defined, can be found in Gardner and Le Roux (2004). This algorithm can be
generalised for the case where K > 1. This is however not in the scope of this thesis.

The approximation to a new sample that was interpolated into the biplot can be
obtained in exactly the same way as that of an original sample - that is, after it has
been rescaled as explained in Section 4.5.1. That is, if x∗ is a new sample, rescaled
such that its measurements are in the same scales as the measurements in X, then
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the r-dimensional CVA biplot will yield the following approximation to x∗:

(x̂∗)′ = x′MrM
r .

It is evident that any new sample will be perfectly predicted by the p-dimensional
CVA biplot, irrespective of which C-matrix is used in the construction of the biplot.

Recall that the r-dimensional CVA biplot space, L = V (Vr) where V is the
matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL, is the column space of that
matrix for which

tr{(C1/2XL −C1/2XLQrQ
′
r) (C1/2XL −C1/2XLQrQ

′
r)′}

is minimised across all p × r orthonormal matrices, Qr. Letting X̂
#

=XLQrQ
′
rL
−1,

it is evident that the r-dimensional CVA biplot space, L, is that r-dimensional
subspace for which

tr{(C1/2XL −C1/2X̂
#

L)(C1/2XL −C1/2X̂
#

L)′} (4.5.4)

is minimised across all p × r orthonormal matrices, Qr. The best rank r approxi-
mation to the matrix C1/2XL, that is C1/2XLVrV

′
r, where V is the matrix of right

singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL, can be expressed as C1/2X̂L where

X̂ =XMrM
r .

This is shown below:

C1/2XLVrV
′
r =C1/2XLVrV

′
rL
−1L

Ð→C1/2XLVrV
′
r =C1/2XMrM

rL

Ð→C1/2XLVrV
′
r =C1/2X̂L where X̂ =XMrM

r .

The approximations to the group means which are read off from the predictive biplot

axes of the r-dimensional predictive CVA biplot, that is the rows of X̂ = XMrM
′
r,

therefore yields the smallest possible value of the trace in (4.5.4).
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Since the rank of the matrix C1/2XL is equal to K = min (J − 1 , p), it follows
that

C1/2XL =UKDKV
′
K

=C1/2XLVKV
′
K

=C1/2X̂KL

where X̂K =XMKM
K .

When C = I and C =N, C1/2 is a non-singular matrix and hence

X = X̂K =XMKM
K .

Recall that for each of C = I, C =N and C = (I − 1
J
11′),

Xm(j) = 0 ∀j ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] . (4.5.5)

Consider the following expression of the matrix X:

X =XMM−1

Ð→X =XMKM
K
+XM(p−K)M(p−K)

where M(p−K) denotes the submatrix of M consisting of the last p −K columns of
M and M(p−K) denotes the submatrix of M−1 consisting of the last p −K rows of
M−1. Given equation (4.5.5) it follows that

X =XMKM
K .

It follows that the K-dimensional CVA biplot perfectly predicts each of the J group
means irrespective of which one of the C-matrices was used in the construction of
the biplot. It is important to note that the first K right singular vectors of C1/2XL

do not span the row space of XL. Hence the K-dimensional CVA biplot will not
perfectly predict all n the individual samples.

Below, the expression of X̂ is rewritten in such a way that the geometric inter-
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pretation of X̂ is highlighted:

X̂ =XMrM
r

=XW−1 (Mr)′Mr

=XW−1 (Mr)′ (MrW−1 (Mr)′)−1Mr

Ð→ X̂
′
= (Mr)′ (MrW−1 (Mr)′)−1MrW−1X

′
.

The above expression of X̂
′
indicates that the point, (x̂j)′, is the orthogonal pro-

jection of the point, (xj)′, onto the row space of Mr in the metric W−1, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]
(see Section 1.6.7).

The three different types of predictive CVA biplots will now be illustrated at the
hand of the simulated data set introduced in Section 4.2.1.1. Figures 4.4(a), 4.4(b)
and 4.5 provide the two-dimensional predictive unweighted CVA biplot constructed
with C = I, the two-dimensional predictive unweighted CVA biplot constructed with
C = (I − 1

4
11′) and the two-dimensional predictive weighted CVA biplot respectively.
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Figure 4.4: (a) The two-dimensional predictive unweighted CVA biplot of the simu-
lated data set constructed with C = I; (b) The two-dimensional predictive unweighted
CVA biplot of the simulated data set constructed with C = (I − 1

4
11′).

The unweighted CVA biplots of the simulated data set constructed with C = I
and C = (I − 1

4
11′) respectively appear to be almost identical. The large differ-

ences between the weighted CVA biplot and the two unweighted CVA biplots is
attributable to the large difference between the size of Group 1 and the sizes of
Groups 2, 3 and 4. Upon comparison of the CVA biplots in Figures 4.4(a), 4.4(b)
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and 4.5 to the CVA displays in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.1 respectively, it is clear that
the positions of the group centroids and individual samples in the CVA biplots are
identical to those in the corresponding CVA displays as expected. The advantage
of the CVA biplots to the corresponding CVA displays is the information on the
original measured variables contained in the biplots. The weighted CVA biplot in
Figure 4.5 suggests that Group 2 differs substantially from Group 3 with respect
to the variable Var3 while and differs substantially from Group 4 with respect to
the variables Var1, Var2, Var3 and Var5 while Groups 3 and 4 differ substantially
with respect to the variable Var4. This biplot also suggests that Group 1 is very
similar to Groups 2 and 3 with respect to the variables Var1, Var2, Var4 and Var5.
Remember that the dissimilarities and similarities between the groups with respect
to specific variables that are suggested by the CVA biplot can only be trusted to be
true in reality if the biplot axes accurately predict the measurements on the variables
under consideration.
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Figure 4.5: The two-dimensional predictive unweighted CVA biplot of the simulated
data set constructed with C = (I − 1

4
11′).

4.6 The scale invariance of the CVA biplot

From Section 4.4 it is known that in general, the point representing the jth group
mean in the r-dimensional CVA biplot is given by (xj)′Mr, where M satisfies the
two-sided eigenvalue problem,

BM =WMΛ
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where B =X
′
CX, and can be expressed as

M = LV

where L is a p × p non-singular matrix which is such that LL′ =W−1 and V is the
matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix,

C1/2XL .

Let A, as in Section 4.2.4, denote the p×p diagonal matrix with ith diagonal ele-
ment equal to the sample standard deviation of the ith measured variable,

˜
xi. It was

shown in Section 4.6 that the matrix of group means and the within-group matrix
of sums of squares and cross products associated with the matrix of standardised
measurements, X∗ =XA−1, are given by

X
∗
=XA−1

and W∗ =A−1WA−1 (4.6.1)

respectively. It follows from (4.6.1) and the spectral decomposition of W−1 in (4.4.7)
that the p × p non-singular matrix L∗ which is such that

L∗ (L∗)′ = (W∗)−1

is given by L∗ =AL:

(W∗)−1 =AW−1A
=AEΞ−1E′A

Ð→ (W∗)−1 = L∗ (L∗)′
where L∗ =AEΞ−1/2

∴ L∗ =AL .

In Section 4.2.4 it was also shown that for C =N and C = I, the matrix B =X
′
CX

associated with the standardised measurements is given by B∗ = A−1BA−1. It is
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shown below that this is also true for C = (I − 1
J
11′):

B∗ = (X∗)′ (I − 1

J
11′)X∗

=A−1X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XA−1

Ð→B∗ =A−1BA−1 .

Furthermore, it was shown in Section 4.2.4 that the matrix M∗ = AM, with kth
column vector denoted by m(k), is the matrix with first column vector equal to the
vector m∗ that maximises the ratio,

(m∗)′B∗m∗(m∗)′W∗m∗
(4.6.2)

under the constraint (m∗)′W∗m∗ = 1 and with ith column vector given by the vector
m∗ that maximises the ratio in (4.6.2) under the constraint, (m∗)′W∗m∗ = 1 and
conditional on (m∗)′W∗m∗(k) = 0 for all k < i, i ∈ [2 ∶ p]. This result holds for all
three choices of C. It follows that for all three choices of C, the coordinates of the
points representing the J group means in the r-dimensional CVA biplot constructed
from the standardised data set are therefore given by the rows of the matrix

X
∗
M∗

r =XA−1AMr =XMr

while the coordinates of the points representing the n individual observations in
the r-dimensional CVA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements are
given by the rows of the matrix,

X∗M∗
r =XA−1AMr =XMr .

It is evident that as far as the representation of the group means and the individual
observations are concerned, the r-dimensional CVA biplot constructed from the
standardised measurements is identical to the r-dimensional CVA biplot constructed
from the unstandardised measurements for all three choices of C.

It follows that in order for the interpolative and predictive CVA biplots to be
completely unaffected by standardization, the interpolative and predictive biplot
axes need to be unaffected by standardization. From the definition of interpolative
and predictive biplot axes in the Sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2, it is evident that the
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interpolative biplot axis representing the kth original variable in the r-dimensional
interpolative CVA biplot constructed from the matrix X∗ =XA−1 is in the direction
of the vector,

e′kM
∗
r = e′kAMr = [A]kk e′kMr

while the predictive biplot axis representing the kth original variable in the r-
dimensional predictive CVA biplot constructed from the matrix, X∗ = XA−1, is
in the direction of the vector,

e′k (M∗r)′ = e′kA−1 (Mr)′ = [A]kk e′k (Mr)′

where k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. Since the vector, e′kM
∗
r , is simply a scalar multiple of the vector,

e′kMr, the kth interpolative biplot axis of the r-dimensional interpolative CVA biplot
constructed from the standardised measurements lie in exactly the same direction as
that of the r-dimensional interpolative CVA biplot constructed from the unstandard-
ised measurements. Similarly, since the vector, e′k (M∗r)′, is simply a scalar multiple
of the vector, e′k (Mr)′, the kth predictive biplot axis of the r-dimensional predictive
CVA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements lie in exactly in the
same direction as that of the r-dimensional predictive CVA biplot constructed from
the unstandardised measurements. Note that the axes of the CVA biplot can be
calibrated in the scales of either the unstandardised or standardised measurements.
If the biplot axes of the r-dimensional interpolative CVA biplot are calibrated in
terms of the scales of the standardised measurements (that is, calibrated in stan-
dard deviation units), then the point

[A]kk e′kMr (4.6.3)

will be calibrated with the value one while if the interpolative biplot axes are cal-
ibrated in terms of the scales of the unstandardised measurements, then the point
in (4.6.3) will be calibrated with the value, xk

+ [A]kk. When the axes of the
r-dimensional predictive CVA biplot are calibrated in the same scales as the un-
standardised measurements, then the approximations read off from the predictive
biplot axes by orthogonally projecting the point representing the jth group mean
in the biplot onto the respective predictive biplot axes, are approximations to the
elements of the observed jth group mean, xj, that is

(x̂j)′ = (xj)′MrM
r
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r ∈ [1 ∶ p], j ∈ 1 ∶ J . Similarly, the approximations read off from the predictive biplot
axes by orthogonally projecting the point representing the ith sample of the jth
group in the biplot onto the respective predictive biplot axes, are approximations to
the elements of the observed ith sample of the jth group, xj

i , that is

(x̂j
i)′ = (xj

i)′MrM
r

r ∈ [1 ∶ p], j ∈ 1 ∶ J . When however the axes of the r-dimensional predictive CVA
biplot are calibrated in the scales of the standardised measurements, then the ap-
proximations read off from the predictive biplot axes by orthogonally projecting the
point representing the jth group mean and the point representing the ith sample of
the jth group onto the respective predictive biplot axes, are approximations to the el-
ements of the jth group mean of the standardised measurements, (xj∗)′ = (xj)′A−1,
and the standardised ith sample of the jth group, (xj∗

i )′ = (xj
i)′A−1, respectively.

The expressions for these approximations are given by

(x̂j∗)′ = (xj∗)′M∗
rM

r∗

= (xj)′A−1AMrM
rA−1

= (xj)′A−1
and (x̂j∗

i )′ = (xj∗
i )′M∗

rM
r∗

= (xj
i)′A−1AMrM

rA−1

= (xj
i)′A−1

respectively.
Upon substituting any p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in each of the ex-

pressions above, it is evident that CVA and the CVA biplot are invariant to all
non-singular linear transformations of the form

xÐ→ F′x .

4.7 A comparison between a CVA biplot and a

PCA biplot

Unlike the r-dimensional PCA biplot, which is aimed at representing the matrix of
individual samples as accurately as possible in r-dimensional space (in terms of least
squares), the CVA biplot is aimed representing the group structure underlying the
data as well as possible in r-dimensional space and achieves this aim by separating
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the groups as much as possible. Consequently, the CVA biplot differs fundamen-
tally from the PCA biplot with respect to the role of the group membership of the
individual samples in the construction of the biplot as well as the distance metric
central to the biplot and the degree to which the groups are separated in the biplot.
Whereas the construction of the PCA biplot is based on the matrix of individ-
ual samples and completely unaffected by the group membership of the individual
samples and the group means, the construction of the CVA biplot is based on the
matrix of group means and hence group membership plays an integral role in the
construction. The group means do not influence the construction of the PCA bi-
plot but can be interpolated onto the PCA biplot constructed from the individual
samples. In the case of the CVA biplot, the individual samples do not influence
the construction of the CVA biplot but can be interpolated onto the CVA biplot
constructed from the group means. The J group means are always perfectly pre-
dicted in the K-dimensional CVA biplot. In the PCA biplot however, all the group
means will only necessarily be perfectly predicted when the biplot is p-dimensional.
Recall that the Pythagorean distances in the PCA biplot optimally approximates
the corresponding Pythagorean distances in the p-dimensional measurement space.
The Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot on the other hand, approximates the
corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the p-dimensional measurement space up
to a constant multiple. Recall that for each of the three types of CVA biplots, the
groups are maximally separated according to some trace criterion. Consequently
the groups will be more separated in the CVA biplot than in the PCA biplot of the
same dimension. Another difference between the CVA and PCA biplots is that the
CVA biplot is scale invariant while the PCA biplot is scale dependent. As for the
PCA biplot, both interpolative and predictive CVA biplot axes are linear. However,
unlike in the case of the PCA biplot, the interpolative and predictive CVA biplot
axes corresponding to a particular variable do not lie in the same direction.

Recall that in Chapter 2 the Ocotea data set, which consist of 37 samples struc-
tured into three groups (species), was represented in a two-dimensional PCA biplot
(constructed from the standardised measurements of the data set) in which the
group structure underlying the data was graphically represented by using different
plotting characters and colours to represent samples (and group centroids) belonging
to different groups. To illustrate the CVA biplot’s superior ability to discriminate
between the groups of a data set compared to the PCA biplot, the two dimensional
predictive unweighted CVA biplot of the Ocotea data set (with C = (I − 1

J
11′)) is

provided in Figure 4.6(b) alongside the two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot con-
structed from the standardised measurements of the data set in Figure 4.6(a). Note
that since the CVA biplot is scale invariant, the CVA biplot need not be constructed
from the standardised measurements. In both of these biplots 95% bags were su-
perimposed onto the biplot for the O. bullata and O. porosa species while a convex
hull was superimposed for the O. kenyensis specie (due to the small number of ob-
servations belonging to this specie). As in Chapter 2, solid black squares were used
to represent the 20 samples belonging to O. bullata, solid red triangles were used to
represent the seven samples belonging to O. kenyensis and solid green circles were
used to represent the ten samples belonging to O. porosa.
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Figure 4.6: (a) and (c) The two-dimensional predictive PCA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements of the Ocotea data set; (b) and (d) The two-
dimensional predictive CVA biplot of the Ocotea data set. In (a) and (b) 95% bags
are superimposed for the species O. bullata and O. porosa while a convex hull is
constructed for the specie O. kenyensis. In (c) and (d) 50% bags are superimposed
for the species O. bullata and O. porosa while a convex hull is constructed for the
specie O. kenyensis.

Figure 4.6(c) and Figure 4.6(d) contain the two-dimensional predictive PCA bi-
plot and the two-dimensional predictive unweighted CVA biplot (with C = (I − 1

J
11′))

with 50% bags superimposed for the O. bullata and O. porosa species and a convex
hull superimposed for the O. kenyensis specie. The groups appear to be substan-
tially more separated in the CVA biplot than in the PCA biplot - there is no overlap
between either the 50% bags and convex hull in the CVA biplot in Figure 4.6(d) or
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the 95% bags and convex hull in the CVA biplot in Figure 4.6(b), whereas even the
50% bags corresponding to the O. bullata and O. porosa species overlap in the PCA
biplot. Apart from the extent of the separation and/or overlap amongst the groups,
the two-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot differs substantially from the PCA bi-
plot of the Ocotea data set. This is however to be expected given the fundamental
differences in the construction of these two types of biplots.

4.8 The effect of accounting for the group sizes in

the CVA biplot

Recall that when the sizes of all the groups in a data set are identical, the weighted
CVA biplot and the unweighted CVA biplot with C = I are identical. It seems
reasonable to expect that, the greater the differences in relative group sizes, the
more the r-dimensional weighted and unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplots will
differ, r <K.

In this section, seven simulated data sets will be used to investigate the effect of
taking group sizes into account in the construction of a CVA biplot. Each simulated
data set consists of 400 randomly selected observations, each of which is measured
on the same five variables and belongs to one of four groups. For each of the data
sets the observations of all four the groups are multivariate normally distributed.
The four groups have different population means but identical population covariance
matrices. The seven data sets were all drawn from the same four multivariate normal
distributions but differ with respect to the sizes of the four groups. Tables 4.1 and
4.2 provide the population means of the four groups and the common population
correlation matrix of the four groups respectively.

For each of the data sets, the two-dimensional (predictive) weighted CVA biplot
will be compared to the two-dimensional (predictive) unweighted CVA biplot with
C = I. The weighted CVA biplots could also have been compared to the corre-
sponding unweighted CVA biplots with C = (I − 1

J
11′) but since the unweighted

CVA biplot with C = I is more comparable to the weighted CVA biplot (in that
it is identical to the weighted CVA biplot when the groups are of equal sizes), the
weighted CVA biplots will only be compared to the latter unweighted CVA biplot
here.

For each of the simulated data sets the sample sizes of the four groups are
large enough so that the sample group means should be accurate estimates of the
population group means. Consequently, the sample group means should be similar
across the seven simulated data sets. Since the construction of an unweighted CVA
biplot is based on the matrix of group means alone, the differences between the seven
unweighted CVA biplots with respect to the relative positions of the group means
and the biplot axes will be the result of sampling variation alone and are therefore
expected to be minimal. For the same reason the positions and shapes of the α-
bags, which are based on the positions of the interpolated samples, should not differ
much across data sets. On the other hand, since the relative sizes of the four groups
differ substantially across the seven simulated data sets, the differences between the
seven weighted CVA biplots are expected to be substantial. Furthermore, the more
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the relative sizes of the four groups differ, the greater the differences between the
unweighted and weighted CVA biplots are expected to be. To ease visualisation of
the degree of overlap amongst the four groups, a 50% bag has been superimposed
onto each of the biplots for each of the four groups. Also, the four groups are
represented by different colours - the observations (solid circles) and mean (asterisk)
of Group 1 are black, those of Group 2 are red, those of Group 3 are green while
those of Group 4 are blue.

The first data set has equal sized groups, that is 100 observations in each of
the four groups. The weighted and unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplots of this
data set will therefore be identical as explained in Section 4.2. This is illustrated by
Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b) which show the unweighted and weighted two-dimensional
CVA biplot respectively. The weighted and unweighted CVA biplots of this first
data set serve as a benchmark to which the biplots of the other simulated data sets
(that do not have equal sized groups) can be compared in order to obtain a better
understanding of the effect of accounting for the group sizes in the construction of
the CVA biplot when the groups have different sizes.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the
first simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the first
simulated data set.

The sizes of the four groups in the second simulated data set differ slightly -
Group 1 has 100 observations, Group 2 has 105 observations, Group 3 has 90 obser-
vations and Group 4 has 105 observations. Due to the fact that the differences in
the group sizes are so small, the differences between the unweighted and weighted
CVA biplot of this data set are barely noticeable. The only difference that is rela-
tively easy to spot, is that the angle between the biplot axes representing Var2 and
Var5 is smaller in the weighted CVA biplot than in the unweighted CVA biplot.
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Figure 4.8: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the sec-
ond simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the second
simulated data set.
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Figure 4.9: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the
third simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the third
simulated data set.

For the third simulated data set, the sizes of Groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 50, 50, 150
and 150 respectively. Due to the large differences in the group sizes, the weighted
CVA biplot is expected to differ quite substantially from the unweighted CVA biplot.
This expectation is confirmed upon comparison of Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) which
represents the unweighted and weighted CVA biplots of this data set respectively.
The relative positions of the biplot axes in the weighted CVA biplot differ greatly
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from that in the unweighted CVA biplot. Also, looking at the Pythagorean distances
between the points representing the four group centroids, it is evident that in the
weighted CVA biplot the distance between the group centroids of Group 1 and Group
2 is much smaller relative to the other distances compared to in the unweighted CVA
biplot. In the unweighted CVA biplot the degree of overlap between the various pairs
of groups seems to be comparable, except for Groups 1 and 4 whose 50% bags do
not overlap at all. In the weighted CVA biplot however, the degree to which Groups
1 and 2 (the two smaller groups) overlap is much greater than the degree to which
Groups 3 and 4 (the two larger groups) overlap with each other as well as with
Groups 1 and 2. Also, the extent to which Groups 3 and 4 overlap with each other
as well as with Groups 1 and 2 in the weighted CVA biplot is less than in the
unweighted CVA biplot while the extent to which Group 1 and Group 2 overlap
with each other in the weighted CVA biplot is much greater than in the unweighted
CVA biplot.
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Figure 4.10: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the
fourth simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the fourth
simulated data set.

The fourth simulated data set contains 150 observations belonging to each of
Groups 1 and 2 and 50 observations belonging to each of Groups 3 and 4. Due
to the large differences in the sizes of the four groups, the differences between the
weighted and unweighted CVA biplots with respect to the relative positions of the
biplot axes and group centroids, as well as the degree of overlap amongst the various
pairs of groups, are clearly visible. The degree of overlap between the various pairs
of groups seem to be comparable in the unweighted CVA biplot, which is provided
in Figure 4.10(a). However, in the weighted CVA biplot, which is provided in Fig-
ure 4.10(b), the degree to which Group 1 and Group 2 overlap with each other and
the other groups is much less than the degree to which Group 3 and Group 4 overlap
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with each other. Note that this is the opposite of what was the case for the third
simulated data set.
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Figure 4.11: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the
fifth simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the fifth
simulated data set.

The fifth simulated data set contains 50 observations belonging to each of Groups
1 and 3 and 150 observations belonging to each of Groups 2 and 4. The relative
positions of the biplot axes in the weighted CVA biplot do not seem to differ much
from those in the unweighted CVA biplot. The only difference which is clearly visible
is the relative positions of the biplot axes that represent Var2 and Var5 - it seems
as if the two biplot axes almost swapped positions in the weighted CVA biplot.
However, given the very small angle between these two biplot axes, the difference is
not large. The distance between the points representing the group centroids of Group
1 and Group 3 (i.e. the two smaller groups) in the weighted CVA biplot relative to
the distances between the other pairs of group centroids is much smaller than in the
unweighted CVA biplot. Accordingly, the degree of overlap between Group 1 and
Group 3 in the weighted CVA biplot is much larger than in the unweighted CVA
biplot. On the other hand, the degree of overlap between Group 2 and Group 4

(i.e. the two larger groups) in the weighted CVA biplot is sightly less than in the
unweighted CVA biplot.

The sixth simulated data set is the data set that was introduced in Section 4.2.1.1.
Recall that this data set contains 120 observations belonging to each of Groups 2, 3
and 4 and only 40 observations belonging to Group 1. The very small size of Group
1 relative to the sizes of the other groups results in big differences between the
weighted and unweighted CVA biplots of the data set. The relative positions of the
biplot axes as well as the points representing the group centroids in the weighted
CVA biplot in Figure 4.12(b) differ drastically from that in the unweighted CVA
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biplot shown in Figure 4.12(a). In the weighted CVA biplot, the three larger groups
are well separated while in the unweighted CVA biplot there is substantial overlap
between Groups 3 and 4. On the other hand, Group 1, which is well separated from
the other three groups in the unweighted CVA biplot, overlaps substantially with
Group 2 and Group 3 in the weighted CVA biplot.
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Figure 4.12: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the
sixth simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the sixth
simulated data set.
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Figure 4.13: (a) The two-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot of the
seventh simulated data set; (b) The two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot of the
seventh simulated data set.
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The seventh simulated data set contains 160 observations belonging to Group 1

and 80 observations belonging to each of Group 2, Group 3 and Group 4. Contrary
to what may have been expected, the weighted and unweighted CVA biplots of the
data sets are very similar - so similar in fact that it is difficult to spot the differences.
Groups 1 and 3 do however seem to be separately to a slightly greater extent in the
weighted CVA biplot than in the unweighted CVA biplot.

In conclusion, it is evident that the more the group sizes differ, the greater
the differences between the weighted CVA biplot and the unweighted CVA biplot
(C = I). Since all the data sets originate from the same population and only differ
with respect to the relative group sizes, the unweighted CVA biplots of the different
data sets (which do not take the group sizes into account) are quite similar. The
weighted CVA biplots of the different data sets on the other hand differ quite dras-
tically. Upon comparison of the weighted CVA biplots of the simulated data sets
to the corresponding unweighted CVA biplots, it is evident that the larger groups
usually overlap to a lesser extent with each other as well as with the other groups
in the weighted CVA biplot than in the corresponding unweighted CVA biplot while
the smaller groups usually overlap to a greater extent with each other and the other
groups in the weighted CVA biplot than in the corresponding unweighted CVA bi-
plot. Compare for example the weighted CVA biplots in Figures 4.9(b), 4.10(b) and
4.12(b) with the corresponding unweighted CVA biplots in Figures 4.9(a), 4.10(a)
and 4.12(a) respectively. It can therefore be said that the weighted CVA biplot
‘focuses’ more on the separation of the larger groups and less on the separation of
the smaller groups than does the unweighted CVA biplot.

It also seems that the weighted CVA biplot ‘focuses’ more on the separation of
the larger groups than on the separation of the smaller groups. Consider for example
the weighted CVA biplot in Figure 4.9(b), where Group 3 and Group 4 are equally
large and much larger than Group 1 and Group 2 and the weighted CVA biplot in
Figure 4.10(b), where Group 1 and Group 2 are equally large and much larger than
Group 3 and Group 4. In both these biplots, the degree to which the two larger
groups overlap with each other as well as with the two smaller groups is much less
than the degree to which the two smaller groups overlap with each other.

The fact that the above-mentioned patterns are observed for a number of sim-
ulated data sets drawn from the same multivariate normal population, comprising
groups of sizes between 40 and 160 samples, suggests that it is very unlikely that
these patterns occurred merely as a result of sampling variation. The effect of tak-
ing the (possibly different) group sizes into account in the construction of the CVA
biplot, on the quality measures of the CVA biplot will be discussed in Chapter 5.

4.9 Summary

CVA is a linear dimension reduction technique which is designed to discriminate
between predefined groups in a data set and to classify observations of unknown
origin. CVA can be defined in a number of different ways, including (1) as equivalent
to LDA for the multi-group scenario; (2) as a special case of CCA and (3) as a two-
step process. CVA is also closely related to MANOVA. A very convenient property
of CVA, in contrast with PCA, is the fact that it is scale invariant. CVA can be
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weighted or unweighted, depending on whether or not the (possibly) different group
sizes are taken into account in the analysis.

The CVA biplot is designed to graphically represent the group structure under-
lying a data set comprising samples that are structured into a number of prede-
fined groups. The r-dimensional CVA biplot is a graphical representation of the
r-dimensional CVA solution with axes superimposed to provide information on the
original measured variables, r ∈ [1 ∶ 3]. The CVA biplot allows visualisation of
the exact CVA classification regions when the dimension of the biplot is equal to
K =min (J − 1, p) and visualisation of approximate CVA classification regions when
the dimension of the biplot is less than K. Unlike the PCA biplot, the CVA biplot
is constructed from the matrix of group centroids and not the matrix of individual
samples. Interpolating the individual samples onto the CVA biplot allows a more
detailed representation of the approximate degree and nature of the overlap and/or
separation amongst the groups as well as visualisation of the within-group disper-
sion. Furthermore, the CVA biplot differs from the PCA biplot in that it is scale
invariant and in that the interpolative and predictive CVA biplot axes corresponding
to a particular variable are not collinear as in the PCA biplot.

The CVA biplot, like CVA, can be weighted or unweighted, depending on whether
or not the (possibly) different group sizes are taken into account in the construction
of the biplot. In general, the CVA biplot is constructed from the svd of the matrix
C1/2XL. The matrix L transforms the group centroids to the canonical space while
the matrix C1/2 determines whether the resulting CVA biplot will be weighted or
not. Setting the matrix C1/2 equal to N1/2 yields the weighted CVA biplot while
both C1/2 = I and C1/2 = (I − 1

J
11′) yield unweighted CVA biplots. The weighted

CVA biplot takes the (possibly) different sizes of the groups into account in the
construction of the CVA biplot while the two unweighted CVA biplots implicitly
assume that the groups are equally sized. When the J groups have identical sizes,
the weighted CVA biplot is identical to the unweighted CVA biplot constructed from
the svd of XL. The more the group sizes differ, the more the weighted CVA biplot
will differ from the two unweighted CVA biplots. The K-dimensional weighted and
unweighted CVA biplots are identical.

The relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot approx-
imate the relative magnitudes of the corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the
measurement space. The relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between
the individual samples in the measurement space are optimally approximated in the
weighted CVA biplot while the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances
between the group centroids in the measurement space are optimally approximated
in the unweighted CVA biplot corresponding to C = (I − 1

J
11′).

The larger groups receive greater weights than the smaller groups in the min-
imisation criteria which determines the weighted CVA biplot space while all J the
groups receive identical weights in the minimisation criteria which determines both
the unweighted CVA biplot space corresponding to C = I and that corresponding
to C = (I − 1

J
11′). Consequently the points representing the group means of the

larger groups in the p-dimensional canonical space tend to lie closer to their orthog-
onal projections onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot space than to their
orthogonal projections onto the two r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot spaces,
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r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. The larger groups also tend to be more separated from the other
groups in the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot compared to in the r-dimensional
unweighted CVA biplot, r ∈ [1 ∶K].

It is important to remember that it is only appropriate to represent the group
structure underlying a data set in a CVA biplot if the assumption of identical within-
group covariance matrices is appropriate for that data set. If this assumption is
not appropriate, an AOD biplot should be used to graphically represent the group
structure underlying the data set (Gardner et al., 2005).

4.10 Appendix

4.10.1 The derivation of the result in Section 4.2

It will now be shown that the last p − K elements of the J canonical means,{(xj)′M}, where M is the p × p matrix with ith column vector equal to the ith

eigenvector of the two-sided eigenvalue problem

X′Xm = λWm ,

are identical and consequently that the J canonical means are contained in a K =
min (J − 1, p) dimensional subspace of the canonical space. The fact that each of the
last p −K eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem is equal to zero, implies
that the diagonal matrix Λ in

BM =WMΛ

is of the following form:

Λ = [ΛK 0

0 0
] .

From the form of the matrix Λ it can be derived that the last p−K elements of the
J canonical means are identical i.e.

(x1)′m(j) = (x2)′m(j), . . . , (xJ)′m(j) ∀ j ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] .
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A derivation of this result, very similar to a derivation in Gardner (2001), is provided
below:

BM =WMΛ

Ð→M′X
′
NXM = Λ (4.10.1)

Ð→Y
′
NY = Λ

Ð→

J

∑
j=1
njy

j (yj)′ = Λ (4.10.2)

Ð→

J

∑
j=1
nj [yj(1) (yj(1))′ yj(1) (yj(2))′

yj(2) (yj(1))′ yj(2) (yj(2))′] = [ΛK 0

0 0
] (4.10.3)

where Y = XM and yj(1) is the K × 1 vector with ith element equal to the ith
element of the vector yj for i ∈ [1 ∶K] and yj(2) is the (p −K) × 1 vector with ith
element equal to the (K + i)th element of the vector yj for i ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]. It is
evident that

J

∑
j=1
njy

j(2) (yj(2))′ = 0 . (4.10.4)

Let aj be defined as:

aj =
√
njy

j(2) . (4.10.5)

Given (4.10.5), equation (4.10.4) can now be expressed as

J

∑
j=1

aja
′
j = 0

Ð→

J

∑
j=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a2j1 aj1aj2 . . . aj1aj(p−K)
aj2aj1 a2j2 . . . aj2aj(p−K)
⋮ ⋮

ajpaj1 ajpaj2 . . . a2
j(p−K)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 0 .
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This implies that

Ð→

J

∑
j=1
a2ji = 0, i ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]

Ð→ aji = 0 , j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]
Ð→

√
njy

j
i = 0 , j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]

Ð→

√
njy

j
i = 0, j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] (4.10.6)

Ð→ y
j
i = 0, j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] .

It is evident that the last p −K elements of the J canonical means are identical i.e.

(x1)′m(K+1) = (x2)′m(K+1)= . . . = (xJ)′m(K+1) = 0
(x1)′m(K+2) = (x2)′m(K+2)= . . . = (xJ)′m(K+2) = 0

⋮ ⋮

(x1)′m(p) = (x2)′m(p) = . . . = (xJ)′m(p) = 0 .

4.10.2 The derivation of the result in Section 4.4

It will now be shown that the last p−K elements of the J points, {(xj)′M}, where

M = LV and

(I − 1

J
11′)XL =UDV

are identical. From Section 4.4 it is known that the matrix M satisfies the two-sided
eigenvalue problem,

X
′ (I − 1

n
11′)Xm = λWm .

The fact that each of the last p−K eigenvalues of this two-sided eigenvalue problem
is equal to zero implies that the diagonal matrix Λ in

X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XM =WMΛ
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is of the following form:

Λ = [ΛK 0

0 0
] .

Let z′i denote the point, x′iM, (zj)′ denote the point, (xj)′M, and let d′ denote the

vector, 1
J
1′XM, i ∈ 1 ∶ nj, j ∈ 1 ∶ J . The equation

M′X
′ (I − 1

J
11′)XM = Λ

M′ (X − 1

J
11′X)′ (X − 1

J
11′X)M = Λ

can now be rewritten as

J

∑
i=1
(zi − d) (zi − d)′ = Λ

J

∑
i=1
[(zi(1) − d(1)) (zi(1) − d(1))′ (zi(1) − d(1)) (zi(2) − d(2))′(zi(2) − d(2)) (zi(1) − d(1))′ (zi(2) − d(2)) (zi(2) − d(2))′] = [ΛK 0

0 0
] .

It is evident that

J

∑
i=1
(zi(2) − d(2)) (zi(2) − d(2))′ = 0 . (4.10.7)

Let ai be defined as:

ai = zi(2) − d(2) .

Equation (4.10.7) can then be rewritten as

J

∑
i=1

aia
′
i = 0
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Ð→

J

∑
i=1

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

a2i1 ai1ai2 . . . ai1ai(p−K)
ai2ai1 a2i2 . . . ai2ai(p−K)
⋮ ⋮

aipai1 aipai2 . . . a2
i(p−K)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= 0 .

It follows that

J

∑
i=1
a2ik = 0 ∀ k ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]

which in turn implies that

aik = 0, i ∈ [1 ∶ J] , k ∈ [1 ∶ p −K]
Ð→ (zij − dj) = 0 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ J] , j ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] .

It is evident that the J equations,

z1j − dj = 0
z2j − dj = 0

⋮ = ⋮
zJj − dj = 0

(4.10.8)

hold for every j ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p]. Subtracting the Jth of the above equations from each
of the previous J − 1 equations yields the following J − 1 equations:

z1j − z
J
j = 0

z2j − z
J
j = 0
⋮ = ⋮

z
(J−1)
j − zJj = 0 .

It is evident that z1j = z2j = ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = zJj ∀j ∈ [K + 1 ∶ p] i.e.
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(x1)′m(K+1) = (x2)′m(K+1)= . . . = (xJ)′m(K+1)
(x1)′m(K+2) = (x2)′m(K+2)= . . . = (xJ)′m(K+2)

⋮ ⋮

(x1)′m(p) = (x2)′m(p) = . . . = (xJ)′m(p) .
Note that the system of equations in (4.10.8) means that each of the last p − K
column vectors of the matrix (I − 1

J
11′)XM is equal to 0, that is

(I − 1

J
11′)XM(p−K) = 0

where M = [MK M(p−K)].
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Chapter 5 - Quality of the CVA biplot

In Chapter 4 the construction and interpretation of the CVA biplot were discussed in
detail. The relationships and predictions suggested by the CVA biplot are however
not guaranteed to be valid. Knowledge about the quality of the different aspects of
the CVA biplot is required in order to asses to what extent these relationships and
predictions are representative of reality. A number of quality measures associated
with the CVA biplot will be studied in this chapter. All of these quality measures
are defined as ratios of sums of squared values. The orthogonality properties which
underlie the validity of these ratios as quality measures, are outlined in Section 5.1.

5.1 Orthogonality properties underlying a CVA

biplot

Recall from Chapter 4 that the construction of the r-dimensional CVA biplot is
based on the best rank r (least squares) approximation to the transformed matrix
of group centroids, C1/2XL. Letting the svd of C1/2XL be given by

C1/2XL =UDV′

the best rank r approximation to C1/2XL is given by

C1/2XLVrV
′
r =C1/2X̂L (5.1.1)

where X̂ =XMrM
r .

Consider the identity

C1/2XL =C1/2X̂L +C1/2 (X − X̂)L . (5.1.2)

Since the matrix Vr in equation (5.1.1) is an orthonormal matrix, the decomposition

258
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of C1/2XL in (5.1.2) exhibits Type A orthogonality (see Section 3.1), that is:

C1/2XLL′X
′
C1/2 =C1/2X̂LL′X̂

′
C1/2

+C1/2 (X − X̂)LL′ (X − X̂)′C1/2

or equivalently, the decomposition in (5.1.2) exhibits Type A orthogonality in the
metric W (Gardner-Lubbe et al., 2008), that is:

C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2 =C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2

+C1/2 (X − X̂)W−1 (X − X̂)′C1/2 .

Given that the column vectors of the matrix Vr in equation (5.1.1) are the first
r right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL, the decomposition in (5.1.2) exhibits
Type B orthogonality (see Section 3.1), that is:

L′X
′
CXL = L′X̂

′
CX̂L +L′ (X − X̂)′C (X − X̂)L . (5.1.3)

Multiplying equation (5.1.3) by (L′)−1 from the left and by L−1 from the right yields
the equality,

X
′
CX = X̂

′
CX̂ + (X − X̂)′C (X − X̂)

indicating that the decomposition,

C1/2X =C1/2X̂ +C1/2 (X − X̂) (5.1.4)

exhibits Type B orthogonality.
The fact that the decomposition in (5.1.2) exhibits Type A and Type B orthogo-

nality validates all the quality measures concerning the canonical variables that will
be discussed in this chapter. On the other hand, the fact that the decomposition in
(5.1.4) exhibits Type A orthogonality in the metric W as well as Type B orthog-
onality, validates all the quality measures concerning the measured variables that
will be discussed.
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5.2 The overall quality of the CVA biplot

5.2.1 The overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to
the canonical variables

5.2.1.1 Definition and properties

Gabriel (1972) proposed that the overall quality of the CVA biplot, like the overall
quality of the PCA biplot, be measured by the ratio of fitted to total sums of squares
associated with the matrix upon which the construction of the biplot is based. The
expression of the overall quality of the r-dimensional CVA biplot is therefore given
by

ΩCan.var =
tr{L′X̂′CX̂L}
tr{L′X′CXL}
=
tr{VrΛrV

′
r}

tr{VΛV′}
=
∑r

j=1 λj

∑K
j=1 λj

(5.2.1)

where Λ = D2
p and K = min (J − 1, p). Gower et al. (2011) refer to this ratio as the

overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to the canonical variables.
Note that the definitions of the overall quality with respect to the canonical

variables corresponding to the three choices of C are based on the orthogonal de-
compositions of three different between-group sums of squares. The overall quality
with respect to the canonical variables corresponding to C =N and C = I are based

on the orthogonal decompositions of tr (L′X′NXL) and tr (L′X′XL) respectively,

which are both between-groups sums of squares associated with the canonical obser-
vations that are corrected for the overall mean of the n canonical samples (which is
0) or equivalently, corrected for the weighted mean of the J canonical means where
the weight of the jth canonical mean is proportional to nj. The overall quality
with respect to the canonical variables corresponding to C = (I − 1

J
11′) on the other

hand is based on the decomposition of the between-groups sums of squares associ-
ated with the canonical observations corrected for the unweighted mean of the J

canonical means, tr (L′X′ (I − 1
J
11′)XL).

Recall from Chapter 4 that

λj =
m′(j)X

′
CXm(j)

m′(j)Wm(j)

where M = LV
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and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of C1/2XL, and hence λj measures
the extent to which the groups are separated in the one-dimensional subspace of
the p-dimensional canonical space that is spanned by the jth right singular vector
of C1/2XL. This implies that the overall quality with respect to the canonical
variables of an r-dimensional CVA biplot measures the extent to which the groups
are separated in that r-dimensional CVA biplot compared to in the K-dimensional
subspace of the canonical space that perfectly contains the K group centroids, CK .
Since the J groups are maximally separated in CK , ΩCan.var measures the quality of
the separation of the groups in the r-dimensional CVA biplot.

Note that since the between-groups sample covariance matrix associated with

the vector of canonical variables is proportional to tr (L′X′NXL), ΩCan.var can

be interpreted as the proportion of the total between-groups variability associated
with the vector of canonical variables that is accounted for in the CVA biplot when

C =N. The fact that the decomposition of C1/2XL into C1/2X̂L and C1/2 (X − X̂)L
exhibits Type B orthogonality validates ΩCan.var as a quality measure. Note that
ΩCan.var can also be expressed as

ΩCan.var =
tr(C1/2X̂LL′X̂

′
C1/2)

tr (C1/2XLL′X
′
C1/2) .

This indicates that the Type A orthogonality property of the decomposition of
C1/2XL in equation (5.1.2) also ensures that ΩCan.var is meaningful as a quality
measure.

Being defined as a ratio of sums of squared values, ΩCan.var can only take on
non-negative values. From the expression of ΩCan.var given in (5.2.1) it is evident
that ΩCan.var is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the CVA biplot space,
r, and has a maximum value of one which it will necessary obtain when r =K. Since
λj > 0∀j ∈ [1 ∶K], ΩCan.var will obtain its maximum value of one if and only r =K.
This fact can also be derived as follows:

ΩCan.var =
tr{L′X̂′CX̂L}
tr{L′X′CXL}

Ð→ ΩCan.var = 1 −
tr{(C1/2XL −C1/2X̂L)′ (C1/2XL −C1/2X̂L)}

tr{L′X′CXL}
Ð→ ΩCan.var = 1 −

∑J
j=1∑

p
i=1 [C1/2XL −C1/2X̂L]2

ji

∑J
j=1∑

p
i=1 [C1/2XL]2

ji
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Ð→ ΩCar.var = 1←→
∑J

j=1∑
p
i=1 [C1/2XL −C1/2X̂L]2

ji

∑J
j=1∑

p
i=1 [C1/2XL]2

ji

= 0

∴ ΩCar.var = 1←→
J

∑
j=1

p

∑
i=1
[C1/2XL −C1/2X̂L]2

ji
= 0

∴ ΩCar.var = 1←→ [C1/2XL −C1/2X̂L]
ji
= 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ∈ [1 ∶ p]

∴ ΩCar.var = 1←→C1/2X̂L =C1/2XL

∴ ΩCar.var = 1←→ r =K .

The overall quality of the CVA biplot, ΩCan.var, has a minimum value of zero which

it will attain if and only if tr{L′X̂′CX̂L} = 0 i.e.

ΩCan.var = 0←→
J

∑
j=1

p

∑
i=1
[C1/2X̂L]2

ji
= 0

∴ ΩCan.var = 0←→ [C1/2X̂L]2
ji
= 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ∈ [1 ∶ p]

∴ ΩCan.var = 0←→ e′jC
1/2XL ∈ V� (Vr) ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J] .

This is however only possible if r = 0 and hence ΩCan.var will never attain the value
zero. This is also evident from the fact that even when r = 1, ΩCan.var = λ1

∑K
j=1 λj

> 0.

5.2.1.2 Scale invariance

Recall from Chapter 4 that if A denotes the p×p diagonal matrix with ith diagonal
element equal to the sample standard deviation of the ith measured variable,

˜
xi, then

the matrices X, L, M, M−1, Λ, W, B and X̂, corresponding to the standardised
measurements, X∗ =XA−1, are given by

X
∗
=XA−1 ,

L∗ =AL ,

M∗ =AM ,

M−1∗ =M−1A−1 ,
Λ∗ = Λ ,

W∗ =A−1WA−1 ,
B∗ =A−1BA−1

and X̂
∗
=X

∗
M∗

rM
r∗ = X̂A−1
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respectively. Due to the fact that Λ∗ = Λ, the overall quality of the r-dimensional
CVA biplot with respect to the canonical variables constructed from the standardised
measurements,

Ω∗Can.var =
∑r

j=1 λ∗j
∑K

j=1 λ∗j
,

is equal to the overall quality of the r-dimensional CVA biplot with respect to the
canonical variables constructed from the unstandardised measurements, ΩCan.var.
Substituting any p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in the above equations shows
that the overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to the canonical variables is
invariant to all non-singular linear transformations of the scales of the measurements
of the form xÐ→ F′x.

5.2.2 The overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to
the original variables

5.2.2.1 Definition and properties

Given that the interest of the investigator of a CVA biplot typically lies with the
measured variables, he/she is typically interested in the overall accuracy of the
approximations to the elements of the matrix X rather than the overall accuracy of
the approximations to the elements of the matrix XL. The quality measure that
assesses the former set of approximations is called the overall quality of the CVA
biplot with respect to the original measured variables and is defined as:

ΩOrig.var =
tr(X̂′CX̂)
tr (X′CX) (5.2.2)

(Gower et al., 2011). The fact that the decomposition of C1/2X into C1/2X̂ and

C1/2 (X − X̂) exhibits Type B orthogonality validates ΩOrig.var as a quality measure.

Note that the definitions of the overall quality with respect to the original vari-
ables corresponding to the three choices of C are based on the orthogonal decom-
positions of three different between-group sums of squares. The overall quality with
respect to the original variables corresponding to C = N and C = I are based on

the orthogonal decompositions of tr (X′NX) and tr (X′X) respectively, which are

both between-groups sums of squares that are corrected for the overall mean of the
n individual samples (which is 0) or equivalently, corrected for the weighted mean
of the J group centroids where the weight of the jth group centroid is proportional
to nj. The overall quality with respect to the original variables corresponding to
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C = (I − 1
J
11′) on the other hand is based on the decomposition of the between-

groups sums of squares corrected for the unweighted mean of the J group centroids,

tr (X′ (I − 1
J
11′)X). It follows that for both C = N and C = I the overall quality

with respect to the original variables is equal to the proportion of the between-groups
sample variance that is account for in the CVA biplot, where variance is interpreted
as deviation from the overall mean of the n individual samples (or equivalently the
weighted mean of the J group centroids) i.e. 0. Note however that the between-
group sample variance is measured by different quantities for C = N and C = I.
For C = N, the contributions of the J groups to the between-groups variance are
weighted by their sizes while for C = I the contributions of the J groups are equally
weighted. When C = (I − 1

J
11′), the overall quality with respect to the original vari-

ables is equal to the proportion of the between-groups sample variance accounted for
in the CVA biplot, where variance is interpreted as deviation from the unweighted
centroid of the J group means.

Substituting XMrM
r and XMM−1 for X̂ and X respectively in equation (5.2.2)

yields the following expression for ΩOrig.var:

ΩOrig.var =
tr{(Mr)′M′

rX
′
CXMrM

r}
tr{(M−1)′M′X

′
CXMM−1}

=
tr{(Mr)′ΛrM

r}
tr{(M−1)′ΛM−1}
=

tr{Mr (Mr)′Λr}
tr{M−1 (M−1)′Λ}
=
tr{Mr (Mr)′Λr}
tr{(M′M)−1Λ}

=
∑r

j=1 λj [(M′M)−1]
jj

∑p
j=1 λj [(M′M)−1]

jj

ΩOrig.var =
∑r

j=1 λj [(M′M)−1]
jj

∑K
j=1 λj [(M′M)−1]

jj

. (5.2.3)

The last step in the above derivation follows since the last p −K singular values of
C1/2XL are equal to zero (see Chapter 4). Note that

[(M′M)−1]
jj
= [M−1 (M−1)′]

jj
= 0←→ [M−1]

ji
= 0 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ p] , j ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

However, since M−1 is a non-singular matrix, none of its row vectors can be equal
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to the null vector. Since

λk > 0 ∀k ∈ [1 ∶K]
and [M−1 (M−1)′]

jj
> 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ p]

ΩOrig.var can only take on positive values and is an increasing function of r. Hence,
ΩOrig.var will necessarily attain its maximum value if r = K. It is evident from
equation (5.2.3) that the maximum value of ΩOrig.var is one. The following derivation
shows that r = K is not only a sufficient condition for Ω to attain the value of one,
but also a necessary condition:

ΩOrig.var =
tr{X̂′CX̂}
tr{X′CX}

Ð→ ΩOrig.var = 1 −
tr{(X′C1/2 − X̂

′
C1/2)(C1/2X −C1/2X̂)}

tr{X′CX}
∴ ΩOrig.var = 1←→C1/2X̂ =C1/2X

∴ ΩOrig.var = 1←→ r =K .

5.2.2.2 Scale dependence

When the CVA biplot is constructed from the standardised measurements, X∗ =
XA, the expression for the overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to the
original measured variables is given by

Ω∗Orig.var =
tr{(X̂∗)′CX̂

∗}
tr{(X∗)′CX

∗}
Ð→ Ω∗Orig.var =

tr{A−1X̂′CX̂A−1}
tr{A−1X′CXA−1} .

It is evident that unlike the overall quality with respect to the canonical variables,
the overall quality with respect to the original variables corresponding to the CVA
biplot constructed from the standardised measurements is not identical to that cor-
responding to the CVA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements.
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Substituting an arbitrary p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in the expressions
above shows that the overall quality with respect to the original variables is not
invariant to all non-singular linear transformations of the matrix X of the form
XÐ→XF.

5.3 Adequacies

5.3.1 Definition and properties

By an argument similar to that used to define the adequacy of the kth biplot axis
of the r-dimensional PCA biplot, the adequacy of the kth biplot axis of the r-
dimensional CVA biplot, γk, is defined as the ratio of the square of the length
representing one unit of the kth measured variable in the r-dimensional CVA biplot
space to the square of the length representing one unit of the kth measured variable in
the p-dimensional CVA biplot space (Gardner (2001), Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008),
Gower et al. (2011)), that is

γk =
∥e′kMr∥2
∥e′kM∥2 (5.3.1)

Ð→ γk =
[MrM

′
r]kk[MM′]kk

Ð→ γk =
[MrM

′
r]kk[W−1]kk

Ð→ γk =
∑r

i=1 ([M]ki)2[W−1]kk . (5.3.2)

The p-component vector with kth element equal to the kth adequacy associated
with the r-dimensional CVA biplot follows as

γ = diag (MrM
′
r) [diag (MM′)]−1

Ð→ γ = diag (MrM
′
r) [diag (W−1)]−1 .

The kth adequacy can also be expressed as:

γk =
∥e′kLVrV

′
r∥2∥e′kL∥2 (5.3.3)

Ð→ γk =
[LVrV

′
rL
′]kk[LL′]kk . (5.3.4)
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Note that since the matrix V is an orthogonal matrix, the decomposition of L into
LVrV

′
r and (L −LVrV

′
r) exhibits Type A orthogonality, that is

LL′ = (LVrV
′
r) (LVrV

′
r)′ + (L −LVrV

′
r) (L −LVrV

′
r)′ . (5.3.5)

It is evident from the expression of γk in (5.3.4), that equation (5.3.5) validates γk
as a quality measure, k ∈ [1 ∶ p].

Consider the expression of the kth adequacy provided in (5.3.3). Note that the
kth adequacy associated with the r-dimensional CVA biplot is equal to the square
of the length of the orthogonal projection of e′kL onto the r-dimensional CVA biplot
space, V (Vr), to the square of the length of e′kL. This implies that the kth adequacy
has a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if e′kL lies orthogonal
to V (Vr), and a maximum value of one which it will attain if and only if e′kL lies
in V (Vr). It follows that r = p is necessary for all p the biplot axes to have unit
adequacy. Note that the jth adequacy associated with the K-dimensional weighted
CVA biplot and that associated with each of the two K-dimensional unweighted
CVA biplots are identical due to the fact that the row spaces of N1/2XL, XL and(I − 1

J
11′)XL are identical (see Section 4.4) and hence that

VN
K (VN

K)′ =VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ .
It is shown below that the kth adequacy associated with the r-dimensional CVA

biplot is a decreasing function of the angle between the kth interpolative biplot
axis of the p-dimensional CVA biplot and the kth interpolative biplot axis of the
r-dimensional CVA biplot:

γk =
∥e′kLVrV

′
r∥2∥e′kL∥2

=
e′kLVrV

′
rL
′ek∥e′kL∥2

=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(e′kLVrV

′
rL
′ek)1/2∥e′kL∥

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
2

=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

e′kLVrV
′
rL
′ek∥e′kLVrV′r∥ ∥e′kL∥

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
2

Ð→ γk = cos2 (θk)
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where θk denotes the angle between the vectors e′kL and e′kLVrV
′
r. Note that the

coordinate vectors of e′kL and e′kLVrV
′
r relative to the basis of the p-dimensional

CVA biplot space given by the column vectors of V, are given by e′kLV = e′kM and
e′kLVrV

′
rV = [e′kMr 0′] respectively. It follows that γk is a decreasing function of

the size of the angle between the kth interpolative biplot axis of the p-dimensional
CVA biplot and the kth interpolative biplot axis of the r-dimensional CVA biplot.

Given that the decomposition of L into LVrV
′
r and (L −LVrV

′
r) exhibits Type

A orthogonality, it follows that the kth adequacy associated with the r-dimensional
CVA biplot is a decreasing function of the Pythagorean distance between the two
points, e′kL and e′kLVrV

′
r:

γk = 1 −
∥e′kL − e′kLVrV

′
r∥2∥e′kL∥2 . (5.3.6)

Equation (5.3.6) shows that γk is a decreasing function of the Pythagorean distance
between the point representing one unit of the kth variable in the p-dimensional
canonical space, e′kL, and the point representing one unit of the kth variable in the

r-dimensional CVA biplot space, e′kLVrV
′
r. It is important to note that since ∥e′kL∥2

is not necessarily equal to ∥e′jL∥2,
γk > γj

does not necessarily imply that

∥e′kL − e′kLVrV
′
r∥ < ∥e′jL − e′jLVrV

′
r∥ .

It is evident from the expression of γk in equation (5.3.2) that γk is a non-decreasing
function of the dimension of the CVA biplot space, r. This implies that the size
of the angle between the vectors e′kL and e′kLVrV

′
r, as well as the Pythagorean

distance between the two points e′kL and e′kLVrV
′
r, are non-increasing functions of

the dimension of the CVA biplot space.
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5.3.2 Scale invariance

Substituting AM for M∗ in the expression of the adequacy of the kth biplot axis of
the r-dimensional CVA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements,

γ∗k =
∥e′kM∗

r∥2∥e′kM∗∥2 (5.3.7)

shows that γ∗k is identical to the adequacy of the kth biplot axis of the r-dimensional
CVA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements, γk:

γ∗k =
∥e′kAMr∥2
∥e′kAM∥2

=
∥akke′kMr∥2
∥akke′kM∥2

=
∥e′kMr∥2
∥e′kM∥2

Ð→ γ∗k = γk .

Note however that unlike the overall quality with respect to the canonical variables,
the adequacy measure is not invariant to all non-singular linear transformations of
the form

xÐ→ F′x (5.3.8)

where F is an arbitrary p×p non-singular matrix. This is evident upon substituting
F−1M for M∗ in (5.3.7). The adequacy measure is only invariant to transformations
of the form in (5.3.8) when the matrix F is a non-singular diagonal matrix.

5.4 Axis predictivities

5.4.1 Definition and properties

The axis predictivity of the kth CVA biplot axis is a measure of the overall accuracy
of the approximations to the measurements of the J group centroids on the kth
measured variable read off from the kth (predictive) biplot axis (Gardner-Lubbe
et al. (2008), Gower et al. (2011)). Gower et al. (2011) defined the axis predictivity
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of the kth predictive biplot axis (or kth axis predictivity) of the r-dimensional CVA
biplot as:

πk =
[X̂′CX̂]

kk[X′CX]
kk

Ð→ πk =
[(Mr)′ΛrM

r]
kk[(M−1)′ΛM−1]
kk

Ð→ πk =
∑r

i=1 λi ([M−1]ik)2
∑K

i=1 λi ([M−1]ik)2 . (5.4.1)

The Type B orthogonality property of the decomposition C1/2X into C1/2X̂ and

C1/2 (X − X̂) validates πk as a quality measure. Let the p-component vector with

kth element equal to the kth axis predictivity be denoted by π, then

π = diag (X̂′CX̂) [diag (X′CX)]−1 . (5.4.2)

Being defined as a ratio of sums of non-negative values, the axis predictivity
measure can only take on non-negative values. Since the numerator of πk is a non-
decreasing function of the dimension of the CVA biplot, r, while the denominator is
fixed, πk is a non-decreasing function of r. It follows that πk will necessarily equal its
maximum value when r = p. It is evident from equation (5.4.1) that the maximum
value of πk is one. Although r = p is a sufficient condition for all p biplot axes to
have unit axis predictivities, it is not a necessary condition for one, or even all, of
the biplot axes to have unit axis predictivity. A condition which is sufficient as well
as necessary for all p the biplot axes to have unit axis predictivities, is r =K:

πk = 1←→
∑r

i=1 λi ([M−1]ik)2
∑K

i=1 λi ([M−1]ik)2 = 1
∴ πk = 1←→ r =K .

Since the axis predictivity of a CVA biplot axis is a measure of the overall
accuracy of the approximations to the measurements of the J group centroids on the
corresponding variable that are read off from that biplot axis, the dissimilarities (and
similarities) between groups with respect to a measured variable that is reflected
in a CVA biplot can only be trusted to be an accurate representation of reality
when the axis predictivity of the corresponding biplot axis is close to one. Hence,
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when investigating the dissimilarities and similarities between groups with respect
to the individual measured variables, the positions of the points representing the
corresponding group centroids in the CVA biplot relative to the individual biplot
axes need to be considered together with the axis predictivities of the biplot axes.

Axis predictivities can also be defined for new biplot axes that have been inter-
polated onto an existing CVA biplot (Gower et al., 2011). This does however not lie
within the scope of this work. Details on this can be found in Gower et al. (2011).

5.4.2 The relationship of the axis predictivities with the
overall quality with respect to the original variables

It is shown below that ΩOrig.var can be expressed as a weighted average of the p axis
predictivities:

πk =
[X̂′CX̂]

kk[X′CX]
kk

Ð→ πk [X′CX]
kk
= [X̂′CX̂]

kk

Ð→

p

∑
k=1

πk [X′CX]
kk
=

p

∑
k=1
[X̂′CX̂]

kk

Ð→

p

∑
k=1

πk [X′CX]
kk
= tr{X̂′CX̂}

Ð→ ΩOrig.var =
p

∑
k=1

πk

[X′CX]
kk

tr (X′CX) .

Note that since 1′X = 0′, [X′X]
kk

is proportional to the sample between-groups

variance associated with the variable
˜
xk. Hence, when C = I, the weight of the kth

axis predictivity in ΩOrig.var is an increasing function of the sample between-groups
variance associated with

˜
xk. When C = (I − 1

J
11′),

[X′CX]
kk
= [X′X]

kk
− J ([ 1

J
1′X]

k

)2

and hence the weight of πk in ΩOrig.var is also an increasing function of the sam-
ple between-groups variance associated with

˜
xk when C = (I − 1

J
11′). Note that

[X′X]
jj

can be larger than [X′X]
kk

, and hence the weight associated with πj can

be larger than that associated with πk, either because the groups truly differ more
with respect to

˜
xj than with respect to

˜
xk or simply because the (unconditional)
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standard deviation of
˜
xj is larger than the (unconditional) standard deviation of

˜
xk, or a combination of both these reasons. When C = N and nj = nk, then the
weight associated with πj will be larger than that associated with πk if and only if
the sample between-groups variance associated with

˜
xj is larger than that associ-

ated with
˜
xk. When however C = N and nj is larger than nk, it is possible that

the weight associated with πj in ΩOrig.var will be larger than the weight associated
with πk, even if the sample between-groups variance associated with

˜
xj is smaller

than that associated with
˜
xk. When C =N and the sample between-groups variance

associated with
˜
xj is identical to that associated with

˜
xk, then the weight associated

with πj will be greater than the weight associated with πk if and only if nj is larger
than nk.

5.4.3 Scale invariance

Substituting X̂A−1 for X̂
∗

in the expression for the kth axis predictivity of the
predictive CVA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements, that is

π∗k =
[(X̂∗)′CX̂

∗]
kk

[(X∗)′CX
∗]

kk

shows that π∗k = πk:

π∗k =
[(X̂∗)′CX̂

∗]
kk

[(X∗)′CX
∗]

kk

=
[A−1X̂′CX̂A−1]

kk[A−1X′CXA−1]
kk

=
1

akk
x̂′(k)Cx̂(k)

1
akk

1
akk

x′(k)Cx(k)
1

akk

=
x̂′(k)Cx̂(k)

x′(k)Cx(k)

Ð→ π∗k = πk .

Like the adequacy measure, the axis predictivity measure is only invariant to trans-
formations of the form xÐ→ F′x if F is a p × p non-singular diagonal matrix.

Since π∗k = πk, it follows that when the CVA biplot is constructed from the
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standardised measurements, the overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to
the original variables is given by

Ω∗Orig.var =
p

∑
k=1

π∗k

[(X∗)′CX
∗]

kk

tr((X∗)′CX
∗)

Ð→ Ω∗Orig.var =
p

∑
k=1

πk

[(X∗)′CX
∗]

kk

tr((X∗)′CX
∗)

Ð→ Ω∗Orig.var =
p

∑
k=1

πk
⎛⎜⎝

1

a2
kk

[X′CX]
kk

∑p
i=1

1

a2
ii

[X′CX]
ii

⎞⎟⎠ . (5.4.3)

Equation (5.4.3) confirms the fact that ΩOrig.var is not invariant to the scales in which
the original variables were measured. Note that unlike the weights associated with
the axis predictivities in ΩOrig.var, the weights associated with the axis predictivities
in Ω∗Orig.var take the different standard deviations of the measured variables into

account. When C = I or C = (I − 1
J
11′) (or C = N with nj = nk), the weight

associated with πj in Ω∗Orig.var will only be greater than that associated with πk if
the groups truly differ more with respect to

˜
xj than with respect to

˜
xk, and not

simply because the (unconditional) standard deviation of
˜
xj is greater than that of

˜
xk. Equation (5.4.3) also shows that unlike the overall quality of the PCA biplot,
the overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to the original variables does not
simplify to the arithmetic average of the p axis predictivities when the CVA biplot
is constructed from the standardised measurements.

5.5 Group predictivities

5.5.1 Definition and properties

Group predictivity (or class predictivity as it is referred to by Gower et al. (2011))
is the analogue of the sample predictivity measure associated with the PCA biplot,
in the context of the CVA biplot. The group predictivity of the jth group measures
the overall accuracy of the approximations to the elements of the jth group centroid
that are read off from the predictive CVA biplot axes, that is the overall accuracy
of the elements of

(x̂j)′ = (xj)′MrM
r .
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Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008) proposed the group predictivity measure in the context
of the unweighted CVA biplot constructed from the svd of XL (i.e. C = I) and also
coined the name of the quality measure. They defined the group predictivity of the
jth group, or jth group predictivity for short, as:

ψj =
[X̂LL′X̂

′]
jj[XLL′X

′]
jj

.

Gower et al. (2011) suggested that this definition be adjusted so as to make it
applicable to the general case where the CVA biplot is constructed from the svd of
C1/2XL, in the following way:

ψj =
[C1/2X̂LL′X̂

′
C1/2]

jj[C1/2XLL′X
′
C1/2]

jj

(5.5.1)

Ð→ ψj =
[C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2]

jj[C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2]

jj

Ð→ ψj =
[C1/2X̂Σ̂−1WX̂

′
C1/2]

jj[C1/2XΣ̂−1WX
′
C1/2]

jj

. (5.5.2)

Note that the definition of the jth group predictivity associated with the unweighted
CVA biplot constructed from the svd of XL that was proposed by Gower et al.
(2011), is identical to that proposed by Gardner-Lubbe et al. (2008). The Type A or-

thogonality property of the decomposition of C1/2XL into C1/2X̂L and C1/2 (X − X̂)L
validates ψj as a quality measure.

Let the J-component vector of group predictivities with jth element equal to the
jth group predictivity, be denoted by ψ, then

ψ = diag (C1/2X̂W−1X̂
′
C1/2) [diag (C1/2XW−1X

′
C1/2)]−1 .

Note that when C = I or C = N, the expression of the jth group predictivity
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simplifies to

ψj =
[X̂LL′X̂

′]
jj[XLL′X

′]
jj

(5.5.3)

Ð→ ψj =
[X̂W−1X̂

′]
jj[XW−1X

′]
jj

Ð→ ψj =
[X̂Σ̂−1WX̂

′]
jj[XΣ̂−1WX

′]
jj

. (5.5.4)

It is evident from equation (5.5.3) that when C = I or C =N, the jth group predictiv-

ity is equal to the ratio of the squared Pythagorean distance between the point e′jX̂L

(that is the point that represents the jth group centroid in the CVA biplot space) and
the origin to the squared Pythagorean distance between the point e′jXL (that is the
point that represents the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space)
and the origin. Equivalently, ψj is equal to the ratio of the squared Mahalanobis
distance between x̂j and the origin to the squared Mahalanobis distance between xj

and the origin (equation (5.5.4)). On the other hand, when C = (I − 1
J
11′), the jth

group predictivity is equal to the ratio of the squared Pythagorean distance between

the point e′jX̂L and the centroid of the J points representing the J group centroids
in the CVA biplot space to the squared Pythagorean distance between the point
e′jXL and the centroid of the J points representing the J group centroids in the p-

dimensional canonical space (equation (5.5.1)). Equivalently, when C = (I − 1
J
11′),

ψj is equal to the ratio of the squared Mahalanobis distance between the point x̂j

and the centroid of the J points, {x̂j}, to the squared Mahalanobis distance be-

tween the point xj and the centroid of the J points, {xj} (equation (5.5.2) with

C = (I − 1
J
11′)).

Consider the following expression of the jth group predictivity:

ψj =
[C1/2X̂LL′X̂

′
C1/2]

jj[C1/2XLL′X
′
C1/2]

jj

=
∥e′jC1/2X̂L∥2
∥e′jC1/2XL∥2
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=
∥e′jC1/2XLVrV

′
r∥2

∥e′jC1/2XL∥2 (5.5.5)

=
∥e′jC1/2XLVr∥2
∥e′jC1/2XLV∥2

Ð→ ψj =
∑r

i=1 ([C1/2X̂LVr]
ji
)2

∑p
i=1 ([C1/2X̂LV]

ji
)2 . (5.5.6)

Being defined as a ratio of sums of squared values, the group predictivity measure
can only take on non-negative values. Since the numerator of ψj is a non-decreasing
function of the dimension of the CVA biplot space, r, while the denominator is
fixed, it follows that the group predictivity measure is a non-decreasing function
of the dimension of the CVA biplot space. It is evident that ψj has a maximum
value of one which will necessarily be attained when r = p (equation (5.5.6)). From
the expression of ψj in (5.5.5) it is evident that the jth group predictivity is equal
to the ratio of the squared length of the projection of the vector e′jC1/2XL onto
the r-dimensional CVA biplot space, V (Vr), to the squared length of the vector
e′jC1/2XL. Consequently the jth group predictivity is a decreasing function of the

size of the angle between the vectors e′jC1/2X̂L and e′jC1/2XL:

ψj =
e′jC1/2X̂LL′X̂

′
C1/2ej

e′jC1/2XLL′X
′
C1/2ej

=
e′jC1/2XLVrV

′
rVrV

′
rL
′X
′
C1/2ej

e′jC1/2XLL′X
′
C1/2ej

=
⎛⎜⎝
(e′jC1/2XLVrV

′
rVrV

′
rL
′X
′
C1/2ej)

∥e′jC1/2XLVrV′r∥ ∥e′jC1/2XL∥
⎞⎟⎠
2

=
⎛⎝
(e′jC1/2XLVrV

′
r) (L′XC1/2ej)∥e′jC1/2XLVrV′r∥ ∥e′jC1/2XL∥

⎞⎠
2

Ð→ ψj = cos2 (θj) (5.5.7)

where θj denotes the angle between the vectors, e′jC1/2XLVrV
′
r and e′jC1/2XL. It

follows that the jth group predictivity has a maximum value of one which it will
attain if and only if the vector e′jC1/2XL lies in the CVA biplot space, L = V (Vr),
and a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if the vector e′jC1/2XL
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lies in the orthogonal complement of the CVA biplot space, that is:

ψj = 1←→ e′jC
1/2XL ∈ L

ψj = 0←→ e′jC
1/2XL ∈ L� .

It follows that r = K is both sufficient as well as necessary for all J the group
predictivities to equal one:

ψj = 1 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J]←→ e′jC
1/2XL ∈ V (Vr) ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J]

∴ ψj = 1 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J]←→ r =K .

Note that when C = I or C =N, ψj is equal to the squared cosine of the angle between
the vectors, e′jXL and e′jXLVrV

′
r. This is however not true when C = (I − 1

J
11′).

Hence, when C = I or C =N, ψj will equal one if and only if the point representing
the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space, that is e′jXL, lies in
the CVA biplot space. It is evident from equation (5.5.7) that

ψj > ψk

necessarily implies that the angle between the vectors e′jC1/2XL and e′jC1/2X̂L is

smaller than the angle between the vectors e′kC
1/2XL and e′kC

1/2X̂L. It follows that

when C = I or C = N and ψj > ψk, the angle between the vectors e′jXL and e′jX̂L

is smaller than the angle between the vectors e′kXL and e′kX̂L.

The fact that the decomposition of C1/2XL into C1/2X̂L and C1/2XL−C1/2X̂L

exhibits Type A orthogonality implies that the jth group predictivity can also be
expressed as a decreasing function of the Pythagorean distance between the two

points, e′jC1/2XL and e′jC1/2X̂L:

ψj =
e′jC1/2X̂LL′X̂

′
C1/2ej

e′jC1/2XLL′XC1/2ej

Ð→ ψj = 1 −
(e′jC1/2XL − e′jC1/2X̂L)(e′jC1/2XL − e′jC1/2X̂L)′

e′jC1/2XLL′XC1/2ej
. (5.5.8)

Note that when C = I or C = N, ψj is a decreasing function of the Pythagorean
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distance between the point representing the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional
canonical space, that is e′jXL, and the point representing that group centroid in the

lower-dimensional CVA biplot space, that is e′jX̂L:

ψj =
e′jX̂LL′X̂

′
ej

e′jXLL′Xej

Ð→ ψj = 1 −
(e′jXL − e′jX̂L)(e′jXL − e′jX̂L)′

e′jXLL′X
′
ej

. (5.5.9)

This is however not true when C = (I − 1
J
11′) since 1′XL is in general not equal to

1′X̂L = 1′XLVrV
′
r, where V is the matrix of right singular vectors of (I − 1

J
11′)XL.

It seems reasonable that 1′X̂L should at least be similar to 1′XL and hence that
if the jth group predictivity corresponding to the r-dimensional CVA biplot con-
structed from C = (I − 1

J
11′) is very high, then the point (xj)′LVrV

′
r should be

close to the point (xj)′L.
Note that since the exact (K-dimensional) CVA classification regions are based

on the positions of the points representing the J group means in the K-dimensional
subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space that perfectly contains the J group

means, CK , i.e. the J points {(xj)′LVKV
′
K} = {(xj)′L}, while the (approximate)

classification regions of the r-dimensional CVA biplot are based on the positions of

the J points {(xj)′LVrV
′
r}, it follows that the closer the J points {(xj)′LVrV

′
r}

are to the corresponding points in the set {(xj)′L}, the more accurately the classifi-

cation regions in the CVA biplot will represent the exact CVA classification regions.
It follows that if all J the group predictivities of the r-dimensional CVA biplot are
very high, then the classification regions in the r-dimensional CVA biplot accurately
represent the exact CVA classification regions.

Given that ψj is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the CVA biplot
space, r, equation (5.5.9) implies that when C = I or C = N, the Pythagorean
distance between the point representing the jth group centroid in the CVA biplot
space and that representing the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical
space is a non-increasing function of the dimension of the CVA biplot space. This is
true irrespective of the C matrix used in the construction of the CVA biplot since
the orthonormal matrix Vr in

X̂L =XLVrV
′
r
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ensures that the decomposition,

XL = X̂L + (XL − X̂L)
exhibits Type A orthogonality irrespective of the C-matrix used in the construction
of the CVA biplot:

∥e′jXL − e′jXLVr+1V′r+1∥2 = (e′jXL − e′jXLVr+1V′r+1) (e′jXL − e′jXLVr+1V′r+1)′
= e′jXLL′X

′
ej − e

′
jXLVr+1V′r+1L

′X
′
ej

= e′jXLL′X
′
ej − e

′
jXLVrV

′
rL
′X
′
ej

− e′jXLv(r+1)v′(r+1)L
′X
′
ej

= (e′jXL − e′jXLVrV
′
r) (e′jXL − e′jXLVrV

′
r)′

− e′jXLv(r+1)v′(r+1)L
′X
′
ej

Ð→ ∥e′jXL − e′jXLVr+1V′r+1∥2 < ∥e′jXL − e′jXLVrV
′
r∥2

Ð→ ∥e′jXL − e′jXLVr+1V′r+1∥ < ∥e′jXL − e′jXLVrV
′
r∥ .

It is evident from the expression of ψj in (5.5.8) that it is only when

∥e′jC1/2XL∥ = ∥e′kC1/2XL∥ (5.5.10)

that

ψj > ψk (5.5.11)

necessarily implies that

∥e′jC1/2XL − e′jC
1/2X̂L∥ < ∥e′kC1/2XL − e′kC

1/2X̂L∥ . (5.5.12)

Conclusions about the relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances,

∥e′jC1/2XL − e′jC
1/2X̂L∥ for j ∈ [1 ∶ J]
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can therefore not be made from the group predictivities alone. When C = I or
C =N, the expression of ψj in (5.5.9) shows that it is only when ∥e′jXL∥ = ∥e′kXL∥
that (5.5.11) necessarily implies that

∥e′jXL − e′jX̂L∥ < ∥e′kXL − e′kX̂L∥ .

When C = (I − 1
J
11′) the inequality in (5.5.11) does not imply (5.5.12) even if

equation (5.5.10) holds due to the fact that in general 1′XL is not equal to 1′X̂L.
It follows that for all three choices of C, conclusions about the relative magnitudes
of the Pythagorean distances,

∥e′jXL − e′jX̂L∥ for j ∈ [1 ∶ J]
cannot be made from the group predictivities alone.

5.5.2 Group predictivities and the accuracy of distances
represented in the CVA biplot

When the jth and kth group predictivities associated with an r-dimensional CVA

biplot are close to one and hence e′jC1/2X̂L and e′kC
1/2X̂L are accurate approxima-

tions of e′jC1/2XL and e′kC
1/2XL respectively, it follows that ∥e′jC1/2X̂L − e′kC

1/2X̂L∥
will most likely be an accurate approximation of ∥e′jC1/2XL − e′kC

1/2XL∥. Note that

for C = I and C = (I − 1
J
11′),

∥e′jC1/2X̂L − e′kC
1/2X̂L∥ = ∥e′jX̂L − e′kX̂L∥

and ∥e′jC1/2XL − e′kC
1/2XL∥ = ∥e′jXL − e′kXL∥ .

Hence, when the jth and kth group predictivities associated with an r-dimensional

unweighted CVA biplot are close to one, ∥e′jX̂L − e′kX̂L∥ will most likely be an accu-

rate approximation of ∥e′jXL − e′kXL∥. When C =N and the jth group predictivity

associated with the r-dimensional CVA biplot is close to one, that is e′jN1/2X̂rL is

an accurate approximation of e′jN1/2XL, then e′jX̂L will necessarily be an accurate

approximation of e′jXL, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Consequently, when C = N and the jth and

kth group predictivities are close to one, ∥e′jX̂L − e′kX̂L∥ will most likely be an ac-

curate approximation of ∥e′jXL − e′kXL∥. It follows that whenever both ψj and ψk
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are close to one, the Pythagorean distance between the two points representing the
jth and kth group centroids in the r-dimensional CVA biplot will most likely be
an accurate approximation of the Pythagorean distance between the corresponding
two points in the p-dimensional canonical space, irrespective of the C matrix used
in the construction of the CVA biplot. Equivalently, when ψj and ψk are close to
one, the Pythagorean distance between the two points representing the jth and kth
group centroids in the r-dimensional CVA biplot will most likely be an accurate
approximation of 1√

n
times the Mahalanobis distance between the two points rep-

resenting the jth and kth group centroids in the p-dimensional measurement space,
irrespective of the C-matrix used in the construction of the CVA biplot. When
however one or both of the jth and kth group predictivities are not close to one,∥e′jX̂L − e′kX̂L∥ will likely not be an accurate approximation of ∥e′jXL − e′kXL∥. It

is however not guaranteed that the approximation will be poor - it is possible that

the Pythagorean distance ∥e′jX̂L − e′kX̂L∥ is accurately approximated in the CVA

biplot even if one or both of the individual group centroids are poorly approximated.
It follows that the relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances between points
representing group centroids in the CVA biplot will most likely be accurate approxi-
mations of the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the points
representing those group centroids in the p-dimensional measurement space, only
when the group predictivities of those groups are close to one. Remember that the
smaller the Mahalanobis distance between two group centroids in the measurement
space is, the more similar the two groups are with respect to the measured variables.
The relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances between points representing
group centroids in the CVA biplot can therefore only be expected to accurately re-
flect the true differences between the group centroids when the group predictivities
of those groups are close to one. Recall that of the three types of CVA biplots,
the unweighted CVA biplot constructed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL yields the

most accurate visualisation of the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances
between the group centroids in the p-dimensional measurement space (Section 4.4).

A measure of the accuracy of the Pythagorean distances between the group
centroids in the CVA biplot as approximations to the corresponding Pythagorean
distances in the p-dimensional canonical space is proposed in Section 5.6.

5.5.3 The effect of accounting for the group sizes in the
construction of the CVA biplot on the group
predictivities

Recall from Section 4.4 that the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot space tends to
lie closer to the points representing the group centroids of the larger groups in the
p-dimensional canonical space than the two unweighted CVA biplots of the same
dimension, r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. This means that if the jth group is one of the larger
groups, then the orthogonal projection of the point e′jXL onto the r-dimensional

weighted CVA biplot space tends to lie closer to e′jXL (in terms of Pythagorean

distance) than does the orthogonal projections of e′jXL onto the r-dimensional

unweighted CVA biplot spaces associated with C = I and C = (I − 1
J
11′) respec-
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tively, r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. Similarly, if the kth group is one of the smaller groups then
the orthogonal projection of e′kXL onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot
space tends to lie further from e′kXL than does the orthogonal projections of e′kXL

onto the r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot spaces associated with C = I and
C = (I − 1

J
11′) respectively, r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. Since both the jth group predictivity

associated with the weighted CVA biplot and that associated with the unweighted
CVA biplot corresponding to C = I are decreasing functions of the Pythagorean
distance between the point e′jXL and its orthogonal projection onto the CVA bi-
plot space, this implies that the group predictivities of the larger groups associated
with the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot will tend to be greater than those as-
sociated with the r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot corresponding to C = I,
r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. Similarly, the group predictivities of the smaller groups associated
with the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot will tend to be smaller than those as-
sociated with the r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot corresponding to C = I,
r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. It is however important to note that these relationships between the
group predictivities associated with the weighted and unweighted CVA biplots are
not guaranteed to hold. Consider for instance the case where the point represent-
ing the group centroid of a very small group in the p-dimensional canonical space
lies close to a point representing the group centroid of a very large group. In this
scenario, if the weighted CVA biplot space lies closer to the point representing the
group centroid of the large group than does the unweighted CVA biplot space, then
the same will most likely be true for the point representing the group centroid of
the small group.

Consider the expression of the jth group predictivity corresponding to the un-
weighted CVA biplot constructed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL:

ψj = 1 −
(e′j (I − 1

J
11′)XL − e′j (I − 1

J
11′) X̂L)(e′j (I − 1

J
11′)XL − e′j (I − 1

J
11′) X̂L)′

e′j (I − 1
J
11′)XLL′X

′ (I − 1
J
11′)ej .

Since the jth group predictivity associated with the unweighted CVA biplot con-
structed from the svd of (I − 1

J
11′)XL is not a decreasing function of the Pythag-

orean distance between e′jXL and e′jX̂L, it is not as directly comparable to the
jth group predictivity associated with the weighted CVA biplot as the jth group
predictivity associated with the unweighted CVA biplot corresponding to C = I.

Three of the simulated data sets introduced in Section 4.8 will now be used to
illustrate the effect of taking the group sizes into account in the construction of a
CVA biplot on the group predictivities. The group predictivities corresponding to
the one-dimensional weighted and unweighted CVA biplots of the third, fifth and
seventh simulated data sets are provided in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.

Upon consideration of the group sizes and the group predictivities in Table 5.1,
note that for each of the two larger groups the group predictivity associated with
the weighted CVA biplot is not only larger than that associated with the unweighted
CVA biplot constructed with C = I but also larger than that corresponding to the
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unweighted CVA biplot constructed with C = (I − 1
J
11′). Similarly, for each of the

two smaller groups the group predictivity corresponding to the weighted CVA biplot
is not only smaller than that corresponding to the unweighted CVA biplot corre-
sponding to C = I but also smaller than that corresponding to the unweighted CVA
biplot corresponding to C = (I − 1

J
11′). That is, taking the group sizes into account

in the construction of the one-dimensional CVA biplot, resulted in an increase in
the group predictivities of the two larger groups (i.e. Group 3 and Group 4) and
a decrease in the group predictivities of the two smaller groups (i.e. Group 1 and
Group 2). Since for each of the two larger groups the group predictivity correspond-
ing to the weighted CVA biplot is larger than that corresponding to the unweighted
CVA biplot associated with C = I, it can be concluded that the one-dimensional
weighted CVA biplot space lies closer to the points representing the group centroids
of the two larger groups in the canonical space (or equivalently in C3) than does the
one-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot space corresponding to C = I. Similarly,
since for each of the two smaller groups the group predictivity corresponding to the
weighted CVA biplot is smaller than that corresponding to the unweighted CVA
biplot associated with C = I, it can be concluded that the one-dimensional weighted
CVA biplot space lies further away from the points representing the group centroids
of the two smaller groups in C3 than does the one-dimensional unweighted CVA
biplot space corresponding to C = I.

Table 5.1: The group predictivities of the one-dimensional weighted and unweighted
CVA biplots of the third simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 50 50 150 150

C =N 0.035 0.067 0.879 0.789

C = I 0.359 0.836 0.229 0.081

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.047 0.828 0.609 0.159

The same relationship that is observed between the group sizes and the group
predictivities associated with the one-dimensional weighted and unweighted CVA
biplots for the third simulated data set, is observed for the fifth simulated data set
in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: The group predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional CVA biplots
of the fifth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 50 150 50 150

C =N 0.145 0.984 0.541 0.358

C = I 0.451 0.616 0.858 0.007

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.165 0.882 0.774 0.041
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The group predictivities of Group 4 of the seventh simulated data set (Table 5.3)
demonstrate that the group predictivity of a small group (that is, small relative to
the other groups) associated with a weighted CVA biplot will not necessarily be
smaller than those associated with the corresponding unweighted CVA biplots.

Table 5.3: The group predictivities of the one-dimensional weighted and unweighted
CVA biplots of the seventh simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 160 80 80 80

C =N 0.554 0.124 0.791 0.226

C = I 0.103 0.534 0.850 0.040

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.072 0.712 0.865 0.016

5.5.4 The relationship between group predictivities and the
overall quality with respect to the canonical variables

Recall that the overall quality of the CVA biplot with respect to the canonical
variables, ΩCan.var, can be expressed as

ΩCan.var =
tr(C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2)

tr (C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2) .

The similarity between the expressions of ΩCan.var and ψ indicates the possibility of a
close relationship between ΩCan.var and the J group predictivities. It is shown below
that ΩCan.var can be expressed as the weighted average of the J group predictivities:

ψi =
[C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2]

ii[C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2]

ii

Ð→ ψi [C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2]

ii
= [C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2]

ii

Ð→

J

∑
i=1
ψi [C1/2XW−1X

′
C1/2]

ii
=

J

∑
i=1
[C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2]

ii

Ð→

J

∑
i=1
ψi [C1/2XW−1X

′
C1/2]

ii
= tr(C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2)

Ð→ ΩCan.var =
J

∑
i=1
ψi
[C1/2XW−1X

′
C1/2]

ii

tr (C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2) .
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Note that when C = I, the weight of ψj in ΩCan.var will be greater than that of
ψk if and only if the Pythagorean distance between the point representing the jth

group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space and the origin, [XW−1X
′]

jj
,

is greater than [XW−1X
′]

kk
. When C = (I − 1

J
11′), the weight of ψj in ΩCan.var

will be greater than that of ψk if and only if the Pythagorean distance between the
point representing the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space and
the centroid of the points representing the J group centroids, is greater than the
Pythagorean distance between the point representing the kth group centroid and
that centroid. Note that when C = N, then, if the sizes of the jth and kth groups
are identical, then the weight of ψj in ΩCan.var will be greater than that of ψk if
and only if the Pythagorean distance between the point representing the jth group
centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space and the origin is greater than that
between the point representing the kth group centroid and the origin. On the other
hand, when C = N and the Pythagorean distance between the point representing
the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space and the origin and the
Pythagorean distance between the point representing the kth group centroid in the
p-dimensional canonical space and the origin are identical, then the weight of ψj

in ΩCan.var will be greater than that of ψk if and only if nj > nk. When C = N,
the group predictivity corresponding to a group which is very large relative to the
other groups, will likely have a much greater impact on the value of ΩCan.var than
the group predictivities of the smaller groups and consequently the value of ΩCan.var

may not be a good indication of the overall accuracy of the approximations to the
J individual canonical centroids.

5.5.5 Scale invariance

Upon substituting XA−1 for X
∗
, X̂A−1 for X̂

∗
and AW−1A for (W∗)−1 in the

expression for the jth group predictivity of the CVA biplot constructed from the
standardised measurements,

ψj∗ =
[C1/2X̂

∗ (W∗)−1 (X̂∗)′C1/2]
jj

[C1/2X
∗ (W∗)−1 (X∗)′C1/2]

jj

,

it is evident that ψj∗ = ψj:

ψj∗ =
[C1/2X̂A−1AW−1AA−1X̂

′
C1/2]

jj[C1/2XA−1AW−1AA−1X
′
C1/2]

jj
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=
[C1/2X̂W−1X̂

′
C1/2]

jj[C1/2XW−1X
′
C1/2]

jj

Ð→ ψj∗ = ψj .

Substituting any p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in the equations above shows
that the group predictivity measure is invariant to all non-singular linear transfor-
mations of the scales of the measurements that are of the form xÐ→ F′x.

5.6 Group contrast predictivities

5.6.1 Definition and Properties

Given that the Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
centroids in the p-dimensional canonical space are proportional to the Mahalanobis
distances between the group centroids in the p-dimensional measurement space, it is
of interest to know how well the Pythagorean distances between the group centroids
in the CVA biplot approximates the corresponding Pythagorean distances in the
canonical space. The accuracy with which the Pythagorean distance between the
ith and jth group centroids in the CVA biplot approximates the corresponding
Pythagorean distance in the p-dimensional canonical space can (for all three choices
of C) be measured by the ratio,

ψij =
∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2
∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 (5.6.1)

where

X̂L =XLVrV
′
r

and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL. The ratio
in (5.6.1) will henceforth be referred to as the (ij)th group contrast predictivity,
i, j ∈ [1 ∶ J], i ≠ j.

The validity of the ratio in (5.6.1) as a measure of the accuracy of the approxi-

mation ∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥ to ∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥ is based on the orthogonal decomposition
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of the total squared distance ∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2,

∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 = ∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2 + ∥(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))∥2 .
(5.6.2)

The decomposition in (5.6.2) holds due to the fact that the cross product term

(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))′

is equal to zero:

(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))′
= (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) (e′iXL − e′jXL)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′
= (e′iX − e′jX)LVrV

′
rL
′ (e′iX − e′jX)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′

= (e′iX − e′jX)LVrV
′
rVrV

′
rL
′ (e′iX − e′jX)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′

= (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′
= 0 .

Due to the fact that the group contrast predictivity measure is defined as the
ratio of squared values it can only take on non-negative values. The (ij)th group
contrast predictivity has a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if

e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L = 0′ .

From equation (5.6.2) it is evident that ψij can also be expressed as

ψij = 1 −
∥e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)∥2

∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 . (5.6.3)
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It is evident from equation (5.6.3) that ψij will attain its maximum value when

∥e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)∥2 (5.6.4)

attains its minimum value. Since (5.6.4) has a minimum value of zero which it will
attain if and only if

e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) = 0
ψij has a maximum value of one which it will attain if and only if

e′iXL − e′jXL = e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L .

Note that the conditions

e′iXL = e′iX̂L

and e′jXL = e′jX̂L

are sufficient however not necessary for (5.6.4) to attain the value of zero. This im-
plies that although accurate approximations of both the ith and jth group centroids
suggest that it can be expected that ∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥ will be accurately approximated

in the CVA biplot, an accurate approximation of ∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥ can be achieved
without accurate approximations of both or even one of the two group centroids.
That is, although high values for both ψi and ψj imply that ψij will most likely
attain a value close to one, it is not a necessary condition for ψij to be close to one.
An example that demonstrates this is provided in Section 5.7. Remember that since

XLVKV
′
K =XL

all the group contrast predictivities associated with the K-dimensional weighted and
the two K-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots will be equal to one.

Recall from Section 4.4 that the r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot space
constructed with C = (I − 1

J
11′) is the r-dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional

canonical space in which the Pythagorean distances between the group centroids in
the canonical space are optimally approximated, r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. Consequently, it can
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be expected that the group contrast predictivities associated with the r-dimensional
unweighted CVA biplot constructed with C = (I − 1

J
11′) will on average be higher

than those corresponding to the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot and the r-
dimensional unweighted CVA biplot constructed with C = I, r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1]. Fur-
thermore, recall that the points representing the group centroids of the larger groups
in the p-dimensional canonical space tend to lie closer to their orthogonal projections
onto the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot space than to their orthogonal projec-
tions onto the corresponding r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots, r ∈ [1 ∶K − 1].
It follows that for the subset of groups that are large relative to the other groups,
the Pythagorean distances between the points representing their centroids in the
canonical space are likely to be approximated more accurately in the r-dimensional
weighted CVA biplot than in the corresponding r-dimensional unweighted CVA bi-
plots. That is, the group contrast predictivities associated with the larger groups
are likely to be higher for the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot than for the corre-
sponding r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots. By a similar argument, the group
contrast predictivities associated with the smaller groups are likely to be higher for
the r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots than for the corresponding r-dimensional
weighted CVA biplot.

Note that since

∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2 = 1

n
(e′iX̂ − e′jX̂) Σ̂−1W (e′iX̂ − e′jX̂)′

ψij is equal to the squared approximated Mahalanobis distance between the ith
and jth group centroids, expressed as a proportion of the squared true Mahalanobis
distance between those group centroids. It follows that if all the group contrast
predictivities corresponding to some set of group centroids are very high, then the
relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances between those group centroids in
the CVA biplot accurately represents the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis
distances between those groups in the measurement space.

Recall that the K-dimensional subspace of the canonical space that perfectly
contains the J canonical means i.e. CK is the space in which the J groups are op-
timally represented or equivalently the space in which the Pythagorean distance
between two points representing two group means is proportional to the Maha-
lanobis distance between the two group means in the measurement space. It follows
that when the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the group
means in the measurement space are poorly approximated by the corresponding
Pythagorean distances in an r-dimensional CVA biplot, the separation of groups in
that r-dimensional CVA biplot is likely to be poor compared to the separation of
the groups in CK . Hence, if on average the group contrast predictivities are low,
then the separation of the groups in the CVA biplot is likely to be poor relative
to the separation of the groups in CK . Similarly, if on all of the group contrast
predictivities are very high, then the separation of the groups in the CVA biplot is
likely similar to that in CK . Furthermore, since the classification regions in CK are
exact and determined by the positions of the points representing the group means in
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CK , it is also likely that the classification regions in the r-dimensional CVA biplot
are poor approximations of the exact classification regions if the some (or all) of the
group contrast predictivities are low. Similarly, if all the group contrast predictiv-
ities are very high, then the classification regions in the r-dimensional CVA biplot
most likely accurately represent the exact CVA classification regions.

5.6.2 Scale invariance

Upon substituting XA−1 for X
∗
, X̂A−1 for X̂

∗
and AL for L∗ in the expression of

the (ij)th group contrast predictivity associated with the CVA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements,

ψij∗ =
∥e′iX̂∗L∗ − e′jX̂∗L∗∥2
∥e′iX∗L∗ − e′jX∗L∗∥2

it is evident that ψij∗ = ψij:

ψij∗ =
∥e′iX̂A−1AL − e′jX̂A−1AL∥2
∥e′iXA−1AL − e′jXA−1AL∥2
=
∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2
∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2

ψij∗ = ψij .

Substituting any p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in the equations above shows
that the group contrast predictivity is invariant to all non-singular linear transfor-
mations of the form xÐ→ F′x.

5.7 Axis predictivities, group predictivities and

group contrast predictivities: an illustrative

example

Some of the concepts regarding axis predictivities, group predictivities and group
contrast predictivities will now be illustrated at the hand of the seventh simulated
data set that was introduced in Section 4.8. Consider the two-dimensional (predic-
tive) unweighted (with C = (I − 1

4
11′)) CVA biplot of the seventh simulated data
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set provided in Figure 5.1. In this biplot only the group centroid and 50% bag is
shown for each of the four groups.

The relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances between the points rep-
resenting the group centroids in the biplot in Figure 5.1 suggest that the centroid
of Group 4 differs less from the centroids of Groups 2 and 3 than from the centroid
of Group 1 while it differs to approximately the same extent from the centroids of
Groups 2 and 3. These distances are provided in Table 5.4. However, given the
very low group predictivity of Group 4 shown in Table 5.5, it is likely that the Py-
thagorean distances between the point representing the group centroid of Group 4

in the five-dimensional canonical space and the points representing the group cen-
troids of the other groups are not accurately represented in the two-dimensional
CVA biplot space. It can therefore be expected that the relative magnitudes of the
Mahalanobis distances between the group centroid of Group 4 and each of the other
group centroids in the five-dimensional measurement space will not be accurately
represented by the relative magnitudes of the corresponding Pythagorean distances
in the two-dimensional CVA biplot space.
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Figure 5.1: The two-dimensional (predictive) unweighted (with C = (I − 1
4
11′)) CVA

biplot of the seventh simulated data set showing the group centroid (asterisk) and
50% bag for each of the four groups.

In an attempt to confirm some of these expectations, consider the group contrast
predictivities corresponding to the two-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot provided
in Table 5.6 - the element in the ith row and jth column of Table 5.6 is equal to the
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(ij)th group contrast predictivity, i, j ∈ [1 ∶ J] , i ≠ j. Inspection of Table 5.6 shows
that as far as the centroid of Group 4 is concerned, only its Pythagorean distance
from the centroid of Group 1 is accurately approximated in the two-dimensional
CVA biplot. The relative magnitudes of the true Pythagorean distances provided
in Table 5.7 show that the centroid of Group 4 differs to approximately the same
extent from those of Groups 1, 2 and 3 and does not differ more from the centroid
of Group 1 than from the centroids of Groups 2 and 3 as suggested by CVA biplot
in Figure 5.1. The fact that the group contrast predictivity associated with Group
4 and Group 1 is so high even though the group predictivity of Group 4 is very low
demonstrates that it is possible that the Pythagorean distance between two group
centroids in the canonical space can be accurately approximated in the CVA biplot
without both group centroids being accurately approximated.

Table 5.4: The Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
centroids of the seventh simulated data set in the two-dimensional CVA biplot space.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group 1 0.0000 0.0957 0.1095 0.1018

Group 2 0.0957 0.0000 0.1360 0.0708

Group 3 0.1095 0.1360 0.0000 0.0740

Group 4 0.1018 0.0708 0.0740 0.0000

Table 5.5: The group predictivities of the two-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot
(with C = (I − 1

4
11′)) of the seventh simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

0.95 0.81 0.87 0.41

Table 5.6: The group contrast predictivities corresponding to the two-dimensional
unweighted CVA biplot of the seventh simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group 1 − 0.807 0.864 0.917

Group 2 0.807 − 0.999 0.456

Group 3 0.864 0.999 − 0.500

Group 4 0.917 0.456 0.500 −

Given the very high group predictivity of Group 1 and the high group predictivity
of Group 3, it can be expected that the Pythagorean distance between the two points
representing the group centroids of these two groups in the canonical space will be
accurately approximated by the Pythagorean distance between the corresponding
two points in the two-dimensional CVA biplot space. This expectation is confirmed
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by the high group contrast predictivity associated with these two groups shown
in Table 5.6. Given that the group predictivity of Group 2 is fairly high, it can be
expected that the Pythagorean distances between the point representing this group’s
centroid in the canonical space and the points representing the centroids of Groups
1 and 3, will be approximated at least fairly accurately in the two-dimensional CVA
biplot. The high group contrast predictivities associated with these two pairs of
groups show that these approximations are indeed accurate. This implies that the
relative magnitudes of the Pythagorean distances between the points representing
the centroids of Groups 1, 2 and 3 in the two-dimensional CVA biplot accurately
represent the relative magnitudes of the corresponding Mahalanobis distances in the
measurement space.

Table 5.7: The Pythagorean distances between the points representing the group
centroids of the seventh simulated data set in the canonical space. (These distances
are proportional to the Mahalanobis distances between the group centroids in the
measurement space.)

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group 1 0.0000 0.1065 0.1177 0.1063

Group 2 0.1065 0.0000 0.1360 0.1049

Group 3 0.1177 0.1360 0.0000 0.1047

Group 4 0.1063 0.1049 0.1047 0.0000

In an attempt to gather information regarding with respect to which variables the
group centroids are similar (or dissimilar), the positions of the points representing
the group centroids in the CVA biplot relative to the individual biplot axes are
considered together with the axis predictivities, which are provided in Table 5.8.

Table 5.8: The axis predictivities of the two-dimensional unweighted CVA biplot
(with C = (I − 1

J
11′)) of the seventh simulated data set.

Var1 Var2 Var3 Var4 Var5

0.9539 0.9644 0.7564 0.6495 0.8768

Given that the axis predictivities of the variables Var1, Var2 and Var5 are
high, the true similarities (and dissimilarities) between the group centroids with
respect to these variables can be expected to be accurately represented in the two-
dimensional CVA biplot in Figure 5.1. Inspection of Figure 5.1 suggests that the
two group centroids associated with every pair of groups, except Groups 3 and 4,
differ substantially with respect to Var1, Var2 and Var5. The centroids of Groups
3 and 4 appear to be very similar with respect to all three the variables, Var1, Var2
and Var5 and consequently, the centroids of both Group 1 and Group 2 appear
to be equally dissimilar from the centroids of Group 3 and Group 4. Both the
centroid of Group 3 and that of Group 4 appear to differ to a greater extent from
the centroid of Group 1 than from the centroid of Group 2 with respect to Var1,
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Var2 and Var3. Upon consideration of the observed group centroids provided in
Table 5.9 it is evident that this is an accurate representation of the true similarities
and dissimilarities between the group centroids with respect to Var2. It also seems
to be an accurate representation of the similarities and dissimilarities with respect
to Var1, except for the fact that in reality the centroids of Groups 3 and 4 are not
as similar as they appear in the biplot. As indicated by the relative positions of the
points representing the group centroids with respect to the biplot axis representing
Var5, the centroids of both Group 3 and Group 4 differ substantially from those of
Group 1 and Group 2, although differing to a greater extent from Group 1. The
difference between the centroids of Groups 1 and 2 with respect to Var5 seems to be
represented accurately in Figure 5.1. From the values in Table 5.9 it is evident that
the centroids of Groups 3 and 4 differ from each other to approximately the same
extent as those of Groups 1 and 2. This stands in contrast with what is suggested in
Figure 5.1, namely that compared to the difference between the centroids of Group
1 and Group 2 with respect to Var5, the difference between the centroids of Groups
3 and 4 seems almost non-existent.

Table 5.9: The observed group centroids of the seventh simulated data set.

Var1 Var2 Var3 Var4 Var5

Group 1 3.57 7.13 15.10 3.75 4.87

Group 2 7.02 7.99 16.96 5.37 6.46

Group 3 10.72 8.79 15.03 4.96 9.11

Group 4 8.87 9.19 15.25 8.73 10.96

Given the relatively low axis predictivities of the biplot axes representing the
variables Var3 and Var4, it is likely that at least some of the true similarities (and
dissimilarities) between the group centroids with respect to these variables will not
be represented accurately in the two-dimensional CVA biplot. In reality the centroid
of Group 4 differs substantially from that of Group 2 with respect to Var3 while
it is very similar to the centroids of Group 1 and Group 3. The similarity between
the centroids of Group 1 and 4 and the substantial difference between the centroids
of Groups 2 and 4 with respect to Var3 are accurately represented in Figure 5.1.
However, the relative positions of the points representing the group centroids in the
CVA biplot with respect to the biplot axis representing Var3 suggest that Group
4 also differs substantially from Group 3 - it actually seems as though Group 4

differs slightly more from Group 3 with respect to Var3 than it does from Group 2.
Furthermore, Figure 5.1 incorrectly suggests that the centroids of Groups 1 and 3

differ to a moderate extent with respect to Var3 and that the centroids of Groups
2 and 4 are very similar with respect to Var4. In reality the centroids of Groups
1 and 3 are very similar with respect to Var3 and those of Groups 2 and 4 differ
substantially with respect to Var4. The substantial difference between the centroids
of Group 1 and Group 4 and the similarity between the centroids of Group 2 and
Group 3 with respect to Var4 (see Table 5.9) are however accurately represented
in the CVA biplot. This demonstrates that the difference between the centroids
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of two groups with respect to a particular variable can be accurately represented
in the CVA biplot even if the biplot axis representing that variable has low axis
predictivity.

Overall the results of this example were as expected - for the subset of groups
with very high group predictivities, the true Pythagorean distances between the
points representing the corresponding group centroids in the p-dimensional canoni-
cal space were accurately represented in the lower-dimensional CVA biplot whereas
for the subset of groups with low group predictivities, at least some of the true
Pythagorean distances between the group centroids were poorly represented. Fur-
thermore, the true differences between the group centroids with respect to variables
represented by biplot axes with high axis predictivities were accurately represented
in the CVA biplot whereas at least some of the differences with respect to those vari-
ables represented by biplot axes with low axis predictivities were poorly represented
in the biplot.

5.8 Within-group sample predictivities

5.8.1 Definition and properties

When investigating the group structure underlying a data set in a CVA biplot it is
not only the accurate representation of the group centroids that is of importance but
also the accurate representation of the individual samples within the groups that
have been interpolated onto the CVA biplot. These samples allow for visualisation
of the within-group dispersion and hence a more informative representation of the
group structure.

Consider the decomposition of the individual samples into their respective group
means and deviations from those group means:

X =GX + (X −GX) (5.8.1)

∴ X =G (G′G)−1G′X + (I −G (G′G)−1G′)X
where G is the n × J group indicator matrix defined in (4.2.7). It was explained
in Chapter 4 that CVA (and the CVA biplot) is based on the decomposition of the
total sum of squares,

tr{X′X} = tr{X′NX} + tr{W}
∴ tr{X′X} = tr{X′G′GX} + tr{(X −GX)′ (X −GX)} .

The validity of this decomposition of the total sum of squares follows from the
fact that the decomposition in (5.8.1) exhibits Type A orthogonality. The fact
that the decomposition in (5.8.1) exhibits Type A orthogonality follows from the
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idempotency of the matrices G (G′G)−1G′ and I−G (G′G)−1G′. The CVA biplot is
designed to optimally represent the between-groups part of the total sum of squares,
or equivalently, to optimally represent the between-groups variability in the data
set at hand. It is however not designed to optimally represent the within-group
dispersion - remember that the individual samples are not used in the construction
of the CVA biplot but are interpolated onto the existing CVA biplot in which the
group centroids are optimally represented. It is the accuracy of the representation
of the within-group variability that forms the focus of this discussion.

To investigate the representation of the samples within their respective groups,
the deviations of the samples from their corresponding group centroids are consid-
ered i.e the samples corrected for the group centroids are considered. Let K denote
the n × p matrix containing the deviations of the individual samples from their re-
spective group centroids i.e.

K =X −GX (5.8.2)

∴ K = (I −G (G′G)−1G′)X .

Let H denote the matrix I −G (G′G)−1G′, then

K =HX .

The approximation to K which is produced by the r-dimensional predictive CVA
biplot is given by:

K̂ = X̂ −GX̂

=XMrM
r
−GXMrM

r

Ð→ K̂ =KMrM
r

where

M = LV

and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL. Consider
the following decomposition of the deviations of the individual samples from their
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respective group means after transformation to the canonical space:

KL = K̂L + (K − K̂)L (5.8.3)

Due to the fact that the matrix Vr in

K̂L =KLVrV
′
r

is a orthonormal matrix, the decomposition of KL in (5.8.3) exhibits Type A or-
thogonality i.e.

KLL′K′ = K̂LL′K̂′ + (K − K̂)LL′ (K − K̂)′ (5.8.4)

or equivalently, the decomposition of the deviation of the individual samples from
their group centroids in the measurement space,

K = K̂ + (K − K̂)
exhibits Type A orthogonality in the metric W (see Section 3.1) i.e.

KW−1K′ = K̂W−1K̂′ + (K − K̂)W−1 (K − K̂)′ .
Due to the validity of the orthogonal decomposition in (5.8.4) the ratio

φ
jW
i =

(x̂j
i − x̂

j)′W−1 (x̂j
i − x̂

j)
(xj

i − x
j)′W−1 (xj

i − x
j) (5.8.5)

=
((x̂j

i)′L − (x̂j)′L)((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L)′

((xj
i)′L − (xj)′L)((xj

i)′L − (xj)′L)′ (5.8.6)

=
((xj

i)′L − (xj)′L)VrV
′
r ((xj

i)′L − (xj)′L)′
((xj

i)′L − (xj)′L)VV′ ((xj
i)′L − (xj)′L)′
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=
(xj

i − x
j)′LVrV

′
rL
′ (xj

i − x
j)

(xj
i − x

j)′LVV′L′ (xj
i − x

j)′
=
(xj

i − x
j)′MrM

′
r (xj

i − x
j)

(xj
i − x

j)′MM′ (xj
i − x

j)′
Ð→ φ

jW
i =

∑r
k=1 ((xj

i − x
j)′m(k))2

∑p

k=1 ((xj
i − x

j)′m(k))2 (5.8.7)

can be used to measure the accuracy of the approximation of the deviation
x
j
i −x

j which is produced by the CVA biplot, i ∈ [1 ∶ nj], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Gardner-Lubbe
et al. (2008) originally proposed the ratio in (5.8.5) for this purpose and called it
the within-group sample predictivity of the ith sample belonging to the jth group
or simply the within-group sample predictivity of xj

i .
The n-component vector of within-group sample predictivities is given by:

φW = diag (K̂W−1K̂′) [diag (KW−1K′)]−1
Ð→ φW = diag (K̂LL′K̂′) [diag (KLL′K′)]−1
Ð→ φW = diag (KMrM

′
rK
′) [diag (KMM′K′)]−1 .

Equation (5.8.4) implies that φjW
i can also be expressed as:

φ
jW
i = 1 −

(xj
i − x

j
− (x̂j

i − x̂
j))′LL′ (xj

i − x
j
− (x̂j

i − x̂
j))

(xj
i − x

j)′LL′ (xj
i − x

j) . (5.8.8)

This expression of φjW
i shows that φjW

i is a decreasing function of the sum of the

squared differences between (xj
i − x

j)′L and (xj
i − x

j)′LVrV
′
r or equivalently, φjW

i

is a decreasing function of the difference between the true deviation, xj
i − x

j, and
the predicted deviation, x̂j

i − x̂
j, measured in the Mahalanobis distance metric. Note

that since (xj
i − x

j)′L is not necessarily equal to (xl
k − x

l)′L, φjW
i > φlW

k does not
necessarily imply that

∥(xj
i − x

j)′L − (x̂j
i − x̂

j)′L∥2 < ∥(xl
k − x

l)′L − (x̂l
k − x̂

l)′L∥2

The expression of φjW
i provided in (5.8.7) implies that φjW

i can only take on non-
negative values and is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the CVA biplot
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space, r. This means that the sum of the squared differences between (xj
i − x

j)′L
and (xj

i − x
j)′LVrV

′
r is a non-increasing function of r. It is evident that the max-

imum value of φjW
i is one and that a sufficient condition for φjW

i to attain this
maximum is r = p, i ∈ [1 ∶ nj], j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Given that

XMKM
K =X

it follows that

KMKM
K =K←→XMKM

K =X .

However, since the column vectors of VK do not span the row space of XL, XMKM
K

is not equal to X and hence KMKM
′
K is not equal to K and the n within-group

sample predictivities associated with theK-dimensional CVA biplot are not all equal
to one. For the within-group sample predictivity of an individual sample, say x

j
i , to

equal one, a necessary and sufficient condition is that (xj
i − x

j)′L ∈ V (Vr) i.e.

φ
jW
i = 1←→ ((xj

i)′L − (xj)′L)VrV
′
r = (xj

i)′L − (xj)′L
∴ φ

jW
i = 1←→ (xj

i − x
j)′L ∈ V (Vr) .

It is evident that the minimum value of φjW
i is zero and that a sufficient condition

for this minimum value to be attained is that both x
j′
i L and xj′L lie orthogonal to

the biplot space, that is:

(xj
i)′L ∈ V� (Vr)Ð→ (x̂j

i)′L = 0′(xj)′L ∈ V� (Vr)Ð→ (x̂j)′L = 0′
∴ (xj

i)′L ∈ V� (Vr) and (xj)′L ∈ V� (Vr)Ð→ φ
jW
i = 0 .

A condition which is necessary and sufficient for φjW
i to equal zero is x̂

j
i = x̂

j:

φ
jW
i = 0←→ x̂

j
i − x̂

j = 0

∴ φ
jW
i = 0←→ x̂

j
i = x̂

j .
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Note that when x
j
i = x

j, φjW
i is undefined.

Note that φjW
i associated with the K-dimensional weighted CVA biplot and

that associated with each of two the K-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots will be
identical due to the fact that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ .
Remember that since the last p −K singular values of C1/2XL are all equal to

zero, the vector defining the ith dimension of the CVA biplot, where i > K, is not
unique. The within-group sample predictivity of the sample xl

k associated with the(K + j)-dimensional CVA biplot, where j ∈ [1 ∶ p −K − 1], can therefore only be
calculated once it has been decided which of the last p −K right singular vectors
of C1/2XL will be used to define the (K + 1)th up to the (K + j)th dimensions of
the (K + j)-dimensional CVA biplot, k ∈ [1 ∶ nl], ℓ ∈ [1 ∶ J] (all n the within-group
sample predictivities of the p-dimensional CVA biplot are equal to one). What
can however be calculated prior to making this decision is the within-group sample
predictivity of the sample xl

k associated with the orthogonal complement of the
K-dimensional CVA biplot space, V (VK). The value of this measure is obtained
by subtracting the within-group sample predictivity of xj

i associated with the K-
dimensional CVA biplot space from one.

5.8.2 Within-group sample predictivities and the accuracy
of distances represented in the CVA biplot.

Consider the squared Pythagorean distance between the two points representing the
samples x

j
i and x

j

k in the CVA biplot space:

∥(x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j

k
)′L∥2 = ((x̂j

i)′L − (x̂j

k
)′L)((x̂j

i)′L − (x̂j

k
)′L)

= ((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L + (x̂j)′L − ((x̂j

k
)′L − (x̂j)′L + (x̂j)′L))

× ((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L + (x̂j)′L − ((x̂j

k
)′L − (x̂j)′L + (x̂j)′L))′

= ((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L − ((x̂j

k
)′L − (x̂j)′L))

× ((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L − ((x̂j

k
)′L − (x̂j)′L))′

= (x̂j
i − x̂

j
− (x̂j

k − x̂
j))′W−1 (x̂j

i − x̂
j
− (x̂j

k − x̂
j)) .

It follows that if the deviations x̂j
i − x̂

j and x̂
j

k − x̂
j are very accurate approximations

of x̂j
i − x̂

j and x̂
j

k − x̂
j respectively i.e. if both φ

jW
i and φ

jW

k are close to one, then
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the Pythagorean distance in the CVA biplot,

∥(x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j

k
)′L∥

will most likely be an accurate approximation of the corresponding Pythagorean
distance in the p-dimensional canonical space,

∥(xj
i)′L − (xj

k
)′L∥ = {1

n
(xj

i − x
j

k
)′ Σ̂−1W (xj

i − x
j

k
)}1/2 .

This implies that when the within-group sample predictivities of a number of samples
belonging to the same group are very high, the relative magnitudes of the intersample
Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot will most likely be accurate approximations
of the relative magnitudes of the corresponding intersample Mahalanobis distances
in the p-dimensional measurement space. That is, when the within-group sample
predictivities of a number of samples belonging to the same group are very high the
true intersample relationships, as measured by the Mahalanobis distance metric, will
most likely be accurately represented by the relative magnitudes of the intersample
Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot. This is however not true when the samples
belong to different groups. This is evident upon consideration of the following
expression of the squared Pythagorean distance between the points representing
x
j
i and xl

k, where j ≠ k, in the CVA biplot:

∥(x̂j
i)′L − (x̂l

k)′L∥2 = ((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂l

k)′L)((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂l

k)′L)′
= (((x̂j

i)′L − (x̂j)′L) + (x̂j)′L − ((x̂l
k)′L − (x̂l)′L) − (x̂l)′L)

× (((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L) + (x̂j)′L − ((x̂l

k)′L − (x̂l)′L) − (x̂l)′L)′
= ((x̂j

i − x̂
j) + x̂j

− (x̂l
k − x̂

l) − x̂l)′W−1 ((x̂j
i − x̂

j) + x̂j

− (x̂l
k − x̂

l) − x̂l) .
It is evident that the accurate approximation of xj

i −x
j and xl

k −x
l, as measured by

the within-group sample predictivity measure, is not sufficient evidence to suggest

that the Pythagorean distance ∥(xj
i)′L − (xl

k
)′L∥ will most likely be accurately

represented in the CVA biplot. If in addition to the accurate approximation of
x
j
i − x

j and xl
k − x

l, the group centroids xj and xl are accurately approximated
as measured by the group predictivity measure, then it can be expected that the

Pythagorean distance ∥(xj
i)′L − (xl

k
)′L∥ will be accurately represented in the CVA

biplot. That is, if φjW
i , φlW

k , ψj and ψl are very high then it can be expected that the
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Pythagorean distance ∥(xj
i)′L − (xl

k
)′L∥ will most likely be accurately represented

in the CVA biplot. It should however be noted that, irrespective of whether two
samples belong to the same group or not, the Pythagorean distance between the
two samples in the p-dimensional canonical space can be accurately approximated
in the CVA biplot even if one or both of the samples are poorly approximated.

5.8.3 Scale invariance

Let the n × p matrix containing the deviations of the individual samples from their
corresponding group centroids that corresponds to the standardised measurements,
X∗ =XA−1, be denoted by K∗ and the approximation to this matrix be denoted by
K̂∗, then

K∗ =HX∗ =HXA−1

and K̂∗ =HX̂∗ =HX̂A−1 .

Upon substituting HXA−1 for K∗, HX̂A−1 for K̂∗ and AW−1A for (W∗)−1 in the
expression of the n-component vector of within-group sample predictivities corre-
sponding to the CVA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements,

φW∗ = diag (K̂∗ (W∗)−1 (K̂∗)′) [diag (K∗ (W∗)−1 (K∗)′)]−1

shows that φW∗ = φW :

φW∗ = diag (HX̂A−1AW−1AA−1X̂′H) [diag (HXA−1AW−1AA−1X′)]−1
= diag (HX̂W−1X̂′H) [diag (HXW−1X′)]−1
= diag (K̂W−1K̂′) [diag (KW−1K′)]−1

Ð→ φW∗ = φW .

Substituting any p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in the above equations shows
that the within-group sample predictivity measure is invariant to all non-singular
linear transformations of the form xÐ→ F′x.

5.8.4 Within-group sample predictivities of ‘new’ samples

Given a set of m ‘new’ samples that have been interpolated onto an existing CVA
biplot, let Xnew denote the m×p matrix with ith row vector giving the measurements
of the ith new sample, rescaled to be in the same scales as the measurements in
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the matrix X. That is, the ith row of Xnew gives the measurement vector after
the overall mean calculated from the set of observed (uncentred) original samples
has been subtracted. let Gnew denote the group indicator matrix corresponding to
Xnew indicating either the true group memberships of the new samples if those are
known or the group memberships based on a CVA classification rule (for example the
exact CVA classification regions or the approximate classification regions associated
with the CVA biplot). The within-group sample predictivities associated with new
samples that have been interpolated onto the CVA biplot can be calculated in exactly
the same way as for the original samples. Let

Knew =Xnew
−Gnew (G′G)−1G′X

and K̂new =KnewMrM
r

where M = LV and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of C1/2XL. Due to the
fact that the matrix Vr in

K̂newL =KnewLVrV
′
r (5.8.9)

is an orthonormal matrix, the decomposition of KnewL,

KnewL = K̂newL +KnewL − K̂newL

exhibits Type A orthogonality. The within-group sample predictivity associated
with the ith new sample can therefore be defined as:

φ
W (new)
i =

[K̂newW−1 (K̂new)′]
ii[KnewW−1 (Knew)′]
ii

. (5.8.10)
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5.9 The overall within-group sample predictivity

associated with a group

5.9.1 Definition and properties

The fact that the decomposition of the matrix K into K̂ and K − K̂ exhibits Type
A orthogonality in the metric W implies that

tr{KW−1K′} = tr{K̂W−1K̂′} + tr{(K − K̂)W−1 (K − K̂)′}
∴

nj

∑
i=1
(xj

i − x
j)′W−1 (xj

i − x
j) = nj

∑
i=1
(x̂j

i − x̂
j)′W−1 (x̂j

i − x̂
j)

+

nj

∑
i=1
((xj

i − x
j) − (x̂j

i − x̂
j))′W−1 ((xj

i − x
j)

− (x̂j
i − x̂

j)) ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ J]
This implies that the ratio,

φjW =
∑nj

i=1 (x̂j
i − x̂

j)′W−1 (x̂j
i − x̂

j)
∑nj

i=1 (xj
i − x

j)′W−1 (xj
i − x

j)
Ð→ φjW = 1 −

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i − x

j
− (x̂j

i − x̂
j))′W−1 (xj

i − x
j
− (x̂j

i − x̂
j))

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i − x

j)′W−1 (xj
i − x

j)
can be used to measure the overall accuracy of the approximations to the deviations
of the samples belonging to the jth group from the jth group centroid. The ratio,
φjW , will henceforth be referred to as the overall within-group sample predictivity
of the jth group, or the jth overall within-group sample predictivity for short. The
jth overall within-group sample predictivity is equal to the proportion of the total
sample variance within the jth group of canonical observations, with variance being
interpreted in terms of deviation from the jth group centroid, that is accounted for
in the CVA biplot. The jth overall within-group sample predictivity can therefore
be interpreted as a measure which assesses the overall quality of the representation
of the spread of the individual samples of the jth group around the centroid of that
group.

The overall within-group sample predictivity of the jth group can be expressed
as a weighted average of the individual within-group sample predictivities:

φ
jW
i =

(x̂j
i − x̂

j)′W−1 (x̂j
i − x̂

j)
(xj

i − x
j)′W−1 (xj

i − x
j)
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Ð→ (xj
i − x

j)′W−1 (xj
i − x

j) = φjW
i (xj

i − x
j)′W−1 (xj

i − x
j)

Ð→ φjW =
∑nj

i=1 φ
jW
i (xj

i − x
j)′W−1 (xj

i − x
j)

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i − x

j)′W−1 (xj
i − x

j)
Ð→ φjW =

nj

∑
i=1
φ
jW
i w

j
i (5.9.1)

where wj
i =

(xj
i − x

j)′W−1 (xj
i − x

j)
∑nj

i=1 (xj
i − x

j)′W−1 (xj
i − x

j) .

Given that φjW
i and w

j
i are non-negative values for all i ∈ [1 ∶ nj], it follows that

φjW can only take on non-negative values, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Since φjW
i is a non-decreasing

function of r and wj
i is a constant function of r, φjW is a non-decreasing function of

the dimension of the biplot space, r. The jth overall within-group sample predic-
tivity will equal its maximum value of one if and only if φjW

i = 1 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj]. It is
evident that φjW will equal its minimum value of zero if the sample predictivity of
each of the nj the samples belonging to the jth group equal zero, that is:

φjW = 0←→ φ
jW
i = 0 ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj] .

Consider equation (5.9.1). Since φjW
i and wj

i are identical for the weighted and two
unweighted K-dimensional CVA biplots, the overall within-group sample predictiv-
ity of the jth group, φjW , will also be identical for the three K-dimensional CVA
biplots.

5.9.2 Scale Invariance

Substituting XF for X∗, X̂F for X̂∗, XF for X
∗
, X̂F for X̂

∗
and (F−1)′W−1F−1 for(W∗)−1 in

φjW∗ =
∑nj

i=1 (x̂j∗
i − x̂

j∗)′ (W∗)−1 (x̂j∗
i − x̂

j∗)
∑nj

i=1 (xj∗
i − x

j∗)′ (W∗)−1 (xj∗
i − x

j∗)
shows that the overall within-group sample predictivity is invariant to all non-
singular linear transformations of the form x Ð→ F′x. This holds in particular
also for F =A−1 which implies that the jth overall within-group sample predictivity
associated with the CVA biplot constructed from the standardised measurements,
XA−1, is identical to that associated with the CVA biplot constructed from the
unstandardised measurements.
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5.10 Mixed contrast predictivities

5.10.1 Definition and Properties

In order for the within-group dispersion of a group to be accurately represented in
the CVA biplot the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between the
centroid and individual samples of that group in the p-dimensional measurement
space need to be accurately represented by the relative magnitudes of the Pythag-
orean distances between the points representing the particular group centroid and
individual samples in the CVA biplot. That is, the Pythagorean distances between
the point representing the group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space and
the points representing the individual samples belonging to that group need to be
accurately approximated in the CVA biplot.

Consider the following orthogonal decomposition of the squared Pythagorean
distance between the points representing the ith sample and the jth group centroid
in the p-dimensional canonical space:

∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 = ∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2 + ∥(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))∥2
(5.10.1)

where

X̂L =XLVrV
′
r

and X̂L =XLVrV
′
r

and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL. The decompo-
sition in (5.10.1) holds due to the fact that the cross product term,

(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))′

is equal to zero:

(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))′
= (e′iX − e′jX)LVrV

′
rL
′ (e′iX − e′jX)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′

= (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′
= 0 .
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The accuracy with which the Pythagorean distance between the ith sample and
the jth group centroid in the p-dimensional canonical space is approximated by the
corresponding Pythagorean distance in the CVA biplot can therefore (for all three
choices of C) be measured by the ratio,

ζ
j
i =
∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2
∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 (5.10.2)

= 1 −
∥e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)∥2

∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 (5.10.3)

which will henceforth be referred to as the (ij)th mixed contrast predictivity, i ∈[1 ∶ n], j ∈ [J].
The mixed contrast predictivity measure has a minimum value of zero which it

will attain if and only if

e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L = 0′

and a maximum value of one which it will attain if and only if

e′iXL − e′jXL = e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L .

The conditions

e′iXL = e′iX̂L

and e′jXL = e′jX̂L

are sufficient but not necessary for ζji to attain the value of one. This implies
that accurate approximations of both the sample e′iX and the jth group centroid
are sufficient but not necessary for the Pythagorean distance ∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥ to
be accurately approximated in the CVA biplot. That is, when both the sample
predictivity of e′iX and the jth group predictivity are close to one it can be expected
that ζji will be close to one, however a high value of ζji does not imply that both or
even one of the sample predictivity of e′iX and the jth group predictivity is high.
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Note that since

∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2 = 1

n
(e′iX̂ − e′jX̂) Σ̂−1W (e′iX̂ − e′jX̂)′

and ∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 = 1

n
(e′iX − e′jX) Σ̂−1W (e′iX − e′jX)′

ζ
j
i is also equal to the squared approximated Mahalanobis distance between the
ith sample and jth group centroid, expressed as a proportion of the squared true
Mahalanobis distance between that sample and group centroid. Hence, when all J
mixed contrast predictivities associated with the ith sample are close to one, the
relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis distances between that sample and the J
group centroids in the measurement space are accurately represented by the relative
magnitudes of the corresponding Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot. This
means that if the ith sample is classified as belonging to the jth group by the exact
classification regions of the p-dimensional CVA biplot (or equivalently the exact
classification regions of the K-dimensional CVA biplot) and ζ

j
i is close to one for

all j ∈ [1 ∶ J], then the ith sample will most likely be classified as belonging to the
jth group by the approximate classification regions of the CVA biplot, i ∈ [1 ∶ nj],
j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. If however a subset of the J mixed contrast predictivities associated
with the ith sample are low, it is likely that the classification of the ith sample
based on the classification regions of the CVA biplot will differ from that based on
the exact (K-dimensional) CVA classification regions. Furthermore, when all the
mixed contrast predictivities associated with the jth group are close to one, the
within-group dispersion of the jth group is very accurately represented in the CVA
biplot. When a substantial proportion of the mixed contrast predictivities associated
with the jth group are low, the within-group dispersion of the jth group is poorly
represented in the CVA biplot.

5.10.2 Scale invariance

Consider a non-singular linear transformations of the form x Ð→ F′x where F is a
p × p non-singular matrix. The (ij)th mixed contrast predictivity associated with
the CVA biplot constructed from the transformed measurements XF is given by

ζ
j∗
i =
∥e′iX̂∗L∗ − e′jX̂∗L∗∥2
∥e′iX∗L∗ − e′jX∗L∗∥2

where X∗ = XF, X̂∗ = X̂F, X
∗
= XF, X̂

∗
= X̂F and L∗ = F−1L. It is evident that

ζ
j∗
i = ζ

j
i . That is the mixed contrast predictivity is invariant to all non-singular

linear transformations of the form x Ð→ F′x. In particular the (ij)th mixed con-
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trast predictivity associated with the CVA biplot constructed from the standardised
measurements is identical to that associated with the CVA biplot constructed from
the unstandardised measurements.

5.11 Sample predictivities

5.11.1 Definition and properties

Consider again the decomposition of the individual samples in equation (5.8.1). This
decomposition shows that approximating the measurements of a sample consists of
two parts, namely approximating the corresponding group centroid and approxi-
mating the deviation of the sample from that group centroid. It is evident that if
both the deviation and the group centroid are accurately predicted, then the sample
will most likely be accurately predicted i.e. if both the corresponding within-group
sample predictivity and group predictivity are very high then the sample will most
likely be accurately predicted. However, it is possible for a sample to be accurately
approximated in the CVA biplot even if one or both of the sample’s deviation from
the corresponding group centroid and the group centroid itself are poorly approxi-
mated in the biplot. It is also possible for a sample to be poorly approximated even
if both its deviation from the corresponding group centroid and the group centroid
itself are relatively accurately approximated.

To investigate the approximation to the measurements of the individual samples,
consider the decomposition of the matrix of individual canonical samples, XL,

XL = X̂L + (XL − X̂L) (5.11.1)

where

X̂L =XLVrV
′
r (5.11.2)

and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL. The decompo-
sition in (5.11.1) exhibits Type A orthogonality due to the fact that the matrix Vr

in equation (5.11.2) is an orthonormal matrix (see Section 3.1). This means that:

XLL′X′ = X̂LL′X̂′ + (XL − X̂L) (XL − X̂L)′ (5.11.3)

∴ XW−1X′ = X̂W−1X̂′ + (X − X̂)W−1 (X − X̂)′ .
Due to the validity of equation (5.11.3) the overall accuracy of the approximations
of the measurements of the ith sample of the jth group, xj

i , that are read off from
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the predictive CVA biplot axes can be measured by the ratio

φ
j
i =
(x̂j

i)′LL′x̂j
i(xj

i)′LL′xj
i

(5.11.4)

=
(x̂j

i)′W−1x̂j
i(xj

i)′W−1xj
i

. (5.11.5)

The ratio in (5.11.5) will henceforth be referred to as the sample predictivity of the
ith sample of the jth group or simply the sample predictivity of x

j
i , i ∈ [1 ∶ nj],

j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. Note that the definition of the sample predictivity measure is based
on the decomposition of a different total sums of squares than the within-group
sample predictivity measure. While the within-group sample predictivity measure
was based on the decomposition of the total sums of squares associated with the
n canonical observations corrected for the group centroids, the sample predictivity
measure is based on the decomposition of the total uncorrected sums of squares
associated with the n canonical observations.

It is shown below that the sample predictivity of the sample x
j
i associated with

the r-dimensional CVA biplot is equal to the ratio of the squared Pythagorean
distance between the origin and the point representing x

j
i in the r-dimensional CVA

biplot, (x̂j
i)′L = (xj

i)′LVrV
′
r, to the squared Pythagorean distance between the

origin and the point representing x
j
i in the p-dimensional canonical space, (xj

i)′L:

φ
j
i =
(x̂j

i)′LL′x̂j
i(xj

i)′LL′xj
i

Ð→ φ
j
i =
∥x̂′iL∥2∥x′iL∥2

Ð→ φi =
∥(xj

i)′LVrV
′
r∥2

∥(xj
i)′L∥2 . (5.11.6)

Equation (5.11.3) implies that φj
i can be expressed as a decreasing function of the

Pythagorean distance between the point representing x
j
i in the p-dimensional canon-

ical space and the point representing x
j
i in the r-dimensional CVA biplot space:

φ
j
i = 1 −

∥(xj
i)′L − (x̂j

i)′L∥2
∥(xj

i)′L∥2 . (5.11.7)
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Given that ∥(xj
i)′L∥ is not necessarily equal to ∥(xl

k
)′L∥, φj

i > φ
j

k does not neces-

sarily imply that

∥(xj
i)′L − (x̂j

i)′L∥ < ∥(xl
k)′L − (x̂l

k)′L∥ .

It is shown below that φj
i can also be expressed as the square of the cosine of the

angle between the two vectors (xj
i)′L and (xj

i)′LVrV
′
r, both emanating from the

origin:

φ
j
i =
(xj

i)′LVrV
′
rVrV

′
rL
′xj

i

∥(xj
i)′L∥2

Ð→ φ
j
i =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩

(xj
i)′LVrV

′
rL
′xj

i∥(xj
i)′L∥ ∥(xj

i)′LVrV′r∥
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
2

Ð→ φ
j
i = cos

2 (θji ) (5.11.8)

where θji is the angle between the two vectors (xj
i)′L and (xj

i)′LVrV
′
r. It is evident

from equation (5.11.8) that as θji increases from zero degrees to 90 degrees, φj
i

decreases from one to zero. Equation (5.11.8) implies that if φj
i > φl

k, the angle

between the vectors (xj
i)′L and (xj

i)′LVrV
′
r is necessarily smaller than the angle

between the vectors (xl
k
)′L and (xl

k
)′LVrV

′
r.

Given that φj
i is a ratio of sums of squared values, it can only take on non-

negative values. From the expressions for φj
i given in (5.11.6) and (5.11.8), it is

evident that φj
i has a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if the

vector (xj
i)′L lies orthogonal to the CVA biplot space i.e.

φ
j
i = 0←→ (xj

i)′L ∈ L� .
The following expression of φj

i shows that it is a non-decreasing function of the
dimension of the CVA biplot space, r:

φ
j
i =
∥(xj

i)′LVrV
′
r∥2

∥(xj
i)′L∥2
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=
(xj

i)′LVrV
′
rVrV

′
rL
′xj

i(xj
i)′LL′xj

i

=
(xj

i)′LVrV
′
rL
′xj

i(xj
i)′LVV′L′xj

i

Ð→ φ
j
i =
∑r

k=1 ((xj
i)′m(k))2

∑p

k=1 ((xj
i)′m(k))2 .

It follows that φj
i will necessarily equal its maximum value of one when r = p. This

condition is however not necessary for an individual sample predictivity to equal
one. Equations (5.11.7) and (5.11.8) imply that the sample x

j
i will have unit sample

predictivity if and only if

∴ (x̂j
i)′L = (xj

i)′L
∴ (xj

i)′L ∈ L = V (Vr) .
Since the first K right singular vectors of C1/2XL do not span the row space of
XL, the n sample predictivities corresponding to the K-dimensional CVA biplot
will never all be equal to one. A condition which is necessary and sufficient for all
n sample predictivities to equal one is

(xj
i)′L ∈ L = V (Vr) ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj] , j ∈ [1 ∶ J]

i.e. r = p .

Recall that the K-dimensional CVA biplot space is equal to the row space of XL

irrespective of the C-matrix used in the construction of the biplot and that conse-
quently

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ .
As a result, the sample predictivity of xl

k corresponding to the K-dimensional
weighted CVA biplot and those corresponding to the two K-dimensional unweighted
CVA biplots, will be identical. Like the within-group sample predictivity of the sam-
ple xl

k, the sample predictivity of sample xl
k associated with the (K + j)-dimensional

CVA biplot, where j ∈ [1 ∶ p −K − 1], can only be calculated once it has been de-
cided which of the last p −K right singular vectors of C1/2XL will be used to de-
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fine the (K + 1)th to (K + j)th dimensions of the (K + j)-dimensional CVA biplot,
k ∈ [1 ∶ nl], ℓ ∈ [1 ∶ J]. What can however be calculated prior to making this decision
is the sample predictivity of the sample xl

k associated with the orthogonal comple-
ment of the K-dimensional CVA biplot space, which is obtained by subtracting the
sample predictivity of xl

k associated with the K-dimensional CVA biplot space from
one. This value can be interpreted as a measure of the amount of information that
is lost due to representing xl

k in K-dimensional instead of p-dimensional space.
The following expression of the sample predictivity of the sample x

j
i clearly

shows that the overall accuracy of the approximations to the measurements of xj
i ,

as measured by φ
j
i , is dependent on the overall accuracy of the approximations to

the measurements of xj:

φ
j
i =
(x̂j

i)′LL′x̂j
i(xj

i)′LL′xj
i

Ð→ φ
j
i =
(((x̂j

i)′L − (x̂j)′L) + (x̂j)′L)(((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂j)′L) + (x̂j)′L)′

(xj
i)′LL′xj

i

. (5.11.9)

Equation (5.11.9) shows that approximating the measurements of a sample consists
of two parts, namely approximating the corresponding group centroid and approx-
imating the deviation of the sample from that group centroid. It is evident that if
both the deviation x

j
i − x

j and the group centroid xj are very accurately predicted
as measured by the within-group sample predictivity measure and the group pre-
dictivity measure, then the sample x

j
i will most likely be accurately predicted i.e.

if φjW
i and ψj are very high then φ

j
i will most likely be high. However φj

i can be
very high even if one or both of φjW

i and ψj are low. If for example the jth group
centroid is very accurately approximated in the CVA biplot, samples belonging to
the jth group may have quite high sample predictivities even if the deviations of
those samples from the jth group centroid are poorly approximated in the biplot.
A low sample predictivity also does not imply that both the deviation of the sample
from the corresponding group centroid and the group centroid are poorly predicted
in the CVA biplot. If for example the jth group centroid is very poorly approxi-
mated in the CVA biplot, then samples belonging to the jth group may have quite
low sample predictivities even if the deviations of those samples from the jth group
centroid are accurately approximated in the biplot.

Some of the concepts discussed above will now be demonstrated at the hand of
the fourth simulated data set that was introduced in Section 4.8. Table 5.10 con-
tains the within-group sample predictivities and sample predictivities of the fifth,
22nd, 351st and 366th samples of the fourth simulated data set, corresponding to
the two-dimensional weighted CVA biplot. Table 5.10 also contains for each of the
four samples, the group predictivity of the corresponding group. Samples five and
22 belong to Group 1, which has a very high group predictivity while samples 351

and 366 belong to Group 4, which has a very low group predictivity.
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Table 5.10: The within-group sample predictivity, sample predictivity and group pre-
dictivity of the corresponding group centroid of the fifth, 22nd, 351st and 366th sam-
ple of the fourth simulated data set, corresponding to the two-dimensional weighted
CVA biplot.

Sample: 5 22 351 366

Within-group sample predictivity 0.526 0.828 0.922 0.257

Sample predictivity 0.812 0.874 0.472 0.426

Group predictivity 0.998 0.998 0.497 0.497

Note that although both samples five and 22 have high sample predictivities,
only sample 22 has a high within-group sample predictivity. Samples 351 and 366

on the other hand both have low sample predictivities while only sample 366 has
a low within-group sample predictivity - sample 351 has a very high sample pre-
dictivity (0.922). From Table 5.10 there seems to be no association between the
within-group sample predictivity of a sample and the group predictivity of the cor-
responding group. That is, the accuracy with which the CVA biplot predicts the
deviation of a sample from the corresponding group centroid, is not associated with
the accuracy with which the biplot predicts that group centroid. The within-group
sample predictivity measure differs from the sample predictivity measure in this
regard.

Recall that when C = I or C = N the jth group predictivity is a decreasing
function of the size of the angle between the two vectors (xj)′L and (xj)′LVrV

′
r.

Since the canonical centroid of a group is a measure of the central locality of the
group of individual canonical observations, the point representing the jth group
centroid in the r-dimensional CVA biplot space is a measure of the central locality
of the points representing the nj samples belonging to the jth group in the r-
dimensional CVA biplot space, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. If C = I or C = N and the jth group
predictivity is much higher than the kth group predictivity, it can therefore be

expected that on average the angles between the vectors in the set, {(xj
i)′L}nj

i=1
,

and the corresponding vectors in the set, {(xj
i)′LVrV

′
r}nj

i=1
, will be smaller than the

angles between the vectors in the set {(xk
l
)′L}nk

i=1
and the corresponding vectors

in the set {(xk
l
)′LVrV

′
r}nk

i=1
. Since φj

i is a decreasing function of the size of the

angle between (xj
i)′L an (xj

i)′LVrV
′
r, it follows that if C = I or C = N and the

jth group predictivity is much higher than the kth group predictivity, it can be
expected that on average the sample predictivities of the samples of the jth group
will be higher than those of the samples of the kth group. The fact that the accuracy
of the approximations to the measurements of xj

i is dependent on the accuracy of the
approximations to the measurements of xj is also evident from the expression of φj

i in
(5.11.9). Furthermore, since the group predictivities of the larger groups tend to be
higher for the weighted CVA biplot than for the unweighted CVA biplot constructed
with C = I of the same dimension, this implies that it can be expected that on
average the sample predictivities of the samples belonging to the larger groups will
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be higher for the weighted CVA biplot than for the CVA biplot constructed from
C = I. Similarly it can be expected that the sample predictivities of the samples of
the smaller groups will on average be lower for the weighted CVA biplot than for
the CVA biplot constructed from C = I.

5.11.2 Sample predictivities and the accuracy of distances
represented in the CVA biplot

Consider the Pythagorean distance between the points representing the ith sample
of the jth group and the kth sample of the ℓth group in the p-dimensional canonical
space:

{((xj
i)′L − (xl

k)′L)((xj
i)′L − (xl

k)′L)′}1/2 = 1√
n
{(xj

i − x
l
k)′ Σ̂−1W (xj

i − x
l
k)}1/2
(5.11.10)

i ∈ [1 ∶ nj] , k ∈ [1 ∶ nℓ] , j, ℓ ∈ [1 ∶ J]. It follows that if (x̂j
i)′L and (x̂l

k
)′L are accurate

approximations to (xj
i)′L and (xl

k
)′L respectively, then the Pythagorean distance

between the two points (x̂j
i)′L and (x̂l

k
)′L,

{((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂l

k)′L)((x̂j
i)′L − (x̂l

k)′L)′}1/2 , (5.11.11)

will most likely be an accurate approximation of (5.11.10). This means that if both
φ
j
i and φl

k are close to one, (5.11.11) will most likely be an accurate approxima-
tion of (5.11.10). It follows that when each sample in some set has a very high
sample predictivity, then it can be expected that the relative magnitudes of the
Pythagorean distances between the points representing those samples in the CVA
biplot space will accurately represent the relative magnitudes of the Mahalanobis
distances between those samples in the p-dimensional measurement space. That is,
if the sample predictivity of each sample in some set of samples is high, then the
true intersample relationships (as measured by the Mahalanobis distance metric)
will most likely be accurately represented in the CVA biplot. When one or both of
φ
j
i and φl

k are low (5.11.11) will likely not be an accurate approximation to (5.11.10).
It is however not guaranteed that the approximation will be poor - it is possible that
the distance in (5.11.10) will be accurately represented in the CVA biplot even if
one or both of the samples are poorly approximated. Hence, given a set of samples,
some or all of which have low sample predictivities, the relative magnitudes of the
Pythagorean distances between the points representing these samples in the CVA
biplot space cannot be trusted to provide an accurate visualisation of the inter-
sample relationships as measured by the Mahalanobis distance metric. Recall from
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Chapter 4 that the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot space is that r-dimensional
subspace of the canonical space in which the Pythagorean distances between the
samples in the p-dimensional canonical space are optimally represented, that is it
is the r-dimensional space in which the true relationships between the samples (as
measured by the Mahalanobis distance metric) are optimally represented.

A measure that assesses the accuracy with which the Pythagorean distances
between the samples in the CVA biplot approximates the corresponding Pythagorean
distances in the p-dimensional canonical space is introduced in Section 5.12.1.

5.11.3 Scale invariance

Substituting X̂A−1 for X̂∗, XA−1 for X∗ and AW−1A for (W∗)−1 in

φ
j∗
i =
[X̂∗ (W∗)−1 (X̂∗)′]

ii[X∗ (W∗)−1 (X∗)′]
ii

shows that the sample predictivity of the ith sample belonging to the jth group
associated with the CVA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements
is identical to that associated with the CVA biplot constructed from the unstand-
ardised measurements:

φ
j∗
i =
[X̂A−1AW−1AA−1X̂′]

ii[XA−1AW−1AA−1X′]ii (5.11.12)

Ð→ φ
j∗
i = φ

j
i .

Substituting any p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in equation (5.11.12) shows
that the sample predictivity measure is invariant to all non-singular linear transfor-
mations of the form xÐ→ F′x.

5.11.4 The overall sample predictivity associated with a
group

5.11.4.1 Definition and properties

The fact that the decomposition of XL into X̂L and XL − X̂L exhibits Type A
orthogonality implies that

tr{XLL′X′} = tr{X̂LL′X̂′} + tr{(XL − X̂L) (XL − X̂L)′} . (5.11.13)
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The validity of (5.11.13) implies that the ratio

φj =
∑nj

i=1 (x̂j
i)′LL′x̂j

i

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i)′LL′xj

i

(5.11.14)

=
∑nj

i=1 (x̂j
i)′W−1x̂j

i

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i)′W−1xj

i

(5.11.15)

φj = 1 −
∑nj

i=1 (xj
i − x̂

j
i)′W−1 (xj

i − x̂
j
i)

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i)′W−1xj

i

.

can be used to assess the overall accuracy of the approximations to the nj samples
belonging to the jth group, j ∈ [1 ∶ J]. The ratio in (5.11.15) will henceforth be
referred to as the overall sample predictivity of the jth group, or simply the jth
overall sample predictivity. The jth overall sample predictivity is equal to the pro-
portion of the total sample variance within the jth group of canonical observations,
with variance being interpreted in terms of deviation from the overall mean of the
n canonical observations (which is 0), that is accounted for in the CVA biplot.

Being a ratio of sums of squared values, the jth overall sample predictivity can
only take on non-negative values. It is evident that φj has a minimum value of zero
and that

φj = 0←→ (xj
i)′L = 0′ ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj]

∴ φj = 0←→ (xj
i)′L ∈ L� ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj]

while it has a maximum value of one and that

φj = 1←→ (x̂j
i)′L = (xj

i)′L ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj]
∴ φj = 1←→ (xj

i)′L ∈ L ∀i ∈ [1 ∶ nj] .
Since the matrix XL is of rank p, this implies that the J groups will all have unit
overall sample predictivities if and only if r = p. Due to the fact that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′

the overall sample predictivity of the jth group corresponding to the K-dimensional
weighted CVA biplot and the two K-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots are iden-
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tical.
The overall sample predictivity of the jth group can be expressed as a weighted

average of the individual sample predictivities of the nj samples belonging to the
jth group:

φ
j
i =
(x̂j

i)′LL′x̂j
i(xj

i)′LL′xj
i

Ð→ (x̂j
i)′LL′x̂j

i = φ
j
i (xj

i)′LL′xj
i

Ð→ φj =
∑nj

i=1 φ
j
i (xj

i)′LL′xj
i

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i)′LL′xj

i

Ð→ φj =
nj

∑
i=1
φ
j
i

(xj
i)′LL′xj

i

∑nj

i=1 (xj
i)′LL′xj

i

. (5.11.16)

Since φj
i corresponding to the K-dimensional weighted CVA biplot and the two K-

dimensional unweighted CVA biplots are identical for all i ∈ [1 ∶ nj], equation (5.11.16)
also indicates that the values of φj corresponding to these three K-dimensional CVA
biplots are identical, j ∈ [1 ∶ J].

Since it can be expected that on average the sample predictivities of the samples
belonging to the jth group will be higher than those of the samples belonging to
the kth group if the jth group predictivity is much higher than the kth group
predictivity, φj can be expected to be higher than φk if the jth group predictivity
is much higher than the kth group predictivity. Furthermore, since it is expected
that on average the samples belonging to the larger groups will have higher sample
predictivities for the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot than for the r-dimensional
unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplot, the overall sample predictivities of the larger
groups corresponding to the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot are expected to be
higher than those corresponding to the r-dimensional unweighted (with C = I) CVA
biplot.

Some of the concepts regarding group predictivities, overall within-group sample
predictivities and overall sample predictivities that have been discussed will now
be illustrated at the hand of the fourth and fifth simulated data sets that were
introduced in Section 4.8. Table 5.11 contains for each of the four groups of the
fourth simulated data set, its overall sample predictivity corresponding to the one-
dimensional CVA biplots constructed with C =N, C = I and C = (I − 1

J
11′) respec-

tively while Table 5.14 provides the same information for the fifth simulated data set.
Table 5.12 provides the group predictivity of each of the four groups of the fourth
simulated data set corresponding to the one-dimensional CVA biplots corresponding
to C = N, C = I and C = (I − 1

J
11′). Table 5.15 provides the same information for

the fifth simulated data set. Tables 5.13 and 5.16 provide the within-group predic-
tivities of the four groups associated with the three different one-dimensional CVA
biplots for the fourth and fifth simulated data sets respectively.
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Table 5.11: The overall sample predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional
CVA biplots of the fourth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 150 150 50 50

C =N 0.246 0.377 0.279 0.176

C = I 0.150 0.280 0.496 0.259

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.155 0.296 0.506 0.222

Table 5.12: The group predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional CVA bi-
plots of the fourth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 150 150 50 50

C =N 0.404 0.982 0.432 0.048

C = I 0.000 0.506 0.895 0.286

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.057 0.792 0.845 0.035

Table 5.13: The overall within-group sample predictivities of the one-dimensional
CVA biplots of the fourth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 150 150 50 50

C =N 0.210 0.192 0.155 0.239

C = I 0.184 0.211 0.172 0.246

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.188 0.206 0.178 0.244

When considering the overall sample predictivities in Tables 5.11 and 5.14 to-
gether with the corresponding group predictivities in Tables 5.12 and 5.15 respec-
tively, it is evident that the groups associated with higher group predictivities are
also usually associated with higher overall sample predictivities, as expected. On
the other hand, when considering the group predictivities together with the overall
within-group sample predictivities it seems that there is no association between the
accuracy with which the CVA biplot predicts the deviations of the samples belong-
ing to a particular group from that group’s centroid and the accuracy with which
the CVA biplot predicts the group centroid itself. When comparing the overall sam-
ple predictivities corresponding to the three types of CVA biplots for each of the
groups, it is evident that the overall sample predictivities of the larger groups tend
to be higher for the weighted CVA biplot than for the two unweighted CVA biplots
while the overall sample predictivities of the smaller groups tend to be lower for
the weighted CVA biplot than for the two unweighted CVA biplots. Upon compar-
ison of the overall within-group sample predictivities associated with the weighted
and unweighted CVA biplots of the same dimension, it seems that unlike the group
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predictivity and sample predictivity measures, the overall within-group sample pre-
dictivity measure is not very sensitive to which C-matrix is used in the construction
of the CVA biplot.

Table 5.14: The overall sample predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional
CVA biplots of the fifth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 50 150 50 150

C =N 0.200 0.391 0.349 0.214

C = I 0.297 0.298 0.468 0.164

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.268 0.321 0.469 0.167

Table 5.15: The group predictivities corresponding to the one-dimensional CVA bi-
plots of the fifth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 50 150 50 150

C =N 0.145 0.984 0.541 0.358

C = I 0.451 0.616 0.858 0.007

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.165 0.882 0.774 0.041

Table 5.16: The overall within-group sample predictivities of the one-dimensional
CVA biplots of the fifth simulated data set.

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4

Group Size 50 150 50 150

C =N 0.230 0.196 0.226 0.186

C = I 0.215 0.194 0.220 0.195

C = (I − 1
J
11′) 0.222 0.195 0.218 0.193

5.11.4.2 Scale Invariance

Substituting XA−1 for X∗, X̂A−1 for X̂∗ and AL for L∗ in the expression of the jth
overall sample predictivity corresponding to the CVA biplot constructed from the
standardised measurements,

φj∗ =
∑nj

i=1 (x̂j∗
i )′L∗L∗′x̂j∗

i

∑nj

i=1 (xj∗
i )′L∗L∗′xj∗

i
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shows that φj∗ = φj. Like the sample predictivity measure, the overall sample
predictivity measure is invariant to all non-singular linear transformations of the
scales of the measurements of the form xÐ→ F′x. This is evident upon substituting
an arbitrary p × p non-singular matrix F for A−1 in the expressions above.

5.11.5 The total sample predictivity associated with a data
set

5.11.5.1 Definition and properties

The overall accuracy of the approximations to the measurements of all the samples,
over all the groups can be measured by the following ratio which will henceforth be
referred to as the total sample predictivity:

φ =
tr{X̂LL′X̂′}
tr{XLL′X′}
=
∑J

j=1∑
nj

i=1 (x̂j
i)′LL′x̂j

i

∑J
j=1∑

nj

i=1 (xj
i)′LL′xj

i

=
tr{X̂LL′X̂′}
tr{XLL′X′}
=
tr{XLVrV

′
rL
′X′}

tr{XLL′X′}
=
tr{XLVrV

′
rL
′X′}

tr{XLVV′L′X′}
Ð→ φ =

∑n
i=1∑

r
j=1 ([XLVr]ij)2

∑n
i=1∑

p
j=1 ([XLV]ij)2 .

The total sample predictivity is equal to the proportion of the total sample variance
associated with the n canonical observations, with variance being interpreted in
terms of deviation from the overall mean of the n canonical observations, that is
accounted for in the CVA biplot.

Being defined as the ratio of sums of squared values, the total sample predictivity
measure can only take on non-negative values. It is evident that φ is a non-decreasing
function of the dimension of the biplot space, r, and hence that a sufficient condition
for φ to equal its maximum value, namely one, is that r = p. The total sample
predictivity will attain its minimum value of zero if and only if each of the n samples
lie in the orthogonal complement of V (Vr).

The total sample predictivity associated with a data set can be expressed as the
weighted average of the sample predictivities of all the individual samples:

(x̂j
i)′LL′x̂j

i = φ
j
i (xj

i)′LL′xj
i
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Ð→ φ =
∑J

j=1∑
nj

i=1 φ
j
i (xj

i)′LL′xj
i

∑J
j=1∑

nj

i=1 (xj
i)′LL′xj

i

Ð→ φ =
J

∑
j=1

nj

∑
i=1
φ
j
i

(xj
i)′LL′xj

i

∑J
j=1∑

nj

i=1 (xj
i)′LL′xj

i

. (5.11.17)

The total sample predictivities corresponding to the weighted and two unweighted
K-dimensional CVA biplots, will be identical due to the fact that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ .
This is also evident from the expression of φ in equation (5.11.17) and the fact
that φj

i is identical for the three K-dimensional CVA biplots for all i ∈ [1 ∶ nj] and
j ∈ [1 ∶ J].
5.11.5.2 Scale Invariance

Upon substituting XF for X∗, X̂F for X̂∗ and F−1L for L∗ in the expression of
the total sample predictivity corresponding to the CVA biplot constructed from the
transformed measurements, XF,

φ∗ =
∑J

j=1∑
nj

i=1 (x̂j∗
i )′L∗L∗′x̂j∗

i

∑J
j=1∑

nj

i=1 (xj∗
i )′L∗L∗′xj∗

i

it is evident that the total sample predictivity is invariant to all non-singular linear
transformations of the form x Ð→ F′x. This holds in particular for F = A−1 which
implies that the total sample predictivity associated with the CVA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements, XA−1, is identical to that associated with the
CVA biplot constructed from the unstandardised measurements.

5.11.6 Sample predictivities measures of ‘new’ samples

The sample predictivity, overall sample predictivity and total sample predictivity
measures associated with ‘new’ samples can be defined in exactly the same way as
for the original samples. The approximation to Xnew (defined in 5.8.4) which is
produced by the r-dimensional CVA biplot constructed from C1/2XL is given by

X̂new =XnewMrM
r =XnewLVrV

′
rL
−1 . (5.11.18)
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Since the matrix Vr in (5.11.18) is an orthonormal matrix, the decomposition of
XnewL,

XnewL = X̂newL + (XnewL − X̂newL)
exhibits Type A orthogonality. This validates the ratios

φnew
i =

[X̂newLL′ (X̂new)′]
ii[XnewLL′ (Xnew)′]
ii

(5.11.19)

φjnew =
∑i∶[G]ij=1 [X̂newLL′ (X̂new)′]

ii

∑i∶[G]ij=1 [XnewLL′ (Xnew)′]
ii

(5.11.20)

φnew =
tr{X̂newLL′ (X̂new)′}
tr{XnewLL′ (Xnew)′} (5.11.21)

as quality measures. The ratios in (5.11.19), (5.11.20) and (5.11.21) define the
sample predictivity of the ith new sample, xnew

i , the overall sample predictivity of
the jth group corresponding to the new samples and the total sample predictivity
associated with the m new samples respectively.

Recall from Chapter 4 that if the relative group sizes associated with a set of
new samples differ substantially from those of the set of original samples, then the
approximations of the new samples read off from the predictive biplot axes of one
of the r-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots constructed from the set of original
samples will most likely be more accurate than the approximations read off from the
biplot axes of the r-dimensional weighted CVA biplot constructed from the original
samples. This is demonstrated below using the third and fourth simulated data
sets introduced in Section 4.8. The samples of the third simulated data set are
predicted using the weighted and unweighted (with C = I) CVA biplots constructed
from the fourth simulated data set, respectively. In each case the overall accuracy
of the approximations to the samples of the third data set is measured by the total
sample predictivity measure. Recall that the third simulated data set contains 50

samples belonging to each of groups one and two and 150 samples belonging to each
of groups three and four. On the other hand, the fourth simulated data set contains
150 samples belonging to each of groups one and two and 50 samples belonging to
each of groups three and four. Since the relative group sizes of these two data sets
differ substantially, it can be expected that the measurements of the samples of the
third simulated data set will be predicted more accurately in the unweighted CVA
biplot constructed from the fourth simulated data set than in the corresponding
weighted CVA biplot.

Table 5.17 contains the total sample predictivity of the third simulated data set
corresponding to the weighted and unweighted CVA biplots constructed from the
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fourth simulated data set for each of the possible dimensionalities of these biplots.
Upon comparison of the total sample predictivities associated with the weighted
and unweighted CVA biplots in Table 5.17, the expectation that the samples of the
third data set will be more accurately predicted in the unweighted CVA biplot is
confirmed.

Table 5.17: The total sample predictivity of the third simulated data set associated
with the unweighted and weighted CVA biplots constructed from the fourth simulated
data set.

Dim: 1 Dim: 2 Dim: 3 Dim: 4 Dim: 5

Unweighted 0.295 0.547 0.729 0.862 1.000

Weighted 0.216 0.510 0.729 0.863 1.000

Recall that when the CVA biplot is p-dimensional, then irrespective of which
C-matrix is used in the construction of the biplot, all samples will be perfectly
represented. This explains why, the closer the dimension of the biplot gets to p, the
less the difference between the total sample predictivities of the third simulated data
set associated with the unweighted and weighted CVA biplots constructed from the
fourth simulated data set become.

5.12 Sample contrast predictivities

5.12.1 Definition and Properties

A measure that assesses the accuracy with which the Pythagorean distances between
the individual samples in the CVA biplot approximates the corresponding Pythago-
rean distances in the p-dimensional canonical space can be defined in a very similar
way to the group contrast predictivity measure in Section 5.5 and the mixed con-
trast predictivity in Section 5.10. Consider the following orthogonal decomposition
of the squared Pythagorean distance between the points representing the ith and
jth samples in the p-dimensional canonical space:

∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 = ∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2 + ∥(e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))∥2
(5.12.1)

where

X̂L =XLVrV
′
r
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and V is the matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL. The decompo-
sition in (5.12.1) is valid due to the fact that the cross product term

(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) (e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))′

is equal to zero:

(e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) (e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L))′
= (e′iX − e′jX)LVrV

′
rL
′ (e′iX − e′jX)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′

= (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′ − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L) (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)′
= 0 .

It follows that the the accuracy with which the Pythagorean distance between the
ith and jth samples in the p-dimensional canonical space is approximated by the
corresponding Pythagorean distance in the CVA biplot can (for all three choices of
C) be measured by the ratio,

φij =
∥e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L∥2
∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 . (5.12.2)

The ratio in (5.12.2) will henceforth be referred to as the (ij)th sample contrast
predictivity, i, j ∈ [1 ∶ n], i ≠ j.

Note that since the Pythagorean distance between two points representing two
samples in the p-dimensional canonical space is proportional to the Mahalanobis
distance between those two samples in the p-dimensional measurement space, φij is
also equal to the squared approximated Mahalanobis distance between the ith and
jth samples, expressed as a proportion of the squared true Mahalanobis distance
between those two samples.

Like the group contrast predictivity measure, the sample contrast predictivity
measure can only take on non-negative values. The (ij)th sample contrast predic-
tivity has a minimum value of zero which it will attain if and only if

e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L = 0′ .
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Equation (5.12.1) implies that φij can also be expressed as

φij = 1 −
∥e′iXL − e′jXL − (e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L)∥2

∥e′iXL − e′jXL∥2 . (5.12.3)

It follows that φij has a maximum value of one which it will attain if and only if

e′iXL − e′jXL = e′iX̂L − e′jX̂L .

It is evident that the conditions,

e′iXL = e′iX̂L

and e′jXL = e′jX̂L

are sufficient but not necessary for φij to attain the value of one. This implies that
accurate approximations of both the samples e′iX and e′jX in the CVA biplot suggest
that it can be expected that the Pythagorean distances between those two samples
in the p-dimensional canonical space is accurately approximated in the CVA biplot.
That is, if the sample predictivities of the samples e′iX and e′jX are both close to
one, then it can be expected that φij will be close to one. However, it should be
noted that the Pythagorean distance between the points representing the samples
e′iX and e′jX in the p-dimensional canonical space can be accurately approximated
in the CVA biplot even if one or both of the samples are poorly approximated.

Note that given the values of the group contrast predictivities and mixed contrast
predictivities, sample contrast predictivities do not add much (if any) information
about the quality of the representation of the group structure in the CVA biplot.

do not add much (if any) information about the quality of the representation of
the group structure in the CVA biplot.

5.12.2 Scale invariance

Like the group contrast predictivity measure and the mixed contrast predictivity the
sample contrast predictivity measure is invariant to all non-singular linear trans-
formations of the form x Ð→ F′x. This implies that the (ij)th sample contrast
predictivity associated with the CVA biplot constructed from the standardised mea-
surements, XA−1, is identical to that associated with the CVA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements.
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5.13 Within-group axis predictivities

5.13.1 Definition and properties

In order to measure the predictive ability of a predictive CVA biplot axis within
the J groups, the overall accuracy of the approximations to the deviations of the
individual samples’ measurements on that variable from the measurements of the
corresponding group centroids on that variable needs to be considered. Gardner-
Lubbe et al. (2008) proposed that the ratio,

πW
k =
[K̂′K̂]

kk[K′K]kk (5.13.1)

which they referred to as the within-group axis predictivity of the kth predictive
CVA biplot axis, be used to measure the predictive ability of the kth predictive
biplot axis within the groups. Henceforth πW

k will also be referred to as the kth
within-group axis predictivity.

It is shown below that the inner-product matrix K′K is equal to the matrix
of within-group sums of squares and cross products, W, while the inner-product
matrix K̂′K̂ is equal to (Mr)′Mr:

K′K =X′HHX

=X′X −X′G (G′G)−1G′G (G′G)−1G′X
=X′X −X

′
G′GX

=X′X −X
′
NX

Ð→K′K =W

K̂′K̂ = (Mr)′M′
rK
′KMrM

r

= (Mr)′M′
rWMrM

r

= (Mr)′M′
r (Mr)′Mr

= (Mr)′ IrMr

Ð→ K̂′K̂ = (Mr)′Mr .

The kth within-group axis predictivity can therefore be expressed as:

πW
k =

[(Mr)′Mr]
kk[(M−1)′M−1]
kk
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∴ πW
k =
∑r

i=1 ([M−1]ik)2
∑p

i=1 ([M−1]ik)2 . (5.13.2)

The p-component vector of within-group axis predictivities with kth element equal
to πW

k follows as:

πW = diag (K̂′K̂) [diag (K′K)]−1
= diag ((Mr)′Mr) [diag (W)]−1

Ð→ πW = diag ((Mr)′Mr) [diag ((M−1)′M−1)]−1 .

It is shown below that the cross products matrix K̂′ (K − K̂) is equal to the null
matrix and hence that the decomposition,

K = K̂ + (K − K̂) (5.13.3)

exhibits Type B orthogonality:

K̂′ (K − K̂) = K̂′K − K̂′K̂
= (Mr)′M′

rK
′K − (Mr)′M′

rK
′KMrM

r

= (Mr)′M′
rW − (Mr)′M′

rWMrM
r

= (Mr)′M′
rW − (Mr)′Mr since M′

rWMr = Ir
= (Mr)′M′

rWM−1M − (Mr)′Mr

= (Mr)′ [Ir 0]M − (Mr)′Mr

= (Mr)′Mr
− (Mr)′Mr

Ð→ K̂′ (K − K̂) = 0 .
The Type B orthogonality property of the decomposition in (5.13.3) validates πW

k

as a quality measure. For details regarding the definition of within-group axis pre-
dictivities for biplot axes that have been interpolated onto an existing CVA biplot,
see Gower et al. (2011).

Being defined as a ratio of sums of squares, the within-group axis predictivity
measure can only take on non-negative values. It is evident from the expression of
πW
k in (5.13.2) that πW

k is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the CVA
biplot space, r, and that it has a maximum value of one which will be necessarily
attained when r = p. The derivation below shows that the kth within-group axis
predictivity is equal to the ratio of the squared length of the projection of the vector
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e′k (L−1)′ onto the r-dimensional CVA biplot space, V (Vr), to the squared length of
the vector e′k (L−1)′:

πW
k =
[K̂′K̂]

kk[K′K]kk
=
[(Mr)′Mr]

kk[(M−1)′M−1]
kk

=
∥ek (L−1)′Vr∥2
∥e′k (L−1)′V∥2

Ð→ πW
k =
∥ek (L−1)′VrV

′
r∥2∥e′k (L−1)′∥2 . (5.13.4)

It is evident that the kth within-group axis predictivity is a decreasing function of
the orthogonal distance between the point e′k (L−1)′ and its orthogonal projection
onto the r-dimensional CVA biplot space, V (Vr). Hence, the kth within-group axis
predictivity has a maximum value of one which will be attained if and only if the
point e′k (L−1)′ lies in the r-dimensional CVA biplot space, V (Vr), and a minimum
value of zero which will be attained if and only if the point e′k (L−1)′ lies in the
orthogonal complement of the CVA biplot space. All p the biplot axes will therefore
have unit within-group axis predictivities if and only if

e′k (L−1)′ ∈ V (Vr) ∀k ∈ [1 ∶ p]
that is if and only if r = p. All p biplot axes will never have zero within-group axis
predictivities since this is possible if and only if

e′k (L−1)′ ∈ V� (Vr)
that is if and only if r = 0. Note that since the matrices VKV

′
K and VV = Ip

are identical for the matrix V obtained from the svd of XL, the svd of N1/2XL

and the svd of (I − 1
J
11′)XL, each of the p within-group axis predictivities will

be identical for the weighted and the two unweighted K-dimensional CVA biplots.
Since πW

k is a non-decreasing function of the dimension of the CVA biplot space, r,
equation (5.13.4) implies that the orthogonal distance between the point e′k (L−1)′
and its orthogonal projection onto the CVA biplot space is a non-decreasing function
of the dimension of the CVA biplot space. Note however that since the lengths of
the different row vectors of (L−1)′ are not necessarily the same, πW

k > πW
j does not
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necessarily imply that the point e′k (L−1)′ is closer to the CVA biplot space than the
point e′j (L−1)′.

Note that πW
k associated with the K-dimensional weighted CVA biplot and that

associated with each of two the K-dimensional unweighted CVA biplots will be
identical due to the fact that

VI
K (VI

K)′ =VCent
K (VCent

K )′ =VN
K (VN

K)′ .
Recall that the square of the cosine of the angle between the jth and kth predic-

tive biplot axes of the p-dimensional CVA biplot is equal to the correlation coefficient
between the jth and kth measured variables, that is

cos (θjk) = [Σ̂W]jk√[Σ̂W]jj√[Σ̂W]kk
Ð→ cos (θjk) = e′j (M−1)′M−1ek√

e′j (M−1)′M−1ej
√
e′k (M−1)′M−1ek

.

The square of the cosine of the angle between the jth and kth predictive biplot axes
of the r-dimensional CVA biplot, that is

e′j (Mr)′Mrek√
e′j (Mr)′Mrej

√
e′k (Mr)′Mrek

.

therefore approximates that correlation coefficient between the jth and kth measured
variables, although it is not evident what the associated minimisation criteria is.

Note that if the points e′i (L−1)′ and e′j (L−1)′, lie close to the r-dimensional CVA

biplot space, V (Vr), then the angle between the vectors, e′iLVrV
′
r and e′j (L−1)′VrV

′
r,

will be an accurate approximation of the angle between the vectors, e′i (L−1)′ and
e′j (L−1)′, or equivalently the angle between the vectors,

e′i (L−1)′Vr = e′i (Mr)′ and e′j (L−1)′Vr = e′j (Mr)′

will be an accurate approximation of the angle between the vectors,

e′i (L−1)′V = e′i (M−1)′ and e′j (L−1)′V = e′j (M−1)′ .
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Since the ith and jth within-group axis predictivities will both be close to one if
and only if the points, e′i (L−1)′ and e′j (L−1)′, lie close to r-dimensional CVA biplot
space, V (Vr), it follows that if both the ith and jth within-group axis predictivities
are close to one, then the square of the cosine of the angle between the ith and jth
predictive biplot axes of the r-dimensional CVA biplot will be an accurate approxi-
mation of the correlation coefficient between the ith and jth measured variables.

The above mentioned concepts will now be illustrated at the hand of the race
data set described in Gower et al. (2011). The race data set provides information
on 799 individuals from four different race groups, namely Black, Coloured, Indian
and White. Each of the 799 individuals was measured on six variables namely (1) a
total score on a Literacy Assessment Module (TOTScore), (2) the number of years
of education completed by the respondent (eduyrs), (3) the age of the respondent
(age), (4) the decile of the monthly expenditure per household member (pcexpdec),
(5) the number of years of education completed by the mother of the respondent
(mEdY ) and (6) the race group of the respondent. Amongst the 799 individuals
in the data set, 605 are Black, 90 are Coloured, 19 are Indian and 85 are White.
The two-dimensional predictive weighted CVA biplot of the race data set that only
shows the predictive biplot axes is provided in Figure 5.2 and the sample within-
group correlation matrix associated with the data set is provided in Table 5.18.
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Figure 5.2: Two-dimensional weighted predictive CVA biplot of the race data set.

Note that the biplot axes representing these two variables have very high within-
group axis predictivities. It can therefore be expected that the size of the angle
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between the biplot axes representing the variables pcexpdec and TOTScore will be
indicative of the magnitude of the correlation coefficient between the two variables.
The angle between the two biplot axes seem to indicate that the variables pcexpdec
and TOTScore are weakly positively correlated. This is confirmed by the small
positive correlation coefficient between these two variables (see Table 5.18). The
small angle between the biplot axes representing the variables mEdY and pcexpdec
seem to indicate a high correlation between the two variables. It is however evident
from the sample within-group correlation matrix provided in Table 5.18 that the
two variables are only weakly positively correlated.

Table 5.18: The sample within-group correlation matrix associated with the race data
set.

TOTScore eduyrs age pcexpdec mEdY

TOTScore 1.00 0.39 0.14 0.25 0.21

eduyrs 0.39 1.00 0.47 0.25 0.24

age 0.14 0.47 1.00 −0.02 −0.1

pcexpdec 0.25 0.25 −0.02 1.00 0.38

mEdY 0.21 0.24 −0.1 0.38 1.00

Table 5.19: The within-group axis predictivities associated with the two-dimensional
weighted CVA biplot of the race data set.

TOTScore eduyrs age pcexpdec mEdY

0.9952 0.1968 0.0516 0.9279 0.3419

Consider the within-group axis predictivities corresponding to the two-dimensional
weighted predictive CVA biplot of the race data set provided in Table 5.19. Note the
very low within-group axis predictivity of the biplot axis that represents the vari-
able mEdY. This low within-group axis predictivity explains why the angle between
the two biplot axes representing the variables mEdY and pcexpdec in the biplot in
Figure 5.2 is misleading.

5.13.2 Scale invariance

The kth within-group axis predictivity corresponding to the CVA biplot constructed
from the standardised measurements,

πW∗
k =

[(M∗r)′ (M∗)r]
kk[(M∗)−1′ (M∗)−1]
kk

,
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is identical to the kth within-group axis predictivity corresponding to the CVA biplot
constructed from the unstandardised measurements,

πW
k =

[(Mr)′Mr]
kk[(M−1)′M−1]
kk

.

This is evident upon substituting AM for M∗ in the expression for πW
k :

πW∗
k =

[(M∗)r′ (M∗)r]
kk[(M∗)−1′ (M∗)−1]
kk

=
[A−1 (Mr)′MrA−1]

kk[A−1 (M−1)′M−1A−1]
kk

=
1

akk
[(Mr)′Mr]

kk

1
akk

1
akk
[(M−1)′M−1]

kk

1
akk

=
[(Mr)′Mr]

kk[(M−1)′M−1]
kk

Ð→ πW∗
k = πW

k .

Like the adequacy measure the within-group axis predictivity measure is only invari-
ant to non-singular linear transformations of the form x Ð→ F′x when the matrix
F is a p × p non-singular diagonal matrix.

5.13.3 The relationship between axis predictivities and
within-group axis predictivities

Recall that when the dimension of the CVA biplot is equal toK =min (J − 1, p), all p

the axis predictivities are equal to one, the reason being that C1/2X̂MKM
K =C1/2X.

However, since it is not true that K̂MKM
K = K, it follows that the p within-

group axis predictivities associated with the K-dimensional CVA biplot will not
all equal one. That is, each of the within-group axis predictivities associated with
the K-dimensional CVA biplot will be at most as large as the corresponding axis
predictivity. It can be shown that this relationship is true in general. That is,
it can be shown that the kth axis predictivity associated with the r-dimensional
CVA biplot is at least as large as the kth within-group axis predictivity, r ∈ [1 ∶ p],
k ∈ [1 ∶ p]. The derivation of this result is very similar to the derivation showing that
the k adequacy associated with the r-dimensional PCA biplot is at most as large
as the kth axis predictivity associated with that biplot. Consider the expressions of
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the kth within-group axis predictivity, πW
k , and the kth axis predictivity, πk:

πW
k =
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2
∑p

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2
πk =

∑r
j=1 λj ([M−1]jk)2
∑p

j=1 λj ([M−1]jk)2 .

It is evident that in order to show that the kth axis predictivity is at least as large
as the kth within-group axis predictivity, it needs to be shown that

∑r
j=1 λj ([M−1]jk)2
∑p

j=1 λj ([M−1]jk)2 ≥
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2
∑p

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 .

That is, it needs to be shown that

Ð→

∑r
j=1 λj ([M−1]jk)2
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 ≥
∑p

j=1 λj ([M−1]jk)2
∑p

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 .

Let Sr denote the summation,

Sr =
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 , r ∈ [1 ∶ p] .

It is evident that

πk ≥ πW
k ←→ Sr ≥ Sp .

It will now be shown that Sr ≥ Sr+1 ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)], and hence that Sr ≥ Sp ∀r ∈[1 ∶ p].

Sr − Sr+1 =
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj
∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 −
∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj
∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2
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=
(∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj − (∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)∑r+1
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj

(∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)(∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)
=
(∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj + ([M−1](r+1)k)2∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj
(∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)(∑r+1
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)

−

(∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj + (∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2) ([M−1](r+1)k)2 λr+1

(∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)(∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)
=
([M−1](r+1)k)2∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj − (∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2) ([M−1](r+1)k)2 λr+1

(∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)(∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)
=
([M−1](r+1)k)2 (∑r

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λj −∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2 λr+1)

(∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)(∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)
Ð→ Sr − Sr+1 =

([M−1](r+1)k)2 (∑r
j=1 (λj − λr+1) ([M−1]jk)2)

(∑r
j=1 ([M−1]jk)2)(∑r+1

j=1 ([M−1]jk)2) .

It is evident that the sign of Sr − Sr+1 only depends on the sign of λj − λr+1 for
j ∈ [1 ∶ r]. Since λj ≥ λr+1 when j ∈ [1 ∶ r], it follows that λj − λr+1 ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ [1 ∶ r]
and hence that

Sr − Sr+1 ≥ 0 ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)]
Ð→ Sr ≥ Sr+1 ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)] .

It follows that

S1 ≥ S2 ≥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ Sp

and hence that

Sr ≥ Sp ∀r ∈ [1 ∶ (p − 1)] .
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5.14 Changing the CVA biplot scaffolding axes

Up to now the r-dimensional CVA biplot has only been constructed from the first
r right singular vectors of the matrix C1/2XL (or equivalently, the first r canon-
ical variables as defined in Section 4.2). Any r of the p right singular vectors of
C1/2XL can however be used to construct an r-dimensional CVA biplot. It is how-
ever important to remember that only the first K right singular vectors of C1/2XL

contribute to the separation of the groups and that any r-dimensional CVA biplot
that is constructed from a set of r right singular vectors other than the set of the
first r right singular vectors, will separate the groups to a lesser extent than does
the CVA biplot constructed from the first r right singular vectors.

When investigating a data set, additional r-dimensional CVA biplots to the one
constructed from the first r right singular vector of C1/2XL can be used to obtain
additional information. If for example the investigator is particularly interested in
the accurate representation of one (or more) of the measured variables, he/she can
construct a CVA biplot from those right singular vectors of C1/2XL which will yield
a CVA biplot with the highest possible axis predictivities and within-group axis
predictivities for those variables. If on the other hand if it is of particular interest
to the investigator that the spread of the samples around their corresponding group
centroids is accurately represented for a particular group (or groups), a CVA biplot
in which the overall within-group sample predictivities associated with this group
(or groups) can be constructed.

In the case where an r-dimensional CVA biplot that is constructed from a set
of r right singular vectors other than the set of the first r right singular vectors,
let V#

r denote the p× r matrix containing the right singular vectors from which the
biplot was constructed as column vectors. The quality measures associated with the
r-dimensional CVA biplot that is constructed from the column vectors of V#

r can
be defined in exactly the same way as before but substituting the matrix V

#
r for Vr

in the definitions of the quality measures given throughout this chapter.
Recall that the jth largest eigenvalue of the two-sided eigenvalue problem,

X
′
CXm = λWm (5.14.1)

measures the extent to which the jth canonical variable as defined in Section 4.2
separates the groups i.e. it measures the contribution of the jth right singular vec-
tor of C1/2XL to the separation of the groups. It follows that the summation of
the eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (5.14.1) corresponding to the
eigenvectors that are given by the column vectors of LV

#
r can be used to meas-

ure the extent to which the groups are separated in the r-dimensional CVA biplot
constructed from the r column vectors of LV#

r . Note that the overall quality with
respect to the canonical variables associated with the r-dimensional CVA biplot
constructed from the column vectors of V#

r , is given by the ratio of the summation
of the corresponding eigenvalues of the two-sided eigenvalue problem in (5.14.1) to
the summation of the first K eigenvalues of that eigenvalue problem. It follows that
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the overall quality with respect to the canonical variables associated with the CVA
biplot constructed from the column vectors of V#

r can be used to measure the extent
to which the groups are separated in that CVA biplot. This value can be compared
to the overall quality with respect to the canonical variables associated with the
CVA biplot constructed from the first r right singular vectors of C1/2XL to gain
insight as to how much worse the separation of the group are in the CVA biplot
constructed from the column vectors of V

#
r than in the CVA biplot constructed

from the column vectors of Vr.

5.15 Summary

As is the case with a PCA biplot, the relationships and predictions suggested by
a CVA biplot are meaningless if the biplot is not an accurate representation of re-
ality. The overall quality of a CVA biplot can be measured with respect to the
canonical variables or with respect to the original measured variables. The overall
quality with respect to the canonical variables measures the overall accuracy of the
approximations of the elements of the matrix of canonical means, XL and provides
information regarding the extent to which the groups are separated in the CVA
biplot compared to in the p-dimensional canonical space. The overall quality with
respect to the original variables on the other hand measures the overall accuracy of
the approximations to the elements of the matrix observed group means, X. The
extent to which the groups are separated in the CVA biplot provides useful infor-
mation to the investigator regarding the quality of the representation of the group
structure underlying the data set under investigation. The investigator is however
typically not interested in the accuracy of the approximations of the measurements
on the canonical variables, but rather in the accuracy of the approximations of the
measurements on the original measured variables. The investigator will therefore
typically consider the overall quality with respect to the original variables when
assessing the overall predictive ability of the CVA biplot. The overall quality of
the CVA biplot with respect to the original variables is however a very crude meas-
ure of the quality of the CVA biplot which does not necessarily suggest accurate
information about the quality of the individual biplot axes or the quality of the
representation of the individual group centroids and individual samples. Measures
of the quality of the different individual aspects of the CVA biplot are required so
that those aspects that are accurately represented in the biplot can be identified -
conclusions regarding these aspects alone should be made from the visual inspection
of the biplot.

The adequacy of a CVA biplot axis is equal to the ratio of the squared length
representing one unit of the corresponding variable in the CVA biplot to the squared
length representing one unit of that variable in the p-dimensional canonical space.
The axis predictivity of a CVA biplot axis measures that axis’ predictive ability with
respect to the measurements of the group centroids whereas the within-group axis
predictivity of that biplot axis measures that axis’ predictive ability with respect to
the deviations of the individual samples from their corresponding group centroids.
The axis predictivity of a CVA biplot axis is at least as large as the within-group
axis predictivity of that biplot axis. Group predictivity is the analogue of the sample
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predictivity measure of the PCA biplot in the context of the CVA biplot. The group
predictivity associated with a group measures the overall accuracy with which that
group’s mean measurements are predicted in the CVA biplot. All J the group
predictivities and all p the axis predictivities associated with the K-dimensional
CVA biplot, where K =min (J − 1, p), are equal to their maximum values.

Sample predictivities and within-group sample predictivities respectively meas-
ure the accuracy with which the individual samples’ measurements are predicted
and the accuracy with which the deviations of the individual samples from their
respective group centroids are predicted. Neither all n the sample predictivities nor
all n the within-group sample predictivities will be equal to their maximum val-
ues in the K-dimensional CVA biplot - only in the p-dimensional CVA biplot will
all these measures be equal to their maximum values. The overall accuracy of the
approximations to the samples belonging to a particular group can be measured
by the overall sample predictivity associated with that group, which is defined as
a weighted average of the sample predictivities of the samples belonging to that
group. Similarly, the overall accuracy of the approximations to the deviations of
the samples belonging to a particular group from the centroid of that group can
be measured by the overall within-group sample predictivity associated with that
group. The overall within-group sample predictivity associated with a particular
group is defined as a weighted average of the within-group sample predictivities of
the samples belonging to that group. The overall accuracy of the approximations
of all the samples in the data set can be measured by the total sample predictivity,
which is defined as a weighted average of the sample predictivities of all the samples
in the data set.

All the quality measures discussed in this Chapter except for the overall quality
with respect to the original variables take on identical values for the CVA biplot
constructed from the unstandardised measurements and that constructed from the
standardised measurements. Only a subset of these quality measures are however
invariant to all non-singular transformations of the form xÐ→ F′x, where F denotes
an arbitrary p × p non-singular matrix.

Three quality measures were proposed to assess the accuracy with which the Py-
thagorean distances in the CVA biplot approximates the corresponding Pythagorean
distances in the canonical space. Group contrast predictivities measure the accuracy
of the Pythagorean distances between the group centroids in the CVA biplot, sample
contrast predictivities measure the accuracy of the Pythagorean distances between
the individual samples in the CVA biplot and mixed contrast predictivities measure
the accuracy of the Pythagorean distances between the individual samples and the
group centroids in the CVA biplot.

Of these three quality measures, it is probably the mixed contrast predictivity
measure that is most informative. The set of mixed contrast predictivities associated
with a particular group provides information about the accuracy of the representa-
tion of the within-group dispersion of that group in the CVA biplot. The set of mixed
contrast predictivities associated with a particular sample can suggest whether or
not it is likely that the classification of the sample based on the classification regions
of the CVA biplot will be the same as that based on the exact (K-dimensional) CVA
classification regions. The values of group contrast predictivities suggest informa-
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tion about the extent of the separation of the groups in the CVA biplot compared
to in the K-dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canonical space that per-
fectly contains the J canonical means i.e. CK . It also suggests information about
the quality of the representation of the exact (K-dimensional) CVA classification
regions in the CVA biplot. Given the values of the mixed contrast predictivities and
group contrast predictivities, the sample predictivities do not really provide any ad-
ditional information about the quality of the representation of the group structure
in the CVA biplot.

When it is the accurate representation of the group structure underlying the
data set which is of primary interest to the investigator, the quality measures which
are most informative are the overall quality with respect to the canonical variables,
group predictivities, within-group sample predictivities, overall within-group sample
predictivities, group contrast predictivities and mixed contrast predictivities. When
it is of particular importance to the investigator to know with respect to which
measured variables the groups differ (or are similar), then the axis predictivities
and within-group axis predictivities should be considered - if these measures of a
biplot axis are not high, then the overlap of the groups with respect to that axis is
meaningless.

If the investigator is interested in the accuracy of the approximations of the group
centroids and individual samples, then the relevant quality measures to consider are
the group predictivities, sample predictivities, overall sample predictivities and the
total sample predictivities.

All the quality measures associated with the CVA biplot that were discussed
in this Chapter are defined as ratios of sums of squared values. The fact that the
decomposition of C1/2XL in equation (5.1.2) exhibits Type A and Type B orthog-
onality validates all the quality measures with respect to the canonical variables
while the fact that the decomposition of C1/2X in equation (5.1.4) exhibits Type
A orthogonality in the metric W as well as Type B orthogonality, validates all
the quality measures regarding the measured variables except for the three quality
measures that assess the accuracy of the Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot.
The latter quality measures are validated by the orthogonal decompositions of the
relevant squared true distances into the squared approximated distances in the CVA
biplot and the squared residual distances in the orthogonal complement of the CVA
biplot.
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6.1 What has been achieved in this thesis?

In this thesis the main topics of discussion were the PCA and CVA biplots, with the
primary focus falling on the quality measures associated with these biplots. However,
since a sound understanding of the statistical analyses that underlie these biplots
aids in the interpretation of the biplots, a detailed study of PCA and CVA was pro-
vided prior to the investigation of the PCA and CVA biplots respectively. For both
PCA and CVA different perspectives from which the analyses can be viewed (as well
as the connection between them) were studied as the different perspectives highlight
different aspects of the analyses and so contribute to an improved understanding of
the biplots and their interpretation. For PCA detailed studies of the routes followed
by Pearson and Hotelling were provided. CVA was studied from the perspectives
of LDA, CCA and a two-step approach. The close relationship between CVA and
MANOVA was also highlighted in an outline of important hypotheses to be tested
prior to performing CVA.

Following the study of PCA, an explanation of the construction of the PCA bi-
plot was provided. This explanation commenced with an outline of the construction
of the traditional PCA biplot proposed by Gabriel (1971) after which the adjust-
ments proposed by Gower and Hand (1996) were discussed. The study of the PCA
biplot was followed by an in depth investigation of the quality measures of the PCA
biplot and the relationships between these quality measures. The main contribu-
tion of this study to work done on PCA biplots is the investigation of the effect
of standardisation of the PCA biplot and the PCA biplot quality measures. Fur-
thermore, a method whereby the sample predictivities associated with the last few
principal components are used to detect observations that substantially deviate from
the correlation structure of the bulk of the data set was proposed in Chapter 3.

Subsequent to the study of the different perspectives on CVA an explanation
of the construction of the CVA biplot was provided. Three types of CVA biplots
were discussed namely the weighted CVA biplot and two different unweighted CVA
biplots. The main contribution of this study to work that has been done on CVA
biplots and their associated quality measures is the investigation that was performed
on the effect of accounting for the (possibly) different group sizes in the construction
of the CVA biplot on (1) the representation of the group structure underlying a data
set and (2) the quality measures of the CVA biplot. This investigation was performed
using a few moderately sized simulated data sets. A much larger simulation study
is required to confirm the meaningfulness of the preliminary results obtained in
Chapters 4 and 5.

340
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The three quality measures relating to the accuracy of the representation of the
Pythagorean distances in the p-dimensional canonical space in the CVA biplot which
were defined in Chapter 5, namely group contrast predictivities, sample contrast pre-
dictivities and mixed contrast predictivities form the second largest contribution of
this study to research that has been done on the quality measures associated with
CVA biplots. The mixed contrast predictivity measure is arguably the most infor-
mative of the three measures as this measure provides information about (1) the
quality of the representation of the within-group dispersion in the CVA biplot and
(2) information about the classification of the individual samples based on the (ap-
proximate) classification regions in the CVA biplot compared to that based on the
exact K-dimensional CVA classification regions. The group contrast predictivities
suggest information about the extent of the separation of the groups in the CVA
biplot compared to in the K-dimensional subspace of the p-dimensional canonical
space that perfectly contains the J group centroids i.e. CK . It also suggests infor-
mation about the quality of the representation of the exact (K-dimensional) CVA
classification regions in the CVA biplot. Sample contrast predictivity measure pro-
vides information about the accuracy with which the Pythagorean distances between
the samples in the p-dimensional canonical space are approximated in the CVA bi-
plot space. Given the values of the mixed contrast predictivities and group contrast
predictivities, the sample predictivities do not really provide any additional infor-
mation about the quality of the representation of the group structure in the CVA
biplot.

Quality measures that assess the accuracy with which the Pythagorean distances
in the PCA biplot approximate the corresponding Pythagorean distances in the
measurement space can be defined in a similar way to the three contrast predictivity
measures defined for the CVA biplot. It is however the desire for information on
the quality of the representation of the group structure underlying the data set
represented in a CVA biplot that prompted the need for information regarding the
accuracy of the representation of the true Pythagorean distances in the CVA biplot.

A quality measure that is still lacking for the CVA biplot is a single measure
that assesses the quality of the representation of the exact K-dimensional CVA
classification regions in the CVA biplot. For reasons already mentioned, the mixed
contrast predictivities, group predictivities or group contrast predictivities could
perhaps form the basis of such a measure.

6.2 The way forward

There are some interesting and important questions that still remain unanswered
and could form the basis for new research. Three such questions are: (1) how can
PCA biplot quality measures can be used to identify outliers? (2) how should the
quality measures corresponding to a robust PCA (RPCA) biplot be defined and
(3) how can CVA biplot quality measures aid in a variable selection process?
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6.2.1 The robust PCA biplot

In Chapter 3 a simple method whereby which observations that substantially deviate
from the correlation structure of the bulk of the data set can be detected using
sample predictivities was suggested. Discarding these samples in the construction
of the PCA biplot will likely yield a more robust PCA biplot. Instead of discarding
influential outliers to obtain a more robust PCA biplot, the construction of the
biplot can be based on Robust PCA. The resulting biplot is called a robust PCA
biplot (Gardner (2001); Wedlake (2008)). In robust PCA biplots the influence of
influencial observations on the biplot is restricted. Over the last number of years
substantial work has been done on the quality measures of the PCA biplot (Gardner-
Lubbe et al. (2008); Gower et al. (2011)). This work needs to be integrated with
work that has been done on robust PCA and the robust PCA biplot.

6.2.2 Variable Selection

When the number of variables on which the samples of a data set is measured, is
large, it is often possible to discard some of the variables without much, if any, loss
of information. Reducing the number of variables accounted for in a classifier will
increase the bias, but reduce the variability of the predictions it produces. Often,
especially when the number of variables accounted for in the classifier is large, it is
possible to discard some of the variables without increasing the bias of its predictions
much, if at all, while at the same time reducing the variability of its predictions to
such an extent that the expected prediction error (EPE), or expected misclassifi-
cation rate, of the classifier is reduced. According to the principal of parsimony, a
model (classifier) constructed from a subset of the measured variables is preferred to
the model (classifier) constructed from the complete set of measured variables when
the model (classifier) based on the subset does not perform statistically significantly
worse than the model (classifier) based on the complete set. Hence, when the clas-
sifier based on a subset of the measured variables has an EPE smaller or equal to
that of the classifier based on the complete set of measured variables, the classifier
based on the subset should be used.

Estimates of a classifier’s EPE can be calculated using resampling methods like
cross validation and bootstrap (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). When the number of
measured variables is small, an estimate of EPE can be calculated for each possible
subset of variables and the CVA biplot then based on the subset which produced the
smallest estimate EPE. In the case where the smallest estimate of EPE is produced
by more than one subset and the subsets are of differing sizes, the principal of
parsimony dictates that the smallest subset which produce this minimum estimate
of EPE should be used. When more than one subset of the same size yield the
smallest estimate of EPE, one of the subsets can be chosen at random. When the
number of measured variables is large, such a process might be too time consuming
and alternative methods need to be used to identify the subset of variables to work
with. Examples of less time consuming variable selection methods are forward and
backward stepwise variable selection. It is important to remember that stepwise
variable selection procedures will not necessary yield the best possible subset of
variables. In addition to this - when the number of variables is very large, even
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stepwise selection methods can become too time consuming. It is evident that a need
exists for even faster methods of variable selection. It is of particular interest whether
or not the quality measures of the CVA biplot can aid in the variable selection
process. That is, whether the quality measures of the CVA biplot constructed
from the complete set of variables can be used to identify a subset of variables
associated with a smaller estimate of EPE (or expected misclassification rate). Once
the variables that together yield the greatest separation of the groups in two / three
dimensions have been identified a CVA biplot con be constructed from the the subset
of the original data set that corresponds to these variables.

Some research on this topic has already been done. Gardner (2001) showed that
the adequacies of the CVA biplot axes cannot differentiate between a variable that
individually separates the groups substantially but does not contribute much to the
separation of the groups when considered together with one or more other variables,
i.e. a redundant variable, and a variable that both separates the groups on its own
and substantially adds to the separation of the groups when considered together
with one or more other variables Guyon and Elisseeff (2003) demonstrated that it
is possible that two or more irrelevant variables, that is variables that individually
cannot separate the groups, can separate the groups very well if they are used
together.

It should be investigated whether or not one (or more) of the predictivity mea-
sures associated with the CVA biplot can aid in the variable selection process.

6.3 To conclude...

In the words of Chambers et al. (1983) “there is no single statistical tool that is as
powerful as a well-chosen graph”.

SOLI DEO GLORIA
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